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Information on NFPA Codes and Standards Development

I. Applicable Regulations. The primary rules governing the processing of NFPA documents (codes, standards, recommended practices, 
and guides) are the NFPA Regulations Governing Committee Projects (Regs). Other applicable rules include NFPA Bylaws, NFPA 
Technical Meeting Convention Rules, NFPA Guide for the Conduct of Participants in the NFPA Standards Development Process, and 
the NFPA Regulations Governing Petitions to the Board of Directors from Decisions of the Standards Council. Most of these rules and 
regulations are contained in the NFPA Directory. For copies of the Directory, contact Codes and Standards Administration at NFPA 
Headquarters; all these documents are also available on the NFPA website at “www.nfpa.org.” 

The following is general information on the NFPA process. All participants, however, should refer to the actual rules and regulations for a 
full understanding of this process and for the criteria that govern participation. 

II. Technical Committee Report. The Technical Committee Report is defined as “the Report of the Technical Committee and Technical 
Correlating Committee (if any) on a document. A Technical Committee Report consists of the Report on Proposals (ROP), as modified by 
the Report on Comments (ROC), published by the Association.” 

III. Step 1: Report on Proposals (ROP). The ROP is defined as “a report to the Association on the actions taken by Technical Committees 
and/or Technical Correlating Committees, accompanied by a ballot statement and one or more proposals on text for a new document or 
to amend an existing document.” Any objection to an action in the ROP must be raised through the filing of an appropriate Comment for 
consideration in the ROC or the objection will be considered resolved. 

IV. Step 2: Report on Comments (ROC). The ROC is defined as “a report to the Association on the actions taken by Technical Committees 
and/or Technical Correlating Committees accompanied by a ballot statement and one or more comments resulting from public review of 
the Report on Proposals (ROP).” The ROP and the ROC together constitute the Technical Committee Report. Any outstanding objection 
following the ROC must be raised through an appropriate Amending Motion at the Association Technical Meeting or the objection will be 
considered resolved. 

V. Step 3a: Action at Association Technical Meeting. Following the publication of the ROC, there is a period during which those wishing 
to make proper Amending Motions on the Technical Committee Reports must signal their intention by submitting a Notice of Intent to 
Make a Motion. Documents that receive notice of proper Amending Motions (Certified Amending Motions) will be presented for action at 
the annual June Association Technical Meeting. At the meeting, the NFPA membership can consider and act on these Certified Amending 
Motions as well as Follow-up Amending Motions, that is, motions that become necessary as a result of a previous successful Amending 
Motion. (See 4.6.2 through 4.6.9 of Regs for a summary of the available Amending Motions and who may make them.) Any outstanding 
objection following action at an Association Technical Meeting (and any further Technical Committee consideration following successful 
Amending Motions, see Regs at 4.7) must be raised through an appeal to the Standards Council or it will be considered to be resolved. 

VI. Step 3b: Documents Forwarded Directly to the Council. Where no Notice of Intent to Make a Motion (NITMAM) is received and 
certified in accordance with the Technical Meeting Convention Rules, the document is forwarded directly to the Standards Council for 
action on issuance. Objections are deemed to be resolved for these documents. 

VII. Step 4a: Council Appeals. Anyone can appeal to the Standards Council concerning procedural or substantive matters related to the 
development, content, or issuance of any document of the Association or on matters within the purview of the authority of the Council, as 
established by the Bylaws and as determined by the Board of Directors. Such appeals must be in written form and filed with the Secretary 
of the Standards Council (see 1.6 of Regs). Time constraints for filing an appeal must be in accordance with 1.6.2 of the Regs. Objections 
are deemed to be resolved if not pursued at this level. 

VIII. Step 4b: Document Issuance. The Standards Council is the issuer of all documents (see Article 8 of Bylaws). The Council acts on 
the issuance of a document presented for action at an Association Technical Meeting within 75 days from the date of the recommendation 
from the Association Technical Meeting, unless this period is extended by the Council (see 4.8 of Regs). For documents forwarded directly 
to the Standards Council, the Council acts on the issuance of the document at its next scheduled meeting, or at such other meeting as the 
Council may determine (see 4.5.6 and 4.8 of Regs). 

IX. Petitions to the Board of Directors. The Standards Council has been delegated the responsibility for the administration of the codes 
and standards development process and the issuance of documents. However, where extraordinary circumstances requiring the intervention 
of the Board of Directors exist, the Board of Directors may take any action necessary to fulfill its obligations to preserve the integrity of the 
codes and standards development process and to protect the interests of the Association. The rules for petitioning the Board of Directors 
can be found in the Regulations Governing Petitions to the Board of Directors from Decisions of the Standards Council and in 1.7 of the 
Regs. 

X. For More Information. The program for the Association Technical Meeting (as well as the NFPA website as information becomes 
available) should be consulted for the date on which each report scheduled for consideration at the meeting will be presented. For copies 
of the ROP and ROC as well as more information on NFPA rules and for up-to-date information on schedules and deadlines for processing 
NFPA documents, check the NFPA website (www.nfpa.org) or contact NFPA Codes & Standards Administration at (617) 984-7246. 
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NFPA No. Type Action Title Page No. 

 
 

13 P Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems ......................................................................................... 13-1 
 
13D P Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in One- and Two-Family Dwellings 
  and Manufactured Homes ............................................................................................................................ 13D-1 
 
13R P Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential Occupancies 
  up to and Including Four Stories in Height ................................................................................................. 13R-1 
  (Title change: NFPA 13R, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Low-rise Residential 

Occupancies) 
 
20 P Standard for the Installation of Stationary Pumps for Fire Protection ........................................................... 20-1 
 
 
24 P Standard for the Installation of Private Fire Service Mains and Their Appurtenances ................................ .24-1 
 
51 P Standard for the Design and Installation of Oxygen-Fuel Gas Systems for Welding, 
  Cutting, and Allied Processes………………………………………………………………….……………51-1 
 
55 P Compressed Gases and Cryogenic Fluids Code…………………………………………………………….55-1 
 
61 P Standard for the Prevention of Fires and Dust Explosions in Agricultural 
  and Food Processing Facilities………………………………………………………………………...……61-1 
 
72 P National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code® ..................................................................................................... 72-1 
 
80 P Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives ................................................................................ 80-1 
 

 
101A P Guide on Alternative Approaches to Life Safety ...................................................................................... 101A-1 
 
105 P Standard for the Installation of Smoke Door Assemblies and Other 
  Opening Protectives ...................................................................................................................................... 105-1 
 
110 P Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems ................................................................................. 110-1 
 
111 P Standard on Stored Electrical Energy Emergency and Standby Power Systems......................................... 111-1 

 
291 P Recommended Practice for Fire Flow Testing and Marking of Hydrants ................................................... 291-1 
 
301 P Code for Safety to Life from Fire on Merchant Vessels .............................................................................. 301-1 
 
400 P Hazardous Materials Code ............................................................................................................................ 400-1 
 
402 P Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting Operations ............................................................................. 402-1 
 
415 P Standard on Airport Terminal Buildings, Fueling Ramp Drainage, and Loading Walkways ..................... 415-1 
 

 
TYPES OF ACTION 
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NFPA No. Type Action Title Page No. 

 
 
424 P Guide for Airport/Community Emergency Planning  .................................................................................. 424-1 
 
450 P Guide for Emergency Medical Services and Systems……………..……………………………………….450-1 
 
472 P Standard for Competence of Responders to Hazardous Materials/Weapons 
  of Mass Destruction Incidents……………..…………………………………………..…….………….….472-1 
 
473 P Standard for Competencies for EMS Personnel Responding to Hazardous 
  Materials/Weapons of Mass Destruction Incidents……………..……………………………………….…473-1 
 
555 P Guide on Methods for Evaluating Potential for Room Flashover……………………………………….…555-1 
 
   
654 P Standard for the Prevention of Fire and Dust Explosions from the Manufacturing, Processing, and  
  Handling of Combustible Particulate Solids……………………………………………………………..…654-1 
 
1001 P Standard for Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications……………………………………………….……1001-1 
 
1122 P Code for Model Rocketry…………………………...………………………………………………….…1122-1 
 
1124 P Code for the Manufacture, Transportation, Storage, and Retail Sales of  
  Fireworks and Pyrotechnic Articles…………………………………………………………….…………1124-1 
 
1127 P Code for High Power Rocketry……………..…………………………………………..…….…….……..1127-1 
 
1128DS N Draft Standard for Standard Method of Fire Test for Flame 

Breaks…………………………………………………………………………………………….……1128DS-1 
 
1129DS N Draft Standard for Standard Method of Fire Test for Covered Fuse on Consumer 

Fireworks………………………………………………………………………………………………1129DS-1 
 
1144 P Standard for Reducing Structure Ignition Hazards from Wildland Fire ……….…………………………1144-1 
 
1221 P Standard for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of  
  Emergency Services Communications Systems…….……………………………………………….……1221-1 
 
1500 P Standard on Fire Department Occupational Safety and Health 

Program……………………………………………..……………………………………………….….…1500-1 
 
1582 P Standard on Comprehensive Occupational Medical 
  Program for Fire Departments………………………………………………………………………….…1582-1 
 
1801 P Standard on Thermal Imagers for the Fire Service….……………………………………………….……1801-1 
 
1917 N Standard for Automotive Ambulances……………..…………………………………………..…….……1917-1 
 
1961 P Standard on Fire Hose. ……………..…………………………………………..…….…………………...1961-1 
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Agricultural Dusts                                                                                                                                                                                  Type Action   Page No. 
     61 Standard for the Prevention of Fire and Dust Explosions in Agricultural  
 and Food Processing Facilities P 61-1 
 
Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting 
     402 Guide for Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting Operations P 402-1 
     424 Guide for Airport/Community Emergency Planning P 424-1 
 
Airport Facilities 
     415 Standard on Airport Terminal Buildings, Fueling Ramp Drainage, and  
 Loading Walkways P 415-1 
 
Ambulances 
     1917 Standard for Automotive Ambulances N 1917-1 
 
Automatic Sprinkler Systems 
     13 Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems P 13-1 
   Residential Sprinkler Systems 
     13D Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in One- and Two-Family 
 Dwellings and Manufactured Homes P 13D-1 
     13R Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential Occupancies 
 up to and Including Four Stories in Height  P 13R-1 
   Private Water Supply Piping Systems   
     24 Standard for the Installation of Private Fire Service Mains and  
 Their Appurtenances P 24-1 
     291 Recommended Practice for Fire Flow Testing and Marking of Hydrants P 291-1 
 
Fire and Emergency Services Protective Clothing Equipment 
 Electronic Safety Equipment 
     1801 Standard on Thermal Imagers for the Fire Service P 1801-1 
 
Emergency Medical Services 
     450 Guide for Emergency Medical Services and Systems P 450-1 
 
Fire Doors and Windows 
     80 Standard for Fire Doors and Other Opening Protectives P 80-1 
     105 Standard for the Installation of Smoke Door Assemblies and Other  
             Opening Protectives P 105-1 
 
Fire Hose 
     1961 Standard on Fire Hose P 1961-1 
 
Fire Pumps 
     20 Standard for the Installation of Stationary Pumps for Fire Protection P 20-1 
 
Fire Service Occupational Safety and Health 
     1500 Standard on Fire Department Occupational Safety and Health Program P 1500-1 
     1582 Standard on Comprehensive Occupational Medical Program for Fire 
 Departments P 1582-1 
 
Forest and Rural Fire Protection 
     1144 Standard for Reducing Structure Ignition Hazards from Wildland Fire P 1144-1 
 
Handling and Conveying of Dusts, Vapors, and Gases 
     654 Standard for the Prevention of Fire and Dust Explosions from the 
 Manufacturing Processing, and Handling of Combustible Particulate Solids P 654-1 
 
Hazard and Risk of Contents and Furnishings 
     555 Guide on Methods for Evaluating Potential for Room Flashover P 555-1 
 
Hazardous Chemicals 
     400 Hazardous Materials Code P 400-1 
   
Hazardous Materials Response Personnel 
     472 Standard for Competence of Responders to Hazardous Materials/Weapons 
 of Mass Destruction Incidents P 472-1 
     473 Standard for Competencies for EMS Personnel Responding to Hazardous 
 Materials/Weapons of Mass Destruction Incidents P 473-1 
 
Industrial and Medical Gases 
     51 Standard for the Design and Installation of Oxygen-Fuel Gas Systems for 
 Welding, Cutting, and Allied Processes P 51-1 
     55 Compressed Gases and Cryogenic Fluids Code P 55-1 
 
Merchant Vessels 
     301 Code for Safety to Life from Fire on Merchant Vessels P 301-1 
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National Electrical Code 
  Emergency Power Supplies 
     110 Standard for Emergency and Standby Power Systems P 110-1 
     111 Standard on Stored Electrical Energy Emergency and Standby Power Systems P 111-1 
 
Professional Qualifications 
   Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications 
     1001 Standard for Fire Fighter Professional Qualifications P 1001-1 
 
Public Emergency Service Communication   
     1221 Standard for the Installation, Maintenance, and Use of Emergency  
 Services Communications Systems P 1221-1 
   
Pyrotechnics   
     1122 Code for Model Rocketry P 1122-1 
     1124 Code for the Manufacture, Transportation, Storage, and Retail Sales of 
 Fireworks and Pyrotechnic Articles P 1124-1 
     1127 Code for High Power Rocketry P 1127-1 
     1128DS Draft Standard for Standard Method of Fire Test for Flame Breaks N 1128DS-1 
     1129DS Draft Standard for Standard Method of Fire Test for Covered Fuse on 
 Consumer Fireworks N 1129DS-1 
   
Safety to Life   
  Alternative Approaches to Life Safety   
     101A Guide on Alternative Approaches to Life Safety P 101A-1 
   
Signaling Systems for the Protection of Life and Property   
     72 National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code P 72-1 
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COMMITTEE MEMBER CLASSIFICATIONS1,2,3,4 

 
  The following classifications apply to Committee members and represent their principal interest in the activity of the 
Committee. 
 
1. M Manufacturer: A representative of a maker or marketer of a product, assembly, or system, or portion thereof, 

that is affected by the standard. 
 
2. U User: A representative of an entity that is subject to the provisions of the standard or that voluntarily uses the 

standard. 
 
3. IM Installer/Maintainer: A representative of an entity that is in the business of installing or maintaining a product, 

assembly, or system affected by the standard. 
 
4. L Labor: A labor representative or employee concerned with safety in the workplace. 
 
5. RT Applied Research/Testing Laboratory: A representative of an independent testing laboratory or independent 

applied research organization that promulgates and/or enforces standards. 
 
6. E Enforcing Authority: A representative of an agency or an organization that promulgates and/or enforces 

standards. 
 
7. I Insurance: A representative of an insurance company, broker, agent, bureau, or inspection agency. 
 
8. C Consumer: A person who is or represents the ultimate purchaser of a product, system, or service affected by the 

standard, but who is not included in (2). 
 
9. SE Special Expert: A person not representing (1) through (8) and who has special expertise in the scope of the 

standard or portion thereof. 
 
NOTE 1: “Standard” connotes code, standard, recommended practice, or guide. 
 
NOTE 2: A representative includes an employee. 
 
NOTE 3: While these classifications will be used by the Standards Council to achieve a balance for Technical Committees, 
the Standards Council may determine that new classifications of member or unique interests need representation in order to 
foster the best possible Committee deliberations on any project. In this connection, the Standards Council may make such 
appointments as it deems appropriate in the public interest, such as the classification of “Utilities” in the National Electrical 
Code Committee. 
 
NOTE 4: Representatives of subsidiaries of any group are generally considered to have the same classification as the parent 
organization. 
 



 

 

 
FORM FOR FILING NOTICE OF INTENT TO MAKE A MOTION (NITMAM) 

AT AN ASSOCIATION TECHNICAL MEETING 
2012 ANNUAL REVISION CYCLE 

FINAL DATE FOR RECEIPT OF NITMAM:  5:00 pm EDST, April 6, 2012 
 

If you have questions about filling out or filing the NITMAM, please contact the Codes and 
Standards Administration at 617-984-7249 

 
For further information on the Codes- and Standards-Making Process see the NFPA website 

(www.nfpa.org) 

 FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
 

Log #:  
 
Date Rec'd:  
 

 
Date______8/10/2005__________Name__John B. Smith_________________________________________Tel. No.617-555-1212 _ 

Company or Affiliation ___________John B. Smith Consulting___________________Email Address__________________________ 

Street Address_____________9 Seattle Street____________________City_______Seattle____________State__WA__Zip 02255__ 
 
1.   (a) NFPA Document (include Number and Title)_ National Fire Alarm Code/NFPA 72 1999ed____________________________________    

      (b) Proposal or Comment Number____72-5_______________________________ 

      (c) Section/Paragraph _______1.5.8.1 ______________________________ 

2. Motion to be made.   Please check one (See also 4.6 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects): 
  
(a)  Proposal 
     X        (1) Accept.                                   (2) Accept an Identifiable Part.*   
            _ (3) Accept as modified by the TC.               (4) Accept an Identifiable Part as modified by TC.* 
 
(b) Comment 
      (1) Accept.                       (2) Accept an Identifiable Part. *          (3) Accept as modified by the TC. 
       (4) Accept an Identifiable Part as modified by TC.*      __    (5) Reject                     (6) Reject an Identifiable Part.*  
  
(c) Return Technical Committee Report for Further Study 
    _____ (1) Return entire Report.                      (2) Return a portion of a Report in the form of a proposal and related comment(s). 
   _____ (3) Return a portion of a Report in the form of identifiable part(s) of a proposal and related comments(s). (Identify the specific         
portion of the proposal and the related comments below)* 
 
* Clearly identify the Identifiable Part(s) indicated above (use separate sheet if required). 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. I am entitled to make this motion in accordance with 4.6.8 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects, as follows [check (a), (b), or (c)]:  
 
(a)_X_ This motion may be made by the original submitter or their designated representative, and I am the [if you check (a) indicate one of the 

following]: 

 X     I am the original submitter of the proposal or comment, or  

 ___I am the submitter’s designated representative (attach written authorization signed by the original submitter) 

(b)____This motion may be made by a Technical Committee Member and I am a Member of the responsible Technical Committee. 

(c)____This motion may be made by anyone. 

 
 

(Form continued on next page) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NITMAM form (continued) 



 

 

 
4.  Comments or Clarification (optional): This NITMAM will be reviewed by a Motions Committee.  In addition to determining 
whether your Amending Motion is proper, the Committee may take other actions as described in 2.3 of the Technical Meeting 
Convention Rules as follows: 
 

Restating and Grouping of Motions. Upon request or on its own initiative, and in consultation with the mover(s), the 
Motions Committee may: (a) restate an Amending Motion to facilitate the making of a proper motion or to clarify the 
intent of the mover; and (b) group Amending Motions which are dependent on one another into a single Amending 
Motion.  Dependent motions are motions that the mover(s) wish to be considered by the assembly and voted on as single 
up or down package.  In addition to the foregoing, the Motions Committee may take such other actions or make such 
other recommendations as will facilitate the fair and efficient consideration of motions within the available time. 

 
The NFPA Staff may contact you to clarify your motion or to consult on the permitted actions in 2.3.  If you have any comments, 
suggestions or requests of the Motions Committee as it reviews your NITMAM and considers actions permitted in 2.3, please provide 
them below. (Use additional sheet if necessary): 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

 
 
Name (please print):______John B. Smith___________________________________________________ 

 

 
Signature (required):_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 (Note: This NITMAM will be reviewed, and if proper, your Amending Motion will be certified in accordance with the Technical 
Meeting Convention Rules and posted on the NFPA website by _________.   Documents that have Certified Amending Motions 
will be considered at the _____________ Annual Meeting Technical Committee Report Session.  In order to have your Certified 
Amending Motion considered at that meeting you must appear, sign in, and make the motion as prescribed in the Convention 
Rules). 

 
 

PLEASE USE A SEPARATE NITMAM FORM FOR EACH AMENDING MOTION YOU WISH TO MAKE 
 

Mail to:  Secretary, Standards Council, National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-7471  
NFPA Fax:  (617) 770-3500  Email: NITMAM@nfpa.org 

 



 
FORM FOR FILING NOTICE OF INTENT TO MAKE A MOTION (NITMAM) 

AT AN ASSOCIATION TECHNICAL MEETING 
2012 ANNUAL REVISION CYCLE 

FINAL DATE FOR RECEIPT OF NITMAM:  5:00 pm EDST, April 6, 2012 
 

If you have questions about filling out or filing the NITMAM, please contact the 
Codes and Standards Administration at 617-984-7249 

 
For further information on the Codes- and Standards-Making Process, see the NFPA 

website (www.nfpa.org) 

 FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 
 

Log #:  
 
Date Rec'd:  

Date________________ ________________________________________________   

  __________________________________________________   

______ City State Zip
 
1.   (a) NFPA Document (include Number and Title)   

 (b) Proposal or Comment Number____________________ 
(c) Section/Paragraph 

2. Motion to be made.   Please check one: (See also 4.6 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects) 
  
(a)  Proposal 
      _(1) Accept.                                     (2) Accept an Identifiable Part.*   
     (3) Accept as modified by the TC.               (4) Accept an Identifiable Part as modified by TC.* 
 

 
(1) Accept.                     (2) Accept an Identifiable Part.*          (3) Accept as modified by the TC. 

     (4) Accept an Identifiable Part as modified by TC.*      __    (5) Reject                     (6) Reject an Identifiable Part.*  
  

 
(1) Return entire Report.                      (2) Return a portion of a Report in the form of a proposal and related comment(s). 

   _____ (3) Return a portion of a Report in the form of identifiable part(s) of a proposal and related comment(s). (Identify the specific  
       portion of the proposal and the related comments below)* 

* Clearly identify the Identifiable Part(s) indicated above (use separate sheet if required). 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 3. I am entitled to make this motion in accordance with 4.6.8 of the Regulations Governing Committee Projects, as follows: [(check (a), 
(b), or (c)].  
 

 This motion may be made by the original submitter or their designated representative, and I am the [(if you check (a) indicate   

 one of the following)]: 

 ___I am the original submitter of the proposal or comment, or  

 ___I am the submitter’s designated representative (attach written authorization signed by the original submitter) 

This motion may be made by a Technical Committee Member and I am a Member of the responsible Technical Committee. 

This motion may be made by anyone. 

 
(Form continued on next page) 

 
 
 
 
 



 
NITMAM form (continued) 
 
4.  Comments or Clarification (optional): This NITMAM will be reviewed by a Motions Committee.  In addition to 
determining whether your Amending Motion is proper, the Committee may take other actions as described in 2.3 of the 
Technical Meeting Convention Rules as follows: 

Restating and Grouping of Motions. Upon request or on its own initiative, and in consultation with the 
mover(s), the Motions Committee may: (a) restate an Amending Motion to facilitate the making of a proper 
motion or to clarify the intent of the mover; and (b) group Amending Motions which are dependent on one 
another into a single Amending Motion.  Dependent motions are motions that the mover(s) wish to be 
considered by the assembly and voted on as single up or down package.  In addition to the foregoing, the 
Motions Committee may take such other actions or make such other recommendations as will facilitate the 
fair and efficient consideration of motions within the available time. 

 
The NFPA Staff may contact you to clarify your motion or to consult on the permitted actions in 2.3.  If you have any 
comments, suggestions, or requests of the Motions Committee as it reviews your NITMAM and considers actions permitted 
in 2.3, please provide them below. (Use additional sheet if necessary): 
 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Name (please print):_____________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

Signature (required):_____________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 (Note: This NITMAM will be reviewed, and if proper, your Amending Motion will be certified in accordance with the Technical 
Meeting Convention Rules and posted on the NFPA website by April 6.  Documents that have Certified Amending Motions will 
be considered at the June 2012 Annual  Meeting Technical Committee Report Session.  In order to have your Certified 
Amending Motion considered at that meeting, you must appear, sign in, and make the motion as prescribed in the Convention 
Rules). 

PLEASE USE A SEPARATE NITMAM FORM FOR EACH AMENDING MOTION YOU WISH TO MAKE. 
 

Mail to:  Secretary, Standards Council, National Fire Protection Association, 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169-7471  
NFPA Fax:  (617) 770-3500  Email: NITMAM@nfpa.org 
 

 



 
  
   
  
  
   
   

Sequence of Events Leading to Issuance of an NFPA Committee Document  

Step 1   Call for Proposals 

▼            Proposed new document or new edition of an existing document is entered into one of two yearly revision 
cycles, and a Call for Proposals is published.  

Step 2    Report on Proposals (ROP) 

▼            Committee meets to act on Proposals, to develop its own Proposals, and to prepare its Report.  

▼            Committee votes by written ballot on Proposals. If two-thirds approve, Report goes forward. Lacking two-
thirds approval, Report returns to Committee.  

▼            Report on Proposals (ROP) is published for public review and comment.  

Step 3    Report on Comments (ROC) 

▼            Committee meets to act on Public Comments to develop its own Comments, and to prepare its report.  

▼            Committee votes by written ballot on Comments. If two-thirds approve, Report goes forward. Lacking two-
thirds approval, Report returns to Committee.  

▼            Report on Comments (ROC) is published for public review.  

Step 4    Association Technical Meeting 

▼            “Notices of intent to make a motion” are filed, are reviewed, and valid motions are certified for presentation 
at the Association Technical Meeting. (“Consent Documents” that have no certified motions bypass the Association 
Technical Meeting and proceed to the Standards Council for issuance.)  

▼            NFPA membership meets each June at the Association Technical Meeting and acts on Technical 
Committee Reports (ROP and ROC) for documents with “certified amending motions.”  

▼            Committee(s) vote on any amendments to Report approved at NFPA Annual Membership Meeting.  

Step 5    Standards Council Issuance 

▼            Notification of intent to file an appeal to the Standards Council on Association action must be filed within 20 
days of the NFPA Annual Membership Meeting.  

▼            Standards Council decides, based on all evidence, whether or not to issue document or to take other 
action, including hearing any appeals.  

  

  

 



 

 

 

The Association Technical Meeting 

The process of public input and review does not end with the publication of the ROP and ROC. Following the 
completion of the Proposal and Comment periods, there is yet a further opportunity for debate and discussion through 
the Association Technical Meeting that takes place at the NFPA Annual Meeting.  

The Association Technical Meeting provides an opportunity for the final Technical Committee Report (i.e., the ROP 
and ROC) on each proposed new or revised code or standard to be presented to the NFPA membership for the 
debate and consideration of motions to amend the Report. The specific rules for the types of motions that can be 
made and who can make them are set forth in NFPA’s rules, which should always be consulted by those wishing to 
bring an issue before the membership at an Association Technical Meeting. The following presents some of the main 
features of how a Report is handled.  

The Filing of a Notice of Intent to Make a Motion. Before making an allowable motion at an Association Technical 
Meeting, the intended maker of the motion must file, in advance of the session, and within the published deadline, a 
Notice of Intent to Make a Motion. A Motions Committee appointed by the Standards Council then reviews all notices 
and certifies all amending motions that are proper. The Motions Committee can also, in consultation with the makers 
of the motions, clarify the intent of the motions and, in certain circumstances, combine motions that are dependent on 
each other together so that they can be made in one single motion. A Motions Committee report is then made 
available in advance of the meeting listing all certified motions. Only these Certified Amending Motions, together with 
certain allowable Follow-Up Motions (that is, motions that have become necessary as a result of previous successful 
amending motions) will be allowed at the Association Technical Meeting.  

Consent Documents. Often there are codes and standards up for consideration by the membership that will be 
noncontroversial and no proper Notices of Intent to Make a Motion will be filed. These “Consent Documents” will 
bypass the Association Technical Meeting and head straight to the Standards Council for issuance. The remaining 
documents are then forwarded to the Association Technical Meeting for consideration of the NFPA membership. 

What Amending Motions Are Allowed. The Technical Committee Reports contain many Proposals and Comments 
that the Technical Committee has rejected or revised in whole or in part. Actions of the Technical Committee 
published in the ROP may also eventually be rejected or revised by the Technical Committee during the development 
of its ROC. The motions allowed by NFPA rules provide the opportunity to propose amendments to the text of a 
proposed code or standard based on these published Proposals, Comments, and Committee actions. Thus, the list of 
allowable motions include motions to accept Proposals and Comments in whole or in part as submitted or as modified 
by a Technical Committee action. Motions are also available to reject an accepted Comment in whole or part. In 
addition, Motions can be made to return an entire Technical Committee Report or a portion of the Report to the 
Technical Committee for further study.  

The NFPA Annual Meeting, also known as the NFPA Conference & Expo, takes place in June of each year. A second 
Fall membership meeting was discontinued in 2004, so the NFPA Technical Committee Report Session now runs 
once each year at the Annual Meeting in June.  

Who Can Make Amending Motions. NFPA rules also define those authorized to make amending motions. In many 
cases, the maker of the motion is limited by NFPA rules to the original submitter of the Proposal or Comment or his or 
her duly authorized representative. In other cases, such as a Motion to Reject an accepted Comment, or to Return a 
Technical Committee Report or a portion of a Technical Committee Report for Further Study, anyone can make these 
motions. For a complete explanation, the NFPA Regs should be consulted.  

 

 



 
Action on Motions at the Association Technical Meeting. In order to actually make a Certified Amending Motion at 
the Association Technical Meeting, the maker of the motion must sign in at least an hour before the session begins. In 
this way a final list of motions can be set in advance of the session. At the session, each proposed document up for 
consideration is presented by a motion to adopt the Technical Committee Report on the document. Following each such 
motion, the presiding officer in charge of the session opens the floor to motions on the document from the final list of 
Certified Amending Motions followed by any permissible Follow-Up Motions. Debate and voting on each motion 
proceeds in accordance with NFPA rules. NFPA membership is not required in order to make or speak to a motion, but 
voting is limited to NFPA members who have joined at least 180 days prior to the Association Technical Meeting and 
have registered for the meeting. At the close of debate on each motion, voting takes place, and the motion requires a 
majority vote to carry. In order to amend a Technical Committee Report, successful amending motions must be 
confirmed by the responsible Technical Committee, which conducts a written ballot on all successful amending motions 
following the meeting and prior to the document being forwarded to the Standards Council for issuance.  

Standards Council Issuance 

One of the primary responsibilities of the NFPA Standards Council, as the overseer of the NFPA codes and standards 
development process, is to act as the official issuer of all NFPA codes and standards. When it convenes to issue NFPA 
documents, it also hears any appeals related to the document. Appeals are an important part of assuring that all NFPA 
rules have been followed and that due process and fairness have been upheld throughout the codes and standards 
development process. The Council considers appeals both in writing and through the conduct of hearings at which all 
interested parties can participate. It decides appeals based on the entire record of the process as well as all 
submissions on the appeal. After deciding all appeals related to a document before it, the Council, if appropriate, 
proceeds to issue the document as an official NFPA code or standard. Subject only to limited review by the NFPA 
Board of Directors, the decision of the Standards Council is final, and the new NFPA code or standard becomes 
effective twenty days after Standards Council issuance.  
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Report of the Technical Correlating Committee on 

Automatic Sprinkler Systems (AUT-AAC)

Jose R. Baz, JRB Associates Group Inc., FL  [M]
 Rep. NFPA Latin American Section 
Kerry M. Bell, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT] 
Russell P. Fleming, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., NY  [M]
Scott T. Franson, The Viking Corporation, MI  [M] 
Michael J. Friedman, Friedman Consulting, Inc., MD  [SE] 
Raymond A. Grill, Arup Fire, DC [SE] 
Luke Hilton, Liberty Mutual Property, NC [I] 
Alex Hoffman, Viking Fire Protection Inc., Canada  [IM]
 Rep. Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association 
Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., TX  [IM] 
Sultan M. Javeri, SC Engineering, France [IM] 
Charles W. Ketner, National Automatic Sprinkler Fitters LU 669, MD [L]
 Rep. United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing & Pipe 
Fitting Industry 
Andrew Kim, National Research Council of Canada, Canada  [RT] 
Russell B. Leavitt, Telgian Corporation, AZ [U]
 Rep. Trinity Health 
John G. O’Neill, The Protection Engineering Group, PC, VA  [SE] 
Garner A. Palenske, Aon/Schirmer Engineering Corporation, CA  [I] 
J. William Sheppard, Sheppard & Associates, LLC, MI  [SE]
Robert D. Spaulding, FM Global, MA  [I] 
Douglas Paul Stultz, US Department of the Navy, VA [E] 
Lynn K. Underwood, Axis US Property, IL  [I] 

Alternates

Donald D. Becker, RJC & Associates, Inc., MO  [IM]
  (Alt. to Roland J. Huggins)
Thomas C. Brown, The RJA Group, Inc., MD [SE]
 (Alt. to Raymond A. Grill) 
David B. Fuller, FM Global, MA [I]
  (Alt. to Robert D. Spaulding) 
Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., NY  [M]
 (Alt. to Russell P. Fleming) 
George E. Laverick, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT]
  (Alt. to Kerry M. Bell) 
Scott T. Martorano, The Viking Corporation, MI  [M]
  (Alt. to Scott T. Franson) 
Donato A. Pirro, Electro Sistemas De Panama, S.A., Panama  [M]
  (Alt. to Jose R. Baz)
J. Michael Thompson, The Protection Engineering Group, PC, VA  [SE]
  (Alt. to John G. O’Neill) 

Nonvoting

James B. Biggins, Global Risk Consultants Corporation, IL  [SE]
 Rep. TC on Hanging & Bracing of Water-Based Systems 
Robert M. Gagnon, Gagnon Engineering, MD  [SE]
 Rep. TC on Foam-Water Sprinklers 
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc., MD  [SE]
 Rep. Safety to Life Correlating Committee 
Kenneth W. Linder, Swiss Re, CT  [I]
 Rep. TC on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria 
Joe W. Noble, Noble Consulting Services, LLC, NV  [E]
 Rep. TC on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Maurice M. Pilette, Mechanical Designs Ltd., MA  [SE]
 Rep. TC on Residential Sprinkler Systems 
Chester W. Schirmer, Aon/Schirmer Engineering Corporation, NC  [I] 
 (Member Emeritus)
Kenneth W. Wagoner, Parsley Consulting Engineers, CA [SE]
 Rep. TC on Private Water Supply Piping Systems 
John J. Walsh, UA Joint Apprenticeship Committee, MD  [SE]
 Rep. United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing & Pipe 
Fitting Industry 
   (Member Emeritus)

Staff Liaison: Matthew J. Klaus

Committee Scope: This Committee shall have overall responsibility for 
documents that pertain to the criteria for the design and installation of 
automatic, open and foam-water sprinkler systems including the character and 
adequacy of water supplies, and the selection of sprinklers, piping, valves, and 
all materials and accessories.  This Committee does not cover the installation of 
tanks and towers, nor the installation, maintenance, and use of central station, 
proprietary, auxiliary, and local signaling systems for watchmen, fire alarm, 
supervisory service, nor the design of fire department hose connections.

Report of the Committee on 

Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems (AUT-HBS)

James B. Biggins, Chair
Global Risk Consultants Corporation, IL  [SE]

Richard W. Bonds, Ductile Iron Pipe Research Association, AL  [M] 
Samuel S. Dannaway, S. S. Dannaway Associates, Inc., HI  [SE] 
Christopher I. Deneff, FM Global, RI [I] 
John Deutsch, City of Brea Fire Department, CA [E] 
Daniel C. Duggan, Fire Sprinkler Design, MO [M] 
Thomas J. Forsythe, Hughes Associates, Inc., CA  [SE] 
Jeffrey E. Harper, The RJA Group, Inc., IL [SE] 
David J. Jeltes, ERICO International Corporation, OH [M] 
Kraig Kirschner, AFCON, CA  [M] 
Alan R. Laguna, Merit Sprinkler Company, Inc., LA  [IM] 
George E. Laverick, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT] 
Philip D. LeGrone, Risk Management Solutions, Inc., TN [SE] 
Leslie “Chip” L. Lindley,II, Lindley Fire Protection Company Inc., CA [IM] 
Norman J. MacDonald, III, FlexHead Industries, Inc., MA [M] 
Wayne M. Martin, Wayne Martin & Associates Inc., CA  [SE] 
David S. Mowrer, Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services, LLC, TN [U] 
Randy R. Nelson, VFS Fire and Security Services, CA [IM] 
 Rep. American Fire Sprinkler Association 
Marco R. Nieraeth, XL Global Asset Protection Services, CA [I] 
Janak B. Patel, Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, GA  [U] 
Michael A. Rothmier, UA Joint Apprenticeship Committee, CO [L] 
 Rep. United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing & Pipe 
Fitting Industry 
Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc., FL  [IM] 
Zeljko Sucevic, Vipond Fire Protection, Canada [IM] 
 Rep. Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association 
James Tauby, Mason Industries, Inc., NY  [M]
Jack W. Thacker, Allan Automatic Sprinkler Corp. of So. California, CA  [IM] 
 Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Glenn E. Thompson, Liberty Mutual Property, CA [I]
 Rep. Property Casualty Insurers Association of America 
Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., NY  [M]
George Von Gnatensky, Tolco, CA [M]
 Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Thomas G. Wellen, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., TX [IM]

Alternates

Robert E. Bachman, Robert E. Bachman, Consulting Structural Engineer, CA 
[M]
 (Alt. to Norman J. MacDonald, III)
Charles W. Bamford, Bamford Inc., WA  [IM]
 (Alt. to Randy R. Nelson)
Sheldon Dacus, Security Fire Protection Company, TN  [M]
 (Alt. to Victoria B. Valentine)
Todd A. Dillon, XL Global Asset Protection Services, OH  [I]
 (Alt. to Marco R. Nieraeth) 
Matthew W. Donahue, The RJA Group, Inc., CA [SE]
  (Alt. to Jeffrey E. Harper) 
Donald L. Dutra, Liberty Mutual Insurance, CA [I]
 (Alt. to Glenn E. Thompson)
Charles W. Ketner, National Automatic Sprinkler Fitters LU 669, MD [L]
  (Alt. to Michael A. Rothmier)
Michael J. Madden, Hughes Associates, Inc., CA  [SE]
 (Alt. to Thomas J. Forsythe) 
Emil W. Misichko, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT]
  (Alt. to George E. Laverick) 
J. Scott Mitchell, B & W Technical Services Pantex, TX  [U] 
(Alt. to David S. Mowrer) 
Joseph Normandeau, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell, CA [M]
  (Alt. to George Von Gnatensky)
Kenneth W. Wagoner, Parsley Consulting Engineers, CA [IM] 
 (Alt. to Thomas G. Wellen)
Ronald N. Webb, S.A. Comunale Company, Inc., OH  [IM]
  (Alt. to Jack W. Thacker)

Committee Scope: This Committee shall have the primary responsibility for 
those portions of NFPA 13 that pertain to the criteria for the use and installation 
of components and devices used for the support of water-based fire protection 
system piping including protection against seismic events.
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Report of the Committee on 

Private Water Supply Piping Systems (AUT-PRI)

Kenneth W. Wagoner, Chair
Parsley Consulting Engineers, CA [SE]

Richard W. Bonds, Ductile Iron Pipe Research Association, AL  [M] 
Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., TX  [IM] 
James A. Charrette, Allan Automatic Sprinkler Corp. of So. California, CA 
[IM] 
 Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Flora F. Chen, City of Hayward, CA [E] 
Stephen A. Clark, Jr., Allianz Risk Consultants, LLC, GA  [I] 
Jeffry T. Dudley, National Aeronautics & Space Administration, FL [U] 
Byron E. Ellis, Entergy Corporation, LA [U] 
 Rep. Edison Electric Institute 
Brandon W. Frakes, XL Global Asset Protection Services, NC [I] 
David B. Fuller, FM Global, MA [I] 
Robert M. Gagnon, Gagnon Engineering, MD [SE] 
Tanya M. Glumac, Liberty Mutual Property, MA [I] 
William J. Gotto, Global Risk Consultants Corporation, NJ [SE] 
LaMar Hayward, 3-D Fire Protection, Inc., ID [IM] 
Alan R. Laguna, Merit Sprinkler Company, Inc., LA  [IM] 
John Lake, City of Gainesville, FL  [E] 
Michael T. Larabel, Amway Inc., MI [U] 
George E. Laverick, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT] 
James M. Maddry, James M. Maddry, P.E., GA [SE] 
Kevin D. Maughan, Tyco Fire Protection Products, RI  [M] 
Bob D. Morgan, Fort Worth Fire Department, TX [E] 
David S. Mowrer, Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services, LLC, TN [U] 
Dale H. O’Dell, National Automatic Sprinkler Fitters LU 669, CA [L] 
 Rep. United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing & Pipe 
Fitting Industry 
Adam P. Olomon, Aon/RRS/Schirmer Engineering, TX [I] 
Sam P. Salwan, Environmental Systems Design, Inc., IL  [SE] 
James R. Schifiliti, Fire Safety Consultants, Inc., IL  [IM] 
 Rep. Illinois Fire Prevention Association 
Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc., FL  [IM] 
J. William Sheppard, Sheppard & Associates, LLC, MI [SE] 
Scott M. Twele, The RJA Group, Inc., CA [SE] 
Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association, NY [M]

Alternates

James B. Biggins, Global Risk Consultants Corporation, IL  [SE]
 (Alt. to William J. Gotto)
Mark A. Bowman, XL Global Asset Protection Services, OH  [I]
 (Alt. to Brandon W. Frakes) 
Joshua Davis, The RJA Group, Inc., GA [SE]
 (Alt. to Scott M. Twele) 
Steve L. Escue, TK Engineering Company, TN [M] 
 (Alt. to Karl Wiegand) 
Cliff Hartford, Tyco Fire & Building Products, NY [M]
 (Alt. to Kevin D. Maughan) 
Andrew C. Higgins, Allianz Risk Consultants, LLC, GA [I]
  (Alt. to Stephen A. Clark, Jr.) 
Luke Hilton, Liberty Mutual Property, NC [I]
 (Alt. to Tanya M. Glumac) 
Charles W. Ketner, National Automatic Sprinkler Fitters LU 669, MD [L]
 (Alt. to Dale H. O’Dell) 
Michael G. McCormick, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL [RT]
 (Alt. to George E. Laverick) 
Martin Ramos, Environmental Systems Design, Inc., IL [SE]
  (Alt. to Sam P. Salwan) 
Jeffrey J. Rovegno, Mr. Sprinkler Fire Protection, CA [IM]
 (Alt. to Phillip A. Brown) 
Austin L. Smith, Babcock & Wilcox Y-12, LLC, TN [U]
 (Alt. to David S. Mowrer) 
Ronald N. Webb, S.A. Comunale Company, Inc., OH  [IM]
 (Alt. to James A. Charrette) 

Committee Scope: This Committee shall have the primary responsibility for 
documents on private piping systems supplying water for fire protection and 
for hydrants, hose houses, and valves. The Committee is also responsible for 
documents on fire flow testing and marking of hydrants.

Report of the Committee on 

Residential Sprinkler Systems (AUT-RSS)

Maurice M. Pilette, Chair
Mechanical Designs Ltd., MA  [SE]

Kerry M. Bell, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT] 
Fred Benn, Advanced Automatic Sprinkler, Inc., CA  [IM] 
Jonathan C. Bittenbender, REHAU Incorporated, VA [M] 
Frederick C. Bradley, FCB Engineering, GA [SE] 
Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., TX  [IM] 
Thomas G. Deegan, The Viking Group, Inc., MI [M] 
 Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Jeffrey Feid, State Farm Insurance Company, IL  [I] 
Dawn M. Flancher, American Water Works Association, CO [U] 
Jeffrey S. Grove, The RJA Group, Inc., NV [SE] 
Dana R. Haagensen, Massachusetts Department of Fire Services, MA  [E] 
Tonya L. Hoover, CAL Fire, Office of the State Fire Marshal, CA [E] 
Mark Hopkins, Hughes Associates, Inc., MD [SE] 
Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., NY  [M] 
Gary L. Johnson,Lubrizol,FL [M]
  Rep. Committee for Firesafe Dwellings 
Charles W. Ketner, National Automatic Sprinkler Fitters LU 669, MD [L] 
 Rep. United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing & Pipe 
Fitting Industry 
Ronald G. Nickson, National Multi Housing Council, DC [U] 
Michael O’Brian, Brighton Area Fire Authority, MI [E] 
 Rep. International Association of Fire Chiefs 
Steven Orlowski, National Association of Home Builders, DC [U] 
Milosh T. Puchovsky, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, MA  [SE] 
Scott C. Pugsley, Classic Fire Protection Inc., Canada [IM] 
 Rep. Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association 
Steven R. Rians, Standard Automatic Fire Enterprises, Inc., TX  [IM]
 Rep. American Fire Sprinkler Association 
Chester W. Schirmer, Aon/Schirmer Engineering Corporation, NC  [I] 
Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc., FL  [IM] 
Harry Shaw, Fail Safe Safety Systems Inc., MD  [M] 
Matt Sigler, International Association of Plumbing & Mechanical Officials, CA 
[E] 
Eric J. Skare, Uponor, Inc., MN [M] 
George W. Stanley, Wiginton Fire Systems, FL  [IM] 
 Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Ed Van Walraven, Aspen Fire Protection District, CO [E] 
Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell, MD  [M] 
Hong-Zeng Yu, FM Global, MA [I] 

Alternates

David W. Ash, Lubrizol Advanced Materials, Inc., OH  [M]
 (Alt. to Gary L. Johnson) 
Robert S. Blach, Menlo Park Fire Protection District, CA [E]
 (Alt. to Michael O’Brian) 
Lawrence Brown, National Association of Home Builders, DC  [U]
 (Alt. to Steven Orlowski) 
Edward K. Budnick, Hughes Associates, Inc., MD  [SE]
 (Alt. to Mark Hopkins) 
Bradford T. Cronin, Newport Fire Department, RI [E]
 (Alt. to Dana R. Haagensen) 
Mark E. Fessenden, Tyco Fire Suppression & Building Products, RI  [M]
  (Alt. to Terry L. Victor) 
David B. Fuller, FM Global, MA [I]
 (Alt. to Hong-Zeng Yu) 
Jerry R. Hunter, Aon Fire Protection Engineering Corporation, TX [I]
 (Alt. to Chester W. Schirmer) 
Thomas L. Jacquel, Thomas L. Jacquel Automatic Fire Sprinkler Consulting 
Services, MA [IM]
 (Alt. to Phillip A. Brown)
Marshall A. Klein, Marshall A. Klein & Associates, Inc., MD [U]
  (Alt. to Ronald G. Nickson)
George E. Laverick, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL [RT] 
 (Alt. to Kerry M. Bell) 
Stephen M. Leyton, Protection Design and Consulting, CA [IM]
  (Alt. to Steven R. Rians)
Paul McCulloch, Uponor, Inc., MN [M]
  (Alt. to Eric J. Skare) 
Thomas L. Multer, Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company, Inc., SC [M]
 (Alt. to Thomas G. Deegan)
 David A. Nickelson, REHAU Incorporated, VA [M]
  (Alt. to Jonathan C. Bittenbender) 
Matthew Osburn, Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association, Canada [IM]
 (Alt. to Scott C. Pugsley) 
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Richard M. Ray, Cybor Fire Protection Company, IL [M]
 (Alt. to Kenneth E. Isman)
Ronald N. Webb, S.A. Comunale Company, Inc., OH  [IM]
 (Alt. to George W. Stanley)

Nonvoting

Rohit Khanna, US Consumer Product Safety Commission, MD [C] 
M. Larry Maruskin, US Department of Homeland Security, MD [C]
  (Alt. to Lawrence A. McKenna, Jr.) 
Lawrence A. McKenna, Jr., US Department of Homeland Security, MD [C] 

Committee Scope: This Committee shall have primary responsibility for 
documents on the design and installation of automatic sprinkler systems in 
dwellings and residential occupancies up to and including four stories in height, 
including the character and adequacy of water supplies, and the selection of 
sprinklers, piping, valves, and all materials and accessories.
 

Report of the Committee on 

Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria (AUT-SSD)

Kenneth W. Linder, Chair
Swiss Re, CT [I]

Weston C. Baker, Jr., FM Global, MA  [I]
Charles O. Bauroth, Liberty Mutual Property, MA [I] 
 Rep. Property Casualty Insurers Association of America 
Kerry M. Bell, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT] 
Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation, GA  [U] 
 Rep. The Home Depot 
Thomas C. Brown, The RJA Group, Inc., MD [SE] 
Thomas G. Deegan, The Viking Group, Inc., MI [M] 
John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection, Inc., MD  [IM] 
 Rep. American Fire Sprinkler Association 
James E. Golinveaux, Tyco Fire Suppression & Building Products, RI [M] 
Bo Hjorth, AlbaCon AB, Sweden [SE] 
Alfred J. Hogan, Winter Haven, FL [E] 
 Rep. New England Association of Fire Marshals 
Donald Hopkins, Jr., Hughes Associates, Inc., MD  [SE] 
Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., TX [IM] 
Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., NY  [M] 
Sultan M. Javeri, SC Engineering, France  [IM] 
Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection, Canada  [IM] 
 Rep. Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association 
William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc., MD  [SE] 
A. Christine LaFleur, Sandia National Laboratories, NM [U] 
Thomas L. Multer, Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company, Inc., SC [M] 
 Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Eric L. Packard, United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing 
& Pipe Fitting Industry, MD [L] 
Garner A. Palenske, Aon/Schirmer Engineering Corporation, CA  [I] 
Richard Pehrson, Pehrson Fire PC, MN  [E] 
 Rep. International Fire Marshals Association 
Michael D. Sides, XL Global Asset Protection Services, FL [I] 
Jack W. Thacker, Allan Automatic Sprinkler Corp. of So. California, CA  [IM] 
 Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association

Alternates

Mark J. Aaby, Koffel Associates, Inc., MD  [SE]
 (Alt. to William E. Koffel) 
Ralph E. Bless, Jr., Telgian Corporation, GA [U]
 (Alt. to Tracey D. Bellamy) 
Mark A. Bowman, XL Global Asset Protection Services, OH  [I]
 (Alt. to Michael D. Sides) 
Edward K. Budnick, Hughes Associates, Inc., MD  [SE]
 (Alt. to Donald Hopkins, Jr.) 
John A. Carbone, Victaulic Company, PA [M]
 (Alt. to Thomas L. Multer) 
Pravinray D. Gandhi, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL [RT]
  (Alt. to Kerry M. Bell) 
Tanya M. Glumac, Liberty Mutual Property, MA [I]
 (Alt. to Charles O. Bauroth) 
Thomas McNamara, United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the 
Plumbing & Pipe Fitting Industry, MI [L]
  (Voting Alt. to UA Rep.)

Jack A. Medovich, Fire & Life Safety America, MD  [IM]
 (Alt. to Roland J. Huggins) 
Daniel J. O’Connor, Aon Fire Protection Engineering, IL [I]
 (Alt. to Garner A. Palenske) 
Matthew Osburn, Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association, Canada [IM]
  (Alt. to Larry Keeping) 
Thomas Prymak, The RJA Group, Inc., TX [SE]
 (Alt. to Thomas C. Brown) 
Steven J. Scandaliato, SDG, LLC, AZ [IM]
 (Alt. to John August Denhardt) 
Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc., FL  [M]
  (Alt. to Kenneth E. Isman)
 George W. Stanley, Wiginton Fire Systems, FL  [IM]
  (Alt. to Jack W. Thacker) 
Peter W. Thomas, Tyco Fire Suppression & Building Products, RI [M]
 (Alt. to James E. Golinveaux) 
Martin H. Workman, The Viking Corporation, MI  [M]
  (Alt. to Thomas G. Deegan) 

Nonvoting

Barry M. Lee, Tyco International, Australia [M]

Committee Scope: This Committee shall have primary responsibility for 
those portions of NFPA 13 that pertain to the classification of various fire 
hazards and the determination of associated discharge criteria for sprinkler 
systems employing automatic and open sprinklers, sprinkler system plans and 
calculations, and water supplies.

Report of the Committee on 

Sprinkler System Installation Criteria (AUT-SSI)

Joe W. Noble, Chair
Noble Consulting Services, LLC, NV  [E]

Rep. International Fire Marshals Association

Hamid R. Bahadori, Hughes Associates, Inc., FL [SE] 
Weston C. Baker, Jr., FM Global, MA [I] 
Pat D. Brock, Oklahoma State University, OK  [SE] 
Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., TX  [IM] 
Robert G. Caputo, Fire & Life Safety America, CA [SE] 
Del Dornbos, Viking Group, Inc., MI  [M] 

Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Ralph D. Gerdes, Ralph Gerdes Consultants, LLC, IN [SE] 

Rep. American Institute of Architects 
Donald G. Goosman, The RJA Group, Inc., IL [SE] 
Luke Hilton, Liberty Mutual Property, NC [I] 

Rep. Property Casualty Insurers Association of America 
Elwin G. Joyce, II, Eastern Kentucky University, KY [U]
  Rep. NFPA Industrial Fire Protection Section 
Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection, Canada  [IM]
 Rep. Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association 
Charles W. Ketner, National Automatic Sprinkler Fitters LU 669, MD [L] 

Rep. United Assn. of Journeymen & Apprentices of the Plumbing & Pipe 
Fitting Industry 
Michael D. Kirn, Code Consultants, Inc., MO [SE] 
James D. Lake, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc., MA  [M] 
George E. Laverick, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT] 
Kenneth W. Linder, Swiss Re, CT [I] 
Ausmus S. Marburger, Fire Protection Industries, Inc., PA [IM] 

Rep. National Fire Sprinkler Association 
Rodney A. McPhee, Canadian Wood Council, Canada  [U] 
Michael F. Meehan, VSC Fire & Security, VA  [IM] 

Rep. American Fire Sprinkler Association 
David S. Mowrer, Babcock & Wilcox Technical Services, LLC, TN [U] 
Thomas A. Noble, City of Henderson, Building & Fire Safety, NV [E] 
Janak B. Patel, Savannah River Nuclear Solutions, GA  [U] 
Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc., FL  [IM] 
LeJay Slocum, Aon Fire Protection Engineering, GA [I] 
Paul A. Statt, Eastman Kodak Company, NY [U] 
Leonard R. Swantek, Victaulic Company of America, PA  [M] 
Lynn K. Underwood, Axis US Property, IL [I] 
Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell, MD  [M] 
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Alternates

Kerry M. Bell, Underwriters Laboratories Inc., IL  [RT]
  (Alt. to George E. Laverick) 
Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc., IL [IM] 
(Alt. to Phillip A. Brown) 
John A. Carbone, Victaulic Company, PA [M]
  (Alt. to Leonard R. Swantek) 
James A. Charrette, Allan Automatic Sprinkler Corp. of So. California, CA 
[IM]
  (Alt. to Ausmus S. Marburger) 
Todd A. Dillon, XL Global Asset Protection Services, OH  [I]
 (Alt. to Kenneth W. Linder) 
David B. Fuller, FM Global, MA [I]
 (Alt. to Weston C. Baker, Jr.) 
James E. Golinveaux, Tyco Fire Suppression & Building Products, RI  [M]
  (Alt. to Terry L. Victor) 
Mark Hopkins, Hughes Associates, Inc., MD [SE]
 (Alt. to Hamid R. Bahadori) 
Russell B. Leavitt, Telgian Corporation, AZ  [IM]
  (Alt. to Michael F. Meehan) 
Belynda Miranda, The RJA Group, Inc., VA [SE]
 (Alt. to Donald G. Goosman) 
Matthew Osburn, Canadian Automatic Sprinkler Association, Canada [IM]
  (Alt. to Larry Keeping) 
Michael A. Rothmier, UA Joint Apprenticeship Committee, CO [L]
 (Alt. to Charles W. Ketner) 
Austin L. Smith, Babcock & Wilcox Y-12, LLC, TN [U]
 (Alt. to David S. Mowrer) 
William B. Smith, Code Consultants, Inc., MO [SE]
 (Alt. to Michael D. Kirn) 
Glenn E. Thompson, Liberty Mutual Property, CA [I]
 (Alt. to Luke Hilton) 

Steven M. Tomlin, Aon/Schirmer Engineering Corporation, Canada [I]
  (Alt. to LeJay Slocum) 
Robert Vincent, Shambaugh & Son, L.P., IN  [M]

Nonvoting

Barry M. Lee, Tyco International, Australia [M] 

Staff Liaison: Matthew J. Klaus 

Committee Scope: This Committee shall have the primary responsibility for 
those portions of NFPA 13 that pertain to the criteria for the use and installation 
of sprinkler systems components (with the exception of those components 
used for supporting of piping), position of sprinklers, types of systems, and 
acceptance testing.

  These lists represent the membership at the time the Committee was balloted 
on the text of this edition. Since that time, changes in the membership may have 
occurred. A key to classifications is found at the front of this book. 

  The Report of the Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems is presenting 
five Reports for adoption, as follows:

The Reports were prepared by the:

  •  Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems 
(AUT-AAC)
  •  Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire 
Protection Systems (AUT-HBS)
  •  Technical Committee on Private Water Supply Piping Systems (AUT-
PRI)
  •  Technical Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems (AUT-RSS)
  •  Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria (AUT-
SSD)
  •  Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria (AUT-
SSI)

The Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems is presenting five Reports 
for adoption, as follows:

Report I of this Report on Comments was prepared by the individual 
Technical Committees and documents its action on the comments received 
on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of 
Sprinkler Systems, 2010 edition, as published in the Report on Proposals for 
the 2012 Annual Revision Cycle.

The report on NFPA 13 has been submitted to letter ballot of the individual 
Technical Committees.  The results of the balloting, after circulation of any 
negative votes, can be found in the report.

  This Report on Comments has also been submitted to the Technical 
Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems (TCC) in two 
Parts. Part I is a letter ballot on the TCC Actions, if any; and Part II is a 
letter ballot on the Report as a whole. The TCC, which consists of 19 voting 
members, voted as follows: 

  Part I: 14 voted affirmatively, 1 negatively after circulation of negative bal-
lots (Franson), and 4 ballots were not returned (Ketner, Palenske, Spaulding, 
and Stultz).  

Mr. Franson voted negatively:
  During the December 2011 NFPA AUT-AAC TCC ROC meeting the CPVC 
plastic pipe compatibility issue was discussed. Specifically, the fact that the 
NFPA 13 AUT-SSI TC accepted a proposal addressing compatibility and the 
NFPA AUT-RSS TC rejected a proposal addressing compatibility. With these 
results there would now exist a correlation issue between NFPA 13 and NFPA 
13R.
  The TCC decided that the CPVC compatibility issue was much too important 
to wait another cycle for resolution and that something must be done during 
this cycle. 
  Accordingly, a motion was made to accept a proposal that was accepted by 
the NFPA 13 AUT-SSI TC and apply this proposal to NFPA 13R to achieve 
correlation. The motion carried and the majority of the TCC voted affirmative.
  While I fully agree on the importance of the CPVC compatibility issue and 
on the importance of correlation between the NFPA 13 and NFPA 13R, I 
disagree with the approach of the TCC on this issue. I disagree with the fact 
that the actions of the TCC will allow changes to be made to the standard 
that completely ignore the rejection of the NFPA AUT-RSS TC. I believe that 
something as important as the CPVC compatibility issue should be fully vetted 
and accepted by any and all of the Technical Committees
  
  Part II: 14 voted affirmatively, 1 negatively after circulation of negative 
ballots (Franson), and 4 ballots were not returned (Ketner, Palenske, Spaulding, 
and Stultz).  

Mr. Franson voted negatively:
 During the December 2011 NFPA AUT-AAC TCC ROC meeting the CPVC 
plastic pipe compatibility issue was discussed. Specifically, the fact that the 
NFPA 13 AUT-SSI TC accepted a proposal addressing compatibility and the 
NFPA AUT-RSS TC rejected a proposal addressing compatibility. With these 
results there would now exist a correlation issue between NFPA 13 and NFPA 
13R.
  The TCC decided that the CPVC compatibility issue was much too important 
to wait another cycle for resolution and that something must be done during 
this cycle. 
  Accordingly, a motion was made to accept a proposal that was accepted by 
the NFPA 13 AUT-SSI TC and apply this proposal to NFPA 13R to achieve 
correlation. The motion carried and the majority of the TCC voted affirmative.
  While I fully agree on the importance of the CPVC compatibility issue and 
on the importance of correlation between the NFPA 13 and NFPA 13R, I 
disagree with the approach of the TCC on this issue. I disagree with the fact 
that the actions of the TCC will allow changes to be made to the standard 
that completely ignore the rejection of the NFPA AUT-RSS TC. I believe that 
something as important as the CPVC compatibility issue should be fully vetted 
and accepted by any and all of the Technical Committees.

Mr. Friedman voted Affirmative with Comment:
  I found the inclusion of all the editorial references to font somewhat 
confusing and superfluous.
  Also, I know when we excerpt it is a direct copy, but there is a possibility 
of confusion when some documents list metric first and English units second 
whereas NFPA 13 (for the time being) lists English units first and metric
second.

Report II of this Report on Comments was prepared by the Technical 
Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems, and documents its action on 
the comments received on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 13D, Standard for 
the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in One- and Two-Family Dwellings 
and Manufactured Homes, 2010 edition, as published in the Report on 
Proposals for the 2012 Annual Revision Cycle.

The report on NFPA 13D has been submitted to letter ballot of the Technical 
Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems, which consists of 31 voting 
members.  The results of the balloting, after circulation of any negative votes, 
can be found in the report.

 This Report on Comments has also been submitted to the Technical 
Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems (TCC) in two 
Parts. Part I is a letter ballot on the TCC Actions, if any; and Part II is a 
letter ballot on the Report as a whole. The TCC, which consists of  19 voting 
members, voted as follows: 

  Part I: Since there were no TCC Actions, there is no ballot on Part I.

  Part II: 16 voted affirmatively, and 3 ballots were not returned (Javeri, 
Spaulding, and Stultz).  
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  Report III of this Report on Comments was prepared by the Technical 
Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems, and documents its action on 
the comments received on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 13R, Standard for 
the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential Occupancies up to and 
Including Four Stories in Height, 2010 edition, as published in the Report on 
Proposals for the 2012 Annual Revision Cycle.

  The report on NFPA 13R has been submitted to letter ballot of the Technical 
Committee on Residential Sprinkler Systems, which consists of 31 voting 
members.  The results of the balloting, after circulation of any negative votes, 
can be found in the report.

  This Report on Comments has also been submitted to the Technical 
Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems (TCC) in two 
Parts. Part I is a letter ballot on the TCC Actions, if any; and Part II is a letter 
ballot on the Report as a whole. The TCC, which consists of 19 voting mem-
bers, voted as follows: 

 Part I: 14 voted affirmatively, 1 negatively after circulation of negative 
ballots (Franson), 1 abstained (Bell), and 3 ballots were not returned (Palenske, 
Spaulding, and Stultz). 

Mr. Franson voted negatively:
  During the December 2011 NFPA AUT-AAC TCC ROC meeting the CPVC 
plastic pipe compatibility issue was discussed. Specifically, the fact that the 
NFPA 13 AUT-SSI TC accepted a proposal addressing compatibility and the 
NFPA AUT-RSS TC rejected a proposal addressing compatibility. With these 
results there would now exist a correlation issue between NFPA 13 and NFPA 
13R.
  The TCC decided that the CPVC compatibility issue was much too important 
to wait another cycle for resolution and that something must be done during 
this cycle.
  Accordingly, a motion was made to accept a proposal that was accepted by 
the NFPA 13 AUT-SSI TC and apply this proposal to NFPA 13R to achieve 
correlation. The motion carried and the majority of the TCC voted affirmative.
  While I fully agree on the importance of the CPVC compatibility issue and 
on the importance of correlation between the NFPA 13 and NFPA 13R, I 
disagree with the approach of the TCC on this issue. I disagree with the fact 
that the actions of the TCC will allow changes to be made to the standard 
that completely ignore the rejection of the NFPA AUT-RSS TC. I believe that 
something as important as the CPVC compatibility issue should be fully vetted 
and accepted by any and all of the Technical Committees

Ms. Bell voted abstained: 
  While we fully agree that material compatibility considerations are important, 
the requirements included in this comment as well as the scope of the criteria 
should be reviewed to determine that they are appropriate for sprinkler systems 
installed in accordance with NFPA 13R. As with NFPA 13D, we believe that 
there are significant enough differences between the scope and application of 
NFPA 13R compared to NFPA 13 to merit differences in these requirements.  
Extensive information related to chemicals and materials that have the potential 
to degrade plastic piping is currently referenced in A.5.2.2.2 of NFPA 13R.

 Part II: 15 voted affirmatively, 1 negatively after circulation of negative 
ballots (Franson), and 3 ballots were not returned (Palenski, Spaulding, and 
Stultz). 

Mr. Franson voted negatively:
  During the December 2011 NFPA AUT-AAC TCC ROC meeting the CPVC 
plastic pipe compatibility issue was discussed. Specifically, the fact that the 
NFPA 13 AUT-SSI TC accepted a proposal addressing compatibility and the 
NFPA AUT-RSS TC rejected a proposal addressing compatibility. With these 
results there would now exist a correlation issue between NFPA 13 and NFPA 
13R.
  The TCC decided that the CPVC compatibility issue was much too important 
to wait another cycle for resolution and that something must be done during 
this cycle.
  Accordingly, a motion was made to accept a proposal that was accepted by 
the NFPA 13 AUT-SSI TC and apply this proposal to NFPA 13R to achieve 
correlation. The motion carried and the majority of the TCC voted affirmative.
While I fully agree on the importance of the CPVC compatibility issue and 
on the importance of correlation between the NFPA 13 and NFPA 13R, I 
disagree with the approach of the TCC on this issue. I disagree with the fact 
that the actions of the TCC will allow changes to be made to the standard 
that completely ignore the rejection of the NFPA AUT-RSS TC. I believe that 
something as important as the CPVC compatibility 
issue should be fully vetted and accepted by any and all of the Technical 
Committees.

Mr. Friedman voted Affirmative with Comment:
  In spite of Gary Johnson’s objection to differing wording on the CPVC issue, 
I would like to restate my feeling the documents must correlate on this issue.

Report IV of this Report on Comments was prepared by the Technical 
Committee on Water Supply Piping System, and documents its action on the 
comments received on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 24, Standard for the 
Installation of Private Fire Service Mains and Their Appurtenances, 2010 
edition, as published in the Report on Proposals for the 2012 Annual Revision 
Cycle.

The report on NFPA 24 has been submitted to letter ballot of the Technical 
Committee on Water Supply Piping System, which consists of 30 voting 
members.  The results of the balloting, after circulation of any negative votes, 
can be found in the report.

This Report on Comments has also been submitted to the Technical 
Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems (TCC) in two 
Parts. Part I is a letter ballot on the TCC Actions, if any; and Part II is a letter 
ballot on the Report as a whole. The TCC, which consists of 19 voting mem-
bers, voted as follows: 

 Part I:  Since there were no TCC Actions, there is no ballot on Part I.

 Part II: 15 voted affirmatively, and 4 ballots were not returned (Javeri, Kim, 
Spaulding, and Stultz). 

Report V of this Report on Comments was prepared by the Technical 
Committee on Water Supply Piping System, and documents its action on the 
comments received on its Report on Proposals on NFPA 291, Recommended 
Practice for Fire Flow Testing and Marking of Hydrants, 2010 edition, as 
published in the Report on Proposals for the 2012 Annual Revision Cycle.

The report on NFPA 291 has been submitted to letter ballot of the Technical 
Committee on Water Supply Piping System, which consists of 30 voting 
members.  The results of the balloting, after circulation of any negative votes, 
can be found in the report.

  This Report on Comments has also been submitted to the Technical 
Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems (TCC) in two 
Parts. Part I is a letter ballot on the TCC Actions, if any; and Part II is a letter 
ballot on the Report as a whole. The TCC, which consists of 19 voting mem-
bers, voted as follows: 

 Part I: Since there were no TCC Actions, there is no ballot on Part I.

 Part II: 15 voted affirmatively, and 4 ballots were not returned (Javeri, Kim, 
Spaulding, and Stultz).  
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-1 Log #297 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Entire Document)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Desrosier, Tyco Fire Protection Products
Comment on Proposal No: N/A
Recommendation: There is a correlating issue between NFPA 13 and 13D 
based on ROP 13D-67. This proposal was also submitted to the NFPA 13D 
committee. 
Substantiation: Based on the acceptance of the TIA No. 1028R, the 
Committee Proposal 13D-67, and the requirements for a specific listing for 
sloped ceiling, as stated in section 8.10.2.2 of NFPA 13, a correlating issue 
arises. It creates inconsistencies in the standards as the residential committee 
has agreed to allow for all residential sprinklers to be utilized in sloped ceilings 
up to 8 and 12 slope. This discrepancy in the listing requirements of residential 
sprinklers which needs to be addressed. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Delete 8.10.2.2 
Committee Statement: This correlates the requirements for residential 
sprinklers for sloped ceilings and beam applications. This comment addresses 
the correlating issue identified in 13D-67. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
_____________________________________________________________ 
13-1a Log #CC40 AUT-PRI  Final Action: Accept
(Entire Document)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Private Water Supply Piping Systems 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-2
Recommendation: Extract Chapter 10 of NFPA 24 as revised in the ROP and 
ROC to Chapter 10 of NFPA 13. 
Substantiation: Chapter 10 in NFPA 13 is extracted entirely from Chapter 10 
of NFPA 24. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 30 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 7 Bonds, R., Frakes, B., Fuller, D., Laguna, A., Maddry, 
J., Olomon, A., Twele, S. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-2 Log #339 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Entire Document)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-56
Recommendation: Delete Nitrogen where “Air or Nitrogen” is used 
throughout the standard except in the new 4.5 and where added by Log number 
Log #CP402, ROP 121. 
Substantiation: While the committee’s proposal corrected the numerous 
place I previously identified, the committee failed to remove the numerous 
place where the standard stated “Air or Nitrogen” previously. I agree with the 
committee’s intention to define the air supply as air or nitrogen but the standard 
needs to be checked for consistency in the language. A few locations noticed 
were: 3.4.5, 7.3.2.4.2, 7.3.2.4.4, 7.9.2.4, 7.9.2.7, 8.4.7.2.2 and 25.2.2.2. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-3 Log #306 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(1.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-6
Recommendation: Revise 1.1.2 to read:
   This standard is written with the assumption that the sprinkler system shall 
be designed to protect against a single fire originating within or on the exterior 
of the building.
Substantiation: The original submitter was correct in saying that exterior fires 
are not discussed in this definition. Mr. McPhee’s comment on the affirmative 
vote indicates some agreement with this. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Add Annex note 1.1.2 to read as follows: 
  This standard also provides guidance for the installation of systems for 
exterior protection and specific hazards. Where these systems are installed, 
they are also designed for protection of a fire from a single ignition source. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-4 Log #CC3 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(1.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-38
Recommendation: New 1.1.2 (and renumber remainder of section):
   This standard does not provide requirements for the design or installation 
of water mist fire protection systems, which are not considered fire sprinkler 
systems and are addressed by NFPA 750, The Standard on Water Mist Fire 
Protection Systems. 
Substantiation: Various TC’s addressed multiple proposals addressing 
the inclusion of water mist systems in NFPA 13. Water Mist systems are 
covered in NFPA 750 and the NFPA 750 TC has the committee scope to write 
requirements dealing with these systems. Rather than writing a definition of 
sprinkler that more clearly addresses the committee’s intent that mist system/
equipment are not covered in the standard 13-39 (Log #231), the TC felt it was 
more direct to cover this topic in the document scope. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-5 Log #337 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(1.3.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-67
Recommendation: Delete all of section 1.3.1.
Substantiation: The TCC action on Proposal 13R-7 was supposed to have 
been placed in the ROP for NFPA 13 as well as NFPA 13R so that the SSI 
committee could address section 1.3.1 in the ROC. The section is poorly 
written for three reasons: 
   1. It does not address the totality of the issues covered in NFPA 13. Issues 
that are missing include placement and location of sprinklers, placement and 
location of drains, test connections, and bracing and support of the system. 
   2. Item 2 in the list is incongruous with items 3 through 5. Is the word 
“selection” intended to apply to all of the items (so that they read “selection 
of fittings” and “selection of piping”)? Or is the word “selection” limited to 
sprinklers? 
   3. Even if the issue with the word “selection” is clarified, is it appropriate 
for NFPA standards to apply to the selection of devices? The NFPA standard 
should allow professionals to determine what devices should be selected. 
   Ultimately, the section is of questionable value given that the scope is already 
provided earlier. This comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering 
and Standards Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Delete in 1.3.1(2) the words: “Selection of” as follows: 
  (2)Selection of sSprinklers
Committee Statement: The list provides value to the user as it provides 
guidance on the application of the document and should not be discarded in 
its entirety. The deletion of the words “selection of” expands and clarifies the 
scope of sprinklers in this standard and addresses one of the submitter’s issues. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   LAKE, J.: The committee action only addressed one of the three issues raised 
in the comment. The committee action does not address the other issues raised 
and no reason is given as to why. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-6 Log #CC7 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: Add to Chapter 2 referenced publications:
   UL 62, Flexible Cords and Cables (2010) 
   UL 1581, Reference Standard for Electrical Wires, Cables, and Flexible 
Cords (2011) 
Substantiation: These documents are referenced in the new language added 
through ROP 13-254. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   LAVERICK, G.: Editorially correct the designation for the UL standards to 
reflect ANSI accreditation as follows: 
   ANSI/UL 62 Flexible Cords and Cables (2010) 
   ANSI/UL 1581 Reference Standard for Electrical Wires, Cables, and Flexible 
Cords (2011) 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-7 Log #CC8 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-132
Recommendation: Update reference in Chapter 2 for the 2010 edition of the 
elevator code: 
   ASME A17.1- Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators, 2010/B44-10 
Substantiation: These documents are referenced in the new language added 
through ROC 13-190 (Log #132).  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligibl e to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-8 Log #CC1 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(2.3.3 and 6.4.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-90
Recommendation: Add reference to Bronze fittings to Section 2.3.3, Table 
6.4.1; Delete 6.4.4.3 and move to 6.4.4.5 to apply to all fittings; Renumber 
6.4.4.4 to pertain to cast and malleable fittings as now intended and add 
pressure limitations for bronze fittings. 
   2.3.3 ASTM B 16.15, Cast Bronze Threaded Fittings
   Table 6.4.1, Add the following:
      Bronze Fittings
      Cast Bronze Threaded Fittings ASTM B 16.15
  Delete 6.4.4.3 and move to 6.4.4.5:
   6.4.4.3 Listed fittings shall be permitted for system pressures
up to the limits specified in their listings.
   Renumber and revise: 
   6.4.4.4 6.4.4.3 Fittings not meeting the requirements of 6.4.4.1 and 6.4.4.2
through 6.4.4.3 shall be extra-heavy pattern where pressures exceed 175 psi 
(12.1 bar). 
   Add New: 
   6.4.4.4 Cast bronze threaded fittings in accordance with ASTM B15.15 shall 
be permitted where pressures do not exceed 200 psi for Class 125 fittings and 
400 psi for Class 250 fittings 
   6.4.4.5 Listed fittings shall be permitted for system pressures up to the limits 
specified in their listings.
Substantiation: Cast bronze fittings are a viable option to copper when 
installing brass piping. The pressure requirements are currently specified in 
ASTM B16.15 for each Class and the pressure ratings are consistent with the 
pressure rating for currently listed fittings complying with ASME 16.15.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-9 Log #316 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(2.3.3 and Table 6.3.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-13
Recommendation: Accept the original proposal as submitted.
Substantiation: Brass pipe is a viable option to copper and steel. The design 
burst pressure for standard weight pipe to the maximum system pressure of 
175 psig is a factor of at least 2.7 for sizes 6 in. and smaller. The design burst 
pressure for Extra Strong Weight pipe to the maximum system pressure of 300 
psig is a factor of at least 5 for sizes 8 in. and smaller. Both the standard and 
the extra strong weights exceed to factors for copper pipe in the permissible 
thicknesses. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Add to 2.3.3:
   ASTM B 43, Specification for Seamless Red Brass Pipe
   Add to Table 6.3.1.1: 
      Specification for Seamless Red Brass Pipe ASTM B 43
   Add New Section:  
   6.3.1.5 Brass pipe shall be in accordance with 6.3.6
   Add New Section:  
   6.3.6 Brass Pipe. Brass pipe specified in Table 6.3.1.1 is permitted in the 
Standard Weight in sizes up to 6 in. for pressures up to 175 psig and in the 
Extra Strong Weight in sizes up to 8 in. for pressures up to 300 psig. 
Committee Statement: We agree that brass pipe is a viable option to copper 
and steel. However, additional sections are needed to reference the pipe 
and provide guidance for acceptable pressure ranges for the brass pipe. The 
substantiation provided is being used to determine the appropriate pressure for 
the sizes and wall thickness (weights). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-10 Log #133 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(2.3.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-15
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
   2.3.7 UL Publications. Underwriters Laboratories Inc., 333 Pfingsten Road, 
Northbrook, IL 60062-2096. 
   ANSI/UL 723, Standard for Surface Burning Characteristics of Building 
Materials, 2008, Revised 2010.
   ANSI/UL 1666, Standard for Test for Flame Propogation Height of 
Electrical and Optical-Fiber Cables Installed Vertically in Shafts, 2007, 
Revised 2011.
Substantiation: Add reference to ANSI/UL 1666 as an added reference in 
Section 8.15.5.6 if the TC accepts the related comment as proposed in ROP 
13-254 (Log #401). 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The test method proposed by the original submitter 
under 13-15 is considered adequate in terms of limiting the combustibility of 
the belts and is consistent with what is already required for the traveling cables. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

  (Sequence 13-11 moved to follow 13-13 on page 10)

  (Sequence 13-12 moved to follow 13-20 on page 11)

 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-13 Log #225 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.2.3 Listed)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Ausmus S. Marburger, Fire Protection Industries, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-18
Recommendation: Accept Log #127 In Part, as follows:
   3.2.3* Listed. Equipment, materials, or services included in a list published 
by an organization that is approved or certified by a nationally recognized 
regulatory authority, OSHA Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratory 
“NRTL” or equal, acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction and is 
concerned with evaluation of products or services, that maintains periodic 
inspection of production of listed equipment or materials or periodic evaluation 
of services, and whose listing states that either the equipment, material, or 
service meets appropriate designated standards or has been tested and found 
suitable for a specified purpose. 
   3.2.3.1 In addition to being evaluated as products, system components, 
hardware and water supply treatments listed for use in a sprinkler system 
shall be evaluated as integral components of a fire sprinkler system. System 
components and hardware and water supply treatments shall not be listed 
for use in a sprinkler system if the product under evaluation is determined to 
be incompatible, impairs or reduces the normal service life of other system 
components; or reduces the overall system performance required by this 
standard. 
   3.2.3.1.1 The manufacturer or producer of the product submitted for listing 
evaluation shall expressly warranty compliance with 3.2.3.1. 
   3.2.3.1.2 In the interest of public safety and as a matter of public policy, the 
manufacture’s or producer’s responsibility to warrant in 3.2.3.1.1 shall not be 
transferable by any means, including but not limited to indemnity agreements 
and manufacturer’s instructions.
Substantiation: This comment is being submitted to request that committee 
address the concerns stated in the proposal. Although, the committee may be 
without the authority to change an “Official Definition”; a recommendation 
from the committee to the Standards Council to consider addressing the 
concerns of the proposal would be constructive. I have modified the original 
proposal, per the comment above, to focus on two principal issues: a 
threshold for performance (a referenced standard of requirements for listing 
Laboratories); and, that listed components be evaluated as part of system (that 
tested and found suitable also means system compatibility). 
   Currently the handling of complaints and disputes by listing organizations 
may not be transparent. The resolution or deposition of concerns raised with 
a product may not be shared with the complainant based on ‘confidentiality’ 
commitments between the listing organization and the manufacturer. This is 
not a reasonably system. The lack of transparency is not conducive to a timely 
process for changing requirements to improve designated standards or other 
evaluation protocols. Recognizing certification criteria, such as the ‘NRTL’ 
program is intended to promote a more open and responsive process. 
   The principle that listing implies suitability for use in a sprinkler system 
should be expressed. 
   The following is the substantiation previously provided with the proposal, 
edited to this comment, for reference: 
   “Substantiation: The importance of listing cannot be overstated. The 
standard delegates by reference significant responsibility to listing agencies 
without qualifying capability except to the extent acceptable to the authority 
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having jurisdiction. The AHJ is without guidance in the standard and enabling 
legislation in many jurisdictions does not grant authority beyond enforcement 
of the standard itself. 
   The “NRTL” program, 29CFR1910.7, provides fundamental minimum 
requirements in certification of laboratories for the testing of safety products. 
  These include in part: 1910.7(b) “Laboratory requirements.” The term 
“nationally recognized testing laboratory” (NRTL) means an organization 
which is recognized by OSHA in accordance with Appendix A of this section 
and which tests for safety, and lists or labels or accepts, equipment or materials 
and which meets all of the following criteria: 
   1910.7(b)(1) For each specified item of equipment or material to be listed, 
labeled or accepted, the NRTL has the capability (including proper testing 
equipment and facilities, trained staff, written testing procedures, and 
calibration and quality control programs) to perform: 
   1910.7(b)(1)(i) Testing and examining of equipment and materials for 
workplace safety purposes to determine conformance with appropriate test 
standards; or 
  1910.7(b)(1)(ii) Experimental testing and examining of equipment and 
materials for workplace safety purposes to determine conformance with 
appropriate test standards or performance in a specified manner. 
   1910.7(b)(3) The NRTL is completely independent of employers subject to 
the tested equipment requirements, and of any manufacturers or vendors of 
equipment or materials being tested for these purposes; and, 1910.7(b)(4) The 
NRTL maintains effective procedures for: 
  1910.7(b)(4)(i) Producing creditable findings or reports that are objective and 
without bias; and 1910.7(b)(4)(ii) Handling complaints and disputes under a 
fair and reasonable system.” 
  3.2.3.1 adds the requirement that products be evaluated for their intended 
use as part of a sprinkler system. Not all appropriate test standards include 
compatibility requirements allowing the listing of products with the potential 
to impair a system when used in combination. The inclusion of system listing 
performance criteria provides guidance to correct this shortcoming.” 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Committee cannot revise the definition of Listing. This 
must be a request to the NFPA Standards Council. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   MARBURGER, A.: The TC should take an affirmative position with 
the Standards Council to address the concerns raised in the proposal. As 
minimum requirements for design and installation, the standard’s mission is 
fundamentally reliant upon the principle that the products to be incorporated in 
automatic fire sprinkler systems are fit for purpose. The standard assumes this 
assurance by requiring the use of “listed” equipment, materials and services. 
Beyond acceptability to authorities having jurisdiction, the critical reliance on 
this assurance as a tenant of the standard itself supports a recommendation to 
the Standards Council for threshold performance criteria for organizations who 
“list”. 
   SCHWAB, P.: I agree with Mr. Marburger. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   LAKE, J.: I agree with the concept of revising this definition. However, is 
clearly not within the scope of the technical committee to take action on NFPA 
Official Definitions which can only be modified by NFPA Standards Council. 
That being said, it was discussed during the ROC meeting that the TC, through 
the chair should write to Standards Council in support of reconsidering the 
definition given the issues raised in this Comment. 

  (Sequence 13-14 moved to follow 13-11 on page 10)

_____________________________________________________________ 
13-15 Log #150 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.x Concealed Space 3.3.y Cloud Ceiling and 8.15.2.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-24
Recommendation: Insert two new definitions with annex notes and a new 
section 8.15.23 with an annex note as follows: 
   3.3.X* Concealed Space. An area of a building not intended for building 
occupant use or storage that is enclosed on all sides except for maximum 4 sq 
ft openings every 100 sq ft. 
   A.3.3.X Concealed spaces can have mechanical equipment as well as 
access hatches or doors to allow occasional entry by building personnel for 
maintenance of that equipment or the building structure. Concealed spaces 
can also have openings similar to the openings used for return air plenums in 
ceiling spaces used in this manner. 
   3.3.Y* Cloud Ceiling. A non-continuous ceiling in a room that has openings 
in excess of 4 sq ft per 100 sq ft of area that allow heat to travel above the non-
continuous ceiling. 
   A.3.3.X Cloud ceilings are generally installed for aesthetic or acoustical 
reasons. The fact that these ceilings are not continuous across the room 
causes a concern for the damage that a fire can do as the heat rises above the 
drop ceiling and potentially does damage to the structural ceiling if it is not 
protected. The cloud ceilings can be made up of many small pieces or a series 
of larger ones. In some cases the clouds may be in the same plane or they may 

be installed at different elevations below the structural ceiling. In general, 
cloud ceilings create obstructions to the sprinklers installed at the structural 
ceiling level, which would require sprinklers installed below the obstruction 
too. 
  8.15.23* Cloud Ceilings
  8.15.23.1 Unless the rules of 8.15.23.2 or 8.15.23.3 are met, sprinklers shall 
be installed above cloud ceilings continuously across the structural ceiling and 
below the cloud ceilings to completely protect the floor below the clouds. 
   8.15.23.2 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be omitted from above cloud 
ceilings where tests or calculations show that the openings between the cloud 
ceiling pieces do not retard the activation of sprinklers below the cloud ceiling 
to a degree where the sprinkler performance would be slower than a quick 
response sprinkler installed 12 inches below a flat, smooth, horizontal ceiling. 
  8.15.23.3 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be omitted from below cloud 
ceilings where the cloud ceiling pieces are less than 4 ft wide and are less than 
30% of the area of the room in which the clouds are installed. 
  A.8.15.23 There are many different arrangements of cloud ceilings ranging 
from ceilings where the clouds cover almost all of a room to those where the 
clouds make up only a small portion of the space. Figure A.8.15.23(a) and 
Figure A.8.15.23(b) show the plan views of rooms where sprinklers would be 
required both above and below the clouds. Figure A.8.15.23(c) shows a plan 
view of a room where sprinklers can be omitted from below the clouds because 
the clouds are less than 4 ft wide and leave the room at least 70% open. Figure 
A.8.15.23(d) shows a room where sprinklers are required between the clouds 
because they are so bunched up. 
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Substantiation: The issue of cloud ceilings should be addressed, but we 
should start with what the standard now requires. This comment actually 
summarizes the rules already in NFPA 13 and addresses them directly to cloud 
ceilings. In the future, it fire tests can be performed to justify larger openings 
or other criteria, then the rules can be adjusted accordingly. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: No data was provided to the TC to make these 
changes. The TC recommends that the “cloud ceiling task group” submit a 
code fund project request to the FPRF and potentially a full-scale project 
request prior to the proposal closing date for next cycle.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-16 Log #149 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.x Continuous Obstruction, Non-Continuous Obstruction (New))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-20
Recommendation: Insert a new definition for continuous and non-continuous 
obstruction as follows: 
   3.3.X Continuous Obstruction. An object at or below the deflector of a 
sprinkler that extends completely across the length “S” or “L” of the sprinkler’s 
protection area as measured by 8.5.2.1. 
   Non-Continuous Obstruction. An object at or below the deflector of a 
sprinkler that does not extend completely across the length “S” or “L” of the 
sprinkler’s protection area as measured by 8.5.2.1. 
Substantiation: The terms are used by NFPA 13 and have been subject to 
interpretation. Those familiar with NFPA 13 understand the concept that 
continuous obstructions need to use the beam rule or partition rule while non-
continuous obstructions generally need to meet the three-times rule or four-
times rule. But this understanding is not universal and some less savvy users 
need help in understanding which obstruction rules to apply. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC accepted 13-17 (Log #304) in principle as the 
TC is more concerned with the position of the obstruction as opposed to the 
size of the obstruction. The proposed changes in the comment focus more on 
the size of the obstruction and less on the positioning.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comments from Baker and Keeping on the 
related comment 13-17(Log #304) that the proposed wording under that item 
can be read such that what can be seen as a ‘noncontinuous obstruction’ (i.e., 
one having dimensions of 4 ft x 6 ft) will now, because of its proximate 
location between two sprinklers, be considered as a ‘continuous obstruction’. 
Further, the comment here from Wiegand, NFSA, which was rejected, suggests 
a conceptual approach related to the ‘S’ or ‘L’ dimensions, which would seem 
to offer a more amenable (and logical) basis. 
   Here is a suggested rewording that might be considered as definitions for the 
two concepts: 
   Continuous obstruction A continuous obstruction is an obstruction located at 
or below the level of sprinkler deflectors which affect the discharge pattern that 
has a dimension exceeding either the `S’ or `L’ dimension of two or more 
adjacent sprinklers. 
   Non-continuous obstruction A non-continuous obstruction is an obstruction at 
or below the level of the sprinkler deflector which affects the discharge pattern 
that has a dimension exceeding the `S’ or `L’ dimension of a single adjacent 
sprinkler. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-17 Log #304 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.x Continuous Obstruction, Non-Continuous Obstruction (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Robert G. Caputo, Fire & Life Safety America
Comment on Proposal No: 13-20
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
   3.3.X Continuous Obstruction. A continuous obstruction is an obstruction 
located at or below the level of sprinkler deflectors which affect the discharge 
pattern of two or more adjacent sprinklers.
   Non-continuous Obstruction. A non-continuous obstruction is an 
obstruction at or below the level of the sprinkler deflector which affects only 
discharge pattern of a single sprinkler.
Substantiation: These terms are used throughout section 8.5.5 without any 
definition of the terms. These definitions are needed for clarity of the 
committee intent as it relates to sprinkler spacing and location. The 
committee’s statement in rejection is inaccurate as this proposal does provide 
the physical characteristics of the obstruction. Guidance is provided throughout 
Chapter 8 utilizing these terms. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Remove the word “only”. Add text as follows:
   Continuous Obstruction. A continuous obstruction is an obstruction located 
at or below the level of sprinkler deflectors which affect the discharge pattern 
of two or more adjacent sprinklers.
   Non-continuous Obstruction. A non-continuous obstruction is an 
obstruction at or below the level of the sprinkler deflector which affects the 
discharge pattern of a single sprinkler.
Committee Statement: The TC removed the word “only” as it is not 
appropriate. The impact of the obstruction may not be solely on discharge 
pattern of 1 or 2 sprinklers. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 25 Negative: 4 
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: A 4 ft x 6 ft object, such as a large light fixture, if located 
between two sprinklers would affect the umbrella discharge pattern of both 
sprinklers, but I do not believe was intended to be treated as a continuous 
obstruction. If my assumption is correct then the proposed definition would 
need to be further refined. 
   KEEPING, L.: These definitions should not be accepted, because they are too 
simplistic and they do not adequately address common situations such as a 
relatively short obstruction (ie. less than the S or the L dimensions - such as a 
light or a unit heater) located between two sprinklers. I believe that something 
like that should just be considered to be a non-continuous obstruction, but per 
these definitions, it would have to be classified as a continuous one. 
   MARBURGER, A.: I agree with the substantiation of Mr. Baker and Mr. 
Keeping; the new definitions need further refinement prior to being 
recommended for adoption. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comments from Baker and Keeping that the 
proposed wording can be read such that what can be seen as a ‘noncontinuous 
obstruction’ (i.e., one having dimensions of 4 ft x 6 ft) will now, because of its 
proximate location between two sprinklers, be considered as a ‘continuous 
obstruction’. Further, the comment from Wiegand, NFSA, 13-16 (Log #149) 
suggested an approach related to the ‘S’ or ‘L’ dimensions, which would seem 
to offer a more amenable (and logical) basis. 
   Here is a suggested rewording that might be considered as definitions for the 
two concepts: 
   Continuous obstruction A continuous obstruction is an obstruction located at 
or below the level of sprinkler deflectors which affect the discharge pattern that 
has a dimension exceeding either the `S’ or `L’ dimension of two or more 
adjacent sprinklers. 
   Non-continuous obstruction A non-continuous obstruction is an obstruction at 
or below the level of the sprinkler deflector which affects the discharge pattern 
that has a dimension exceeding the `S’ or `L’ dimension of a single adjacent 
sprinkler. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-18 Log #110 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.x Readily Accessible (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-5a
Recommendation: Where and when the TC’s use the term “Readily 
Accessible”, the TC’s are directed to better define their intent on a case by case 
basis. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: The term “readily” does not change the nuance of the 
term “readily accessible” in the portions of the document reviewed by the SSI 
TC. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   LAKE, J.: The committees action does not do anything and does not address 
the TCCs comment. If the word “readily” does not change the nuance of the 
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term, then it is superfluous and should be deleted. Whether or not it changes 
the nuance, it does introduce a nebulous concept that there is a “raised level of 
accessibility” associated in cases where the term is used. Clearly this is not the 
intent of the committee and the standard does not define the term so one or the 
other must occur...either define the term or delete “readily”. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I do not believe that the Committee Action presented here 
properly describes what the Committee decided to do about this matter. 
According to my notes, the Action that was supposed to be taken was to delete 
the word “readily” from the term “readily accessible” wherever it is to be 
found throughout the Standard. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comment from Keeping. In response to this 
comment, it was discussed and agreed that the word ‘readily’ would be deleted 
from each case of where it is used in the standard. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-11 Log #78 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.x Shadow Area and A.3.3.x (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-16
Recommendation: In the new definition for a Shadow Area of 3.X revise the 
term “architectural feature” to say “architectural or structural feature”. 
   In the new Annex text of A.3.X revise the term “architectural features” to say 
“architectural or structural features”.
Substantiation: It is not just architectural elements that cause Shadow Areas. 
Often, they are caused by structural members, such as building columns. 
Therefore, the new definition should reflect this fact. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-14 Log #252 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.x Shadow Area (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-16
Recommendation: In Clause 3.x, the preferred term should be revised to read 
‘shadowed area’.  
   Further, the wording of the definition should be revised to reflect that 
the ‘shadowed area’ is what is expected to be the dry area during sprinkler 
activation. Consider: 
   3.3.x Shadowed Area. The portion of floor area that is expected to remain 
dry due to blockage of sprinkler discharge by an obstruction or building 
architectural feature. 
   And with this concept established, the term ‘shadowed area’ should be 
substituted for the number of references made to ‘dry shadow’ and ‘floor area 
on the other side of the obstruction’ in other current parts of the text. 
Substantiation: A scan of NFPA 13-2010 reveals no references to ‘shadow 
area’, but a number of references are made to ‘dry shadow’ and ‘floor area on 
the other side of the obstruction’.  
   It is only through the changes proposed this cycle, i.e., Logs #358, 359, 360, 
361, 362, 363, and 364, that such a concept is established and applied within 
the standard. 
   However, a scan of the proposed new text to be added (see referenced 
Logs) uses the new term ‘shadowed area’, not ‘shadow’ area’, to designate the 
concept. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: The wording of the proposed new appendix note in A.8.1.1 is 
unclear and might benefit from a partial rewording; the following is suggested: 
   A.8.1.1.(3) Notwithstanding the obstruction rules provided in Chapter 8, 
it is not intended or expected that water will fall on the entire floor space 
of the occupancy. When obstructions or architectural features, such as 
columns, angled walls, wing walls, slightly indented walls, and various 
soffit configurations, interfere with the sprinkler’s spray pattern such as 
columns, angled walls, wing walls, slightly indented walls, and various soffit 
configurations they can disrupt the water spray discharging from a sprinkler 
and shadowed areas can occur. Where small shadowed areas are formed on 
the floor adjacent to their referenced architectural features, these shadowed 
areas are purely on paper and do not take into account the dynamic variables of 
sprinkler discharge. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-19 Log #308 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(3.3.x Shadow Area (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-16
Recommendation: Do not add the new definition of “shadow area”.
Substantiation: NFPA 13 cannot possibly have rules for every “shadow 
area”. The effort to include rules for shadow area will create an enforcement 
nightmare that will have ANY sized obstruction being used to “tally” shadow 
area in the built environment. So-called ”dry shadows”, “shadow areas” or 
“shadowed areas” are inherent in our systems and should be addressed in annex 
material. The obstruction rules already allow for this phenomenon and the 
committee should explain this in the annex. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-20 Log #148 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.x Shadow Area and A.3.3.x (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-16
Recommendation: Revise the definition of Shadow Area and its annex note as 
follows: 
   3.3.X Shadow Area. The apparent dry floor area within the protection area 
of a sprinkler created by the portion of sprinkler discharge that is blocked by a 
wallan obstruction or building architectural feature.
   A.3.x.x It is not required that water Water is not required to fall on every 
square inch of floor space of the occupancy. This definition addresses some 
of establishes a term that will be used to address the rules for acceptable dry 
spaces that occur when wallsobstructions or architectural features interfere with 
the sprinkler’s spray pattern. Columns, aAngled walls, wing walls, and slightly 
indented walls, and various soffit configurations can disrupt water discharging 
from a sprinkler, which does not travel only in an absolute straight line, as if 
it were beams of light. Where small (typically triangular) shadowed areas are 
formed on the floor adjacent to the walltheir referenced architectural features, 
these shadowed areas are purely on paper and do not take into account the 
dynamic variables of sprinkler discharge. In order to be acceptable, the shadow 
area needs to be within the coverage area of a sprinkler, meaning that water 
would discharge to the space directly if the structural or architectural feature 
was not there. The purpose of the shadow area is not to replace any existing 
obstruction requirements. Instead the shadow area concept has been added to 
the standard to provide clarity to specific situations in which walls form non-
rectangular shaped rooms as shown in Figure A.3.x.x. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Substantiation: Some of the suggested changes are editorial in nature. The 
new technical concept is that the shadow area needs to be within the coverage 
area of a sprinkler. The use of this concept should not be to allow portions of 
rooms to be unprotected. The purpose of this new concept is not to override 
any of the existing obstruction criteria. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-12 Log #70 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.x Shadow Area and A.3.3.x (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-16
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   3.3.x Shadow Area. The dry floor area created by the portion of sprinkler 
discharge that is blocked by an obstruction or building architectural feature. 
A.3.x.x It is not required that water fall on every square inch of floor space of 
the occupancy. This definition addresses some of the rules for acceptable dry 
spaces that occur when obstruction or architectural features interfere with the 
sprinkler’s spray pattern. Columns. angled walls, wing walls, slightly indented 
walls, and various soffit configurations can disrupt water discharging from a 
sprinkler, which does not travel only in an absolute straight line, as if it were 
beams of light. Where small (typically triangular) shadowed areas are formed 
on the floor adjacent to their referenced architectural features, these shadowed 
areas are purely on paper and do not take into account the dynamic variables of 
sprinkler discharge. 
Substantiation: The two words of slightly and small are subjective. The other 
proposals for shadowing specify an area that would be permitted. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-21 Log #4 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.5.4 Smooth Ceiling)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth Dias, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-22
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal #13-22 (Log #450 AUT-SSI) in its 
entirety. 
   3.3.5.4 Smooth Ceiling. A continuous ceiling free from significant 
irregularities, lumps, or indentations 3 inches or less in depth.) 
Substantiation: The committee statement rejecting this proposal referenced 
Section A.3.7.2 as providing specific guidance. Section A.3.7.2 references 
“Smooth Ceiling Construction” and does not address the ambiguity of Section 
3.3.5.4 (Smooth Ceiling Definition) that proposal 13-22 attempts to address. 
Smooth ceiling construction as referenced in Section A.3.7.2 is a type of 
unobstructed construction and differs from the definition of a smooth ceiling as 
referenced in Section 3.3.5 (Ceiling Types). many manufacturers’ Listings for 
specific sprinklers are for “smooth ceilings”. This should not be confused with 
the multiple ceiling conditions addressed by the definition of “smooth ceiling 
construction”. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There was no information provided to substantiate the 
proposed change to a specific dimension (3”) for changes in depth of 
irregularities, lumps, or indentations. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comment from Victor. The Committee already 
indicated, in their changing the provisions in the 2007 edition, that a ceiling 
(deck) having 3” indentations (corrugations) was an example of a ‘smooth 
ceiling’ when it comes to the positioning (distance) of the deflector below the 
ceiling. This change should have been accepted in order to provide for 
consistent ‘positioning’ rules for any type of ceiling with such indentations 
(corrugations).  
   VICTOR, T.: Additional guidance is needed when defining a smooth ceiling 
and applying sprinkler installation rules, especially the deflector distance rules. 
It was determined during the revision cycle for the 2007 edition that a 3” 
variation in a corrugated metal deck was not a problem when measuring the 
sprinkler defector position below ceilings (8.5.4.1.2 in the 2010 edition). This 
same logic is being applied to this proposed revision to the definition of a 
Smooth Ceiling. If a 3” variation is OK for corrugated metal decks, it should 
be OK for other irregularities when applying deflector distances and other 
sprinkler installation rules. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: At some point the Committee should provide guidance as 
to what is meant by the term “significant”. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-22 Log #68 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.5.4 Smooth Ceiling)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-22
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   3.3.5.4 Smooth Ceiling. A continuous ceiling free from significant 
irregularities, lumps, or indentations that are 3 inches or less in depth.
Substantiation: I disagree with the reason of rejection by the committees that 
this is provided in A.3.7.2. A metal deck with open-web steel joist construction, 

as shown in the Handbook as Exhibit 3.33, is interpreted by some as having 
significant indentations and as such does not qualify as a smooth ceiling. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There was no information provided to substantiate the 
proposed change to a specific dimension (3”) for changes in depth of 
irregularities, lumps, or indentations. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-21 (Log #4). 
   VICTOR, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-21 (Log #4). 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: At some point the Committee should provide guidance as 
to what is meant by the term “significant”. 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-23 Log #240 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.6 Compartment and 4.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-23
Recommendation: Revise as follows:
   3.3.6 Compartment. A space completely enclosed by walls and a ceiling, 
with or without lintels and limited openings. Each wall in the compartment is 
permitted to have openings to an adjoining space if the openings have a 
minimum lintel depth of 8 in. (200 mm) from the ceiling and the total width of 
the openings in each wall does not exceed 8 ft (2.4 m). A single opening of 36 
in. (900 mm) or less in width without a lintel is permitted when there are no 
other openings to adjoining spaces.
   4.5 Compartments.
   4.5.1 Each wall in the compartment shall be permitted to have openings to an 
adjoining space if the openings have a minimum lintel depth of 8 in. (200 mm) 
from the ceiling and the total width of the openings in each wall does not 
exceed 8 ft (2.4 m). 
   4.5.2 A single opening of 36 in. (900 mm) or less in width without a lintel 
shall be permitted when there are no other openings to adjoining spaces.
Substantiation: Contrary to the committee statement, using terms like “is 
permitted to” or “is permitted when” become requirements when followed by 
dimensional language and therefore don’t belong in a definition per 2.3.2.3 of 
the NFPA Manual of Style. Nowhere else in Chapter 3 are the terms “is 
permitted” used in this fashion. I repeat, this is not meant to be a technical 
change. Moving the two requirements (the two sentences that include “is 
permitted”) to chapter 4 (or another chapter) in the Standard and changing “is 
permitted” to “shall be permitted” is appropriate and has no impact on how the 
term “compartment” would be interpreted as the term is meant to apply 
(presumably in Chapter 8, since the term appears as defined in 8.3.3.2, 8.4.5.3, 
8.6.7.2, 8.8.7.2 and 8.10.3.3). Adding “with or without lintels and limited 
openings” simply incorporates the exceptions to enclosing walls that are 
clarified in section 4.5. Note: this change has no impact on the change made to 
the definition of “Small Rooms” during ROP, since that definition refers to 
compartments. Also note the term “compartment” is used elsewhere in the 
Standard but not as defined in Chapter 3.3.6 (e.g. Chapters 21.17/A.21.17, 
21.35, 25.2.4.10.3, A.25.1.3(4), A.25.1.4, A.25.7.3.12.2(1)). It’s also used in 
Chapters 3.3.2/A.3.3.2, 22.4.4.6.2, 22.4.4.6.2, A.3.10.4,A.11.2.3.1.4(4)(d and j), 
A.12.9.2(4), A.12.9.2(10) where it’s not clear whether the definition of 3.3.6 in 
meant to apply. Therefore, further work by this and other technical committees 
is necessary. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The information in the definition is descriptive and 
consistent with NFPA 13D and 13R. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: This comment should have been accepted or accepted in 
principle. 
   I agree in principle with the comment and support the idea of removing 
‘de-facto’ requirements (provisions) from a definition, to follow recommended 
form and style. Another alternative in this case would have been to revise the 
definition to be written in a single sentence with the provisions written in a 
form representing essential characteristics of the concept. In that regard, the 
following is suggested: 
   3.3.6 Compartment. A space completely enclosed by walls and a ceiling. 
Each wall in the compartment is permitted to have openings where any opening 
in a wall of the compartment to an adjoining space if the openings have has a 
minimum lintel depth of 8 in. (200 mm) from the ceiling and the total width of 
the openings in each any wall does not exceed 8 ft (2.4 m). A , or where one 
wall has a single opening of 36 in. (900 mm) or less in width without a lintel. 
is permitted when there are no other openings to adjoining spaces.
   I would also note the reference in Elvove’s comment to the use of the term 
‘compartment’ elsewhere in the standard and specifically in Section 22.4.4.6.2. 
The original wording (prior to 2010) for that provision only referred to ‘...small 
compartments requiring only one sprinkler’. The new text in current 2010 
edition (unchanged in this cycle), now refers to ‘small rooms’ as well as ‘small 
compartments’ and has completely removed the limitations to small rooms/
compartments ‘requiring only only one sprinkler’. It seems that neither of these 
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two changes in the 2010 wording were technically substantiated by the 
proponent at the time (Isman), but now could be interpreted to allow for 
discharge to multiple sprinklers in rooms up to 800 sq ft in area to be omitted 
from the hydraulic calculations. I believe that those changes were not 
intentional or technically justified and thus probably should now be the subject 
of a TIA to correct this significant and unintended relaxation. This would 
involve revising 22.4.4.6.2, A.22.4.4.6.2 and Text in Table 22.4.4.6.2 as 
follows: 
   22.4.4.6.2* Where the design area is equal to or greater than the area in Table 
22.4.4.6.2 for the hazard being protected by the sprinkler system, the discharge 
for sprinklers protecting small rooms such as closets, washrooms, and similar 
small compartments requiring only one sprinkler that are in the design area 
shall be permitted to be omitted from the hydraulic calculations. 
   A.22.4.4.6.2 The intent of this section is not to allow the omission of 
discharge from sprinklers in small compartmentsrooms where the design area 
has been reduced below the values in Table 22.4.4.6.2 for situations such as 
quick-response sprinklers. Where quick response sprinklers are used, the 
discharge from single sprinklers protecting in small compartmentsrooms in the 
design area can be omitted as long as the design area meets the size required by 
Table 22.4.4.6.2. 
Minimum Design Area to Omit Discharge from Sprinklers in Small 
CompartmentsRooms in Design Area (ft2)
______________________________________________________________ 
13-24 Log #307 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.6 Control Mode Specific Application (CMSA) Sprinkler)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-45
Recommendation: Add the following definitions as found in the proposal:
   3.6.4.1 Control Mode Specific Storage Application (CMSA) Sprinkler. A 
type of spray sprinkler that is capable of producing characteristic large water 
droplets and that is listed for its capability to provide fire control of specific 
high-challenge fire hazards. 
Substantiation: There are chapters dedicated to rules for CMSA sprinklers. 
Those rules do not apply to sprinklers that meet the current definition of 
CMSA. Examples of currently listed sprinklers that are both “control mode” 
and “specific application” include:  
   extended coverage ordinary hazard sprinklers, “attic sprinklers”, “COIN” or 
“concealed space” sprinklers  
Given that Factory Mutual is moving toward classifying sprinklers as “storage” 
and “non-storage”, using the word “storage” to describe the “specific” portion 
of this application seems appropriate.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Some CMSA sprinklers may have uses for applications 
other than storage. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   KEEPING, L.: While I agree that the name for this type of sprinkler should 
not be changed, now that it has been used throughout the industry for some 
time now, it is a fact that throughout the standard when CMSA sprinklers are 
referred to, it is “storage” type sprinklers that are being spoken of. Therefore, I 
think that this fact should be recognized in the definition. When those same 
devices were defined in the 2002 and 2007 editions of NFPA 13 under the 
name of “Specific Application Control Mode Sprinklers”, the term was 
followed by the words “(for Storage Use)”. Similarly, going forward, I believe 
3.6.4.1 should say “Control Mode Specific Application (CMSA) Sprinkler (for 
Storage Use)”. 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-25 Log #227 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.6.2 Small Openings, A.3.3.6.2, and 8.15)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International
Comment on Proposal No: 13-24
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   3.3.6.2 Small Openings. Openings in the ceiling or construction features of a 
concealed space that allow limited amounts of heat to enter the concealed 
space. Small openings with any dimension greater than 4 feet may not have a 
least dimension greater than 8 inches. Small openings may not have a 
combined total area of more than 20% of the ceiling, construction feature, or 
plane used to determine the boundaries of the concealed space. 
   A.3.3.6.2 A return air diffuser may be 4 feet by 2 feet and meet the definition 
of a small opening. A linear diffuser may be longer than 4 feet but is then 
limited to 8 inches in width (or least dimension). Spaces between ceiling panels 
of architectural features that create a concealed space must meet the same 
criteria. 
   8.15.x Small openings. Small openings shall have limited dimensions.
   8.15.x.1 Small openings shall not have a combined total area of more than 
20% of the ceiling, construction feature, or plane used to determine the 
boundaries of the concealed space associated with the opening. 
   8.15.x.2 Small openings with any dimension greater than 4 feet shall not 
have a least dimension greater than 8 inches. 

   8.15.x.3* Small openings shall be distinct from return air diffusers, even if a 
return air diffuser meets the definition of a small opening. 
   A.8.15.x.3 A return air diffuser may be 4 feet by 2 feet and meet the 
definition of a small opening. A linear diffuser may be longer than 4 feet but is 
then limited to 8 inches in width (or least dimension). Spaces between ceiling 
panels of architectural features that create a concealed space must meet the 
same criteria.
Substantiation: If the technical committee were to choose to accept this new 
definition, it would need to revise it to eliminate the sentences following the 
first sentence. The added sentences also contain requirements that should be 
placed in the body of the standard, for example by creating a new subsection 
within 8.15. 
  The comment introduces some suggested language. This does not indicate 
support for the addition of the definition and concept but just a potential way 
forward. 
   I am the chair of the Glossary Committee on Terminology. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC did not accept these definitions (see TC action 
on 13-24 (Log #CP406)). No data was provided to the TC to make these 
changes. The TC recommends that the “cloud ceiling task group” submit a 
code fund project request to the FPRF and potentially a full-scale project 
request prior to the proposal closing date for next cycle.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-26 Log #3 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.7 Draft Curtain and A.3.3.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Sultan M. Javeri, SC Engineering
Comment on Proposal No: 13-26
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
   3.3.7* Draft Curtain. A continuous material protruding downward from the 
ceiling to create a reservoir for collecting smoke. 
Also add: 
   A.3.3.7 Additional information about the size and installation of draft curtains 
can be found in NFPA 204.
Substantiation: By rejecting the proposition to give a definition of a draft 
curtain, the committee is NOT allowing ESFR sprinklers to be installed in 
buildings with deep structural beams (4 ft (1.2 m) deep) as these beams are 
being interpreted as draft curtains by AHJs outside the USA and they are 
applying §12.1.1.3 of the standard. NFPA 204 gives guidance that draft curtains 
are normally sized to have a depth of 20% of the building height. This would 
make the structural beam of 1.2 meters too small to be classed as a draft curtain 
and ESFR sprinklers could be used. Most of the testing with Draft curtains I 
have read has used 6 ft (1.8 m) deep curtains. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Add the words “and heat” to the end of the sentence. Revise the proposed 
language to read as follows: 
   3.3.7* Draft Curtain. A continuous material protruding downward from the 
ceiling to create a reservoir for collecting smoke and heat. 
   A.3.3.7 Additional information about the size and installation of draft curtains 
can be found in NFPA 204.
Committee Statement: Heat needs to be referenced since both heat and smoke 
are used to initiate sprinkler system operation.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-27 Log #228 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(3.3.8 Dwelling Unit (for sprinkler system installations))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International
Comment on Proposal No: 13-27
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows: 
   3.3.8 Dwelling Unit (for sprinkler system installations). One or more 
rooms arranged for the use of one or more individuals living together, as in a 
single housekeeping unit normally having cooking, living, sanitary, and 
sleeping facilities that include, but are not limited to hotel rooms, dormitory 
rooms, apartments, condominiums, sleeping rooms in nursing homes, and 
similar living units. 
Substantiation: The solution offered by the technical committee does not 
resolve the problem of uniformity of definitions but creates another definition. 
There are already multiple definitions, most of which are virtually identical (or 
exactly identical) to the one proposed by the Glossary committee. See 
supporting material. 
   It is a much preferable outcome for the technical committee to accept the 
proposal by the Glossary committee and to choose a location for the second 
sentence, either the annex or a place in the standard, such as in Chapter 4 or in 
Chapter 8. If it is to be placed in the annex, it would read as follows: 
   3.3.8* Dwelling Unit. One or more rooms arranged for the use of one or 
more individuals living together, as in a single housekeeping unit normally 
having cooking, living, sanitary, and sleeping facilities. 
   A.3.3.8 For the purposes of this standard, dwelling unit includes hotel rooms, 
dormitory rooms, apartments, condominiums, sleeping rooms in nursing homes, 
and similar living units. 
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   Note that the meaning of the definition has changed from the published 
standard (where dwelling units include hotel rooms, etc.) to the ROP (where 
sleeping facilities include hotel rooms, etc.). Which definition is the preference 
of the committee. 
   If the technical committee prefers to include the examples, I suggest that the 
definition be made unique by adding the qualifier “(for sprinkler system 
installations)”. That is what this comment suggests but the action recommended 
by the proposal is the preferred action. 
   I am the chair of the Glossary Committee on Terminology. 
   Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-28 Log #354 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(3.3.16 Raw Water Source)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Alan L. Hall, Loss Prevention Consultants
Comment on Proposal No: 13-29
Recommendation: Revise text as follows:
   3.3.16 Raw Water Source: A water supply taken from the environment that 
has not been treated and may contain foreign material that could accumulate 
freely and enter the sprinkler system.
Substantiation: The committee action inadvertently left off the term being 
defined. In addition, the term “taken from the environment” is confusing. Also 
to use a tem such as “accumulate freely” requires a judgment call on someone’s 
part which the standard should avoid, particularly in a definition. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-29 Log #151 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.17 Small Room, 8.6.2.1.2, and 8.6.3.2.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-30
Recommendation: Delete the definition of Small Room and revise sections 
8.6.2.1.2 and 8.6.3.2.4 as follows: 
  8.6.2.1.2 The requirements of 8.6.2.1.1 shall not apply in a small room as 
defined in 3.3.17; compartments of light hazard classification having 
unobstructed construction and a floor area not exceeding 800 ft2 where the 
protection area of coverage for each sprinkler in the small room shall be the 
area of the room compartment divided by the number of sprinklers in the 
compartment room.
   8.6.3.2.4* The requirements of 8.6.3.2.1 shall not apply within small rooms 
as defined in 3.3.17, compartments of light hazard classification having 
unobstructed construction and a floor area not exceeding 800 ft2 where the 
sprinklers shall be permitted to be located not more than 9 ft (2.7 m) from any 
single wall, and as long as the sprinkler spacing limitations of 8.6.3 and area 
limitations of Table 8.6.2.2.1(a) shall not be exceeded. 
Substantiation: As approved in the ROP, the definition still contains 
requirements (which violates the Manual of Style) by stating that the small 
room has to be light hazard and has to have unobstructed construction. These 
are not characteristics of a small room. Instead, they are requirements that 
apply to doing something special with the spacing of sprinklers in a small 
room. Rather than try to continue to mess around with the definition, it is better 
to just put the requirements where they are needed in Chapter 8. 
   The substantiation for the original proposal also helps to justify this 
comment. It would appear that people are applying the definition of “Small 
Room” to chapters 8, 11, 12 and 22 where this term is used. However, in the 
context of NFPA 13, the term Small Room as used in Sections 8.15.1.2.9, 
11.2.3.1.4(4)(g), 12.9.2(7), 22.4.4.6.2, and 22.4.4.8.3 where never intended to 
be limited to light hazard or even unobstructed construction. And they were 
never intended to be allowed to be as large as 800 sq ft. 
   Rather than try and come up with some other term (like “little room”) to 
distinguish the uses of the term in five other sections, we should just apply the 
rules to the two places in the standard where the rules are needed and just 
delete the definition. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The standard is already clear as it relates to 
requirements for small rooms as defined in Chapter 3. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree in principle with the rejection of this proposal, since it 
would have affected more than just the small room provisions of 8.6. (See also 
my comments on 13-23 regarding the definition of ‘compartment’.) 
   However, I would also note the reference in Wiegand’s comment to the use 
of the term ‘small room’ elsewhere and specifically in Section 22.4.4.6.2. The 
original wording (prior to 2010) for that provision only referred to ‘...small 
compartments requiring only one sprinkler’. The new text in current 2010 
edition (unchanged in this cycle), now refers to ‘small rooms’ as well as ‘small 
compartments’ and has completely removed the limitations to small rooms/
compartments ‘requiring only only one sprinkler’. It seems that neither of these 

two changes in the 2010 wording were technically substantiated by the 
proponent at the time (Isman), but now could be interpreted to allow for 
discharge to multiple sprinklers in rooms up to 800 sq ft in area to be omitted 
from the hydraulic calculations. I believe that those changes were not 
intentional or technically justified and thus probably should be the subject of a 
TIA to correct this significant and unintended relaxation. This would involve 
revising 22.4.4.6.2, A.22.4.4.6.2 and Text in Table 22.4.4.6.2 as follows: 
   22.4.4.6.2* Where the design area is equal to or greater than the area in Table 
22.4.4.6.2 for the hazard being protected by the sprinkler system, the discharge 
for sprinklers protecting small rooms such as closets, washrooms, and similar 
small compartments requiring only one sprinkler that are in the design area 
shall be permitted to be omitted from the hydraulic calculations. 
   A.22.4.4.6.2 The intent of this section is not to allow the omission of 
discharge from sprinklers in small compartmentsrooms where the design area 
has been reduced below the values in Table 22.4.4.6.2 for situations such as 
quick-response sprinklers. Where quick response sprinklers are used, the 
discharge from single sprinklers protecting in small compartmentsrooms in the 
design area can be omitted as long as the design area meets the size required by 
Table 22.4.4.6.2. 
   Minimum Design Area to Omit Discharge from Sprinklers in Small 
CompartmentsRooms in Design Area (ft2)
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-30 Log #152 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.18 Sprinkler System)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-31
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-31.
Substantiation: The definition of a “system” needs to be refined. When fire 
sprinklers are installed in a high rise building, we need to understand whether 
the intent of the committee is for each floor to be a system or if the entire 
building is a single system. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Revise the proposed definition of “sprinkler system” to read as follows: 
  3.3.18 For fire protection purposes, a An integrated system network of 
underground and overhead piping designed in accordance with fire protection 
engineering standards that includes a water supply source, a water control 
valve, a water flow alarm, and a drain. The installation includes at least one 
automatic water supply that supplies one or more systems. The portion of the 
sprinkler system above ground is a network of specially specifically sized or 
hydraulically designed piping installed in a building, structure, or area, 
generally overhead, and to which sprinklers are attached in a systematic 
pattern.  
  The size of a sprinkler system is limited by the hazard classification. The 
system is commonly usually activated by heat from a fire and discharges water 
over the fire area. 
Committee Statement: Editorially change “usually” to “commonly” and 
“specially” to “specifically”. Reference to hazard classification was removed 
since the requirements for sizing systems are contained elsewhere. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Abstain: 1
Explanation of Abstention: 
   MCPHEE, R.: This is a significant change to the standard and it seems that a 
more thorough review of the document would identify cases where other 
changes are needed to be consistent with this change.  
One aspect in this regard is the concept of ‘system riser’, which, for instance, 
would now seem to apply to all horizontal supply mains on an individual floor. 
Yet, the document currently refers to mains at floor controls as ‘feed mains’. 
(See Figure A.8.17.4.2.(b)). Similarly, and in conjunction with the changes 
adding new provisions in 8.16.1.5 regarding floor control assemblies in multi-
storey buildings, such arrangements now result in the sprinkler network on 
each floor being considered a separate sprinkler system, yet this same figure 
does not show any ‘check valve’, which would now seem to be required.  
Another is in regard to the provisions for ‘working plans’ in 22.1.3, which [in 
item (36)] requires the flow and pressure for ‘each system’, as well as the 
provisions 22.3.2 for summarizing ‘system design requirements’, which [in 
item (a)] can be read to require a design area for each system.  
Comment on Affirmative: 
   CAPUTO, R.: We should retain the word, “should” in lieu of the word 
“network” in the committee’s AIP statement for clarity. The term “network” 
refers to a type of pipping system in NFPA 13D and could be misleading, in 
my opinion. 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-31 Log #213 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.18 Sprinkler System)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-31
Recommendation: Accept the committee proposal with the following changes:
  3.3.18* Sprinkler System. For fire protection purposes, a An integrated 
system network of underground and overhead piping designed in accordance 
with fire protection engineering standards that includes a single or common 
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water supply source, a water control valve, a water flow alarm, and a drain. 
The installation includes at least one automatic water supply that supplies one 
or more systems. The portion of the sprinkler system above ground is a 
network of specially sized or hydraulically designed piping installed in a 
building, structure, or area, generally overhead, and to which sprinklers are 
attached in a systematic pattern. Each system has a control valve located in the 
system riser or its supply piping. Each sprinkler system includes a device for 
actuating an alarm when the system is in operation. The size of a sprinkler 
system is limited by the hazard classification. The system is usually activated 
by heat from a fire and discharges water over the fire area. 
Substantiation: This revised definition is necessary as it will help clarify the 
limitations of a system as it applies to NFPA 13 and 25. These revisions more 
accurately define a system as intended by this standard. The current definition 
doesn’t adequately define the limitations of a system nor does it describe the 
minimum components required on one. The revised definition helps when 
applying the requirements of NFPA 25 which requires the installation standard 
to define a system. This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and 
Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-30 (Log #152).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Abstain: 1
Explanation of Abstention: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 13-30 (Log 
#152). 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-32 Log #338 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.3.18 Sprinkler System)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-31
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal in its entirety since the committee 
did not have sufficient time to review the subject material. 
Substantiation: The revised definition is important to clarify the limitations 
of NFPA 13 and NFPA 25. The committee should take the time to include this 
revised definition in the next edition. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-30 (Log #152).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Abstain: 1
Explanation of Abstention: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Explanation of Abstention on Comment 13-30 (Log 
#152). 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-33 Log #296 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.3.54 Smooth Ceiling)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Ken Dias, Tyco Fire Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-22
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal # 13-22 (Log #450 AUT-SSI) in its 
entirety. 
   3.3.5.4 Smooth Ceiling. A continuous ceiling free from significant 
irregularities, lumps, or indentations 3 inches or less in depth.
Substantiation: The committee statement rejecting this proposal referenced 
Sec. A.3.7.2 as providing specific guidance. Sec. A.3.7.2 references “Smooth 
Ceiling Construction” and does not address the ambiguity of Sec. 3.3.5.4 
(Smooth Ceiling Definition) that proposal 13-22 attempts to address. Smooth 
ceiling construction as referenced in Sec A.3.7.2 is a type of unobstructed 
construction and differs from I the definition of a smooth ceiling as referenced 
in Sec. 3.3.5 (Ceiling Types). Many manufacturers’ Listings for specific 
sprinklers are for “smooth ceilings”. This should not be confused with the 
multiple ceiling conditions addressed by the definition of “smooth ceiling i 
construction”. This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and 
Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There was no information provided to support the 
proposed change.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comment from Dias. The Committee already 
indicated, in their changing the provisions in the 2007 edition, that a ceiling 
(deck) having 3” indentations (corrugations) was an example of a ‘smooth 
ceiling’ when it comes to the positioning (distance) of the deflector below the 
ceiling. This change should have been accepted in order to provide for 
consistent ‘positioning’ rules for any type of ceiling with such indentations 
(corrugations).  
   VICTOR, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-21 (Log #4). 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: At some point the Committee should provide guidance as 
to what is meant by the term “significant”. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-34 Log #229 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.4.1 Antifreeze Sprinkler System and A.3.4.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Marcelo M. Hirschler, GBH International
Comment on Proposal No: 13-32
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   3.4.1 Antifreeze Sprinkler System. A wet pipe system using automatic 
sprinklers that contains a liquid solution to prevent freezing of the system, 
intended to discharge the solution upon sprinkler operation, followed 
immediately by water from a water supply. 
   3.4.1* Antifreeze Sprinkler System. A wet pipe sprinkler system employing 
automatic sprinklers that are attached to a piping system that contains an 
antifreeze solution and that are connected to a water supply. 
   A.3.4.1 The antifreeze solution is discharged, followed by water, immediately 
upon operation of sprinklers opened by heat from a fire.
Substantiation: The solution offered by the technical committee does not 
resolve the problem of uniformity of definitions but creates another definition. 
There are at present three almost identical definitions: NFPA 13, NFPA 13D 
and NFPA 25. The only difference between the definitions is that the one in 
NFPA 13D omits the word “piping”. 
   The technical committee responsible for NFPA 13D simply rejected the 
identical proposal and now there is a lack of uniformity. 
   It is a much preferable outcome for the technical committee to accept the 
proposal by the Glossary committee and to choose a location for the second 
sentence, either the annex or a place in the standard (for example within section 
7.6). Note that the exact term is, in fact, not used in the standard.  
   I am the chair of the Glossary Committee on Terminology. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Water following the antifreeze solution is a concept 
that defines an antifreeze system. Placing this language in the annex would not 
be appropriate as it becomes unenforceable text. NFPA 13D and 13R need to 
correlate. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-35 Log #230 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(3.4.1.1 Premixed Antifreeze Solution)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Milosh T. Puchovsky, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Comment on Proposal No: 13-33
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   3.4.1.1 Premixed Antifreeze Solution. A mixture of an antifreeze material 
with water that is prepared and factory-mixed by the manufacturer with a 
quality control procedure in place that ensures that the antifreeze solution 
remains homogeneous and that the concentration is as specified.
Substantiation: The definitions for Premixed Anti freeze Solution put forth in 
the TIA’s for NFPA 13,13D and 25 all varied slightly. The proposed language 
has been provided to create a single definition for premixed Antifreeze Solution 
in NFPA 13, 13D and 25. 
   The proposed language in this comment was created by an intercommittee 
task group consisting of members of the RSS, SSI and NFPA 25 TC’s. This 
task group was created at the request of the TCC. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-36 Log #107 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.4.1.1 Premixed Antifreeze Solution, 7.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-33
Recommendation: The TCC directs the TC to review the need to specify the 
purity of antifreeze solutions, since field mixing is no longer permitted. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: The TC believes there is a need to specify the purity of 
the solution as it is their understanding that the testing that was used in the 
rationalization of the TIA’s used a solution that met the purity requirements of 
earlier editions of NFPA 13. Specifying purity is also important as purity and 
concentration are independent. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-37 Log #106 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(3.5 Various Definitions, 9.3.3, and A.9.3.3 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-39
Recommendation: The TCC Rejects this proposal 
   Current products marketed as “seismic loops” are not evaluated for their 
ability to accommodate seismic movement, this action could have the 
unforeseen consequence of not allowing current products to use the term. The 
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HBS TC should evaluate whether such products require listing and and 
whether, independent of listing requirements, the term “seismic loop” is 
desirable to differentiate from a seismic separation assembly comprised of 
traditional fittings. 
   This proposal will be reviewed by the HBS TC at the ROC meeting. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: Also see proposal 13-39.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   VALENTINE, V.: I agree with the position, but the Committee Statement 
should reference the action taken by comment #13-43 (Log #CC33). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-38 Log #79 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(3.5.9 Risers, 3.5.x Branch Line Riser (New), and 9.3.2.3(2)(b))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-42
Recommendation: Revise the definition of a Riser in 3.5.9 to read:
   3.5.9 Risers. The vertical supply pipes portions of cross main, feed man or 
system risers in a sprinkler system.
   Add a new definition 3.5.X for a Branch Line Riser to read: 
   3.5.X Branch Line Riser. A vertical portion of a branch line. 
Revise 9.3.2.3(2)(b) to read: 
   (b)* On the vertical portion of the tie-in where the tie-in incorporates a riser 
or a branch line riser
Substantiation: The current definition for a riser in 3.5.9 incorporates any and 
all vertical piping in a sprinkler system. However, for clarity, there is a need to 
differentiate between the risers on a main and those on a branch line. This is 
particularly so with regard to 9.3.5.5, where it says that risers need to be fitted 
with four-way braces. With the definition as is, that would include risers on 
branch lines, which is contrary to 9.3.6, which (generally) only requires branch 
line piping to be restrained.  
   The term “branch line riser” is used in Figure A.9.3.2.3 (2) (b), which 
illustrates the location of flexible couplings in a main riser and a branch line 
riser. Therefore, again for clarity, it is suggested to revise 9.3.2.3 (2) (b) to have 
matching text. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The current definition satisfactorily addresses vertical 
piping. Separating branch line risers from risers also impacts how flexible 
couplings and four-way bracing are applied. Branch lines don’t have to be 
braced unless they are larger than 2” pipe. Those branch lines must however be 
restrained. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-39 Log #231 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.6.1 Sprinkler and A.3.6.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Milosh T. Puchovsky, Worcester Polytechnic Institute
Comment on Proposal No: 13-38
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   3.6.1* Sprinkler. A listed fire protection device through which water or 
water combined with an additive is discharged in the form of droplets of 
varying sizes in a predetermined pattern so as to cover and reach a specified 
floor area with the intent of suppressing or controlling a fire located below, and 
which is evaluated for such performance through standardized test methods. 
Water droplets discharged are of sufficient size to penetrate the fire plume, cool 
the combustion zone, pre-wet adjacent combustibles and surfaces, and reduce 
ceiling temperatures.  
   A.3.6.1 Water droplets produced by a sprinkler typically range in size from 
200 microns to 1800 microns. See “Measurement of Droplet Size in Sprinkler 
Sprays” by J.R. Lawson, W.D. Walton, and D.D. Evans, NIST, February 1988 
(NBSIR 88-3715). While sprinkler devices are designed and manufactured to 
discharge a certain amount of water in a certain pattern over a predetermined 
floor area, individual design and installation standards address the use of 
sprinklers in specific fire protection systems for specific applications. For 
example, NFPA 15, Standard on Water Spray Systems, permits the use of 
sprinklers as a means of exposure protection of vertical surfaces such as those 
on transformers and storage tanks.  
   3.3.1 Automatic Sprinkler. A fire suppression or control device that operates 
automatically when its heat-activated element is heated to its thermal rating or 
above, allowing water to discharge over a specified area.  
   3.6.1.1 Automatic Sprinkler. A sprinkler that operates automatically when 
its heat-activated element is heated to its thermal rating or above. 
   3.6.1.2 Open Sprinkler. A sprinkler that does not have a cap or heat-
activated element to control water discharge.
Substantiation: NFPA 13 does not include a definition for the term sprinkler. 
The proposed language describes how a sprinkler is intended to perform and 
function, and aims to more clearly differentiate a sprinkler from other types of 

devices that can be used as part of a water-based fire protection system.  
   The proposed language in this comment was created by an intercommittee 
task group consisting of members of the RSS, SSI and NFPA 25 TC’s. This 
task group was created at the request of the TCC. While the majority of the 
task group members agreed with the proposed language, there was a minority 
position that preferred not to include annex text in regard to NFPA 15.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TCC directed the inter-committee task group to 
define a sprinkler for the means of distinguishing fire sprinklers systems from 
water mist systems. Water Mist systems are already covered in NFPA 750. 
Rather than address the fact that NFPA 13 was not intended to consider water 
mist systems, the TC felt that it was more clear to the user to modify the scope 
of the document. Please see TC action on 13-4 (Log #CC3) for the committee’s 
action on this subject. This information is based on ROP 13-367 (Log #231).  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-40 Log #287 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(3.8.1.4 Fire Department Connection)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-46
Recommendation: Reconsider the submitter’s proposal and delete A.6.8.1 and 
A.8.17.2.3. 
Substantiation: The Committee assertion that the FDC is intended to 
supplement the water supply and not necessarily the water pressure is in 
conflict with other sections of the code and with other Committee statements in 
the ROP. The provisions of A.8.17.2.3 state the exact opposite, in that the FDC 
is to supplement the pressure. The Committee statement to ROP 13-297 states 
that the FDC is to supplement both the flow and pressure. The reality is that the 
delivery of a volume of water into the system is directly tied to the applied 
pressure and vice versa. The provisions of NFPA 13E provide that the FDC be 
pumped to a pressure 150 psi. This direction certainly introduces pressure as an 
operating parameter to be considered in the design of a FDC. As described by 
the submitter, an applied pressure (150 psi as provided by NFPA 13E) being 
greater than that available from a water supply connection would result in the 
closure of the check valve in the piping between the FDC and the supply 
connection resulting in the sole supply being from the FDC. This action of 
connecting to the FDC with an applied pressure of 150 psi creates the needed 
pressure differential and is described by NFPA 13E, Section 4.3.4 as intended 
to “supply” the system. Interestingly the provisions of NFPA 13E, Section 4.3.4 
use the term “supplemented” but only in relation to the number of hose lines 
that must be attached and not as a descriptor for the supply to the system. This 
notion of the FDC being a supplemental supply only serves to support having 
the FDC piping and number of outlets sized to match those minimums 
provided by the code without consideration of the attached system demands 
and friction losses associated with the actual use of the FDC arrangement.  
   The acceptance of the submitter’s proposal would also require the deletion of 
A.6.8.1 and A.8.17.2.3 to complete the intended correction. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The FDC for sprinkler systems is supplementary in 
nature.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-41 Log #364 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(3.9.3.8 Solid Shelving)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-50
Recommendation: Accept the original proposal.
Substantiation: Sufficient substantiation has been provided by Mr. Comeaux. 
He references test results that were run for the records industry along with FM 
guidelines so the question is asked of the committee, what else is required? A 
review of the original information submitted that first made this major change 
to the standard does not identify any referenced tests that need to be refuted. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The proposed change to the definition affects all 
commodities stored in this document, the submitter references only specific 
testing for limited applications. Additional data is necessary to validate this 
proposed change as it applies to all designs currently allowed in Storage. The 
data submitted also did not have blocked flues. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-42 Log #136 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(3.9.3.8 Solid Shelving, 16.1.6.1, and 16.1.6.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry L. Varn, Pierce Atwood LLP
Comment on Proposal No: 13-50
Recommendation: Accept the original proposal as submitted.
Substantiation: The requirement that the maximum size of a solid shelf be no 
greater than 20 square feet was unsubstantiated when adopted and remains so 
and numerous tests show that it is unnecessarily restrictive. The Committee, in 
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rejecting the proposal, failed to address the test data described in the 
submitter’s substantiation, which demonstrates that with the installation of 
in-rack sprinklers the size of a solid shelf can be substantially larger. Further, 
the loss history does not support the current requirements. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The proposed change to the definition affects all 
commodities stored in this document, the submitter references only specific 
testing for limited applications. Additional data is necessary to validate this 
proposed change as it applies to all designs currently allowed in Storage. The 
data submitted also did not have blocked flues. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-43 Log #CC33 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(3.11.x Seismic Separation Assembly)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire 
Protection Systems,  
Comment on Proposal No: 13-39
Recommendation: Delete the first sentence of second paragraph of A.9.3.3. 
   Add new definition under Section 3.11: 
   3.11.X Seismic Separation Assembly. An assembly of fittings, pipe, flexible 
pipe and/or couplings that permits movement in all directions to accommodate 
seismic differential movement across building seismic separation joints. 
   New Annex to the above language:  
   A.3.11.X Seismic separation assemblies include traditional assemblies as 
shown in Figure A.9.3.3(a) and seismic loops as in Figure A.9.3.3(b). 
Substantiation: The term “seismic loop” is being used regularly in the field. 
There is concern that all authorities are not permitting use of these loops as 
they are not referenced with that terminology in NFPA 13. The solution was to 
develop a definition for seismic separation assembly as the “loop” is just an 
option for that assembly. Annex language indicates directly that seismic loops 
are included. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-44 Log #54 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.11.1 Hanger)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-51
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   3.11.1 Hanger. An assembly including its fastener intended to be attached to 
the system piping to provide support. 
Substantiation: Add text to enhance clarity. 
   A hanger is an assembly if you include its fastener. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC Action on 13-46 (Log #350).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-45 Log #335 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.11.3 Net Vertical Force)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-53
Recommendation: Modify the definition for Fv as follows:
   3.11.3 Net Vertical ForceFv. The not vertical force is a reactionve to the 
angle of installation of sway braces on system piping due to earthquake 
motion. vertical seismic force acting on a vertical sway brace at working stress 
levels. that is generates due to the angularity of a lateral sway brace.
Substantiation: The definition is aimed at explaining the net vertical force. 
“F,” is not a term used by NFPA 13. In addition. F, is the long period site 
coefficient used in seismic calculations (defined in ASCE 7-10) and should not 
be defined as the net vertical reaction force. The vertical uplift could be caused 
from a lateral or longitudinal sway brace and should be a more generic 
reference. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Add the word “due” following the word “reaction”. 
   Revise “due to” at the end of the definition to “resulting from”.
   Definition should read as follows:
   3.11.3 Net Vertical ForceFv. The not vertical force is a reactionve due to the 
angle of installation of sway braces on system piping due to resulting from 
earthquake motion. vertical seismic force acting on a vertical sway brace at 
working stress levels. that is generates due to the angularity of a lateral sway 
brace.
Committee Statement: Revisions were added to the submitters definition to 
provide clarity(editorial). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.

Explanation of Negative: 
   DENEFF, C.: The verbiage improves the verbiage in Proposal 13-53 that was 
accepted in the ROP phase, but am voting negative since I don’t think the 
definition is correct. Looking at Section 9.3.5.7, we don’t ask for anything to 
resist the vertical brace force component when the horizontal force is less than 
0.5Wp with braces at 45 degrees or less than 1.0Wp with braces at 60 degrees. 
This implies that we are subtracting a value of 0.5Wp from the vertical uplift at 
the brace to get the “net”. The definition doesn’t reflect this. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-46 Log #350 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(3.11.5 Hanger)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-51
Recommendation: Modify the definition as follows:
   3.11.5 Hanger. A device used as part of an An or assembly used intended to 
be attached to support the gravity the gravity load of the system piping and 
appurtenances intended to provide gravitational support.
Substantiation: The main purpose of a hanger is to resist the gravitational load 
of the system piping and appurtenances. This clarifies the definition. It also 
indicates that hangers come in many styles and may be a single device or a 
combination of components, which creates a support assembly. 
   [It should be noted that the text in the pre·print does not match that of ROP 
13·51] 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Revise the definition of Hanger to read as follows: 
  3.11.X Hanger. A device or assembly used to support the gravity load of the 
system piping. 
Committee Statement: Delete the redundant words “the gravity” and delete 
“and appurtenances”, since appurtenances is not a term used in Chapter 9 and 
the test loads for hangers are based on the weight of water filled piping over a 
distance and not the load from other devices.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-47 Log #153 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(4.3(4))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-55
Recommendation: Adopt the proposal as it was originally submitted in the 
body of the standard, not the annex. 
Substantiation: You cannot put the prohibition against using water in sprinkler 
systems that will damage the system or enhance the growth of the fire in the 
annex as a suggestion. When the committee learned that antifreeze solutions 
had the potential to enhance the growth of the fire, did they merely make a 
suggestion in the annex that people be careful with antifreeze or did they 
regulate the antifreeze in the body of the standard? So, why should a similarly 
potential additive in reclaimed water from some industrial process be different? 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The term “no contaminants that are combustible” is 
not practical, while the term “detrimental” is vague and unenforceable. Without 
setting some type of limits, this requirement cannot be placed into the body. 
The submitter did not provide data on the levels (i.e. %) of contaminants and 
combustibles that would provide the same level of performance as water. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-48 Log #322 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(5.6.4.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Pehrson Fire PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-59
Recommendation: Modify Proposed new 5.6.4.4 text to read as follows:
  5.6.4.4 Cartoned gGroup. A plastics shall be further subdivided as either 
expanded or non-expanded. If the a cartoned commodity is more than 40% (by 
volume) expanded plastic, it shall be protected as an cartoned expanded plastic. 
If a cartoned commodity is more than 25% expanded plastic, but not more than 
40% expanded plastic, it shall be protected as an cartoned unexpanded plastic. 
Uncartoned commodities containing expanded plastic shall be protected as 
uncartoned expanded plastic.
Substantiation: The ROP text only gives criteria for cartoned commodities 
with greater than 40% expanded plastic. The text includes text for lower 
percentages, as well as giving guidance to clarify what to do with uncartoned 
commodities. The committee may wish to consider guidance for mixed 
commodities containing both unexpanded and expanded plastics (i.e. including 
a graph with these requirements). 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  5.6.4.4 Cartoned gGroup A plastics shall be further subdivided as either 
expanded or non-expanded. If the a cartoned commodity is more than 40% (by 
volume) expanded plastic, it shall be protected as an cartoned expanded plastic. 
Exposed commodities containing greater than 25% by volume expanded plastic 
shall be protected as exposed expanded plastic.”
Committee Statement: The last sentence was modified to make the 
requirement consistent with the definition for class IV commodity.  
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Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BELLAMY, T.: The next to last sentence in the original comment was not 
included in the final Committee action and should be reinstated. The 
Committee action to Accept in Principle only included a change to the last 
sentence. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
13-49 Log #226 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Ausmus S. Marburger, Fire Protection Industries, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-61
Recommendation: Reject the recommendation to remove the word Special or 
Specially throughout the Standard when used with the term listing…”. 
Substantiation: The substantiation is not correct. Whether others do or do not 
differentiate the terms is irrelevant, the standard does. The intent of 13-62, 
(Log #3) and 13-63, (Log #95) was to establish minimum performance criteria 
for special listings; this is not the principle of 13-61, (Log #CP413). There are 
significant and important differences in the intent and processes for ‘listed’ 
versus ‘special listed’ materials or devices. These distinctions occur both in the 
means, methods and protocols for evaluation and the controlling references for 
use, application and installation requirements (utilization). 
Sections 1.6, ‘New Technology’ and 6.1.1, ‘Listing’ are complementary.  
   ● 1.6.1 provides that the standard shall not to be restrictive provided that new 
technologies or alternate arrangements do not lower the level of safety 
prescribed 
   ● 1.6.2 and 6.1.1.1 are essentially the same providing that materials and 
devices not specifically designated by the standard shall be utilized in complete 
accord with all conditions, requirements, and limitations of their (special) 
listing(s). 
   A listing applies to materials or devices specifically designated by the 
standard. A special listing applies to materials or devices not specifically 
designated by the standard. They are not the same thing nor interchangeable. 
Special listing is a method of entry for new technology. Special listing requires 
equivalency in the level of safety and the listing itself controls utilization 
versus the requirements of designated standards. 
   There is a further parallel here with the authority granted by OSHA to 
Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratories. Laboratories may test and 
examine equipment and materials to determine conformance with appropriate 
test standards; or, perform experimental tests and examinations to determine 
performance in a specified manner. In the first instance there are test standards 
in the second (as would apply to new technology) the tests are not governed by 
standards. 
   Special Listing is a necessary distinction to permit new technology and to 
alert the user that utilization is not governed by the standard but by the listing 
itself. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   LAVERICK, G.: The term listing and special listing should not be used 
relative to the term listing for the following reasons: 1) There is no definition 
in NFPA 13, 13D or 13 R for the term special or specially listed; 2) 
manufacturers do not reference or advertise their products using the term 
special or specially listed and 3) the certification laboratories, including UL and 
FM, do not refer to products as being special or specially listed. 
   Despite an indication in the comments submitted by committee members that 
they believe the process for “specially listing” a product is more intense, the 
listing for these products simply indicates compliance with the requirements 
included in the applicable standard. The word special or specially does not add 
or change the meaning of any current requirement in the standard.  
   The product listings published by the certification laboratories have not and 
do not designate products that comply as special listed or specially listed when 
published in the certification list. Removing this reference will clarify the 
requirements and eliminate the implication that there is some difference 
between listed and special listed. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-50 Log #333 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(Chapter 6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Top Myers, Myers Risk Services
Comment on Proposal No: 13-67
Recommendation: Delete the following wording from:
   6.3.6……….including installation instructions.
   6.6.6.7.1…...including installation instructions.
   6.4.2……….including installation instructions
   A.6.3.6…….combined with following manufacturers guidance on installation
   A.6.4.2.1…. combined with following manufacturers guidance on installation
Substantiation: Much of the material included in installation instructions is 
beyond the Scope of this standard and it is wrong to include it as part of the 
standard. Much of this material is written by manufacturers and is not vetted by 
Listing/approval agencies and includes warranty and liability disclaimers that 
should not be made part of the standard. To do so would not be in the best 
interest of the AHJ, contractor, designer and owner users of this standard. 

Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Manufacturers instructions are critical information for 
design and installation criteria for many products. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 5 
Explanation of Negative: 
   BILBO, JR., C.: We need to recognize the installation instructions are part of 
a listed product. But the installation instructions are a larger legal document 
that can have implications for liability and warranty that are not part of a 
product’s installation or listing requirements. Manufacturers liability and 
disclaimer language should not be recognized by NFPA 13. 
   LAKE, J.: This action appears to be incongruous with the committee action 
on Comment 13-57 which eliminated the reference to installation instructions 
using the very point. The Technical Correlating Committee should review the 
committee actions on these two comments. 
   MARBURGER, A.: Installation instructions contain much more than listing 
limitations which are critical for design and utilization. As correctly stated by 
the submitter “Much of this material is written by manufacturers and is not 
vetted by Listing/Approval agencies and includes” information that should not 
be made part of the standard. The TC agreed with this principle in 13-57, Log 
#214, AIP where “including installation instructions” was removed in favor of 
“listing limitations”. In 13-57 the submitter’s substantiation makes the same 
point, “The new 6.3.6.1.1 changes the requirement that listed CPVC shall be 
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. As written in the ROP, 
this text would have allowed any manufacturer to put any installation 
requirement in their instructions, and the installer was bound to that 
requirement as if it were printed in NFPA 13.” The committee agreed. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comments from Bilbo, Marburger and 
Meehan. 
   MEEHAN, M.: Recognition of the installation instructions is critical to the 
listing of products and the use of this standard. However, the adopted 
installation instructions contain far more than just installation instructions. 
These documents contain liability and warranty disclaimers that are not 
reviewed as part of the listing protocol. Manufacturers liability and disclaimer 
language should not be recognized by the standard. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-51 Log #211 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Chapter 6, 9.3.5, 10.2.2, and A.7.6.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-61
Recommendation: Reject Proposal 13-61.
Substantiation: The term “special listing” does have a meaning. There are two 
different ways that listed products are used in NFPA standards: 
   1. Ordinary products that are discussed in the standard, with design and 
installation criteria in the standard, that have to be listed in order to be used. An 
example of this kind of product is an OS&Y valve. The valve has to be 
manufactured in accordance with section 6.7.1 and installed in accordance with 
section 8.16.1. The valve also has to be listed, and the labs perform tests in the 
listing process to make sure that the valve meets the performance requirements 
of 6.7.1 and can be installed in accordance with 8.16.1. 
   2. Special products that are not discussed in the standard where the only 
place to find design and installation criteria is in the manufacturers literature. 
The listing process for this kind of product is more intense. The product needs 
to be evaluated to determine its suitability for the manner in which it is 
proposed to be used. More scrutiny needs to be given to the manufacturer’s 
literature because it will become the defacto “standard” on the product. An 
example of this type of listing is polypropylene pipe, which is not mentioned 
anywhere in NFPA 13, but is permitted under section 6.3 if it receives a listing. 
   Due to the nature of having two different concepts of how a listing occurs 
and what a listing means, it becomes convenient to have a different term for the 
different meaning to the listing. This is why section 6.1.1.1 warns users of 
NFPA 13 to pay attention to the provisions of a special listing. This is more 
important for items like polypropylene pipe than it is for items like OS&Y 
valves where the manufacturer’s instructions don’t really contain any design or 
installation criteria other than what is already in NFPA 13. It is useful to have a 
different term to cover a different subject. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   LAVERICK, G.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-49 (Log 
#226). 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-52 Log #224 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Ausmus S. Marburger, Fire Protection Industries, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-62
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
  6.1 General. This chapter provides requirements for correct use of sprinkler 
system components. 
  6.1.1 Listing.
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  6.1.1.1 Materials or devices not specifically designated by this standard shall 
be used in accordance with all conditions, requirements, and limitations of their 
special listing. All special listing requirements shall be included and identified 
in the product submittal literature and installation instructions. 
  6.1.1.2 Unless the conditions of 6.1.1.2.1 and 6.1.1.2.2 are met, materials 
or devices shall not be permitted to be special listed. where the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
  6.1.1.2.1 The materials or devices have been tested and examined determined 
by the organization granting the listing to and found not to lower the level of 
safety prescribed by this standard. be “or equal” in performance, durability and 
reliability to other materials or devices, comparable in use or application, that 
are specifically designated by this standard or that meet appropriate designated 
standards.
   6.1.1.2.2 The materials or devices, without designated comparable other 
materials or devices, if to be used in combination with existing listed materials 
or devices, have been tested, evaluated and examined and found to be found 
suitable for a specific purpose and found compatible. by the organization 
granting the listing.
Substantiation: The committee action was to Accept In Principle; however, 
the action on Committee Proposal 13-254 (Log #401) is not a clear or specific 
action on this proposal. The action on 13-61, (Log #CP413) is contradictory. 
The minimum threshold of performance, equivalency and compatibility, for 
listings outside of designated standards is necessary to align new technology 
with the standard. The intent of this proposal. 
   A special listed material or device must become accountable to field 
experience. The testing and examination protocols for evaluations are a work 
in process. The progression to designated standards of these protocols and 
utilization limitations is a consensus refinement based on experience. Threshold 
requirements are needed for initial accountability and to motivate improvement. 
   For example, there are proposals this cycle to move CPVC into the standard. 
This is necessary to drive change. The testing, examination and utilization 
protocols have not been adequately responsive to field experience. One broker 
has reported in excess of 160 property damage claims relating to chemical 
vulnerability and utilization and relates that carriers are increasingly excluding 
coverage. A threshold of performance criteria, equivalency and compatibility, is 
a step in a positive direction. 
   The following is the substantiation for the original proposal, reprinted here 
for further reference: 
Substantiation: Special listing is in place to permit access to the market place 
for new technologies and innovation on an interim basis preceding adoption 
of rule changes to the Standard in recognition of the advancement. Special 
listing should not be permitted to be used to circumvent the Standards role in 
establishing a “…reasonable degree of protection for life and property from fire 
through standardization of design, installation and testing requirements for 
sprinkler systems…”. It is imperative for the Standard to reestablish 
its consensus judgment by instituting a base line of performance and 
accountability for listing organizations in granting special listings. At a 
minimum that baseline should include an assessment that the special listing be 
“or equal” to comparable listing parameters in the existing standard and that 
the material or device be compatible if it is permitted to be used in combination 
with other preexisting listed components. Suitability is a responsibility of the 
manufacturer and listing organization consistent with the Standard’s definition 
of “listed”. It is not appropriate, nor should it be allowed, to transfer this 
obligation to the user or installer through use of special limitations or 
requirements made a part of the instructions and incorporated in the listing. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The original language satisfactorily addresses the 
issue. Can’t measure the intended safety clause.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 5 
Explanation of Negative: 
   BILBO, JR., C.: Compatibility issues have been involved in system failures 
and impairments. Mr. Marburger is correct in wanting to address this issue with 
the listing laboratories and the product manufacturer.  
   LAKE, J.: This action does not address materials or devices that are used in 
combination with existing system components be evaluated for compatibility.  
The standard would do better to require that the requirements for Listing be 
similar to those that deal with Equivalency in Section 1.5 and New Technology 
in Section 1.6. 
   MARBURGER, A.: I disagree with the committee action and statement. 
   “The original language satisfactorily addresses the issue”: original language 
does not address a requirement that materials or devices to be used in 
combination with existed system components be evaluated for compatibility. 
System impairment lost history demonstrates that it is necessary to establish 
compatibility as a part of evaluations for listing of new products or product 
additions outside of a designated standard. 
“Can’t measure the intended safety clause”: It is a tenant of professional 
practice that evaluations can be made on the basis of equivalency. Specifying 
acceptable criteria by selecting from comparable applications with known 
performance is common engineering practice, judgement, “or equal”. 
   The TC should require that 6.6.1 Listing be consistent with 1.5 Equivalency 
and 1.6 New Technology. 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-50 (Log 
#333). 

   MEEHAN, M.: System failures and impairments due to compatibility issues 
have been brought to the committees attention. I agree with the submitters 
proposal and intent to address this shortcoming through the listing laboratories 
and the product manufacturer.  

______________________________________________________________ 
13-53 Log #31 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.1.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-61
Recommendation: Add new 6.1.1.1 and renumber
   6.1.1.1 All materials used in, as a part of, or attached to new sprinkler 
systems shall be listed for their use. Remove all references in the standard to 
use of non-listed components.  
Substantiation: This is a very extreme recommendation but one that is 
probably overdue. There have been multiple issues with varying product 
lines that have created a black eye for this industry. CPVC piping, biocide 
treatments, MIC coatings, fire caulk antifreeze, etc. It is only a matter of time 
before we encounter the next episode that will cost the end user thousands of 
dollars in damages and legal costs. 
   The major concern seems to be the compatibility of products. In Log #13-67, 
a new 6.1.1.6 requires certain components be evaluated for compatibility. The 
only way to reasonably accomplish this is to require all products to be listed. 
This then allows a listing laboratory to have a definable list of products to 
evaluate. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Not all materials require a listing.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-54 Log #294 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.1.1.2.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gordon Farrell, Tyco Fire and Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-66
Recommendation: Reconsider committee action on 13-66 and add text to new 
section 6.1.1.2.1 
   6.1.1.2.1 Valve components (including valve trim, internal parts, gaskets and 
the like) shall not be required to be individually listed.
Substantiation: There are many local AHJ’s that request information relating 
to Listed valve parts and trim components. As Listed at the laboratories, the 
valve trim and internal valve components are not typically individually Listed, 
but are vital to the proper operation of a valve.  
   I believe the Committee Statement “Section 6.1 2.1, already addresses 
submitter’s concern” Refers to “reconditioned” components but do not address 
trim and trim components for new or existing valves and trim. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: While I believe I understand the intent of the submitter of 
this Comment, the wording of the proposed new section is not clear. Currently, 
there are requirements that certain, more critical trim components such as 
accelerators, retarding chambers, actuators, etc be Listed. Other non-critical 
components such as globe valves, nipples, fittings, etc are not typically 
individually Listed but are part of the Listed trim assembly. The wording of 
this new language does not differentiate between the two. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-55 Log #154 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.1.1.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-67
Recommendation: Revise section 6.1.1.3 as follows:
   6.1.1.3 Equipment, other than non metallic pipe and fittings, as permitted in 
Steel, copper and iron pipe (tube) and fittings manufactured in accordance with 
the standards in table 6.3.1.1 and Table 6.4.1 and installed in accordance with 
sections 6.3.2 through 6.3.5 shall not be required to be listed.
Substantiation: As approved in the ROP, this section contains a triple 
negative. Rather than force the user to attempt the mental gymnastics necessary 
to get to the correct conclusions, why not just say what we mean. Steel and 
copper pipe and tube, joined with iron or copper fittings do not require a 
listing. Anything else does, even if it is listed in the table. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-57 (Log #214).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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______________________________________________________________
13-56 Log #76 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.1.1.3 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Michael J. Bosma, The Viking Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-67
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   6.1.1.3 New corrosion inhibitors shall identify and specify the existing 
system components (materials, devices or components) with which they are 
compatible.
Substantiation: Corrosion inhibitors are added to systems with limited regard 
to compatibility with standard sprinkler system components. This situation 
should be addressed. This comment has been submitted on behalf of the over 
165 manufacturing and supplier members of the Manufactures council for the 
American Fire Sprinkler Association. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Not appropriate to put in 6.1.1.3 and disagree with the 
use of the word “new.” 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-57 Log #214 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.1.1.3, 6.3.6, 6.3.6.1, and 6.3.6.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-67
Recommendation: Accept in Principle proposal 13-67 Log #CP401 and make 
the following changes: 
   Split revised 6.1.1.3 into two parts for clarity and to comply with the manual 
of style as follows: 
   6.1.1.3 Equipment as permitted in table 6.3.1.1 and table 6.4.1 shall not be 
required to be listed. 
   (new) 6.1.1.3.1 Nonmetallic pipe and fittings included in table 6.3.1.1 and 
table 6.4.1 shall be listed.
Revise new sections 6.3.6 through 6.3.6.6 as follows for clarity and to comply 
with the manual of style: 
   6.3.6* CPVC Plastic Pipe. CPVC pipe in accordance with Table 6.3.1.1 
shall be investigated for suitability in automatic sprinkler installations and 
listed for this service.  
   (new) 6.3.6.1 Listed CPVC shall be installed in accordance with it’s listing 
limitations, including installation instructions.
   (new) 6.3.6.1.1 Manufacturers installation instructions shall include it’s 
listing limitations. 
   6.3.6.1 2* (pick up annex text from ROP 6.3.6.1) When CPVC pipe is used 
in combination systems utilizing internally coated steel piping and CPVC 
piping, the steel pipe coating shall be investigated for compatibility with 
CPVC by a testing laboratory. Cutting oils and Lubricants used for fabrication 
of the steel piping shall be compatible with CPVC materials.
   6.3.6.2 3* (pick up annex text from ROP 6.3.6.2) When CPVC pipe is used 
in combination systems utilizing steel pipe that is not internally coated and 
CPVC piping, no additional evaluations are required. Cutting oils and 
Lubricants used for fabrication of the steel piping shall be compatible with 
CPVC materials.
   (new) 6.3.6.4 When CPVC pipe is used in combination systems utilizing 
steel pipe, cutting oils and lubricants used for fabrication of the steel piping 
shall be compatible with CPVC materials.
   6.3.6.3 5 Fire stopping materials intended for use on CPVC piping 
penetrations shall be investigated for compatibility with CPVC materials. 
   6.3.6.4 6 Other construction materials such as paint, electrical and 
communication wiring, thread sealants, gasket lubricant shall not come in 
contact with CPVC unless they have been evaluated as compatible with CPVC 
materials by a testing laboratory. 
   6.3.6.5 7 CPVC listed for light hazard occupancies shall be permitted to be 
installed in ordinary hazard rooms of otherwise light hazard occupancies where 
the room does not exceed 400 ft2 (37 m2).
   6.3.6.6 8 CPVC shall not be listed for portions of an occupancy 
classification.
Substantiation: This new text needed to be separated for clarity and to comply 
with the manual of style. There are two substantive changes that are included in 
new 6.3.6.1.1 and in 6.3.6.2.  
   The new 6.3.6.1.1 changes the requirement that listed CPVC shall be 
installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions. As written in the ROP, 
this text would have allowed any manufacturer to put any installation 
requirement in their instructions, and the installer was bound to that 
requirement as if it were printed in NFPA 13. I’m sure this was not the intent of 
the technical committee. Instead, the new 6.3.6.1.1 states what I believe was 
the intent of the technical committee, that any listing limitations must be 
included in the manufacturer’s installation instructions. 
   In 6.3.6.2 the word “coating” was added after “steel pipe” to make it clear 
that the coating is to be investigated for compatibility and not the pipe itself. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Accept in Principle proposal 13-67 (Log #CP401) and make the following 
changes: 

   Split revised 6.1.1.3 into two parts for clarity and to comply with the manual 
of style as follows: 
   6.1.1.3 Equipment as permitted in Table 6.3.1.1 and table 6.4.1 shall not be 
required to be listed.
   (new) 6.1.1.3.1 Nonmetallic pipe and fittings included in Table 6.3.1.1 and 
Table 6.4.1 shall be listed. 
   Revise new sections 6.3.6 through 6.3.6.6 as follows for clarity and to 
comply with the manual of style: 
   6.3.6* CPVC Plastic Pipe. CPVC pipe in accordance with Table 6.3.1.1 
shall be investigated for suitability in automatic sprinkler installations and 
listed for this service.  
   (new) 6.3.6.1 Listed CPVC shall be installed in accordance with it’s listing 
limitations. 
   (new) 6.3.6.1.1 Manufacturers installation instructions shall include it’s 
listing limitations. 
   6.3.6.1 2* (pick up annex text from ROP 6.3.6.1) When CPVC pipe is used 
in combination systems utilizing steel piping internally coated with corrosion 
inhibitors and CPVC piping, the steel pipe coating shall be investigated for 
compatibility with CPVC by a testing laboratory.  
   6.3.6.2 3* (pick up annex text from ROP 6.3.6.2) When CPVC pipe is used 
in combination systems utilizing steel pipe that is not internally coated with 
chemical corrosion inhibitors, no additional evaluations are required.  
   (new) 6.3.6.4 When CPVC pipe is used in combination systems utilizing 
steel pipe, cutting oils and lubricants used for fabrication of the steel piping 
shall be compatible with CPVC materials. 
   6.3.6.3 5 Fire stopping materials intended for use on CPVC piping 
penetrations shall be investigated for compatibility with CPVC materials. 
   6.3.6.4 6 Other construction materials such as paint, electrical and 
communication wiring, thread sealants, gasket lubricant shall not come in 
contact with CPVC unless they have been evaluated as compatible with CPVC 
materials by a testing laboratory. 
   6.3.6.5 7 CPVC listed for light hazard occupancies shall be permitted to be 
installed in ordinary hazard rooms of otherwise light hazard occupancies where 
the room does not exceed 400 ft2 (37 m2).
   6.3.6.6 8 CPVC shall not be listed for portions of an occupancy 
classification.
Committee Statement: Changes made to make specific reference to corrosion 
inhibitors as internal coating. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: I don’t believe that compatibility issues are limited to one 
material and it is inequitable to single one material out. Compatibility is a 
concern for all potential system components and the Standard should address 
the issue for all materials. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comment from Dornbos. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-58 Log #75 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.1.1.6 and 6.1.1.6.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Michael J. Bosma, The Viking Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-67
Recommendation: Delete the following text:
   6.1.1.6 The new materials or devices listing instructions shall identify and 
specify the existing system components, including the fluids conveyed, with 
which the new listed materials, devices or components are compatible. 
   6.1.1.6.1 This listing requirement shall also apply to chemical or material 
modifications made to components listed in Table 6.3.1.1 and Table 6.4.1.
Substantiation: These two sentences as part of the ROP(13-67) would require 
infinite testing on an infinite number materials and, as such, is not practical or 
possible. Virtually all materials break down and wear over time and this type of 
wear and tear is not necessarily a defect or a compatibility issue. Additionally, 
the terms of an expected service life needs to be addressed. 
   The issue at hand is chemical compatibility with Non metallic materials. This 
proposal does address specifics with CPVC pipe and fittings without these two 
sentences. 
   This comment has been submitted on behalf of the over 165 manufacturing 
and supplier members of the Manufactures council for the American Fire 
Sprinkler Association. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Language needs to remain in the proposal as modified 
by 13-57 (Log #214) because new materials need to be compatible with other 
sprinkler system components. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: 13-58 (Log #75) should be accepted. The requirements of 
6.1.1.6 and 6.1.1.6.1 will lead to limitless costly testing without providing 
certainty of compatibility with yet unidentified or unknown products or 
substances. The most likely means of complying with those provisions will be 
to require installers and other product users to comply with extensive and 
detailed product limitations which appears to me to be contrary to the intent of 
the original proposal.  
   The Committee’s action and substantiation for this Comment is inconsistent 
with its action and substantiation for Comment 13-47, (Log #153) regarding 
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reclaimed water. The issues of impracticality, vagueness and unenforceability 
are comparable. The Standard should be consistent on such topics. 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-57 (Log 
#214). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-59 Log #292 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.1.2.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gordon Farrell, Tyco Fire and Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-65
Recommendation: Reconsider Committee action and add new text (revised to 
address committees concerns) 
   6.1.2.1.1 Valve components, parts, and gaskets shall only be manufactured by 
the manufacturer of that valve or the manufacturer’s designated representative.
Substantiation: Components not manufactured to original manufacturer 
specifications could result in premature operation or non-operation of a system 
valve. 
   I believe the Committee Statement: “Section 6.1.2.1, already addresses 
submitter’s concern.” Only addresses “reconditioned” components, and not 
“field” fabricated parts by an installer. 
   Also, by changing the original proposal from “OEM” to “designated 
representative” addresses the concern for companies that are no longer in 
existence. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC feels that manufactured components may be 
needed where certain manufacturers are no longer in business. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-60 Log #6 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Del Dornbos, Viking Group, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-69
Recommendation: Reconsider and REJECT proposal 13-69.
Substantiation: Compliance with the limitation in proposed 6.2.1.1 *”...as 
long as the sprinkler has not been damaged... “ is unrealistic and not possible to 
assure. Installation of new out-of-the-box sprinklers provides assurance that the 
sprinklers being installed successfully passed integrity tests and inspection 
required by the listing agencies immediately prior to being packed for 
shipment. Re-installing sprinklers that have been removed, subjected to 
uncontrolled temporary storage and then re-installed does not provide that 
assurance and requires reliance on judgment of personnel not necessarily 
knowledgeable in recognizing latent damage that can result from uncontrolled 
handling and storage. Inspection for damage AFTER re-installation may be 
impossible for certain sprinkler assemblies.  
   Retain guidance provided in 6.2.1 of the 2010 edition: “Only new sprinklers 
shall be installed.” 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10) which also 
deletes 13-69. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-61 Log #7 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Del Dornbos, Viking Group, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-71
Recommendation: Reconsider and ACCEPT proposal 13-71 as proposed.
Substantiation: Installation of new out-of-the-box sprinklers provides 
assurance that the sprinklers being installed successfully passed integrity tests 
and inspection required by the listing agencies immediately prior to being 
packed for shipment. Reinstalling sprinklers that have been removed, subjected 
to uncontrolled temporary storage and then reinstalled does not provide that 
assurance and requires reliance on judgment of personnel not necessarily 
knowledgeable in recognizing latent damage that can result from uncontrolled 
handling and storage. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-62 Log #13 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Jack Carbone, Victaulic Company
Comment on Proposal No: 13-69
Recommendation: Reconsider and Reject proposal 13-69.
Substantiation: The proposal to allow the reinstallation of sprinklers should be 
rejected. Sprinkler manufacturers make great efforts to assemble, inspect, and 
test these products to ensure they will function properly as designed. 
Additionally, glass bulb sprinklers are required to have a factory-installed bulb 

protector as a condition of their UL Listing. The bulb protector is removed only 
after installation, and is commonly discarded. Allowing the reuse of sprinklers 
is in direct opposition to paragraph 8.3.1.1 which states: “Sprinklers shall be 
installed in accordance with their Listing”. As stated above, in order for the 
glass bulb sprinkler to be agency Listed, it must have a UL tested and 
manufacturer installed bulb protector. There is no way to ensure or warrant the 
reinstallation of the bulb protector if it is done in the field. If sprinklers are 
removed for inspection or any other reason, a new sprinkler should be used as 
the replacement. 
   Retain to 2010 language: Only new sprinklers shall be installed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-63 Log #80 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-69
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-69 and reject.
Substantiation: It was a mistake to accept Proposal 13-69 and if it goes 
through, I believe that negative results will occur in the field, just as they did 
before the advent of protective caps and straps, to protect glass bulb sprinklers 
during shipping, storage and handling. In the latest edition of NFPA 25 their 
TC added text about cleaning sprinklers using compressed air or a vacuum, 
provided that the equipment does not touch the sprinkler. The concern here is 
that touching the sprinkler could damage it. With this Action of 13-69 however, 
a person would now be allowed physically remove the sprinkler from a fitting, 
handle it, store it and then later reinstall it, following a cursory visual 
inspection. Such an inspection would be unlikely to reveal any damage to the 
sprinkler (ie. deformation or scratches on a glass bulb, etc), so this process 
should not be allowed. Only new sprinklers complete with any applicable 
protective caps and straps should be used to replace existing ones that have 
been removed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-64 Log #98 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Jack Carbone, Victaulic Company
Comment on Proposal No: 13-71
Recommendation: Reconsider and Accept proposal 13-71 as proposed.
Substantiation: New sprinklers have been assembled, inspected, and tested by 
the manufacturer prior to shipping. In addition, glass bulb sprinklers have 
factory installed bulb protectors, which are required by their Listing to protect 
against accidental damage. There is no way to ensure or warrant that sprinklers 
that have been removed, handled, stored, and then reinstalled have not been 
damaged in the process. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-65 Log #329 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Duane Johnson, Grove Resource Solutions
Comment on Proposal No: 13-69
Recommendation: Reject the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: There is no way one can know if microfractures on the 
frangible bulb or seat have occurred. A visual inspection is not sufficient. This 
proposal does not coincide with NFPA 13:8.3.1.5 and all of the associated 
subsections which require protective caps and straps to remain in place until 
the system is placed in service and NFPA 13:A8.3.1.1 which states that 
sprinklers should not be installed until after the piping is placed in its final 
position. Once again, these provisions were included in code to protect the 
response mechanisms of sprinklers, which by the way, are so sensitive to 
torque that only manufacturer approved head wrenches are approved as the 
only means to torque a sprinkler. This proposal does not coincide with NFPA 
25:A.5.2.1.1.2(5) (2011 edition) which does not permit the touching of the 
sprinkler when blowing off dust only and NFPA 25:A.5.2 which has concerns 
about weakening response mechanisms from thermal exposure. Similarly, this 
proposal will introduce unnecessary torque to the response mechanisms that 
could weaken the sprinkler. Also, this proposal will provide a loop hole for 
shady contractors to start re-using sprinklers. Not to mention, this proposal will 
introduce a safety risk that could lead to bad press and reduce the historically 
proven success rate of sprinkler performance. The committee should reconsider 
the other proposals for this section. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-66 Log #330 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Duane Johnson, Grove Resource Solutions
Comment on Proposal No: 13-70
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal in its entirety since the 
committee’s action on 13-69 should be overturned. 
Substantiation: There is no way one can know if microfractures on the 
frangible bulb or seat have occurred. By clarifying the avoidance of re-using 
existing sprinklers, the industry will reduce exposure to safety risks associated 
with the weakening of response mechanisms created by the torqueing of and 
the mishandling of sprinkler heads. Contractors too often slam drops with 
sprinkler heads in buckets until they are to be re-installed later. This is not in 
compliance with NFPA 13:8.3.1.5 and all of the associated subsections which 
require protective caps and straps to remain in place until the system is placed 
in service and NFPA 13:A8.3.1.1 which states that sprinklers should not be 
installed until after the piping is placed in its final position. Sprinkler elements 
are so sensitive to torque that only manufacturer approved head wrenches are 
approved as the only means to torque a sprinkler. This proposal will also avoid 
a loop hole for shady contractors to re-use sprinklers. Not to mention, the 
acceptance of this proposal will reduce a safety risk that could lead to bad press 
and reduce the historically proven success rate of sprinkler performance. The 
committee should reconsider 
this proposal. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-67 Log #340 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-69
Recommendation: Reject the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: Coordination with NFPA 25 is required since NFPA 25 does 
not even allow cleaning of the sprinkler unless the sprinkler is not touched. At 
a minimum, the new language of A.6.2.1.1 and 6.2.1.2 should be deleted. This 
new annex material is giving the lawyers something to hang their hats on when 
something goes wrong. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-68 Log #CC10 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-69
Recommendation: Reject 13-69 
   Add NEW 6.2.1.1  
   “When a sprinkler has been removed for any reason it shall not be 
reinstalled.” 
Substantiation: The TC doesnt feel that sprinklers should be reused due to 
potential damage to operating element or water seal. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-69 Log #298 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.2.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas G. Wellen, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-69
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   6.2.1.1* An existing sprinkler removed for internal pipe inspection as 
required by NFPA 25 shall be allowed to be reinstalled in the same outlet as 
long as the sprinkler has not been damaged by the removal or reinstallation 
process. 
   6.2.1.2* An existing sprinkler removed from a pipe drop to drain or relocate 
the pipe drop, shall be allowed to be reinstalled in the same pipe drop as long 
as the sprinkler has not been damaged by the removal or reinstallation process. 
Substantiation: The change for 6.2.1.1 will allow the sprinkler to be re-used 
for other procedures as required by NFPA 25 such as a flushing procedure. 
   The change for 6.2.1.2 would also allow sprigs, armovers, and branch lines to 
be relocated. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC doesn’t feel that sprinklers should be reused 
due to potential damage to operating element or water seal. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-70 Log #81 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.1.1 and A.6.2.1.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-75
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-75 and accept.
Substantiation: I believe that it was a mistake to accept Proposal 13-69 and if 
it goes through negative results will occur in the field, just as they did before 
the advent of protective caps and straps to protect glass bulb sprinklers during 
shipping, storage and handling. Only new sprinklers complete with any 
applicable protective caps and straps should be used to replace existing ones 
that have been removed and Proposal 13-75 should be accepted because it 
clarifies this matter. 
   In the process of removing and re-installing a sprinkler, damage can occur 
that could not be seen in a cursory visual inspection (ie. warping/twisting of the 
seat, scratches on a glass bulb, etc), so such reinstallations should not be 
allowed and the standard should clearly state this.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-68 (Log #CC10).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-71 Log #341 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.2.6.2.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-79
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: While the words “DO NOT PAINT” are embossed on the 
cover plate, this does not mean the cover plates do not get painted. But that is 
the issue. It is difficult at best to determine if the cover plates have been field 
painted. A label on the under side of the cover plate could be used to verify if 
the cover plate was factory painted or field painted. I have given samples of 
field painted plates to suppliers and they were unable to determine if they were 
factory or field painted. How is a contractor supposed to tell? 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The words on the cover plate are the most direct way 
to instruct the owner/contractor. It is the opinion of the TC that telling them 
twice (with a label) does not prevent people from doing it any more than the 
current approach. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________
13-72 Log #32 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.6.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-80
Recommendation: Delete section 6.2.6.4.3.
Substantiation: This is a maintenance requirement which is addressed in 
NFPA 25 section 5.4.1.7.2. Technicians performing inspections will not be 
using NFPA 13. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-72a Log #222 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.6.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-80
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   Accept proposal 13-80 Log #49 as submitted. 
Substantiation: I agree with the submitter that this is a maintenance 
requirement that should not be in NFPA 13. NFPA 25 addresses the 
replacement of covered sprinklers in 5.4.1.7.2 where it states “Coverings shall 
be replaced when deposits or residue accumulate.” This comment is being 
submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-72 (Log #32).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-73 Log #342 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.2.6.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-80
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: This is maintenance issue and has no reason being in this 
standard. How often is periodically? This is not enforceable language and 
should be deleted from NFPA 13. NFPA 25 already covers this requirement. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-72 (Log #32).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-74 Log #33 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.2.7.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-81
Recommendation: Modify 6.2.7.4 as follows:
   6.2.4.7 The use of caulking or glue to seal the penetration or to affix the 
components of a recessed escutcheon to the ceiling shall not be permitted 
unless Listed by the manufacturer. 
Substantiation: There are many ceiling finishes that when a recessed 
escutcheon is properly affixed to the sprinkler displays gaps. For aesthetic 
reasons, sometimes these gaps are filled or sealed with caulk. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Caulking and sealants should not be used. See TC 
action on 13-75 (Log #343). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-75 Log #343 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.7.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-81
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
6.2.7.4 The use of caulking or glue to seal the penetration or to affix the 
components of a recessed escutcheon or concealed cover plate shall not be 
permitted. 
Substantiation: This requirement is just as applicable to concealed cover 
plates and should be included. In fact, a cover plate that has been calked or 
glued most likely will not operate correctly. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-76 Log #344 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.2.8)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-82
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   6.2.8 Guards. Sprinklers in areas typically subject to mechanical injury shall 
be protected with listed guards. 
Substantiation: All sprinklers are subject to mechanical injury. It depends on 
the installation location and the situation. We are aware of a court case where a 
sprinkler received damage and caused extensive property loss. It was in an area 
that normally would not receive guards. The attorneys in the case stated that if 
the sprinkler was damaged, then it was subject to mechanical injury and should 
have been protected in accordance with NFPA 13. The contractor had an uphill 
battle to fight the language in NFPA 13 and try to use “industry standard” as a 
defense. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The use of the word “typically” is not enforcable 
within the standard. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-77 Log #241 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.2.8 and A.6.2.8)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-82
Recommendation: Add the following text to the annex:
   6.2.8* Guards. Sprinklers subject to mechanical injury shall be protected 
with listed guards. 
   A.6.2.8 Guards should also be considered in areas where an accidental 
sprinkler discharge due to a sprinkler breakage would be of concern. Example 
includes information technology spaces and MRIs.
Substantiation: Current language in NFPA 13 always allows owner, architect 
and engineers to make important decisions. Annex material is meant to make 
that decision easier. Proposed new text provide additional cautionary guidance 
that is not currently contained in the based paragraph, as existing language only 
pertains to areas where sprinklers may be damaged. The annex material adds 
language pertaining to areas where sprinklers may not necessarily be subject to 
mechanical damage (such as housekeeping closets or storage areas), but where 
water damage for situations other than fire would be potentially catastrophic. 
This really is a harmless addition that truly offers some benefit to owners. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The existing language in the standard is clear and 
covers the 2 examples given in suggested additional annex language. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-78 Log #111 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.2.9)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-82a
Recommendation: The TCC directs the TC’s to develop a joint task group 
to review the requirements for number of spare sprinkler heads required to be 
kept on site. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: No code modification proposed. The Intercommittee 
Task group liked NFPA 13’s language and proposed modifications to other 
standards based on that language. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-79 Log #34 AUT-PRI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.3.1.1.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-86
Recommendation: Add new 6.3.1.1.1
   6.3.1.1.1 Ductile Iron and C-900 PVC underground pipe shall be permitted to 
extend from the underground to 1’-0” into the building.
Substantiation: Extending DIP into the building 1’-0” is common practice. 
This clarifies that it is acceptable for DIP and C-900 PVC. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise as follows:
   6.3.1.1.1* Ductile Iron and C-900 PVC Underground pipe shall be permitted 
to extend into the building through the slab or wall not more than 24 inches. 
from the underground to 1’-0” into the building. 
   A.6.3.1.1.1 Extending the underground into a building provides working 
room to transition to the appropriate above ground piping. Environmental 
conditions should be considered as outlined in 23.1.6.1.2. 
Committee Statement: The comment language was modified to address all 
piping, not just ductile Iron and C-900 PVC. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 30 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 7 Bonds, R., Frakes, B., Fuller, D., Laguna, A., Maddry, 
J., Olomon, A., Twele, S. 
Explanation of Negative: 
   BROWN, P.: C-900 PVC is not listed to be installed exposed above ground 
for fire service. The proposal provided no procedure that would allow a 
deviation from C-900 PVC listing. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-80 Log #345 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.3.6.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-89
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: The committee is correct in their explanation on rejection. 
However, 6.3.7 also covers listed pipe; “Bending of Schedule 10 steel pipe, 
or any other steel pipe of wall thickness equal to or greater than Schedule 10 
and ….” That is threadable thinwall which is listed pipe. The same applies to 
6.3.7.3. 6.3.6.4 should be moved and coordinated with the requirements of 
6.3.7 so there is no conflicts. What if the listing is more restrictive than 6.3.7? 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The comment did not ask for a specific action. The TC 
reconsidered and stayed with their original TC position. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-81 Log #82 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.3.6.4 and 6.3.7.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-89
Recommendation: Retain the existing 6.3.6.4, which says: 
   6.3.6.4 Bending of listed pipe and tubing shall be permitted as allowed by the 
listing.  
   Add a new 6.3.7.3 which would also read: 
   6.3.7.3 Bending of listed pipe and tubing shall be permitted as allowed by the 
listing.
Substantiation: This suggestion should satisfy the original proponent of 
Proposal 13-89, because information about the bending of listed pipe would 
be added to the section that specifically deals with the bending of pipe. 
Additionally this should also satisfy the concern of the TC that all of the 
information for listed pipe must remain in the section that specifically deals 
with listed pipe.  
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Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-82 Log #155 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Table 6.4.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-67
Recommendation: Put the headings for Steel and Copper fittings back in the 
table as follows: 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
Substantiation: The steel and copper fittings should not be listed under the 
Malleable Iron heading as shown in the ROP. The words “steel” and “Copper” 
are there, but in the wrong locations. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-83 Log #156 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(6.8.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-99
Recommendation: Reject Proposal 13-99.
Substantiation: These connections need to be listed as a matter of safety. 
One of the concerns with these large diameter threadless FDC connections is 
that the cap can become a projectile if the check valve leaks and allows water 
under pressure to build at the cap. With a threaded connection, the pressure is 
released as the cap is unwound and water gets out before the cap comes off the 
end. But with a threadless connection, a simple quarter turn releases the cap, 
which will fly out at high velocity with any kind of water pressure. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-84 Log #310 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.8.1.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-99
Recommendation: Add new section 6.8.1.2.1 as follows: Where threadless 
couplings are used, a means to relieve back pressure shall be provided. 
Substantiation: The apparent danger from threadless connections is that the 
check calve may fail and pressurize the caps on these connections. With the 
“quick release” action of these caps, the back pressure could be dangerous to 
firefighters attempting to connect to the FDC. Simply tapping a small 1/8” hole 
would allow an indication of leakage past the check valve and allow for some 
measure of pressure relief. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This will be part of this listing feature and they are 
required to be listed. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

Table 6.4.1 Fittings Materials and Dimensions 

Materials and Dimensions Standard 

Cast Iron 

Cast iron threaded fittings, Class 125 and 250 ASME B16.4 

Cast iron pipe flanges and flanged fittings ASME B16.1 

Malleable Iron 

Malleable iron threaded fittings, Class 150 

and 300 steel

ASME B16.3 

Steel

Factory-made wrought steel buttweld fittings ASME B16.9 

Buttwelding ends for pipe, valves, flanges, 

and fittings 

ASME B16.25 

Specification for piping fittings of wrought carbon steel and alloy steel for 
moderate and elevated temperatures 

ASTM A 234 

Steel pipe flanges and flanged fittings  ASME B16.5 

Forged steel fittings, socket welded and threaded copper ASME B16.11 

Copper 

Wrought copper and copper alloy solder joint pressure fittings ASME B16.22 

Cast copper alloy solder joint pressure fittings ASME B16.18 

CPVC 

Chlorinated polyvinyl chloride (CPVC) specification for Schedule 80 CPVC 
threaded fittings 

ASTM F 437 

Specification for Schedule 40 CPVC socket type fittings ASTM F 438 

Specification for Schedule 80 CPVC socket type fittings ASTM F 439 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-85 Log #205 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(6.8.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development 
Committee 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-100
Recommendation: Add a new 6.8.4 as follows:
   6.8.4 Where multiple fire department connections or multiple buildings are in 
close proximity, the authority having jurisdiction shall be permitted to require 
signage on the fire department connection or on the building to indicate the 
building supplied by the fire department connection. 
Substantiation: None of the fire or building codes require the sign that the 
committee states in their substantiation. If they can provide the reference that 
would help. If as the committee states it is in the codes already it would be 
beneficial for them to extract to assist the designer in the requirement. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The fire department already has the authority to 
require this. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   GERDES, R.: This proposal is common sense. What connection does a fire 
department use when there are multiple systems with different fire department 
connections? 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-86 Log #157 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(6.10 and A.6.10 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-101
Recommendation: Insert a new section 6.10 with annex note as follows:
  6.10* Signs (Reserved)
  A.6.10 Table A.6.10 is a summary of the requirements for signs in NFPA 13.
 
     (See Table A.6.10 on Page 25.)

Substantiation: A summary of the sign requirements in the standard would be 
helpful to the user. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept proposed changes and Add Additional Table Rows as follows: 
   Add 7.6.1.4 to 7.6.1.5;  
   Add circulating closed loop systems to row3 col2;  
   Add 8.1.2.5.3.7 aux drains (dry & preaction);  
   25.2.7.5 marine systems; a.8.17.1 outside bells 
Committee Statement: Rows were added to the table to make the table more 
complete. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-87 Log #271 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(7.1.1, 7.2.1, 7.3.1.3, and 8.17.3.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Russell B. Leavitt, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-103
Recommendation: Reverse committee decision from “reject” to “accept.”
Substantiation: I agree with Mr. Keeping’s proposal and reason for “negative” 
vote. The gauges are not a critical part of the system and should be approved 
for use rather than listed. NFPA 25 requires all system gauges to be tested 
against a calibrated gauge or replaced every five years which is sufficient to 
ensure gauge reliability and accuracy. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-88 Log #311 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.1.1, 7.2.1, 7.3.1.3, and 8.17.3.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-103
Recommendation: Accept Proposal to make gages “approved” rather than 
“listed”. 
Substantiation: The benefit to listing critical components is apparent. 
However, Mr. Keeping appears to be correct in his explanation of negative 
vote. Section 6.1.1.5 would indicate that gages are not required to be listed. If 
fire pumps and air compressors do not require listed gages, why would any 
other gage require listing?  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-87 (Log #271).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   LAVERICK, G.: Permitting gauges to be approved rather than Listed without 
providing additional information as to the acceptable size, calibration, ability to 

withstand vibrations, or pressure cycles, again places the AHJ in an uninformed 
position to judge acceptability of a product. Requiring the gauge to be Listed, 
provides specifications for minimum sizes and ranges, third party verification 
and follow-up testing. In addition, pressure gauges are used to determine the 
operable standby condition, for example, when placed above and below a dry 
or deluge valve. An inaccurate indication of pressure in this application may 
not indicate a system that could malfunction. Introducing this revision at this 
time will be in conflict with Section 6.1.1. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-89 Log #35 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(7.2.2 and 7.3.2.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-108
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
  7.2.2 Sprinklers. The following types of sprinklers sprinkler orientations and 
arrangements shall be permitted for dry pipe systems: 
  7.3.2.5 Sprinklers. The following types of sprinklers sprinkler orientations and 
arrangements shall be permitted for preaction systems: 
Substantiation: The opening sentence references sprinkler types but none of 
the 5 listed items appear in the definitions on sprinkler types in section 3.6.4. 
The change correlates the use of terms. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-90 Log #83 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(7.2.3.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-110
Recommendation: Retain the existing 7.2.3.6.4, but also add a new 7.2.3.1.1 
to read: 
   7.2.3.1.1 For dry pipe systems protecting dwelling unit portions of any 
occupancy, system size shall be such that initial water is discharged from the 
system test connection in not more than 15 seconds, starting at the normal air 
pressure on the system and at the time of fully opened inspection test 
connection.
   Revise the existing 7.2.3.1.1 to become a new 7.2.3.1.1.1 to read: 
   7.2.3.1.1.1 Dry pipe systems protecting dwelling unit portions of any 
occupancy shall not be permitted to use the options outlined in 7.2.3.2, 7.2.3.3 
or 7.2.3.4. 
Substantiation: The proponent of Proposal 13-110 is correct, the 15 seconds 
requirement for a dry system that protects dwelling units needs to be brought 
forward, because as it is currently written, a dwelling unit system with a 60 
second delivery time would be appear to be okay under 7.2.3.2, because 
7.2.3.1.1 only prohibits the use of 7.2.3.3 and 7.2.3.4. This matter definitely 
needs to be clarified. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: The proposed wording is confusing. The system size 
requirement for 15 second delivery time is tied to a calculation program or a 
system trip test connection/test manifold described in 7.2.3.7. Based on 
traditional use of the terms, the reference to ‘system test connection” and 
“inspection test connection” does not appear to be the same as the reference to 
“system trip test connection or manifold outlets” included in 7.2.3.7. I don’t 
believe that it is the Committee’s intent to tie the 15 second delivery time 
requirement to the opening of a standard Inspection Test Connection. 
   Also, as I understand it, the 15 second water delivery time requirement was 
established based on an assumed acceptable delay from sprinkler operation to 
delivery of water in a UL 1626 fire test (including densities of.05 gpm/sq ft) 
that still allowed for passing test results for residential sprinklers. It seems that 
if the 15 second water delivery time is important for dwelling unit portions of 
an occupancy, a mandate for the use of residential sprinklers would also be 
important. The impact of the higher required density of.1 gpm/sq ft, once water 
is delivered to the sprinkler may also be a factor. 
   While putting water on a fire quicker will always have a positive effect, 
arbitrarily applying the 15 second requirement may adversely affect system 
cost and does not seem appropriate without supporting data. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-91 Log #158 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.2.3.1.2 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-110
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-110.
Substantiation: The committee’s statement regarding their rejection of the 
Proposal is incorrect. Mr. Keeping’s negative ballot is correct. Section 7.2.3.6 
is an optional section for dry-pipe systems for people using a computer 
calculation program. If the intent of the committee is to force everyone to a 15 
second water delivery time for dwelling units protected by dry-pipe systems, 
they need to state that in a mandatory portion of the standard. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-90 (Log #83).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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Section Sign Location Sign Information/Requirements 
6.7.4 Control valves Identification sign 
 Drain valves  
 Test connection valves Sign must be made of weather proof metal or rigid plastic and attached 

with corrosion resistant wire or chain 
7.6.1.5  Antifreeze system main valve Indicate the following: 

Antifreeze manufacturer 
Antifreeze type 
Antifreeze concentration 

7.7.1.5 All valves controlling sprinklers Sign worded as follows: 
“This valve controls fire protection equipment. 
Do not close until after fire has been extinguished. 
Use auxiliary valves when necessary to shut off supply to auxiliary 
equipment. 
Caution: Automatic alarm may be sounded if this valve is closed.”  

8.16.1.1.8 Control Valves Indicate valve function 
Indicate system being controlled 

8.17.2.4.5 Fire department connections not 
serving the whole building 

Indicate portion of the building served by the fire department connection 

8.17.2.4.7 All fire department connections Indicate systems served by the fire department connection 
Indicate system pressure demand (for systems requiring more than 150 psi) 
Letter must be 1 inch in height 

24.5 Hydraulic Design 
Info. Sign 

Alarm valve 
Dry pipe valve 
Preaction valve 
Deluge valve 

Indicate the following: 
Location of the design area or areas 
Discharge densities over the design area or areas 
Required flow and residual pressure demand at the base of the riser 
Occupancy classification or commodity classification and maximum 
permitted storage height and configuration 
Hose stream allowance 
The installing contractor 
Sign must be made of weather proof metal or rigid plastic and attached 
with corrosion resistant wire or chain 

24.6 General Info. Sign System control riser 
Antifreeze loops 
Auxiliary systems Control valves 

Indicate the following: 
Name and location of the facility 
Occupancy and commodity classification 
Flow test data 
Original main drain flow test results 
Presence of encapsulated pallet loads 
Presence of solid shelving 
Presence of flammable/combustible liquids 
Presence of hazardous materials 
Presence of other special storage 
Presence of antifreeze or other auxiliary systems 
Maximum storage height 
Aisle width 
Location of auxiliary drains and low point drains on dry pipe and preaction 
systems 
Installing contractor or designer 
Sign must be made of weather proof metal or rigid plastic and attached 
with corrosion resistant wire or chain 

Table A.6.10 for 13-86 (Log #157)
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-92 Log #CC31 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(7.2.3.9.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire 
Protection Systems,  
Comment on Proposal No: 13-113
Recommendation: Revise Fy value in title to 30 ksi
   Add (with soldered joints) after Type M Copper Tube in Figure Title 
   Revise values in table as outlined in the table.  

 
                   Table for (HBS) Copper Values
 
 
   The remainder of table and notes should not be changed (See ROP) 
Substantiation: The copper yield strength was reevaluated by the TC and 
determined to be 30 ksi. When recalculated the values have been adapted for 
soldered joint which are the most common installation. Brazed joints have not 
been evaluated in a table but can be calculated using Annex E. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-93 Log #9 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(7.2.3.9.1 and 7.2.3.9.2 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Del Dornbos, Viking Group, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-113
Recommendation: Reconsider and REJECT proposal 13-113.
Substantiation: Drilling a hole through the clapper of a check valve may 
negate the listing of the check valve. Such a field modification is not visible 
from outside the valve and may result in unintended consequences if the valve 
is installed elsewhere. An alternative method to communicate downstream 
pressure to the upstream side of the clapper is to use bypass trim with a union 
fitted with an appropriate orifice plate. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC reconsidered 13-113. This has been a long 
time industry practice and has been in the standard for many years and 
modifying this language is not warranted.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I agree that the drilling of a hole in a check valve clapper is a 
long time industry practice that should be allowed to continue. However, I also 
believe that installing a bypass c/w a restricted orifice would provide a very 
good alternative to the older time honoured practice and should not be 
discouraged. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-94 Log #15 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(7.2.3.9.1 and 7.2.3.9.2 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Jack Carbone, Victaulic Company
Comment on Proposal No: 13-113
Recommendation: Reconsider and Reject proposal 13-113.
Substantiation: Drilling a hole through the clapper of a check valve would be 
considered an alteration of UL Listed component and would void its Listing. 
The alteration would void the manufacturer’s warranty of that product. In 
addition, there is no way for an inspector to verify that the orifice had been 
drilled in accordance with this proposed standard. 
   As a practical alternative, a by-pass line with an 1/8” restrictor could be used. 
The restrictor should be required to be externally marked for verification by an 
AHJ. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC reconsidered 13-113. This has been a long 

time industry practice and has been in the standard for many years and 
modifying this language is not warranted.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I agree that the drilling of a hole in a check valve clapper is a 
long time industry practice that should be allowed to continue. However, I also 
believe that installing a bypass c/w a restricted orifice would provide a very 
good alternative to the older time honoured practice and should not be 
discouraged. 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-95 Log #16 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.2.3.9.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-113
Recommendation: Revise 7.2.3.9.2 as follows:
   7.2.3.9.2 An approved indicating drain valve, connected to a bypass around 
each check valve, shall be provided on each subdivided section as a means for 
draining the system. 
Substantiation: Requiring a bypass is too extreme. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-96 (Log #286).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-96 Log #286 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(7.2.3.9.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-113
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   7.2.3.9.2 Where auxiliary drains are not provided for each subdivided 
section, Aan approved indicating drain valve supervised in the closed position 
in accordance with 8.16.1.1.2, connected to a bypass around each check valve, 
shall be provided as a means for draining the system. 
Substantiation: The installation of bypass drains around the subdividing check 
valves would only be needed where auxiliary drains are not otherwise provided 
for that subdivided section. Additionally, if the bypass drains are installed they 
should be supervised in the closed position to maintain the integrity of the 
subdivision. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-97 Log #293 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(7.2.4.8.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gordon Farrell, Tyco Fire and Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-115
Recommendation: Reconsider Committee action for 13-115 and revise text as 
follows; 
   7.2.4.8.2 A listed antiflooding device shall not be required where the quick 
opening device has built-in antiflooding design features, or the quick opening 
device is listed or approved without the use of an antiflooding device.
Substantiation: As in the case of an electronic accelerator, a requirement for 
an additional unnecessary trim component would prove to be a burden to the 
owner of the system as well as possibly restrict fair trade. In some devices, an 
anti-flooding device is not required. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-98 Log #251 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(7.2.5.4.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Michael Cabral, Cabral Consulting Services
Comment on Proposal No: 13-118
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   7.2.5.4.2 Low Differential Dry Pipe Valve. Protection against accumulation 
of water above the clapper shall be provided for low differential dry pipe 
valves in accordance with 7.2.5.4.3.
   7.2.5.4.1 Where it is possible to reseat the dry valve after actuation without 
first draining the system, protection against occurrence of water above the 
clapper shall be permitted provided in accordance with 7.2.5.4.3.
   7.2.5.4.3 7.2.5.4.2 High Water Level Device. An automatic high water level 
signaling device or an automatic drain shall be permitted provided.
Substantiation: Low Differential Dry Pipe valves in this section refer to wet 
pipe alarm valves converted to dry pipe valves. See 1998 Handbook section 
5.2.7.2 and comment. 
   “5.2.7.2* Air Supply. The compressed air supply shall be from a source 
available at all times and having a capacity capable of restoring normal air 

13_LCC31_(HBS)_Copper Values Table A2012 ROC 1 

Fy = 30 ksi 
Permissible Bending Stress = 0.65Fy = 19.5 ksi 

Lateral Sway Spacing (ft) 

Diameter 20 25 30 35 40 

3/4 16 13 10 9 8 

1 29 24 19 16 14 

1 1/4 53 42 35 28 25 

1 1/2 86 69 56 46 41 

2 180 144 118 97 85 
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pressure in the system within 30 minutes, except for low differential dry-pipe 
systems where this time may be 60 minutes. Where low differential dry-pipe 
valves are used, the air supply shall be maintained automatically. 
   Standard dry-pipe valves normally have a differential in water pressure to air 
pressure at trip point of approximately 5.5:1. A low differential dry-pipe valve 
usually is an alarm check valve that has been converted to a dry-pipe valve. 
The differential in water pressure and air pressure at the trip point of these 
valves is approximately 1.1:1.” 
   The concern was due to the fact that the clapper did not latch when system 
operated and would close whenever the pressure equalized. It also often 
required a large amount of priming water and time to enable supervisory air 
pressure to build. 
   This practice is a method that I do not think is used or allowed in present 
day. However with the development of external reset DPV it is possible to 
close the valve clapper and trap water above the valve. Manufacture instruction 
provide a procedure to follow to prevent this condition and an experienced 
sprinkler fitter would be trained in the operation of external reset valves. I do 
have some concern that untrained owner’s maintenance personnel could reset 
the valve and trap water in the piping above the valve. This water could extend 
beyond the heated enclosure and potently freeze or produce a head pressure 
which could prevent operation of the valve. The issue is external reset DPV’s 
and the term Low Differential Dry Pipe Valves or High Differential Dry Pipe 
Valves have little to do with the hazardous condition produced by trapped 
water. It is true that DPV with a high differential of 5.5 to 1 would be more 
likely to prevent valve operation due to head pressure developed. Total water 
column in Ft times.433 psi per Ft Times 5.5 30 ft of head pressure would 
generate 71.445 psi.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: No new information has been submitted to justify the 
proposed change. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-99 Log #99 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(7.2.6.5.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas L. Multer, Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-129
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   7.2.6.5.2 Where the air compressor supplying the dry pipe system has a 
capacity of less than 5.5 ft3/min (156 L/Min) at 10 psi (0.7 bar), an air receiver 
or air maintenance device shall not be required.
Substantiation: The committee’s comment to reject: “The option to provide an 
air maintenance device is necessary” would seem to confirm the need to have 
an AMD on all systems as required under 7.2.6.5.1. The dry pipe valve may not 
operate if the air supply from the compressor provides enough pressure and 
volume to compensate for the opening of one sprinkler. Because of the 
restriction build into AMDs, the volume of the air entering the system is less 
than that discharging through the open sprinkler. Any size of air compressor, 
depending on the k factor of the sprinkler and the volume of the system, 
without an AMD restriction could prevent the operation of the DPV. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The current requirement has been verified to assure 
that it would not interfere with alarm activation or system operation. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-100 Log #112 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(7.3.1.7, 8.16.1.1.7, 8.16.1.4.2.1, 8.16.2.5.3.1, 8.16.2.5.3.2, 8.17.4.2.2, 
8.17.4.3.2, 8.17.4.4.4, 25.2.7.3, 25.4.10.3, A.8.16.4.2.1, A.8.16.4.2.2, Figure 
A.8.17.4.2(a), and Figure A.8.17.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-137a
Recommendation: Where and when the TC’s use the term “Readily 
Accessible”, the TC’s are directed to better define their intent on a case by case 
basis. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-18 ( Log #110).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I do not believe that the Committee Action presented here 
properly describes what the Committee decided to do about this matter. 
According to my notes, the Action that was supposed to be taken was to delete 
the word “readily” from the term “readily accessible” wherever it is to be 
found throughout the Standard. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comment from Keeping. In response to this 
comment, it was discussed and agreed by the Committee that the word ‘readily’ 
would be deleted from each case of where it is used in the standard. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-101 Log #119 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(7.6.1.2(3))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Pascal Pfeiffer, AXA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-148
Recommendation: Delete text to read as follows:
(3) The ambient temperature of the protected area shall be above 25°F (-4.0°C) 
and a propylene glycol mixture of not greater than 25% by volume is provided.
Substantiation: Regarding the current debate with antifreeze solutions, it 
seems too quick to propose anything regarding ESFR other than what has been 
specifically tested. No data nor test results have been given to substantiate such 
a proposal by FM. Besides, the committee should be aware that no matter what 
its intention is, allowing the use of antifreeze in ESFR systems will allow the 
logistic sector in many countries such as the entire southern Europe and parts 
of France and Germany too to remove all heating systems with absolutely no 
evidence that temperatures will remain between the proposed limits. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The percentage of concentrate is acceptable for 
temperatures of 25 degrees or higher. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: I agree that fire test data should be required to support the 
use of propylene glycol concentrations with specific ESFR sprinklers. 
Observation of fire tests indicate that the percent of fluid that is made up of 
propylene glycol does not have the same impact as water essentially 
temporarily reducing the applied water density until 100% water is flowing. A 
system that has demonstrated an ability to provide successful results under such 
conditions is necessary. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-102 Log #159 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(7.6.2.1.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-149
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   7.6.2.1.5 Antifreeze solutions of higher concentrations than those specified in 
Section 7.6.2.1 shall be permitted in areas that are not normally occupied such 
as crawl spaces and uninhabited attics.  
Substantiation: People are not exposed to these areas so the dangers 
associated with a high concentration antifreeze system are less significant and 
prior experience has also shown that these systems are capable of suppressing 
fires. We should continue to have these systems as an available option for these 
specific scenarios because other alternatives have not yet proven to be as 
economically viable. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Although the proposed spaces are not occupied, 
adjacent spaces are occupied and the antifreeze could contribute to a larger fire 
than with the use of higher concentrations of antifreeze.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-103 Log #317 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(7.6.2.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Dana R. Haagensen, Massachusetts Department of Fire Services
Comment on Proposal No: 13-33
Recommendation: Add a new A.7.6.2.4
   A.7.6.2.4 The minimum design temperature with which the antifreeze 
concentration is determined shall be based on local weather history and not the 
NFPA Figure titled ‘Isothermal Lines’.
Substantiation: The method of determination of the lowest temperature in the 
NFPA ‘Isothermal Lines’ figure is not necessarily representative of average low 
winter temperatures. In the case of one project, the NFPA information misled 
the installing contractor to believe that antifreeze could be used within the new 
concentration limitations and local climate conditions. Upon researching the 
local weather data, this discrepancy was uncovered. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The appropriate temperatures to use when determining 
the freeze protection for system should be determined by the design 
professional.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-104 Log #215 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-166
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   Retain the action taken in the ROP and also revise 8.2.1 as follows: 
   8.2.1 The maximum floor area on any one floor in a single story building or 
aggregate of floors in a multi-floor building to be protected by sprinklers 
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supplied by any one sprinkler system riser or combined system riser shall be as 
follows: 
   (all other text to remain as-is) 
   Add new annex text as follows: 
   A.8.2.1 A single sprinkler system should not protect any more floor area than 
shown whether the system is all on one floor of a single story building or on a 
combination of multiple floors in a multi-story building. For example, a system 
can protect an ordinary hazard occupancy on one level up to 52,000 sq. ft. or 
on four levels of up to 13,000 sq. ft. each. 
Substantiation: These area limitations are necessary to isolate and alarm or 
annunciate individual floors in a multi-story building especially when the 
aggregate sq. ft. area of all the floors exceeds the normal system area 
limitations. Water conservation, and in some areas drainage control, is 
becoming a big problem. Describing system size by single or multiple floor 
area as proposed will conserve water and provide better fire protection in the 
buildings when performing maintenance and repairs. This comment is being 
submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Comment does not relate to the proposal. The proposal 
referenced deals with elimination of extra hazard pipe schedule system size. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-105 Log #272 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.2.1.1 and 8.2.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Russell B. Leavitt, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-167
Recommendation: Reverse committee decision from “reject” to “accept”.
Substantiation: The current area limitations have no technical justification and 
place unneeded construction costs and maintenance expense on the building 
owner. The committee statement for rejecting this proposal stated: There is no 
technical justification for this change. 
   This statement for rejection is weak as it can be stated that there is no 
technical justification for the current area limitations for a hydraulically 
calculated system. That being as it is, the following substantiation is provided 
to for the committee’s consideration. 
   Area Limitations v. Hydraulic Calculations 
   As a preface to the substantiation it must be stated that it is recognized that 
on the surface there is little motivation for some members of the committee to 
accept a change that increases the existing area limitations. These limits have 
long been a part of sprinkler system layout and were in place before most of 
the committee members began their fire protection careers. The area limitations 
were originally a part of the pipe schedules. For example, the number of 
sprinklers supplied by 4 in. diameter steel or copper pipe was not limited by 
the sprinkler count but rather by limiting the size of the system (52,000 ft2). 
The same principle applied to ordinary, extra hazard, and systems protecting 
high-piled storage. The area supplied by 8 in. pipe on any floor was limited to 
52,000 ft2 for systems protecting ordinary hazards, 40,000 ft2 for storage 
occupancies, and 25,000 ft2 for extra hazard. 
   The area limitations made sense when applied to pipe schedule systems. 
Since actual friction losses were not accounted for, the area limitations ensured 
that the size of dead end systems was limited to prevent excess pressure loss. 
However, with the advent of hydraulic calculations, the need for such limits 
was significantly altered. In theory, a system of any size is possible with 
sufficient pressure and the use of the most efficient system configuration.  
Cost Benefit 
   One cannot evaluate any proposal to increase area limitations for sprinkler 
systems without an examination of the cost and benefits of the current 
requirements versus the change. This examination starts with the Purpose of 
the NFPA 13 as stated in Section 1.2: 
  The purpose of this standard shall be to provide a reasonable [underline 
added] degree of protection for life and property from fire... based on 
engineering principles, test data, and field experience. [underline added]
   The definition of reasonable always comes down to ones perspective and the 
perspective is directly influenced by cost. The application of reasonableness 
often depends on whether we are spending our own money or someone else’s. 
It is always incumbent upon the committee to not only look for ways to 
improve the quality and level of fire protection but to consider the costs that 
are borne by the consumer.  
   Hydraulic calculations have essentially replaced pipe schedules except in rare 
instances. They are based on engineering principles and there is nearly an 
unlimited amount of test data that demonstrates that hydraulically calculated 
systems work. Hydraulically calculated systems are based on supplying the 
needed demand for a single fire within a building regardless of the building’s 
size (NFPA 13.1.1.2 2010 ed.). This means that the design criteria for a 10,000 
ft2 building is no different than that for a 1,000,000 ft2 building of the same use 
and hazard. The area limitations are not related to building size and in theory 
are only limited by hydraulics. The proposal this comment addresses does not 
seek unlimited areas but using the requested changes consider the following: 
   Wal-Mart, The Home Depot, and Costco have over 7,500 existing retail 
locations averaging approximately 115,000 ft2 totaling some 863,000,000 ft2. If 
the area limitations were increased to 100,000 ft2 the average location would 
have a net reduction of one system (two systems vs. three).The weighted cost 
of for the additional valves, pipe, and related components for a system is 

conservatively estimated at $3500. This number may not be considered 
significant for a single location but for a user such as The Home Depot with 
approximately 2400 locations, a total construction savings of $8,400,000 is 
significant.  
   However, the savings (or expense) recognized at the construction of building 
is only the beginning. It is estimated that the cost for the inspection and testing 
for each addition system in accordance with NFPA 25 is $115.00 annually. 
Using The Home Depot again as the example and with an expected 30 year 
building life, the savings over 30 years totals $8,280,000.  
   Consider the impact of this change across the building census of the United 
States and effect on the construction costs and maintenance expense is 
staggering. For case in point, the 2003 Department of Energy statistics show a 
domestic inventory of 226,000 non-mall buildings over 50,000 ft2 having a 
total area of 31.205B ft2. If all of these structures were sprinklered, the number 
of systems under current limitations might number as high as 625,000. Using 
straight line logic, if the proposed limitations had been in effect, the number 
would be essentially cut in half. The fiscal impact is evident without doing the 
math. Of course, this is all hindsight, but look to the future and it is easy to see 
the possible ramifications. 
Risk 
   The examination of the impact on fire sprinkler success rates from increasing 
the area limitations for one building level is difficult to quantify since it is 
impossible to prove something that is not allowed so therefore there is no 
history. However, there is significant history of single systems serving vertical 
areas that are far in excess of the single level limitation. In addition, fire 
sprinkler technology is not relegated strictly to the United States (and Canada). 
If the standards and codes of other countries are examined we see that much 
larger protection areas are the norm.  
For example, VdS which is an organization similar to Factory Mutual publishes 
standards such as CEA 4001 which are widely used in Europe and is the 
specified standard for Germany. Tables 19 and 21 in CEA 4001, when used 
together provide the requirements for area limitations for sprinkler systems in : 
  
  Table # 1
 

 

 
    
  In addition, the European Standard NEN-EN 12845 stipulates the following 
area limitations:

  Table #2 
 

    
  
  Factory Mutual has also proposed increasing the area limitations as evidenced 
in A2012 Proposal 13-165. Organizations such as Factory Mutual and VdS 
are focused on risk management and it is not illogical to consider that these 
and standards making organizations have determined that increasing the area 
limitations does not increase the risk of loss from a fire incident.  
   It can also be effectively argued that increasing area limitations decreases 
the risk associated with system impairments from shut or partially shut water 
control valves. Commentary Table 1.1 in the 2011 NFPA 25 Handbook 
indicates that 53 percent of system failures to operate were due because the 
system was shut off. Commentary Table 1.1 from the 2008 NFPA 25 Handbook 
shows that of 3134 incidents of sprinkler system unsatisfactory performance, 
over 1100 (35.4 percent) were attributed to the water supply being off.  
   It can be extrapolated from such data that fewer control valves results in 
fewer system failures. One might postulate that increased area limitations 
will increase the risk due to larger areas without sprinklers protection during 
an impairment but there is no data to support this. In fact, if impairment 
procedures are followed as required by NFPA 25, there is no reason to believe 
that larger systems will equate to greater risk. In fact, major organizations 
within the insurance industry appears to believe just the opposite—larger 
systems decrease the risk. 
 
   “Green” 
   Past arguments for rejecting an increase of system area limitations speculated 
that the increases may not be environmentally sensitive or in line with the 
movement towards “green” buildings. In fact, an intriguing argument can be 
made that the increases proposed in 13-167 are neutral at worst and potentially 
more “green” than the current requirements. Consider the following: 

13/L272/S/Tb#1/A2012/ROC 

Hazard Total 
Sprinklers

Area per 
Sprinkler

Area Limitations

Light     500 21 m2 (226 ft2) 10,500 m2 (113,000 ft2)
Ordinary 1000 12 m2 (129 ft2) 12,000 m2 (129,000 ft2)
High 1000 9 m2 (97 ft2) 9,000 m2 (97,000 ft2)
 

Hazard Maximum Area per Control Valve 
Light 10,000 m²  (107,500 ft²) 
Ordinary 12,000 m²  (129,000 ft²) 
High 9,000 m²  (96,7700 ft²) 
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   • The proposal limits increases to only single tenant buildings. The intent 
of this limitation is that single tenant structures are less susceptible to system 
shutdowns and the subsequent draining of water due to remodels and/or tenant 
improvements. In fact, data shows that single tenant buildings such as those 
owned by The Home Depot, Wal-Mart, and other retailers performed a remodel 
or other improvement which necessitated a system shut down and draining 
on average once every 10 years. When data is included for shutdowns due 
to repairs such as a broken sprinkler, fire incident, or other issues regarding 
system repair the average increase to once every 4.5 years.  
   • It is recognized that larger systems will result in using larger volumes of 
water when a system must be drained but there is also savings in water from 
fewer tests requiring water flow. 
   There certain inspections which require a system to be drained and are 
impact neutral regardless of the size of the system such as the internal 
inspection of check valves every 5 years. Conversely, the two-point inspection 
required every five years for obstructions on every other wet system may be 
neutral, negative, or positive depending on the size of the building and the 
number of systems. 
   • Increased areas have a mostly positive impact on the environment due to 
fewer tests for water flow alarms and main drains. For example, flow switches 
must be tested semi-annually with an average discharge conservatively 
estimated at 25 gallons (based on a 30 second duration). A main drain test must 
be conducted annually for all systems with an average discharge of 75 gpm (20 
second duration).  
   The following example of water usage is provided for consideration: 
 
                                                Table #3

 
 

 

 

 
The net increase of water use for this building with increase area limitations 
equates to approximately 100 gallons annually.  
   Finally, going “green” is not limited to water usage and disposal. It is a fact 
that sprinklered buildings are green on their own merit because of the much 
lower water use that occurs during a fire event when compared to manual 
extinguishing tactics.  
 
Conclusion 
   Over the last two decades, fire systems have become more complex to layout 
and install with the increased options regarding sprinkler technology, more 
restrictive obstruction rules, seismic considerations, and specific applications 
for equipment. The committee has a chance to demonstrate that along with 
enacting changes that increase the complexity of systems it is also sensitive 
to the need to simplify where possible and to lower costs. The economic 
conditions that we have experienced for the past several years provide the 
perfect opportunity to do something that has direct benefit for the users and 
owners of the standard without decreasing protection levels and in some ways 
actually raising the level of protection.  
  It is recognized with this comment that there is the perception that fewer 
valves and less pipe will be sold and installed and ultimately less revenue and 
profit dollars. However, the industry has benefited from making fire protection 
more affordable and in the end it is our mission to always consider the purpose 
of the standard—which incorporates reasonableness in every requirement that 
is adopted or retained. This change is good for the industry in the long run. 
 
*Volumes were calculated by taking a basic system covering approximately 
40,000 ft² with a gridded sprinkler system having 250 ft of 6 in. near main, 250 
ft of 4 in. far main, and 20 2 in. branchlines approximately 160 ft in length.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC is not comfortable increasing size limitations 
of systems based upon concerns for system impairments, modifications, ITM 
etc. Additional concerns include water usage for large systems.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 3 
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: The submitter has addressed the original concerns of 
the Committee at the ROC, however now the Committee simply states that 
it is uncomfortable with this proposal even though, as it was pointed out at 
the ROC, that the rest of the world is basically doing what the Committee is 
uncomfortable with. Test data has demonstrated that a single obstructed ESFR 
sprinkler, with the system in service, will result in an uncontrolled fire so 

how would the Committee recommend we size the sprinkler systems so that 
impairments don’t burn down facilities? The answer is we can’t. If you look 
at the main reason why there are large losses from fire in facilities located 
outside of North America, it is not because of impaired sprinkler systems, but 
rather because they don’t have sprinkler systems at all. Also, if the Committee 
is concerned with impairments to occupancies where there may be frequent 
sprinkler shutdowns due to modifications, such as multi-tenanted facilities, 
let’s address that in the standard by reducing its sprinkler system area size 
as opposed to simply suggesting that the Committee is uncomfortable with 
looking at what has been working for the rest of the world. Perhaps at the next 
cycle we can review what has worked well for the rest of the world and see if 
we can improve upon it so that we also address some of the concerns that have 
been raised by the Committee, such as large water usage by having any drained 
water be returned to a holding tank where it can be reused in the sprinkler 
system (i.e. it doesn’t get wasted). 
   GERDES, R.: In general, I agree with the proponent’s substantiation. I agree 
with the concept of larger systems, but prefer Proposal 13-165. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comments from Baker and Gerdes. The area 
limits are not technically justified and need to re-rationalized based on more 
modern thinking.  

______________________________________________________________ 
13-106 Log #103 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.3.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-172
Recommendation: The TCC directs the SSI TC to look at modifying the 
proposed language to correlate with SSD Log #70. The TCC further directs the 
SSI and SSD TC’s to develop a task group to review the issue for consistency. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: All sprinklers within a compartment shall be 
appropriate for the occupancy. See TC action on 13-108 (Log #36). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-107 Log #161 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.4.3(4))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-175
Recommendation: Add section:
   8.4.3(6) Extended coverage sidewall sprinklers not installed in accordance 
with 8.9.4.2.2 shall be allowed under smooth flat ceilings not exceeding a pitch 
of 1 in 3 where listed for such use. 
Substantiation: The acceptance of Proposal 13-175 makes two big mistakes. 
First, it eliminates the special listing requirement for sidewall EC sprinklers 
when used under a ceiling slope of more than 2 in 12. Second, it eliminates the 
potential for a specially listed sidewall sprinkler that can spray across the slope. 
While there may not be such a sidewall sprinkler listed now, there is no reason 
to prohibit them being used in the future. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Sidewall sprinklers may be listed for the arrangements 
the proponent suggests in accordance with 8.9.4.2.3. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

Building is single story covering 210,000 ft² with 200,000 ft² dedicated to storage. 
Number of systems using current area limitations: 4 
Number of systems using proposed area limitations: 2 
Volume of water used annually for testing with current limits: 500 gallons 
Volume of water used annually for testing with proposed limits: 250 gallons 
Volume of water used annually for non-mandated system draining once every four 
years using current limits: 

300 gallons* 

Volume of water used annually for non-mandated system draining once every four 
years with proposed limits: 

600 gallons 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-108 Log #36 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.4.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-172
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   8.4.5.3 Where residential sprinklers are installed in a compartment as defined 
in 3.3.6, all sprinklers within the compartment shall be residential sprinklers of 
the fast-response type that meets the criteria of 3.6.1(a)(1). 
Substantiation: This change correlates with the action taken on proposal 
13-381 stating that you can not mix two different design bases within one 
compartment.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-109 Log #160 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.4.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-172
Recommendation: Revise 8.4.5.3 as follows:
   8.4.5.3 Where residential sprinklers are installed in a compartment as defined 
in 3.3.6, all sprinklers within the compartment shall be residential. of the fast-
response type that meets the criteria of 3.6.1(a)(1).
Substantiation: The standard currently contradicts itself and the contradiction 
needs to end. Section 8.3.3.2 says that you are not allowed to mix QR and 
residential sprinklers while section 8.4.5.3 says that you are. Given the 
committee actions on Proposals 13-172 and 13-381, they do not want you 
mixing the sprinklers. So, we need to make section 8.4.5.3 consistent with that 
philosophy. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-108 (Log #36).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-110 Log #363 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.4.6.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-178
Recommendation: Accept the current proposal.
Substantiation: It is not clear how the submitter can recommend that ESFR 
not be used to protect storage on solid shelves and the committee reverse the 
decision and say that it can and make this an Accept in Principle. 
   There is no technical basis to reverse a decision that went into the standard in 
1999 and has caused numerous firms to change out ESFR sprinklers when solid 
shelving is provided. What tests indicate that when solid shelving is protected 
with additional in-rack sprinklers, ESFR sprinklers are acceptable? This is a 
major change without technical justification. I am aware of clients that have 
changed out their ESFR based on direction from NFPA and now the committee 
is stating that they meant for ESFR to be accepted. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The Committee has not reversed their position on 
where ESFR sprinklers may be installed. We clarified that this arrangement is 
permissible.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-111 Log #115 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(8.4.6.1.2.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-178
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
   8.4.6.1.2.1 Open top containers shall be permitted to be used on the bottom 
tier of storage.
Substantiation: The concern with open top containers is that they will collect 
water and prevent that water from getting to a fire below them. This should not 
be an issue on the bottom tier of storage. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Open top containers are defined in Section 3.9.1.19 
and A.3.9.1.19. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I agree that the definition of an open-top container is 
provided in Sections 3.9.1.19 and A3.9.1.19, however the proposed language, 
which I think everyone agrees with, is not enforceable and therefore does not 
address the guidelines provided in this proposal. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAUROTH, C.: The committee statement is not a reason to reject this 
comment and doesn’t make sense. While putting a statement as the comment 

desires is not appropriate for either 8.4.6.1.2 or as part of the definition, it 
would be appropriate as part of the ESFR protection requirements as stated in 
16.2.3.2; 16.2.3.2; 17.2.3.1.1 and 17.3.3.1.1 where open top containers under 
ESFR protection is addressed. 
   DENHARDT, J.: The Committee Statement does not address why this 
comment was rejected and it does not make sense.  
   HUGGINS, R.: The Committee Statement does not address why this 
comment was rejected. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-112 Log #84 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 8.4.9.1(b))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-182
Recommendation: Revise the new Table 8.9.4.1(b) to round the metric 
numbers to useable values, as such: 
 

 
Substantiation: Editorial - to produce a chart with useable values. In the table, 
as it was originally proposed, temperatures expressed to one decimal place and 
lengths to just one millimeter are implying levels of measurement precision 
that are impractical. The norm is to express temperatures to the nearest whole 
number and to round lengths to the nearest “10”. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Modify the units in columns 2, 3, and 4 to mm. 
Committee Statement: Editorial changes.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-113 Log #74 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.4.9.1.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-182
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
   8.4.9.1.1 The ambient temperature exposed to the discharge end of the 
sprinkler shall be determined by using the lowest one-day mean temperature 
from Figure A.10.5.1.
Substantiation: The user needs guidance on how to determine the proper 
temperature to use when applying Tables 8.4.9.1(a) or (b). Many AHJ’s require 
that the lowest ever recorded temperature be used for the ambient exterior 
temperature. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: MOS does not allow the Committee to create a 
requirement based on Annex Material. The annex material exists to allow the 
user to find appropriate information.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-114 Log #162 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.5.1.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-184
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-184.
Substantiation: The concept of measuring from the centerline is not found in 
section 8.5.2.1, so we question why the committee sent us there in their 
rejection. This actually helps us to prove our point that the concept is assumed 

Table 8.4.9.1(b) Exposed Barrel Length for Dry Sprinklers  
(Metric Units) 

Ambient 
Temperature 
Exposed to 

Discharge End of 
Sprinkler 

Minimum 
Exposed
Barrel

Length when 
Exposed to 

4°C 
 

Minimum 
Exposed
Barrel

Length when 
Exposed to 

10°C 

Minimum 
Exposed
Barrel
Length
when 

Exposed to 
16°C 

(C°)  (C°)  (C°)  (C°)
   

4 0  0  0
-1 0  0  0
-7 100  0  0

-12 200  25  0
-18 300  80  0
-23 360  100  25
-29 360  150  80
-34 400  200  100
-40 460  200  100
-46 510  250  150
-51 510  250  150
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by NFPA 13, but not stated. The concept of using the centerline is expressed in 
8.5.3.1.1 in measuring the maximum distance, but not in 8.5.3.3 on measuring 
the minimum distance, making it look as if the committee has a different intent. 
If the intent of the committee is to measure from the center of the deflector, it 
should say so. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Committee statement was not correct in ROP. 
Committee statement should have indicated that centerlines are required in 
8.5.3. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-115 Log #163 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.5.5.3.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-188
Recommendation: Add Section to read as follows:
   8.5.5.3.1.1 Open gratings over 4 feet in width shall be considered 
obstructions requiring sprinkler protection regardless of the percentage of their 
openings. 
Substantiation: We are concerned about taking the term “open grate flooring” 
out of the body of the standard and into the annex. This has always been a 
source of questions even when it was clear in the body. Being moved to the 
annex is going to make it more difficult to convince the users that the intent of 
the committee is to sprinkler beneath the open grates. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Revise 8.5.5.3.1.1 to read : 
  8.5.5.3.1.1 Open grate flooring over 4 feet in width shall require sprinkler 
protection below the grating. 
Committee Statement: The Committee believes that sprinklers are required 
below open grate flooring regardless of percentage of openings. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I understand the concern with open gratings is that items 
inevitably end up on top of them and cause obstruction to sprinkler discharge, 
however how should I size the sprinkler piping located under the open grating 
and how should I incorporate it into the ceiling-level sprinkler system design? 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-116 Log #44 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.5.6 and 8.5.6.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-190
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
  8.5.6 Clearance to Storage from Deflector
  8.5.6.1 “....the clearance between the deflector and the top of storage or 
contents of the the room shall be 18 in. (457 mm) or greater.
   8.5.6.1.1 The top of shelves and furniture located against the wall is allowed 
to be less than 18 inches below the deflector. 
Substantiation: The point of the original proposal was to clarify that the 
required clearance is NOT just applicable to storage as indicated by a literal 
application of current criteria. The same type of change needs to be made in 
8.6.6 / 8.7.6 / 8.8.6 / 8.11.6 / 8.12.6 
   The additional section was added to address the committee’s concerned 
expressed in their substantiation. 
   Correlate with ROP 13-205. Having 8.5.6.1.1 as a general criteria instead of 
repeated multiple times seems more appropriate. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
   Revise 8.5.6 to read as follows:
   8.5.6 Clearance to Storage from Deflector to Storage
   Accept proposed 8.5.6.1 
   Reject proposed 8.5.6.1.1 
Committee Statement: The TC is rejecting the proposed language in 8.5.6.1.1 
as it does not apply to all storage configurations. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-117 Log #85 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.5.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-191
Recommendation: Revise 8.5.7 to read:
   8.5.7 Skylights.
   8.5.7.1 Except as provided in 8.5.7.2, 8.5.7.3 and 8.5.7.4, sprinklers shall be 
required in all skylights. 
   8.5.7.2* Sprinklers shall not be required in skylights where all of the 
conditions for ceiling pockets of 8.6.7.2, 8.8.7.2 or 8.10.8.2 are met. 
   8.5.7.1 8.5.7.3 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be omitted from skylights not 
exceeding 32 ft² (3 m²) in area which do not meet all of the conditions of  

8.6.7.2, 8.8.7.2 or 8.10.8.2, regardless of hazard classification, that are 
separated by at least 10 ft (3 m) horizontally from any other unprotected 
skylight or unprotected ceiling pocket. 
   8.5.7.2 8.5.7.4 Skylights not exceeding 32 ft² (3 m²) shall be permitted to 
have a plastic cover. 
   A.8.5.7.2 Skylights are ceiling pockets and should be considered as such.
Substantiation: The Committee Statement for Proposal 13-191 helped to 
illustrate the conflict that the proponent of that proposal was trying to address. 
Skylights are ceiling pockets and under the right conditions sprinklers should 
be able to be omitted from them as per the ceiling pocket rules. Therefore, the 
text offered here, as a revision to the skylight rules, ties the skylights to the 
ceiling pocket rules, just as the ceiling pocket rules refer back to the skylight 
rules. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The Committee views Skylights in a different manner 
than ceiling pockets and therefore the installation rules surrounding them differ.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 1 Abstain: 1
Explanation of Negative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comments from Keeping. 
Explanation of Abstention: 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been given further 
consideration by the Committee. The definition of a Ceiling Pocket” is: “An 
architectural ceiling feature that consists of a bounded area of ceiling located at 
a higher elevation than the attached lower ceiling.” This definition is very 
general and skylights fit it, just as any other recesses in a ceiling would. 
Therefore, if a skylight meets all of the conditions of 8.6.7.2, 8.8.7.2 or 
8.10.8.2 there is no reason why it should be treated in a different manner.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-118 Log #164 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Part
(Table 8.6.2.2.1(a))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-192
Recommendation: 1) Insert the title of Table 8.6.2.2.1(a) as “Protection Areas 
and Maximum Spacing of Standard Pendent and Upright Spray Sprinklers for 
Light Hazard” 
   2) Change the entry in the first column of the final row as follows: 
Combustible concealed spaces in accordance with 8.6.4.1.4 (wood joist or 
wood truss construction with members 3 ft or less on center and a slope having 
a pitch of 4 in 12 or greater)
Substantiation: We agree in general with Mr. McPhee’s comment in his ROP 
ballot, but thought that all of the parameters of the concealed space needed to 
be mentioned in the table rather than some of them. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
Accept Title of the Table 
   Reject the description of 8.6.4.1.4 in the table. 
Committee Statement: The Committee does not feel it is necessary to 
duplicate the requirements in the table. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-119 Log #254 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Table 8.6.2.2.1(a))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-192
Recommendation: Revise the proposed changes to the wording in the second 
to last row in the two far-right columns for describing the maximum spacing to 
remove the asterisk (*) so that it reads as follows:  
   15 parallel to the slope 4.6 parallel to the slope 
Substantiation: The provisions of 8.6.2.2.1.1 only relate to the spacing 
perpendicular to the slope.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-120 Log #255 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 8.6.2.2.1(a))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-192
Recommendation: Revise the proposed changes to the wording in the last row 
for describing the construction type in the left column to reflect the current 
wording (2010 edition) as follows:  
   Combustible concealed spaces in accordance with 8.6.4.1.4 under a pitched 
roof having combustible wood joist or wood truss construction with members 
less than 3 ft (0.91 m) on center with slopes having a pitch of 4 in 12 or 
greater.
Substantiation: As I had noted in my comments on the SSI Letter Ballot, 
the provisions in the last row for the construction type involving wood joists 
and wood trusses in a concealed space under a pitched roof need to retain the 
member spacing provisions of ‘less than 3 feet on center’. 
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   The provisions in 8.6.4.1.4 refer to member spacing of ‘3 feet or less on 
center’, not ‘less than 3 feet on center’. 
   There was no rationale given to now impose the more restrictive spacing 
(and minimum pressure) rules when the members are spaced 3 feet on center. If 
this proposed new wording is adopted, by directly referencing 8.6.4.1.4, it now 
causes the more onerous area protection (max 120 sq ft) and spacing/pressure 
requirements to apply to sprinklers in concealed spaces having structural 
members spaced at 3 feet on center, which would increase the number of 
sprinklers required by 40%, compared to what is currently allowed in the Table 
for obstructed members spaced 3 feet or more (max 168 sq ft). 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
The Committee does not feel it necessary that the entire title of section 
8.6.4.1.4 be included within the table.  
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-121 (Log #253). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-121 Log #253 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Table 8.6.2.2.1(a), 8.6.4.1.4, and Figure 8.6.4.1.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-192
Recommendation: As it relates to the rules applying to sprinklers in 
combustible concealed spaces, continue to accept the proposed changes to the 
wording in the last row in the far left column for describing the construction 
type for sprinklers in concealed spaces below pitched roofs, but make further 
changes in 8.6.4.1.4 to ensure consistency with the current (2010) Table 
8.6.2.2.1 provisions that refers to member spacing of ‘less than 3 feet on 
center’. 
   With that, the provisions in 8.6.4.1.4 regarding structural member spacing 
(less than 3 feet on center versus 3 feet or less on center), which affects the 
positioning of sprinklers and pressures, should be changed, to be consistent 
with Table 8.6.2.2.1(a), to read as follows:  
   8.6.4.1.4 Sprinklers Under a Roof or Ceiling in Combustible Concealed 
Spaces of Wood Joist or Wood Truss Construction with Members Less 
Than 3 ft (0.91 m) or Less on Center and a Slope Having a Pitch of 4 in 12 
or Greater. See Figure 8.6.4.1.4.
   8.6.4.1.4.1 Sprinklers under a roof or ceiling in combustible concealed spaces 
of wood joist or wood truss construction with members less than 3 ft (0.91 m) 
or less on center and a slope having a pitch of 4 in 12 or greater shall be quick 
response. 
   8.6.4.1.4.2 Sprinklers under a roof or ceiling in combustible concealed 
spaces of wood joist or wood truss construction with members less than 3 ft 
(0.91 m) or less on center and a slope having a pitch of 4 in 12 or greater shall 
be installed so that a row of sprinklers is installed within 12 in. (305 mm) 
horizontally of the peak and between 1 in. and 12 in. (25.4 mm and 305 mm) 
down from the bottom of the top chord member. 
   8.6.4.1.4.3 Sprinklers under a roof or ceiling in combustible concealed spaces 
of wood joist or wood truss construction with members less than 3 ft (0.91 
m) or less on center and a slope having a pitch of 4 in 12 or greater shall be 
installed so that the sprinklers installed along the eave are located not less than 
5 ft (1.52 m) from the intersection of the truss chords, or the wood rafters and 
ceiling joists. 
   8.6.4.1.4.4 Sprinklers under a roof or ceiling in combustible concealed 
spaces, consisting of combustible wood joist or wood truss construction with 
members spaced less than 3 ft (0.91 m) on center, used with slopes with a 
pitch at or exceeding 4 in 12, and using standard spray sprinklers, shall be 
quick response having pressures in accordance with the requirements of Table 
8.6.2.2.1(a).

  Figure 8.6.4.1.4 Sprinklers Under a Roof or Ceiling in Combustible 
Concealed Spaces of Wood Joist or Wood Truss Construction with 
Members Less Than 3 ft (0.91 m) or Less on Center and a Slope Having a 
Pitch of 4 in 12 or Greater.
Substantiation: I had originally noted in my comments on the SSI Letter 
Ballot that the provisions in the last row for the construction type involving 
wood joists and wood trusses in a concealed space under a pitched roof need to 
retain a reference to the member spacing provisions of ‘less than 3 feet on 
center’. 
   However, this would create further inconsistencies with the provisions in 
8.6.4.1.4 which refer to member spacing of both ‘3 feet or less on center’ (see 
8.6.4.1.4.1-8.6.4.1.4.3) and ‘less than 3 feet on center’ (See 8.6.4.1.4.4). 
   The critical spacing reference regarding structural members in combustible 
concealed spaces, where these rules currently apply, is ‘less than 3ft on center’. 
When members are spaced at 3 ft or greater on center, other less onerous rules 
(168/200/225 sq ft and 15 ft) will apply.  
   There was no rationale given to now impose the more restrictive spacing 
(and minimum pressure) rules for sprinklers installed in concealed spaces 
below pitched roofs when the members are spaced 3 feet on center. If this 
proposed new wording is adopted, with it directly referencing 8.6.4.1.4, it now 
causes the more onerous area protection (max 120 sq ft) and spacing/pressure 
requirements to apply to sprinklers in concealed spaces having structural 
members spaced at 3 feet on center, which would increase the number of 
sprinklers required by 40%, compared to what is currently allowed in the Table 
for obstructed members spaced 3feet or more (max 168 sq ft). 

   By revising the wording in 8.6.4.1.4 to have a consistent reference to 
members spaced less than 3 feet on center, the proposed reference in Table 
8.6.2.2.1(a) can be retained. 
  In ensuring such consistency, the provisions of current 8.6.4.1.4.4, which 
were moved from Chapter 11 and which already referred to spacing of 
members as ‘less than 3 feet on center’ is seen as being redundant to what is 
already provided in 8.6.4.1.4.1 (regarding QRS) and in 8.6.2.2.1.1 (regarding 
pressures) and thus can be removed in its entirety.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-122 Log #299 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.6.2.2.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas G. Wellen, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-193
Recommendation: Change Table 8.6.2.2.1(a) footnote to *See 8.6.2.2.1.1 
8.6.4.1.5.
   Relocate 8.6.2.2.1.1 and renumber as 8.6.4.1.4.5 
   8.6.2.2.1.1 8.6.4.1.4.5 Where the dimension perpendicular to the slope 
exceeds 8 ft (2.4m), the minimum pressure shall be 20 psi (1.4 bar). 
Substantiation: Moving this to 8.6.4.1.4 ensures that the 20 psi applies for 
sprinklers under a roof or ceiling in combustible concealed spaces of wood 
joist or wood truss construction with members 3 ft or less on center and a slope 
having a pitch of 4 in 12 or greater. A committee proposal moved this wording 
from a footnote into the main body text in the last cycle. The 2010 edition 
location of this text now requires a minimum pressure of 20 psi when the 
dimension perpendicular to the slope exceeds 8 ft for any construction type 
(combustible or noncombustible, obstructed or unobstructed). 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Change Table 8.6.2.2.1(a) footnote to *See 8.6.2.2.1.1 8.6.4.1.4.5.
  Revise 8.6.2.2.1.1 and renumber as 8.6.4.1.4.5. Renumbered section 
8.6.4.1.4.5 should read as follows: 
  8.6.4.1.4.5 Sprinklers under a roof or ceiling in combustible concealed spaces, 
consisting of combustible wood joist or wood truss construction with members 
spaced less than 3 ft (0.91 m) on center, and sloped with a pitch at or exceeding 
4 in 12, and using standard spray sprinklers, where the dimension 
perpendicular to the slope exceeds 8 ft shall have a minimum pressure of 20 psi 
(1.4 bar). 
Committee Statement: The TC revised the proposed language to provide the 
complete description of the space and to identify the appropriate section 
number. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-123 Log #178 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.6.3.4.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-207
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   8.6.3.4.2 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be placed less than 6 ft (1.8 m) on 
center where the following conditions are satisfied: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
Substantiation: The issue of baffles was opened by the proposal on sidewall 
sprinklers. The committee chose to apply the rules for upright and pendent 
spray sprinklers to sidewall sprinklers in the ROP, but those rules are flawed. 
Since we wish to fix them in the sidewall sprinkler sections, but we also want 
to remain consistent with the other sprinklers, we need to fix them here as well. 
   There is no legitimate reason to require the baffles to be halfway between the 
sprinklers. If sprinklers are installed 5 ft apart, a baffle 2 ft from one sprinkler 
and 3 ft from another will work fine in protecting each sprinkler from direct 
spray. 
   The requirement for non-combustible or limited combustible materials is not 
important. Baffles can be made of wood or even plastic as long as they stay in 
place long enough for the sprinkler to open. The issue is that they be solid 
(with no holes that would let the water through) and rigid (so that they do not 
blow over due to the force of the hot gasses from the fire or the force of the 
water spray hitting them). If the water spray is impacting the combustible 
baffle, it will keep it from burning. If the water spray is not impacting the 
baffle, it will not matter if the baffle goes away because it was not stopping the 
spray of water anyway. 
   The term “wide” is incorrect to use in this context. It refers to the lesser of 
the horizontal dimensions. You don’t want the baffle to be at least 8 inches 
wide because that would mean you are looking for something at least 8 inches 
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thick (which would take as many as 16 sheets of ½ inch wall board to make 
up). You really want something that is at least 8 inches long to protect the 
adjacent sprinklers from direct spray. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-124 Log #257 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.6.4.1.4 and 8.6.2.2.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-196
Recommendation: Revise the proposed new wording in 8.6.2.2.1.1 to read as 
follows: 
   8.6.2.2.1.1 In combustible concealed spaces with members spaced less than 3 
ft (0.91 m) on center, meeting the requirements of 8.6.4.1.4, where the 
dimension between sprinklers measured perpendicular to the slope exceeds 8 ft 
(2.4m), the minimum pressure shall be 20 psi (1.4 bar).’ 
Substantiation: The spacing of the structural members in combustible 
concealed spaces, where these pressure rules of 8.6.2.2.1.1 apply, is ‘less than 3 
feet on center’. At a spacing of 3 feet or greater on center, other protection area 
and spacing rules (168 sq ft and 15 ft) apply, along with different pressure 
requirements.  
   With the proposed wording, the direct reference to the requirements of 
8.6.4.1.4, which refers to the members spaced 3 ft or less on center (not less 
than 3 ft on center), it would now impose the more restrictive requirements (20 
psi minimum pressure) when members are spaced at 3 feet on center, which is 
not the intent of the proposal or consistent with the original (current) 
provisions.
   It also needs to be clarified that the ‘dimension’ in question is that measured 
between sprinklers perpendicular to the slope, which is missing from the 
current text. The wording in 8.6.2.2.1.1, introduced in 2010, is poorly worded 
and potentially confusion regarding what dimension (spacing between 
sprinklers or width of roof space) is being implicated. Wording needs to be 
editorially clarified. With that potential confusion, it could introduce 
unintended and costly restrictions with all wood truss attics, which are always 
wider than 8 ft measured perpendicular to the slope. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-122 (Log #299).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-125 Log #258 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.6.4.1.4 and 8.6.2.2.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-196
Recommendation: Revise the proposed new wording in 8.6.2.2.1.1 to read as 
follows: 
   8.6.2.2.1.1 In combustible concealed spaces with members spaced less than 3 
ft (0.91 m) on center, meeting the requirements of 8.6.4.1.4, where the 
dimension perpendicular to the slope exceeds 8 ft (2.4m), the minimum 
pressure shall be 20 psi (1.4 bar).’ 
Substantiation: The spacing of the structural members in combustible 
concealed spaces, where these pressure rules of 8.6.2.2.1.1 apply, is ‘less than 
3ft on center’. At 3 ft or greater on center, other protection area and spacing 
rules (168 sq ft and 15 ft) apply, along with different pressure requirements.  
With the proposed wording, the direct reference to the requirements of 
8.6.4.1.4, which refers to the members spaced 3ft or less on center (not less 
than 3 ft on center), it would now impose the more restrictive requirements (20 
psi minimum pressure) when members are spaced at 3 feet on center, which is 
not the intent of the original proposal or consistent with the original (current) 
provisions. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-122 (Log #299).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-126 Log #259 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.6.4.1.4.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-197
Recommendation: Accept this proposal in principle and, in addition, add an 
appendix note to clarify that it is the intent of the provisions that a single line 
of sprinklers installed along the upper ridgeline at the peak of the pitched gable 
roof is sufficient to provide protection of such a space not exceeding up to 15 
feet in width, measured horizontally (versus along the slope). 
Substantiation: With the width of the concealed space not exceeding 15 feet, 
notwithstanding the rule to measure spacing along sloped surfaces, which may 
make sense for larger roofs, in this case, under the new provisions introduced 
in 2002, the space would require three rows of sprinklers running the entire 
length of the space, with each sprinkler not protecting more than 120 sq ft. 

If this was a flat roof space exceeding 3 feet in height, only a single row of 
sprinklers spaced at 130 sq ft per sprinkler positioned down the centerline 
would be needed. 
   To avoid excessive costs, which could discourage owners from choosing to 
sprinkler small buildings, the protection rules for such small spaces should 
provide simple cost-effective solutions for the risk level expected. 
   Nothing explicit in the current wording in NFPA 13 requires sprinklers 
beyond those installed in the peak, provided the protection area limits and 
spacing (SxL) limits (15 ft) are not exceeded. 
   Earlier fire research and testing used to establish the more restrictive rules for 
these spaces involved cases much wider than 15 feet. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The Arrangement shown in the proposal diagram may 
already meet the rules of 8.6.4.1.4, unless the S dimension along the slope 
exceeds 15’. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-127 Log #256 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.6.4.1.4.5.1 through 8.6.4.1.4.5.4, and Figure 8.6.4.1.4.5 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-195
Recommendation: Accept this proposal or some form of a similar 
arrangement, including the need to retain all the current restrictions (pressure 
and spacing) to apply to sprinklers protecting spaces under portions of the 
‘hip’. Consider the following: 
  Relevant to the proponents submission:
  RE: 8.6.4.1.4.5.1 - Replace proponents wording with new wording in 2 new 
sections to read as follows: 
  8.6.4.1.4.5.1 Sprinklers under a hip roof in combustible concealed spaces of 
wood joist or wood truss construction with members less than 3 ft (0.91 m) on 
center and a slope having a pitch of 4 in 12 or greater shall be installed so that 
a row of sprinklers is installed within 12 in. (305 mm) horizontally of the hip 
ridge line between the two adjacent inclined slopes and between 1 in. and 12 
in. (25.4 mm and 305 mm) down from the bottom of the top chord member. 
(See Figure 8.6.4.1.4.5) 
  8.6.4.1.4.5.2 Sprinklers under a hip roof and installed adjacent the ridgeline 
in accordance with 8.6.4.1.4.5. shall be installed so that the sprinkler installed 
at the lower end of the ridgeline nearest the eave is located not less than 5 
ft (1.52 m) from the intersection of the truss chords, or the wood rafters and 
ceiling joists measured perpendicular to the two adjacent eavelines. (See Figure 
8.6.4.1.4.5) 
  (Revise the new Figure 8.6.4.1.4.5 submitted with original proposal so that it 
shows a row of sprinklers along the hip ridgeline, while having the lowest one 
nearest the corner within approximately 6 ft. of the two eavelines) 
  RE: 8.6.4.1.4.5.2 – Delete this item.
8.6.4.1.4.5.2 Sprinklers installed per 8.6.4.1.4.5.1 shall be installed with the 
deflectors horizontal.
  RE: 8.6.4.1.4.5.3 – Delete this item.
8.6.4.1.4.5.3 Sprinklers installed per 8.6.4.1.4.5.1 shall be permitted to exceed 
Table 8.6.2.2.1(a).
  RE: 8.6.4.1.4.5.4 – Delete this item, the general rules in 8.6.2.2.1(a) apply 
in any case, just as they would for other sprinklers in the peak and below the 
regularly pitched portions. 
  8.6.4.1.4.5.4 Sprinklers installed per 8.6.4.1.4.5.1 shall be spaced per Table 
8.6.2.2.1(a) from adjacent sprinklers.
Substantiation: RE: 8.6.4.1.4.5.1 – It is agreed that some form of general 
rules are needed for protecting concealed spaces under hip roof portions to 
complement what is currently permitted for sprinklering spaces with regularly 
pitched (gable) roofs. With the current standard not providing specific rules 
describing how regular sprinklers can be installed to protect spaces under hip 
roof portions of pitched roof systems, it limits the options available and could 
result in mixing of protection schemes (listed and regular sprinklers) and/or in 
some cases, simply limiting/restricting the options available for architectural 
design features for roofs to be incorporated by architects in some buildings. 
The spacing and positioning of sprinklers under hip roof portions of roof 
systems should be permitted to conform to the rules, or a slightly modified 
variation thereof, that would otherwise apply to regular sprinklers installed 
to protect the space under the portions of a pitched gable roof. The critical 
element under hip roofs is presumably how to space sprinklers adjacent the 
ridge intersecting point between the two inclined planes. 
  RE: 8.6.4.1.4.5.2 – This item is proposed to be deleted as sprinklers installed 
near a ‘peak’ or intersection of inclined slopes are already required to be 
installed with the deflector horizontal. 
  RE: 8.6.4.1.4.5.3 – This item is proposed to be deleted as the special rules 
already presented in Table 8.6.2.2.1.(a) and 8.6.4.1.4 for sprinklers installed 
under pitched roofs with members spaced less than 3 ft on center and slopes 4 
in 12 or greater should apply. (May need special rule for maximum protection 
area for lower corner sprinkler) 
  RE: 8.6.4.1.4.5.4 – This item is proposed to be deleted as the general rules 
in 8.6.2.2.1(a) apply in any case, just as they would for other sprinklers in the 
peak and below the regularly pitched portions. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
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Committee Statement: Complex issue which needs time and attention to 
review and discuss. No technical supporting data. TG recommends sending 
request to Research Foundation as a potential full scale fire test candidate. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I agree with the Committee Statement and would highly 
recommend a test program set up through the FPRF. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-128 Log #165 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.6.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-198
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-198. Without Section 8.6.4.3.3.
Substantiation: The situation does not need further study. The concept 
of protecting glass with sprinklers has been well studied for more than 50 
years. Codes have had these requirements for most of that time, but in this 
increasingly literal environment, where AHJ’s need to see everything spelled 
out explicitly, the requirements need to be spelled out in NFPA 13, especially 
the rules regarding the use of these sprinklers to protect floor area adjacent to 
the glass. Too many AHJ’s are requiring additional sprinklers next to the glass. 
While the committee said that they agreed with the concept, they failed to 
explicitly put the language in NFPA 13, which is the only thing that will help 
eliminate the conflict. 
   The issue regarding the wetting of the entire surface of the glass is 
interesting. The research on the subject does not indicate that the entire surface 
of the glass needs to be wetted. But the codes have had this requirement for 
years and we did not wish to upset the status quo on the subject. 
This language needs to be in NFPA 13. 
   Note that this failed to get a 2/3 majority at the April 2011 meeting, but 
additional research work has been found since then including: 
Malcomson, R.W., “Report of Window Sprinkler Systems,” Underwriters 
Laboratories Inc. Report No. NC529, Northbrook, IL 1969. 
Richardson, J.K. and Oleszkiewicz, I., “Fire Tests on Window Assemblies 
Protected by Automatic Sprinklers,” Fire Technology, Vol, 23 No. 2 (May 
1987), pp. 115-132. 
   Kim, A.K. and Lougheed, G.D., “The Protection of Glazing Systems with 
Dedicated Sprinklers,” Journal of Fire Protection Engineering, Vol. 2 (1990) 
pp. 49-59. 
   Kim, A.K., Taber, B.C. and Lougheed G.D., “Sprinkler Protection of Exterior 
Glazing,” Fire Technology, Vol 34, No. 2 (May/June 1998), pp. 116-138. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: NFPA 13 is not attempting to broaden the application 
of atrium glazing protection as described in NFPA 101 and allow it for 
additional occupancies/applications. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-129 Log #166 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.6.5.1.2(4) and Figure 8.6.5.1.2(c))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-199
Recommendation: Add a new sentence at the end of 8.6.5.1.2(4) and modify 
the figure as follows 
   The maximum distance between the sprinkler and the wall shall be measured 
from the sprinkler to the wall behind the obstruction and not to the face of the 
obstruction. 

 
 
 

Substantiation: It is important to convey the fact that the sprinkler spacing 
must measured from the wall, not the face of the obstruction. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-130 Log #289 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(Figure 8.6.5.1.2(c))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-199
Recommendation: Remove the “18 in. minimum” designation in Figure 
8.6.5.1.2(c). 
Substantiation: The introduction of the indicated “18 in. minimum” criteria 
does not appear to serve a purpose as a lesser depth of obstruction would allow 
an enhanced ability for water discharge below. Leaving this criteria in place 
will serve to force the use of a larger obstruction for the application of the 
section.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The standard already provides adequate direction for 
obstructions less than 18 inches below the sprinkler. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been given further 
consideration by the Committee. The proponent is correct, the “18 in. 
minimum” serves no purpose, because as illustrated the obstruction begins 
above the elevation of the sprinkler deflector. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the original comment and the ROC ballot 
comment by Keeping. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-131 Log #169 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.6.5.2.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-200
Recommendation: Remove the word “even” from Section 8.6.5.2.1.2.
Substantiation: The change is editorial in nature.
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-132 Log #242 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.6.5.2.2, 8.7.5.2.2, 8.8.5.2.2, 8.9.5.2.2, 8.10.6.2.2, and 8.10.7.2.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-201
Recommendation: Accept original proposal.
Substantiation: There was no technical reason provided for rejecting my 
original proposal, which only intended to clarify the intent of these 6 sections 
to make the standard more helpful to the user. The committee statement only 
said “The Manual of Style allows this format in the body of the standard.” If 
the language proposed actually makes a technical change that has an adverse 
impact, please indicate so in your committee statement as the intent of the 
original proposal was twofold: to not limit requirements to only those examples 
listed, and to remove the term “similar obstructions” from the body as Table 
2.2.2.3 of the NFPA Manual of Style considers “similar” as an “unenforceable 
and vague term.” If the intent of these paragraphs is to ensure that in light 
hazard occupancies, the distance between sprinklers and certain suspended 
or floor mounted vertical obstructions follow the respective table, then I have 
not changed that intent. All I’ve done is substituted the heading for all these 
sections “Suspended or Floor Mounted Vertical Obstructions” in place of the 
list of existing examples (“privacy curtains, freestanding partitions, room 
dividers and similar examples”) since they may not be all inclusive, and placed 
this list of examples into the annex. I even went further and made a distinction 
between floor mounted and suspended vertical obstructions using the list of 
existing examples. I did add equipment racks as an additional floor mounted 
example, but equipment racks weren’t meant to apply or if the intent of these 
sections is meant only to apply to obstructions of a certain maximum width, an 
annex note to the contrary would be appropriate (plus a committee comment 
indicating that these sections are only meant to apply to “narrow” vertical 
obstructions, if this indeed is the intent.) 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The standard adequately addresses this issue and there 
is no benefit to modifying this language.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-133 Log #206 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.6.5.3.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development 
Committee 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-202
Recommendation: Revise section 8.6.5.3.3 as follows:
   8.6.5.3.3 Sprinklers shall be installed under fixed obstructions over 4 ft wide 
in both the length and width dimensions, such as ducts, decks, open grate 
flooring, cutting tables, and overhead doors. 
Substantiation: The committee states that they are currently waiting for data 
on the proposed change. We would like the committee to relook at the change 
and provide the data supporting or refuting the proposal.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Task Group believes that existing language adequately 
describes when sprinklers are required. Further information was added in the 
annex in 13-349 ( Log #170). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-134 Log #171 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.6.5.3.3.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-203
Recommendation: Add section:
   8.6.5.3.3.1 Open gratings over 4 feet in width shall be considered 
obstructions requiring sprinkler protection regardless of the percentage of their 
openings. 
Substantiation: We are concerned about taking the term “open grate flooring” 
out of the body of the standard and into the annex. This has always been a 
source of questions even when it was clear in the body. Being moved to the 
annex is going to make it more difficult to convince the users that the intent of 
the committee is to sprinkler beneath the open grates. At the very least, this 
annex note needs to contain some discussion of that intent. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-115 (Log #163).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-135 Log #172 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.6.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-204
Recommendation: Delete the Figures, revise the proposed text, and add an 
annex as follows: 
   8.6.5.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor where provided that the shadowed areas do not exceed 27 15 
sq ft per sprinkler. in light and ordinary occupancies with quick response 
sprinklers. 
   A.8.6.5.4 The intent of the shadow area rules in this standard is to apply to 
small dry areas caused by walls. It is not the intent of this standard to have the 
shadow area rules apply to dry areas created by ducts, decks, overhead doors or 
other similar obstructions. Other obstruction rules in NFPA 13 will cover such 
obstructions.
Substantiation: The proposal puts into the standard a logical extension of the 
three-times rule. Many AHJ’s refuse to follow the logic and demand that the 
language be explicitly stated in the standard. 
   The term being defined in Chapter 3 is “shadow” area, so that is what should 
be used on the body of the standard. 
   The shadow area is proposed to be limited to a total of 15 sq ft per sprinkler 
in an attempt to make this standard compatible to NFPA 13R and NFPA 13D 
where negative ballots expressed a concern for multiple shadow areas. 
   The extension of the rule to 27 sq ft for standard spray sprinklers was 
inappropriate. As explained in the original substantiation for the Proposal, the 
15 sq ft is based on the three-times rule, which already allows this shadow 
area. The 27 sq ft was based on an extended coverage sprinkler and does not 
belong in section 8.6. 
   As pointed out in Mr. Keeping’s ballot in the ROP, the rule should not be 
limited to light or ordinary hazard occupancies with quick response sprinklers. 
Ordinary hazard occupancies and extra hazard occupancies being protected 
with standard response spray sprinklers in accordance with 8.6 use the three-
times rule and already are permitted to have shadow areas up to 15 sq ft. There 
is no reason to exclude them from this allowance here. 
   The figures are incorrect because they show the wrong area and they show a 
column complying with the three-times or four-times rules, which is not in 
question in this section. This section applies to walls and partitions. If the 
committee wants to show a figure of this situation in the annex, a wall or 
partition causing the shadow area would make more sense. 
   The annex note helps to limit the use of the shadow area rule as it is intended 
and not to have it extended to other uses such as allowing an unsprinklered 
area under a short duct that is more than 4 ft wide. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 

Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
The TC is accepting the concept of providing direction in the annex for 
application obstructions rules and shadowed areas.  
   The TC does not agree in defining a specific permissible square footage for a 
shadowed area. 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#. Changes to text made within 
13-346 (Log #CC2). 
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: The wording of the new Appendix Note on this subject is 
unclear and might benefit from a partial rewording; the following is suggested: 
   A.8.1.1.(3) Notwithstanding the obstruction rules provided in Chapter 8, it is 
not intended or expected that water will fall on the entire floor space of the 
occupancy. When obstructions or architectural features, such as columns, 
angled walls, wing walls, slightly indented walls, and various soffit 
configurations, interfere with the sprinkler’s spray pattern such as columns, 
angled walls, wing walls, slightly indented walls, and various soffit 
configurations they can disrupt the water spray discharging from a sprinkler 
and shadowed areas can occur. Where small shadowed areas are formed on the 
floor adjacent to their referenced architectural features, these shadowed areas 
are purely on paper and do not take into account the dynamic variables of 
sprinkler discharge. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-136 Log #232 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.6.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Desrosier, Tyco Fire Protection Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-204
Recommendation: Adjust the committee’s new text to read as follows:
  8.6.5.4 Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor where shadowed areas do not exceed 15 27 sq feet in light 
and ordinary occupancies with quick response sprinklers when the following 
conditions are met.
   (1) Shadow areas created by obstructions not located along the perimeter 
walls of the sprinklered space as applicable in section 8.6.5.2.1.3 shall use the 
rules associated with that section allowing for shadow areas greater than 15 sq. 
ft. 
   (2) Shadow areas created by pockets or obstructions on the perimeter walls 
of the sprinklered space shall follow 8.6.5.4. 
   (3) The maximum depth of the shadow area created by a pocket or 
obstruction on the outer perimeter shall be 3 ft. 
   (4) Measurement from the deepest point of the architectural feature to the 
sprinkler shall not exceed the maximum listed spacing of the sprinkler. 
   (5) If a sprinklered space has multiple shadow areas, the sprinkler coverage 
areas inclusive of a shadowed area shall be separated by a sprinkler coverage 
area that does not contain a shadowed area in all directions.
Substantiation: The proposed wording for shadowed area does not cover 
adjacent shadowed areas. Also if the 3 times rule is already allowed it is 
redundant to restate that it is allowed again. It would also contradict the 3 times 
rule in some cases, by allowing to be closer than 3 times the width of the 
obstruction as long as the shadow area is less than 27 sq ft. The intent of the 
proposal is for pocket type areas where the 3 times rule is not directly 
applicable as the 3 times rule clearly states for structural members, pipe, 
columns, and fixtures. Pocketed areas are worse in a fire scenario than a fire in 
front of a flat wall due to more re-radiation from the walls back to the fire. In 
the explanatory material out of the annex for the 3 times rule, it is necessary to 
have sprinkler spray on both sides of the obstruction only allowing one dry 
wall.
   Therefore it is not applicable to use the same amount of allowable shadow 
area as the 3 times rule but it is necessary to define how large the area should 
be. 15 feet is less than the maximum allowed by the 3 times rule but is 
sufficient to allow for small pockets for doorways to be left partially 
un-sprinklered. Currently using the 3 times rule shadow areas are allowed no 
matter what types of response sprinklers. When utilizing quick response 
elements, the sprinkler only operates seconds earlier than if a standard response 
element were utilized. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-137 Log #17 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Part
(8.6.5.4 and A.8.6.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-204
Recommendation: Revise 8.6.5.4 as follows:
   8.6.5.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor where shadowed areas do not exceed 15 ft² (1.39 m²) 
cumulatively 27 ft² in light and ordinary hazard occupancies with quick 
response sprinklers. Delete Figure 8.6.5.4 
   Add new Figure A.8.6.5.4

 

 
 
 
Substantiation: I agree with Mr. Keeping that the committee accepted 15 Sq. 
Ft. and did not accept the figures. The original language did not put a limit 
on the amount of shadow areas total that can be in the protection area of a 
sprinkler.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
Reject the language but accept the figures. 
   Move the figures to A.8.1.1(3) to coincide with language in 13-346 (Log 
#CC2). 
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-138 Log #61 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.6.5.4 and A.8.6.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-204
Recommendation: Delete the committee meeting action and convert the text 
to annex material 
   8.6.5.4* Shadow Areas.
   A.8.6.5.4 Shadowed areas should be permitted in the protection area of a 
sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from reaching 
the floor where shadowed areas do not excced 27 sq ft in light and ordinary 
occupancies with quick response sprinklers. These shadowed dry areas are 
created by using the obstruction rules. Corridors, for example, will frequently 
have areas that are inset for a doorway. It is not the intent of NFPA 13 to 
require additional sprinkler protection in these doorways.
Substantiation: The standard just needs to acknowledge that shadowing does 
exist. There is no need for a maximum area or limit it this to quick response 
sprinklers for light and ordinary hazard occupancies. The size of the shadowed 
area needs further study and should not be limited at 15 sf if the obstruction 
rules are applied. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   The TC is accepting the concept of providing direction in the annex for 
application obstructions rules and shadowed areas.  
   The TC does not agree in defining a specific permissible square footage for a 
shadowed area. 

   No changes made to text based on this Log#. Changes to text made within 
13-346 (Log #CC2). 
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-139 Log #243 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.6.6.1, 8.7.6, 8.8.6.1, and A.8.6.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-205
Recommendation: Revise as follows:
   8.6.6.1 The clearance between the deflector and the top of storage shall be 
18 in. (457 mm) or greater, unless sprinklers are installed on both sides of the 
obstruction and meet the spacing requirements of Table 8.6.2.2.1(a).
   8.6.6.2 The 18 in. (457 mm) dimension shall not limit the height of shelving 
on a wall or shelving against a wall in accordance with 8.6.6, 8.7.6, 8.8.6, and 
Section 8.9. 
   8.6.6.3 Where shelving is installed on a wall and is not directly below 
sprinklers, the shelves, including storage thereon, shall extend above the level 
of a plane located 18 in. (457 mm) below ceiling sprinkler deflectors. 
   8.6.6.4 Shelving, and any storage thereon, directly below the sprinklers shall 
not extend above a plane located 18 in. (457 mm) below the ceiling sprinkler 
deflectors unless sprinklers are installed in accordance with 8.6.6.1.
   8.6.6.5 (existing 8.6.6.2 unchanged)
   8.7.6 The clearance between the deflector and the top of storage shall be 
18 in. (457 mm) or greater, unless sprinklers are installed on both sides of the 
obstruction and meet the spacing requirements of Table 8.6.2.2.1(a).
   8.8.6.1 The clearance between the deflector and the top of storage shall be 
18 in. (457 mm) or greater, unless sprinklers are installed on both sides of the 
obstruction and meet the spacing requirements of Table 8.6.2.2.1(a).
Substantiation: In truth, the committee did not accept my original proposal 
in principle as they didn’t act or provide a statement pertaining to my 
proposed changes to permit storage to be within 18” of the sprinkler deflector 
if sprinklers are installed on either side of the obstruction, provided they are 
properly spaced (and designed). If this is rejected, please indicate why there is 
a need to maintain an 18” clearance above “storage” yet not above other floor 
mounted obstructions (e.g., equipment racks). In addition, please explain why 
shelving that contains storage within 18” of the sprinkler deflector (or even 
up to the ceiling itself) can’t be treated as “walls” that could be protected per 
(new) 8.6.6.2 et al, which permits storage to extend up to the ceiling along 
perimeter walls. It is my understanding that the 18” requirement is to allow 
sufficient clearance below the deflector so not to adversely impact the sprinkler 
discharge pattern vis-à-vis for the sprinklers to be able to wet the wall surface 
within 18” of the sprinkler defector. That’s why 8.6.6.2 (formerly A.8.6.6) 
permits storage to be against the wall within 18” of the deflector. If this is the 
case, then treating storage racks as walls is no different, provided sprinklers 
are properly spaced from the storage racks. The “18 inch” rule already has 
an exception for library stacks and medical record storage which permits 
sprinklers to be installed in every aisle (and every tier if stacked). In addition, 
there are exceptions for floor suspended or floor-mounted vertical obstructions 
as permitted by 8.6.5.2.2 et al. If any of these exceptions are aimed to ensure 
the sprinkler discharge is unimpeded, vis-à-vis to ensure the sprinkler wets the 
material, then an similar exception for storage is also warranted. My proposal 
language makes reference to Table 8.6.6.2.2.1(a) to ensure sprinklers are no 
less than 15 ft from the storage shelving (wall), but I’m not adverse to a more 
stringent requirement (e.g., 12 ft as required by 8.15.9). Note: editorially, I’ve 
also proposed that new 8.6.6.2 be divided into three separate requirements to 
meet the NFPA Manual of Style. As such, existing 8.6.6.2 becomes 8.6.6.5. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Submitter references light hazard tables and spacing 
for storage is inappropriate.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-140 Log #362 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.6.6.1, 8.7.6, 8.8.6.1, and A.8.6.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-205
Recommendation: Reject the original proposal. Reject the committee’s 
response. 
Substantiation: The submitter appears to be attempting to allow storage to be 
above a plane 18 in. below the deflector when sprinklers are installed on both 
sides of the obstruction. His example is a row of racks with sprinklers down 
the aisles and he uses a library stack area as a example. The committee has 
only addressed the perimeter storage and does not address his intent. The 
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original discussion on this section centered on small closets where the storage 
was higher than the 18 in. dimension and made technical sense. As this 
requirement is written by the committee, this will allow the storage on the 
perimeter of a large warehouse to be higher than the sprinkler deflector. Mr. 
Miller is correct in his comment and the entire section should be rejected. Is it 
the intent of the committee to allow perimeter storage in a large warehouse to 
be above the deflector of the sprinkler and if so on what technical basis is this 
being considered? 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Standard allows the storage arrangement described in 
the submitter’s substantiation.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-141 Log #179 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.7.3.4 and 8.7.4.1.3.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-207
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   8.7.3.4 Minimum Distance Between Sprinklers. Sprinklers shall be spaced 
not less than 6 ft (1.8 m) on center unless required by 
   8.7.4.1.3.1 or unless the sprinklers are separated by baffles that comply with 
the following: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
Substantiation: As approved in the ROP, the baffles would only be allowed if 
pendent sprinklers were installed behind a soffit more than 8 inches wide. That 
was not the intent of our proposal. Our proposal was to allow sidewall 
sprinklers closer than 6 ft apart when baffles were installed. The proposed 
language should clarify that there are two conditions when sidewall sprinklers 
can be closer than 6 ft to other sprinklers. The first when a pendent sprinkler is 
installed on the soffit behind the sidewall sprinkler (which does not need 
baffles) and the second where sidewall sprinklers are within 6 ft of each other, 
which does need baffles.  
   There is no legitimate reason to require the baffles to be halfway between the 
sprinklers. If sprinklers are installed 5 ft apart, a baffle 2 ft from one sprinkler 
and 3 ft from another will work fine in protecting each sprinkler from direct 
spray. 
   The requirement for non-combustible or limited combustible materials is not 
important. Baffles can be made of wood or even plastic as long as they stay in 
place long enough for the sprinkler to open. The issue is that they be solid 
(with no holes that would let the water through) and rigid (so that they do not 
blow over due to the force of the hot gasses from the fire or the force of the 
water spray hitting them). If the water spray is impacting the combustible 
baffle, it will keep it from burning. If the water spray is not impacting the 
baffle, it will not matter if the baffle goes away because it was not stopping the 
spray of water anyway. 
   The term “wide” is incorrect to use in this context. It refers to the lesser of 
the horizontal dimensions. You don’t want the baffle to be at least 8 inches 
wide because that would mean you are looking for something at least 8 inches 
thick (which would take as many as 16 sheets of ½ inch wall board to make 
up). You really want something that is at least 8 inches long to protect the 
adjacent sprinklers from direct spray. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise proposed text as follows: 
   8.7.3.4: Minimum Distance Between Sprinklers. Sprinklers shall be spaced 
not less than 6 ft (1.8 m) on center unless required by 
   8.7.4.1.3.1 or unless the sprinklers are separated by baffles that comply with 
the following: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers.
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers.
Committee Statement: The terms “upright” and “pendant” are not appropriate 
for the sidewall sprinkler section. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-142 Log #62 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.7.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-209
Recommendation: Delete the committee meeting action and convert to annex 
material. 
   8.7.5.4* Shadow Areas.
   A.8.7.5.4 Shadowed areas should be permitted in the protection area of a 
sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from reaching the 
floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft. where protected with 
quick response sprinklers. Corridors being protected with sidewall sprinklers 
will frequently have small areas behind the sprinklers that are inset for a 
doorway. Even though these areas are slightly behind the sprinklers, it is not 
the intent of NFPA 13 to require additional sprinkler protection in these 
doorways.  
Substantiation: The standard just needs to acknowledge that shadowing does 
exist. There is no need for a maximum area or limit it this to quick response 
sprinklers. The size of the shadowed area needs further study and should not be 
limited at 15 sf if the obstruction rules are applied. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
The TC is accepting the concept of providing direction in the annex for 
application obstructions rules and shadowed areas.  
   The TC does not agree in defining a specific permissible square footage for a 
shadowed area. 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-143 Log #18 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Part
(8.7.5.4, 8.7.5.4.1, and A.8.7.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-209
Recommendation: Revise 8.7.5.4 as follows:
   8.7.5.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor where provided shadowed areas do not exceed 15 ft² (1.39 
m²) cumulatively where protected in light and ordinary hazard occupancies 
with quick response sprinklers 
   Delete A.8.7.5.4 
   Add new Figure A.8.7.5.4.
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   Add new 8.7.5.4.1. 
 
 

 
 
   8.7.5.4.1 Shadow areas in corridors up to 2 ft (0.61 m) in depth and up to 9 ft 
(2.7 m) in length behind sidewall sprinklers shall be permitted.
Substantiation: This section was revised to read the same as 8.6.5.4. The 
original proposal did not limit the number of 15 ft² shadow areas allowed in the 
protection area of each sprinkler. The allowance for doorway pockets in 
corridors was brought into the body of the standard. The language in 8.7.5.4 
does not account for these because the protection area of a sidewall is only 8” 
behind the sprinkler. It is important to quantify the maximum dimension behind 
the sidewall sprinkler.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
The TC is rejecting the proposed language in 8.7.5.4 and 8.7.5.4.1. 
   Reject Figure A.8.7.5.4. 
Accept Figure 8.7.5.4.1, Straighten out the back wall and relocate to A.8.1.1(3). 
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-144 Log #233 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.7.5.4 and A.8.7.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Desrosier, Tyco Fire Protection Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-209
Recommendation: Adjust the committee’s new text to read as follows:
   8.7.5.4 Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq feet and 
the maximum depth of the pocket is 3 ft. where protected with quick response 
sprinklers.
   A.8.7.5.4 Corridors being protected with sidewall sprinklers will frequently 
have small areas behind the sprinkler that are inset for a doorway. Even though 
these areas are slightly behind the sprinklers, it is not the intent of NFPA 13 to 
require additional sprinkler protection in these doorways. 
Substantiation: There is no technical justification to relate Standard Response 
versus Quick Response sprinklers to “allow” shadow areas. 3 ft is a reasonable 
depth for a doorway entrance and limits the geometry as to not allow a longer 
and thinner unsprinklered pocket and has been used elsewhere within the 
Standards as a limiting depth. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 

Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-145 Log #173 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.7.5.4 and A.8.7.5.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-209
Recommendation: Revise the proposed text and add an annex note as follows:
   8.7.5.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft per 
sprinkler.where protected with quick response sprinklers.
   A.8.7.5.4 The intent of the shadow area rules in this standard is to apply to 
small dry areas caused by walls. It is not the intent of this standard to have the 
shadow area rules apply to dry areas created by ducts, decks, overhead doors or 
other similar obstructions. Other obstruction rules in NFPA 13 will cover such 
obstructions.
Substantiation: The proposal puts into the standard a logical extension of the 
three-times rule. Many AHJ’s refuse to follow the logic and demand that the 
language be explicitly stated in the standard. 
   The term being defined in Chapter 3 is “shadow” area, so that is what should 
be used on the body of the standard. 
   The shadow area is proposed to be limited to a total of 15 sq ft per sprinkler 
in an attempt to make this standard compatible to NFPA 13R and NFPA 13D 
where negative ballots expressed a concern for multiple shadow areas. 
   As pointed out in Mr. Keeping’s ballot in the ROP, the rule should not be 
limited to occupancies with quick response sprinklers. Ordinary hazard 
occupancies being protected with standard response spray sprinklers in 
accordance with 8.7 use the three-times rule and already are permitted to have 
shadow areas up to 15 sq ft. There is no reason to exclude them from this 
allowance here. 
   The annex note helps to limit the use of the shadow area rule as it is intended 
and not to have it extended to other uses such as allowing an unsprinklered 
area under a short duct that is more than 4 ft wide. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
The TC accepts the concept of adding language to the annex.  
   The TC is rejecting the proposed language to 8.7.5.4. 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 

Protection area of sprinkler

Sidewall sprinkler

Shadow area

Shadow area

9 ft 0 in. max

2 ft 0 in. max

  Figure 8.7.5.4.1 Shadow Areas Behind Sidewalls in Corridors
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-146 Log #180 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.8.3.4.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-213
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   8.8.3.4.2 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be placed less than 6 ft (1.8 m) on 
center where the following conditions are satisfied: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
Substantiation: The issue of baffles was opened by the proposal on EC 
sidewall sprinklers. The committee chose to apply the rules for upright and 
pendent EC spray sprinklers to sidewall sprinklers in the ROP, but those rules 
are flawed. Since we wish to fix them in the EC sidewall sprinkler sections, but 
we also want to remain consistent with the other sprinklers, we need to fix 
them here as well. 
   There is no legitimate reason to require the baffles to be halfway between the 
sprinklers. If sprinklers are installed 5 ft apart, a baffle 2 ft from one sprinkler 
and 3 ft from another will work fine in protecting each sprinkler from direct 
spray. 
   The requirement for non-combustible or limited combustible materials is not 
important. Baffles can be made of wood or even plastic as long as they stay in 
place long enough for the sprinkler to open. The issue is that they be solid 
(with no holes that would let the water through) and rigid (so that they do not 
blow over due to the force of the hot gasses from the fire or the force of the 
water spray hitting them). If the water spray is impacting the combustible 
baffle, it will keep it from burning. If the water spray is not impacting the 
baffle, it will not matter if the baffle goes away because it was not stopping the 
spray of water anyway. 
   The term “wide” is incorrect to use in this context. It refers to the lesser of 
the horizontal dimensions. You don’t want the baffle to be at least 8 inches 
wide because that would mean you are looking for something at least 8 inches 
thick (which would take as many as 16 sheets of ½ inch wall board to make 
up). You really want something that is at least 8 inches long to protect the 
adjacent sprinklers from direct spray. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-147 Log #63 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.8.5.1.2(4) and 8.8.5.1.2(c))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-210
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   There appears to be a conflict with the 15 sf shadowed area limitation in 
13-212 (Log #361). The new 8.8.5.1.2(4) will allow a shadow area of 40 sf.  
Substantiation: A 2 ft wide obstruction along the length of the extended 
coverage sprinkler (20 ft) is a potential of 40 sf of shadowed area. There seems 
to be an exception in order for proposal 13-212 (Log #361) that limits shadow 
areas to 15 sf. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-148 Log #167 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.8.5.1.2(4) and Figure 8.8.5.1.2(c))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-210
Recommendation: Add a new sentence at the end of 8.8.5.1.2(4) and modify 
the figure as follows 
   The maximum distance between the sprinkler and the wall shall be measured 
from the sprinkler to the wall behind the obstruction and not to the face of the 
obstruction.
 
 

           Figure 8.8.5.1.2 
 
 
Substantiation: It is important to convey the fact that the sprinkler spacing 
must measured from the wall, not the face of the obstruction. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-149 Log #288 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(Figure 8.8.5.1.2(c))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-210
Recommendation: Remove the “18 in. minimum” designation in Figure 
8.8.5.1.2(c). 
Substantiation: The introduction of the indicated “18 in. minimum” criteria 
does not appear to serve a purpose as a lesser depth of obstruction would allow 
an enhanced ability for water discharge below. Leaving this criteria in place 
will serve to force the use of a larger obstruction for the application of the 
section.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The standard already provides adequate direction for 
obstructions less than 18 inches below the sprinkler. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been given further 
consideration by the Committee. The proponent is correct, the “18 in. 
minimum” serves no purpose, because as illustrated the obstruction begins 
above the elevation of the sprinkler deflector. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the original comment and the ROC ballot 
comment by Keeping.  
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-150 Log #234 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.8.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Desrosier, Tyco Fire Protection Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-212
Recommendation: Adjust the committee’s new text to read as follows:
   8.8.5.4 Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor provided the shadowed area does not exceed 15 sq feet 
where protected with quick response sprinklers in light and ordinary hazard 
areas when the following conditions are met.
   (1) Shadow areas created by obstructions not located along the perimeter 
walls of the sprinklered space as applicable in section 8.8.5.2.1.3 shall use the 
rules associated with that section allowing for shadow areas greater than 15 sq. 
ft. 
   (2) Shadow areas created by pockets or obstructions on the outer perimeter of 
the sprinklered space shall follow 8.8.5.4. 
   (3) The maximum depth of the shadow area created by a pocket or 
obstruction on the outer perimeter shall be 3 ft. 

18 in. minimum
no maximum

Ceiling or roof

24 in. max

Wall

No additioinal
protection is
required

Obstruction

S
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   (4) Measurement from the deepest point of the architectural feature to the 
sprinkler shall not exceed the maximum listed spacing of the sprinkler. 
   (5) If a sprinklered space has multiple shadow areas, the shadow areas must 
be separated by at least one sprinkler with an entirely sprinklered area.
Substantiation: The proposed wording for shadowed area does not cover 
adjacent shadowed areas. Also if the 4 times rule is already allowed it is 
redundant to restate that it is allowed again. It would also contradict the 4 
times rule in some cases, it would allow to move closer than 4 times the 
width of the obstruction as long as the shadow area is less than 27 sq ft. The 
intent of the proposal is for pocket type areas where the 4 times rule is not 
directly applicable. These areas are worse in a fire scenario than a fire in front 
of a flat wall due to more re-radiation from the walls back to the fire. In the 
explanatory material for the 4 times rule, it is necessary to have sprinkler spray 
on both sides of the obstruction only allowing one dry wall. Therefore it is not 
applicable to use the same amount of allowable shadow area as the 4 times 
rule but it is necessary to define how large the area should be. 15 feet is less 
than the maximum allowed by the 4 times rule but is sufficient to allow for 
small pockets for doorways to be left partially un-sprinklered. Currently using 
the 4 times rule shadow areas are allowed no matter what types of response 
sprinklers. When utilizing quick respon se elements, the sprinkler only operates 
seconds earlier than if a standard response element were utilized. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-151 Log #19 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.8.5.4 and A.8.8.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-212
Recommendation: Revise 8.8.5.4 as follows:
   8.8.5.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor where provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 ft² 
(1.39 m²) cumulatively where protected with quick response sprinklers in light 
and ordinary hazard areas occupancies with quick response sprinklers.
   Add new Figure A.8.8.5.4

 

 
   Figure A.8.8.5.4 Example of Shadow Areas (SSU/SSP)
 

 
Substantiation: Changes have been made to align with 8.6.5.4 in terms of 
the wording. The original proposal did not limit the number of 15 ft² shadow 
areas allowed in the protection area of each sprinkler. An annex figure has been 
added.  

Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-152 Log #64 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.8.5.4 and A.8.8.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-212
Recommendation: Delete the committee meeting action and convert the text 
to annex material. 
   8.8.5.4* Shadow Areas. 
   A.8.8.5.4 Shadowed areas should be permitted in the protection area of a 
sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from reaching 
the floor where shadowed areas do not exceed 27 sq ft in light and ordinary 
occupancies with quick response sprinklers. These shadowed dry areas are 
created by using the obstruction rules. Corridors, for example, will frequently 
have areas that are inset for a doorway. It is not the intent of NFPA 13 to 
require additional sprinkler protection in these doorways.
Substantiation: The standard just needs to acknowledge that shadowing does 
exist. There is no need for a maximum area or limit it this to quick response 
sprinklers for light and ordinary hazard occupancies. The size of the shadowed 
area needs further study and should not be limited at 27 sf if the obstruction 
rules area applied. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
The TC accepts the concept of providing annex material on application of 
obstruction rules. 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 

_____________________________________________________________ 
13-153 Log #174 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.8.5.4 and A.8.8.5.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-212
Recommendation: Revise the proposed text and add an annex note as follows:
   8.8.5.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft per 
sprinkler.where protected with quick response sprinklers in light and ordinary 
hazard areas. 
   A.8.8.5.4 The intent of the shadow area rules in this standard is to apply to 
small dry areas caused by walls. It is not the intent of this standard to have the 
shadow area rules apply to dry areas created by ducts, decks, overhead doors or 
other similar obstructions. Other obstruction rules in NFPA 13 will cover such 
obstructions.
Substantiation: The proposal puts into the standard a logical extension of the 
four-times rule. Many AHJ’s refuse to follow the logic and demand that the 
language be explicitly stated in the standard. 
   The term being defined in Chapter 3 is “shadow” area, so that is what should 
be used on the body of the standard. 
   The shadow area is proposed to be limited to a total of 15 sq ft per sprinkler 
in an attempt to make this standard compatible to NFPA 13R and NFPA 13D 
where negative ballots expressed a concern for multiple shadow areas. With 
extended coverage sprinklers, the case could be made for shadow areas greater 
than 15 sq ft, but we have limited the area to this number to be consistent with 
the other sections of the standard. 
   As pointed out in Mr. Keeping’s ballot in the ROP, the rule should not be 
limited to light or ordinary hazard occupancies with quick response sprinklers. 
Ordinary hazard occupancies and extra hazard occupancies being protected 
with standard response spray sprinklers in accordance with 8.8 use the four-
times rule and already are permitted to have shadow areas in excess of 15 sq ft. 
There is no reason to exclude them from this allowance here. 
   The annex note helps to limit the use of the shadow area rule as it is intended 
and not to have it extended to other uses such as allowing an unsprinklered 
area under a short duct that is more than 4 ft wide. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
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Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Reject text to 8.8.5.4 
   Accept concept of annex material 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-154 Log #181 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.9.3.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-213
Recommendation: Revise the last part of the section as follows:
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
Substantiation: There is no legitimate reason to require the baffles to be 
halfway between the sprinklers. If sprinklers are installed 5 ft apart, a baffle 2 
ft from one sprinkler and 3 ft from another will work fine in protecting each 
sprinkler from direct spray. 
   The requirement for non-combustible or limited combustible materials is 
not important. Baffles can be made of wood or even plastic as long as they 
stay in place long enough for the sprinkler to open. The issue is that they be 
solid (with no holes that would let the water through) and rigid (so that they 
do not blow over due to the force of the hot gasses from the fire or the force of 
the water spray hitting them). If the water spray is impacting the combustible 
baffle, it will keep it from burning. If the water spray is not impacting the 
baffle, it will not matter if the baffle goes away because it was not stopping the 
spray of water anyway. 
   The term “wide” is incorrect to use in this context. It refers to the lesser of 
the horizontal dimensions. You don’t want the baffle to be at least 8 inches 
wide because that would mean you are looking for something at least 8 inches 
thick (which would take as many as 16 sheets of ½ inch wall board to make 
up). You really want something that is at least 8 inches long to protect the 
adjacent sprinklers from direct spray. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise text as follows: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers.
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers.
Committee Statement: The terms “upright” and “pendant” are not appropriate 
for the sidewall sprinkler section. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-155 Log #235 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.9.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Desrosier, Tyco Fire Protection Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-215
Recommendation: Adjust the committee’s new text to read as follows:
   8.9.5.4 Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
of area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft. where 
protected with quick  response sprinklers in light and ordinary hazard areas.
   (1) Shadow areas created by obstructions not located on the outer perimeter 
of the sprinklered space as applicable in section 8.9.5.2.1.3 shall use the rules 
associated with that section. 
   (2) Shadow areas created by pockets or obstructions on the outer perimeter of 
the sprinklered space shall follow 8.9.5.4. 

   (3) Measurement from the deepest point of the architectural feature to the 
sprinkler shall not exceed the maximum listed spacing of the sprinkler. 
   (4) The minimum distance “X” must be equal to or greater than “Y”.

 
               Figure 8.9.5.4(4) 
 

 
   (5) If a sprinklered space has multiple shadow areas, the sprinkler coverage 
area including the shadowed area shall be separated by an adjacent sprinkler 
coverage area which does not contain a shadow area. 
   (6) If multiple shadow area’s are included in one sprinkler coverage area, the 
summation of the shadowed areas shall not exceed 15 sq ft.
Substantiation: The proposed wording for shadowed area does not cover 
adjacent shadowed areas or multiple shadowed areas covered by a single 
sprinkler. Also if the 4 times rule is already allowed it is redundant to restate 
that it is allowed again. It would also contradict the 4 times rule in some cases, 
it would allow to move closer than 4 times the width of the obstruction as 
long as the shadow area is less than 15 sq ft or restrict the use of the 4 times 
rule if the shadow area was greater than 15 sq ft. The intent of the proposal is 
for pocket type areas where the 4 times rule is not directly applicable. These 
areas are worse in a fire scenario. Therefore it not applicable to use the same 
amount of allowable shadow area as the 4 times rule but it is necessary to 
define how large the area should be. 15 feet is less than the maximum allowed 
by the 4 times rule but is sufficient to allow for small pockets to be left 
partially un-sprinklered. There is no technical justification to relate Standard 
Response versus Quick Response sprinklers to “allowed” shadow areas. Also 
in the explanatory material for the 4 times rule it is only for obstructions where 
water is sprayed on both sides of the obstruction. This is impossible if the 
obstruction is located on the wall. It is important to limit the length of dry wall 
area allowed especially considering that UL requires backwall wetting as well 
as all walls to be wet at a minimum of 30” above the floor for EC sprinkler 
distribution testing. Correlating the distance from the sprinkler to the depth of 
the obstruction will not allow for a very long thin shadow area which would 
minimize the amount of dry wall area. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-156 Log #20 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.9.5.4, 8.9.5.4.1, and A.8.9.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-215
Recommendation: Revise 8.9.5.4 as follows:
  8.9.5.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns 
from reaching the floor where provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 
15 ft² (1.39 m²) cumulatively where protected in light and ordinary hazard 
occupancies with quick response sprinklers in light and ordinary hazard areas.    
Delete Figures 1,2 &3 (If they were accepted)
 
   Add new Figure A.8.9.5.4
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Add new 8.9.5.4.1 
   8.9.5.4.1 Shadow areas in corridors up to 2 ft (0.61 m) in depth and up to 9 ft 
(2.7 m) in length behind sidewall sprinklers shall be permitted.
  Add new Figure 8.9.5.4.1
 

 

 

 
Substantiation: This section was revised to read the same as the other shadow 
area sections. Also, the original proposal did not limit the number of 15 ft² 
shadow areas allowed in the protection area of each sprinkler. The allowance 
for doorway pockets in corridors behind the protection area of the sprinkler 
was added. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-157 Log #65 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.9.5.4 and A.8.9.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-215
Recommendation: Delete the committee meeting action and convert to annex 
material. 

   8.9.5.4* Shadow Areas.
   A.8.9.5.4 Shadowed areas should be permitted in the protection area of a 
sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from reaching the 
floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft. where protected with 
quick response sprinklers. Corridors being protected with sidewall sprinklers 
will frequently have small areas behind the sprinklers that are inset for a 
doorway. Even though these areas are slightly behind the sprinklers, it is not 
the intent of NFPA 13 to require additional sprinkler protection in these 
doorways. 
Substantiation: The standard just needs to acknowledge that shadowing does 
exist. There is no need for a maximum area or limit it this to quick response 
sprinklers. The size of the shadowed area needs further study and should not be 
limited at 15 sf if the obstruction rules are applied. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept concept of annex material  
   Reject proposed language to 8.9.5.4 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 

Sidewall sprinkler

Protection area 
of sprinkler

Shadow area

Protection area of sprinkler

Sidewall sprinkler

Shadow area

Shadow area

9 ft 0 in. max

2 ft 0 in. max

Figure 8.9.5.4.1 Shadow Areas Behind Sidewalls in Corridors

Figure A.8.9.5.4 Example of Shadow Areas (HSW)
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Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-158 Log #175 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.9.5.4 and A.8.9.5.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-215
Recommendation: Revise the proposed text and add an annex note as follows:
   8.9.5.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor provided the total of all shadowed areas in a compartment do 
not exceed 15 sq ft where protected with quick response sprinklers in light and 
ordinary hazard areas. 
   A.8.9.5.4 The intent of the shadow area rules in this standard is to apply to 
small dry areas caused by walls. It is not the intent of this standard to have the 
shadow area rules apply to dry areas created by ducts, decks, overhead doors or 
other similar obstructions. Other obstruction rules in NFPA 13 will cover such 
obstructions.
Substantiation: The proposal puts into the standard a logical extension of the 
four-times rule. Many AHJ’s refuse to follow the logic and demand that the 
language be explicitly stated in the standard. 
   The term being defined in Chapter 3 is “shadow” area, so that is what should 
be used on the body of the standard. 
   The shadow area is proposed to be limited to a total of 15 sq ft per sprinkler 
in an attempt to make this standard compatible to NFPA 13R and NFPA 13D 
where negative ballots expressed a concern for multiple shadow areas. The 
value of 15 sq ft could be increased in occupancies protected with extended 
coverage sprinklers based on the four-times rule, however, we are proposing 
that the area be maintained at 15 sq ft for consistency.  
   As pointed out in Mr. Keeping’s ballot in the ROP, the rule should not be 
limited to light or ordinary hazard occupancies with quick response sprinklers. 
Ordinary hazard occupancies being protected with standard response spray 
sprinklers in accordance with 8.9 use the four-times rule and already are 
permitted to have shadow areas over 15 sq ft. There is no reason to exclude 
them from this allowance here. 
   The annex note helps to limit the use of the shadow area rule as it is intended 
and not to have it extended to other uses such as allowing an unsprinklered 
area under a short duct that is more than 4 ft wide. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Accept concept of annex material 
   Reject proposed language to 8.9.5.4 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-159 Log #182 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.3.3, 8.10.3.4, and 8.10.3.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-216
Recommendation: Revise each section by inserting the word “or” and 
changing the 5 provisions as follows: 
  8.10.3.3 The minimum distance... unless required by 8.10.7.1.5.1, or unless 
separated by baffles that comply with the following: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
   8.10.3.4 Residential sidewall sprinklers shall be permitted... within the 
maximum protection area of another sprinkler or unless separated by baffles 
that comply with the following: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 

   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
   8.10.3.6 Where sprinklers are installed along sloped ceilings... as shown in 
Figure 8.10.3.6(a) and Figure 8.10.3.6(b), or unless separated by baffles that 
comply with the following: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
Substantiation: The word “or” is important. Without it, the baffle rules apply 
to everything prior in the sentence. Also, it is important that the word “and” is 
not implied.  
   There is no legitimate reason to require the baffles to be halfway between the 
sprinklers. If sprinklers are installed 5 ft apart, a baffle 2 ft from one sprinkler 
and 3 ft from another will work fine in protecting each sprinkler from direct 
spray. 
   The requirement for non-combustible or limited combustible materials is not 
important. Baffles can be made of wood or even plastic as long as they stay in 
place long enough for the sprinkler to open. The issue is that they be solid 
(with no holes that would let the water through) and rigid (so that they do not 
blow over due to the force of the hot gasses from the fire or the force of the 
water spray hitting them). If the water spray is impacting the combustible 
baffle, it will keep it from burning. If the water spray is not impacting the 
baffle, it will not matter if the baffle goes away because it was not stopping the 
spray of water anyway. 
   The term “wide” is incorrect to use in this context. It refers to the lesser of 
the horizontal dimensions. You don’t want the baffle to be at least 8 inches 
wide because that would mean you are looking for something at least 8 inches 
thick (which would take as many as 16 sheets of ½ inch wall board to make 
up). You really want something that is at least 8 inches long to protect the 
adjacent sprinklers from direct spray. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise as follows: 
   8.10.3.3 The minimum distance... unless required by 8.10.7.1.5.1, or unless 
separated by baffles that comply with the following: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
8.10.3.4 Residential sidewall sprinklers shall be permitted... within the 
maximum protection area of another sprinkler or unless separated by baffles 
that comply with the following: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers.
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers.
   8.10.3.6 Where sprinklers are installed along sloped ceilings... as shown in 
Figure 8.10.3.6(a) and Figure 8.10.3.6(b), or unless separated by baffles that 
comply with the following: 
   (1) Baffles shall be installed and located midway between sprinklers and are 
arranged to protect the actuating elements. 
   (2) Baffles shall be of noncombustible or limited-combustible solid and rigid 
material that will stay in place before and during sprinkler operation. 
   (3) Baffles shall be not less than 8 in. (203 mm) wide long and 6 in. (152 
mm) high. 
   (4) The tops of baffles shall extend between 2 in. and 3 in. (51 mm and 76 
mm) above the deflectors of upright sprinklers. 
   (5) The bottoms of baffles shall extend downward to a level at least even 
with the deflectors of pendent sprinklers. 
Committee Statement: The terms “upright” and “pendant” are not appropriate 
for the sidewall sprinkler section. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-160 Log #216 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.3.3, 8.10.3.4, and 8.10.3.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-216
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-216 Log #323 as submitted. Delete all 
revisions and new language made by the SSI technical committee as shown in 
the Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle. 
Substantiation: The original proposal as submitted was very clear and easy to 
comply with and should have been accepted as submitted. The revisions 
introduced by the technical committee are very restrictive and will be very 
difficult to comply with in a residential application. While the new residential 
sprinkler baffle requirements proposed by the technical committee are the same 
as those for standard pendent and upright spray sprinklers, and extended 
coverage upright and pendent spray sprinklers, there is no reason to apply them 
to residential sprinklers. This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes 
and Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-159 (Log #182).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-161 Log #168 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.10.6.1.2(4) and 8.10.6.1.2(c))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-220
Recommendation: Add a new sentence at the end of 8.10.6.1.2(4) and modify 
the figure as follows 
   The maximum distance between the sprinkler and the wall shall be measured 
from the sprinkler to the wall behind the obstruction and not to the face of the 
obstruction.

 
 
   Figure 8.10.6.1.2(c)
 

 
Substantiation: It is important to convey the fact that the sprinkler spacing 
must measured from the wall, not the face of the obstruction. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-162 Log #236 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.10.6.4 and 8.10.6.5 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Desrosier, Tyco Fire Protection Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-221
Recommendation: Revise text to the following;
   8.10.6.4 Shadow Areas. Small Potentially blocked or shadowed floor areas 
shall be permitted on a horizontal plane in compartments of 1800 sq ft (74.3 sq 
m ) or less as long as all of the following conditions are met: 
   (1) The maximum area of any single individual contiguous shadowed floor 
area, regardless of geometric configuration shall not exceed 3 sq ft (0.28 sq m). 

   (2) The maximum area summation of any number of individual shadowed 
floor areas shall not exceed 12 sq ft (1.11 s m) per compartment. 
   (3) The maximum total summation of shadowed floor areas and allowances 
made by 8.10.6.4 shall not exceed 30 sq ft (2.79 sq m) per dwelling unit. 
   8.10.6.5 Shadow Areas in Corridors. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in 
the protection area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray 
patterns from reaching the floor where shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq 
feet when the following conditions are met. 
   (1) The maximum depth of a shadowed area created by a pocket or 
obstruction shall be 3 feet 
   (2) Measurement from the deepest point of the pocket to the sprinkler shall 
not exceed the maximum listed spacing of the sprinkler.
Substantiation: Residential sprinkler effectiveness and testing is highly 
dependent on high wall wetting. This assures that the sprinkler discharge 
“sweeps” hot gasses from the ceiling area, snap cooling the room, and 
effectively preventing flashover. By allowing for shadow areas based on 15 SF 
of floor area, the resultant dry wall area is exorbitant. (9 ft. X 3’-4” X.5 = 15 
sq. ft.) For an 8 ft. high ceiling, this would result in 98 SF of unwetted wall. 
The guidance currently within NFPA 13R result in a much more reasonable 
unwetted wall area. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-163 Log #21 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.10.6.4 and A.8.10.6.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-221
Recommendation: Revise 8.10.6.4 as follows:
8.10.6.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor where provided shadowed areas do not exceed 15 ft² (1.39 
m²) cumulatively.
   Add new Figure A.8.10.6.4
 

      Figure A.8.10.6.4 Example of Shadow Areas (SSU/SSP)
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Substantiation: This section was revised to read the same as other shadow 
sections. The original proposal did not limit the number of 15 ft² shadow areas 
allowed in the protection area of each sprinkler.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-164 Log #66 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.6.4 and A.8.10.6.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-221
Recommendation: Delete the committee meeting action and convert the text 
to annex materials. 
   8.10.6.4* Shadow Areas.
   A.8.10.6.4 Shadowed areas should be permitted in the protection area of a 
sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from reaching 
the floor where shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft. These shadowed dry 
areas are created by using the obstruction rules. Corridors, for example, will 
frequently have areas that are inset for a doorway. It is not the intent of NFPA 
13 to require additional sprinkler protection in these doorways.
Substantiation: The standard just needs to acknowledge that shadowing does 
exist. There is no need for a maximum area or limit it this to quick response 
sprinklers for light and ordinary hazard occupancies. The size of the shadowed 
area needs further study and should not be limited at 15 sf if the obstruction 
rules area applied. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-165 Log #176 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.10.6.4 and A.8.10.6.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-221
Recommendation: Revise the proposed text and add an annex note as follows:
   8.10.6.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft per 
sprinkler. 
   A.8.10.6.4 The intent of the shadow area rules in this standard is to apply to 
small dry areas caused by walls. It is not the intent of this standard to have the 
shadow area rules apply to dry areas created by ducts, decks, overhead doors or 
other similar obstructions. Other obstruction rules in NFPA 13 will cover such 
obstructions.
Substantiation: The proposal puts into the standard a logical extension of the 
four-times rule. Many AHJ’s refuse to follow the logic and demand that the 
language be explicitly stated in the standard. 
   The term being defined in Chapter 3 is “shadow” area, so that is what should 
be used on the body of the standard. 

   The shadow area is proposed to be limited to a total of 15 sq ft per sprinkler 
in an attempt to make this standard compatible to NFPA 13R and NFPA 13D 
where negative ballots expressed a concern for multiple shadow areas. The 
value of 15 sq ft has been retained for consistency with other portions of 
the standard even though an extension of the four-times rule with residential 
sprinklers could allow a larger area. 
   The annex note helps to limit the use of the shadow area rule as it is intended 
and not to have it extended to other uses such as allowing an unsprinklered 
area under a short duct that is more than 4 ft wide. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Reject proposed language to 8.10.6.4 
   Accept concept of annex language 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-166 Log #22 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.10.7.4, 8.10.7.4.1, and A.8.10.7.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-223
Recommendation: Revise 8.10.7.4 as follows:
  8.10.7.4* Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor where provided shadowed areas do not exceed 15 ft² (1.39 
m²) cumulatively.
   Add new Figure A.8.10.7.4

 
 
                Figure A.8.10.7.4 Example of Shadow Areas (HSW)
 
   Add new 8.10.7.4.1 
 
  8.10.7.4.1 Shadow areas in corridors up to 2 ft (0.61 m) in depth and up to 9 
ft (2.7 m) in length behind sidewall sprinklers shall be permitted.
  Add new Figure 8.10.7.4.1
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Figure 8.10.7.4.1 Shadow Areas Behind Sidewalls in Corridors 
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Substantiation: This section was revised to read the same as other shadow 
area sections. Language was added for the allowance for doorway pockets in 
corridors.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-167 Log #67 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.10.7.4 and A.8.10.7.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-223
Recommendation: Delete the committee meeting action and convert to annex 
material. 
   8.10.7.4* Shadow Areas.
   A.8.10.7.4 Shadowed areas should be permitted in the protection area of a 
sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from reaching the 
floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft. Corridors being 
protected with sidewall sprinklers will frequently have small areas behind the 
sprinklers that are inset for a doorway. Even though these areas are slightly 
behind the sprinklers, it is not the intent of NFPA 13 to require additional 
sprinkler protection in these doorways. 
Substantiation: The standard just needs to acknowledge that shadowing does 
exist. There is no need for a maximum area or limit it this to quick response 
sprinklers. The size of the shadowed area needs further study and should not be 
limited at 15 sf if the obstruction rules are applied. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Reject proposed language to 8.10.7.4 
   Accept concept of annex language No  
   Changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-168 Log #177 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(8.10.7.4 and A.8.10.7.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-223
Recommendation: Revise the proposed text and add an annex note as follows:
   8.10.7.4 Shadow Areas. Shadowed areas shall be permitted in the protection 
area of a sprinkler where walls or partitions block direct spray patterns from 
reaching the floor provided the shadowed areas do not exceed 15 sq ft per 
sprinkler.
   A.8.10.7.4 The intent of the shadow area rules in this standard is to apply to 
small dry areas caused by walls. It is not the intent of this standard to have the 
shadow area rules apply to dry areas created by ducts, decks, overhead doors or 
other similar obstructions. Other obstruction rules in NFPA 13 will cover such 
obstructions.
Substantiation: The proposal puts into the standard a logical extension of the 
four-times rule. Many AHJ’s refuse to follow the logic and demand that the 
language be explicitly stated in the standard. 
   The term being defined in Chapter 3 is “shadow” area, so that is what should 
be used on the body of the standard. 
   The shadow area is proposed to be limited to a total of 15 sq ft per sprinkler 
in an attempt to make this standard compatible to NFPA 13R and NFPA 13D 
where negative ballots expressed a concern for multiple shadow areas. The 
value of 15 sq ft has been retained for consistency with other portions of the 
standard even though an extension of the four-times rule with residential 
sprinklers could allow a larger area. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
Reject proposed language to 8.10.7.4 
   Accept concept of annex language 
   No changes made to text based on this Log#.  
Committee Statement: The TC has provided language in the annex to 
acknowledge that the entire floor area may not be covered by the discharge 
pattern and that this is understood based on the presence of the obstruction 
rules located in Chapter 8. See TC action on 13-346 (Log #CC2) for specific 
annex language added to address this issue. 

Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See my Comment on Affirmative on Comment 13-135 (Log 
#172). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-169 Log #86 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.11)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-225
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-225 concerning K-19.6 CMSA 
sprinklers and reject. 
Substantiation: This issue needs further consideration. As written in Proposal 
13-225, it is implied that there can only ever be one type of K-19.6 CMSA 
sprinkler. Therefore acceptance of this 13-225 would limit any future 
developments of CMSA sprinklers using that K-factor. Currently there are 
different varieties of K-25.2 CMSA sprinklers on the market – upright and 
pendent types, standard coverage and extended coverage types. Future 
developments along these lines should be encouraged for K-19.6 too, so the 
proposed installation criteria should not be adopted now. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: 13-169 (Log #86) should be rejected to allow information 
describing Protection Areas and Maximum Spacing criteria for K19.6 CMSA 
Sprinklers provided in Proposal 13-225 (Log #4 SSD) to be included in NFPA 
13. Action was held over from the 2009 ROC awaiting fire test and obstruction 
data which has subsequently been provided. There has been more than 
adequate time to consider this issue since it has been active during the 2009 
cycle as well as the current cycle. In accordance with accepted NFPA 
committee protocol, supporting test data has been provided to NFPA 
headquarters. There is no technical reason to exclude the K19.6 CMSA 
installation criteria from NFPA 13. As with any other products, based on 
equivalency inclusion of the data does not preclude further development of 
K19.6 technology as suggested by negative commenters.  
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: The guidelines for the K19.6 are technically correct, 
however I think the format in which it was presented is what led to Proposal 
13-225 being rejected. Ideally the end user of NFPA 13 would like an 
installation guideline that applies to all CMSA sprinklers and then as needed 
provide exceptions, when they apply, to a sprinkler having a specific K-factor, 
orientation, RTI rated, sprinkler spacing and/or temperature rating. This will 
help simplify the guidelines for this section.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-170 Log #273 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.11)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Russell B. Leavitt, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-225
Recommendation: Delete entire accepted text.
Substantiation: Acceptance of the proposal raises a number of issues that 
include the following: 
   1. This proposal addresses only one type of CMSA pendent sprinkler 
(K19.6). This is much too specific for inclusion in NFPA 13. The precedent set 
by accepting this proposal is ominous. I fear it opens the door for not only 
adding installation requirements for other pendent CMSA sprinklers based on 
K-factor but conceivably requirements that could be submitted for each of the 
general (six) sprinkler characteristics meaning this level of detailed installation 
requirements is not limited to CMSA but could extend to each type of sprinkler. 
Is this what we really want for our industry? I agree with Mr. Keeping’s 
explanation of his negative vote on this proposal. The committee should leave 
in place the language of section 8.11.1.1 until a universal set of installation 
guidelines for all pendent CMSA sprinklers is agreed to. In fact, I would argue 
that use of language such as that in section 8.11.1.1. be expanded and used to 
limit the amount of specific application material that is finding its way into the 
standard. 
   2. I am disturbed by the fact that the supporting material for this proposal is 
only available for review at NFPA headquarters. This is not the only instance 
where supporting materials are not available for viewing except by traveling to 
Quincy MA and this is quite frankly wrong. How can meaningful public 
comment be reasonably sought and how can members of the technical 
committee make a decision without having reasonable access to this material? 
If the supporting material is proprietary, then the argument is even stronger for 
using the existing language of section 8.11.1.1. rather than adding specific 
installation guidelines to the standard. 
   3. I must take this opportunity to express my deep concern regarding the 
continuing move to complicate the standard with requirements that include 
specific applications and scenarios. I understand that technology is evolving 
and that the standard(s) must accommodate the ever growing protection options 
but NFPA 13 is already unwieldy and will soon be so full of minutia that the 
basic layout and installation concepts will cease to be relevant. I am a NFPA 
senior instructor for water-based suppression related subjects and I am 
witnessing firsthand the difficulty that experienced engineers, layout 
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technicians, field personnel, and Authorities having Jurisdiction encounter in 
locating and applying the ever increasing installation details in the standard. 
When factoring in the overwhelming challenge to educate individuals who are 
entering the field, the need to simplify things is readily apparent. We are setting 
ourselves up for future failure. 
   4. I also question (along with Mr. Keeping) the appropriateness of having this 
proposal addressed by the SSD Technical Committee rather SSI. The proposed 
revisions and new text are all chapter 8.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: See reason for negative vote on Comment 13-169, (Log 
#86). 
   Also, substantiation related to objection to general trends as well as 
established NFPA policies, while perhaps understandable as a general comment 
related to the entire process, is not an appropriate basis for accepting this 
particular comment and reversing the action taken by the Committee during the 
proposal phase. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: See my comments in 13-169. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-171 Log #183 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(Table 8.11.2.2.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-225
Recommendation: Renumber Table 8.11.2.2.2 to 8.11.2.2.3.
Substantiation: The table needs to match the section it applies to.
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC removed the tables as part of 13-169 (Log 
#86) and 13-170 (Log #273). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: Based on negative votes on Comments 13-169 (Log #86) 
and 13-170 (Log #273), my vote on 13-171 (Log #183) is also negative. The 
table needs to match the section it applies to so it should be renumbered. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-172 Log #237 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.11.5.2.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Desrosier, Tyco Fire Protection Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-227
Recommendation: Reconsider ROP 13-227 Log #533.
Substantiation: A nominal 4 inch pipe has an actual 4.5 inch outside diameter 
which I feel is too large for some sprinklers. The sprinkler could also be 
attached to the branchline by a mechanical T. This would also add to the 
obstruction to the sprinkler discharge. Sprinklers have much different heights 
and deflector sizes which would also determine how much the sprinkler 
branchline becomes an obstruction. This comment is being submitted by the 
Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC reviewed ROP 13-227 and believes the 
committee action during the ROP was appropriate. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-173 Log #184 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.12.2.2.3, 8.12.2.2.4, 8.12.3.1(3), and 8.12.3.1(4))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-228
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-228 and undo the changes made by 
Proposal 13-230. 
Substantiation: Mr. Baker’s negative ballot in the ROP says what needs to be 
said. Whether the obstruction causing the problem is a structural element or not 
has no bearing on the design of the sprinkler system. The term “structural 
element” appears in the standard because this is the most common form of 
obstructions that will need this set of rules, but they are not the only 
obstructions potentially at the ceiling and regardless of the kind of obstruction, 
if the sprinkler spacing is acceptable, it should be permitted to be used. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Its the TC’s intent to only allow the relocation of 
ESFR sprinklers when they are obstructed by structural elements. Other 
obstructions such as lights and ducts should be moved to allow for the 
distribution of the ESFR sprinkler. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: When a ceiling-level sprinkler is obstructed to the point it 
is ineffective, the end user should be able to determine what is the most 
appropriate means to correct the situation based on the known effective 

solutions that are available. To not provide acceptable solutions to an end user, 
even if it is not the most desirable option, is in my viewpoint unacceptable. 
   LAKE, J.: Because of the increased performance required (suppression) 
ESFR are easily impacted by any obstruction, not just structural members. 
   The standard should therefore be flexible in this regard and should permit 
sprinklers to be moved to avoid any obstruction, not just structural members. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-174 Log #185 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.12.2.2.3(2) and 8.12.3.1.3(b))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-229
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-229.
Substantiation: The standard is currently ambiguous. There is a problem with 
the language, “shall maintain the same pattern”. Which same pattern is the 
committee intending to be followed, the old pattern before the shift or the new 
pattern after the shift? AHJ’s are split on how they enforce the rules, which 
defies the concept of a “standard”.  
   The proposed language calls for adjacent sprinklers to be shifted, which 
clarifies that the new pattern is the one that needs to be followed.  
   The committee is now aware of the problem. The committee has been given 
specific language to solve the problem. The committee has the obligation of 
accepting this language or developing their own language to solve the problem. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Does not clarify the requirements any more than 
already done in the standard. The figure in the annex provides clear direction. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-175 Log #23 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.12.5.2(6))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-232
Recommendation: Add new 8.12.5.2 (6)
   8.12.5.2(6) Additional sprinklers shall not be required where the obstruction 
is a light fixture located more than 36 in (914 mm) below the deflector and 
located over an aisle.
Substantiation: A light in an aisle should not be any more of an obstruction 
than the top of a pallet load.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: A light is not part of the target of the discharge. If it is 
in the aisle, it is still between the storage and the sprinkler. The obstruction 
must be considered. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I agree with the rejection, but only because the size of the 
light fixture was not specified. I am confused by the wording provided in the 
Substantiation; is a bar joist the target of the sprinkler discharge, is a 1 in. 
diameter service pipe the target of the sprinkler discharge? Seems to me the 
answer would be “no” as would the question raised in the Substantiation, 
however I do not see the obstruction guidelines indicating that these are 
unacceptable obstructions. A light fixture over an aisle will not be a problem as 
long as it is not interfering with the umbrella pattern reaching the top of storage 
and the flue spaces of the storage are not blocked. As long as the light fixture 
does not prevent this scenario, it is not a problem. Perhaps for the next cycle 
the submitter can find better wording to meet this goal so that the intent 
indicated in the Comment can be accepted. 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-176 Log #186 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.12.5.2(6))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-232
Recommendation: Insert a new section 8.12.5.2(6) as follows:
   8.12.5.2(6) Additional sprinklers shall not be required where a single 
obstruction is 48 inches by 48 inches or less in area and is located a minimum 
of 36 inches below the sprinkler deflector and not over a longitudinal flue. 
Substantiation: The committee’s statement for rejecting the proposal was non-
responsive to the proposed issues. There is no requirement for a submitter to 
provide test data. The substantiation in the original proposal demonstrated 
equivalency to something that was already permitted in the standard. A 
demonstration of equivalency is all that is required to justify a provision. 
   In this comment, the concept of making sure that the obstruction does not 
block a longitudinal flue has been added to enhance the concept that the 
proposed obstruction is equivalent to a load on a rack. 
   The basic problem with NFPA 13 is that there is no dimension below the 
sprinklers where any obstruction over 2 ft wide is permitted. If the committee 
continues to do nothing to solve this problem, then there will be no ESFR 
installations that can comply with the standard. Every object, including a desk 
on the floor that is greater than 2 ft wide is an obstruction that needs a sprinkler 
underneath. 
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   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: A obstruction is not part of the target of the discharge. 
If it is in the aisle, it is still between the storage and the sprinkler. The 
obstruction must be considered. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I agree with the Committee’s action to reject this 
Comment, but not because of the Substantiation given. The Substantiation 
references an obstruction in an aisle, yet this is not addressed in this specific 
Comment. The reason why this is unacceptable is because no flue spaces are 
allowed to be blocked. If the submitter had indicated that the single obstruction 
could not be located over both the longitudinal flue space as well as the 
transverse flue space, then I think he would have had a condition that the 
Committee could potentially consider as acceptable. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-177 Log #260 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.15.1.2 and 8.6.4.1.4.5 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-239
Recommendation: Add a new section 8.6.4.1.4.5 in 8.6.4.1.4 to read as 
follows: 
   8.6.4.1.4.5 The special requirements of 8.6.2.2.1 and 8.6.4.1.4 for sprinklers 
under a roof or ceiling in combustible concealed spaces of wood joist or wood 
truss construction with members less than 3 ft (0.91 m) on center and a slope 
having a pitch of 4 in 12 or greater shall not apply when the exposed 
combustible deck materials in the roof or ceiling space are constructed of fire-
retardant treated wood as defined by NFPA 703, Standard for Fire Retardant 
Impregnated Wood and Fire Retardant Coatings for Building Materials.
Substantiation: The fire testing submitted by the proponent ( in previous 
cycles) showed that the use of a fire retardant treated wood deck in wood truss 
attics can significantly limit the fire spread and damage in unsprinklered 
concealed roof spaces. This should allow for some relaxation in the most 
onerous provisions that apply to sprinklers having to be installed to protect 
concealed spaces below pitched roofs/ceiling where trusses or wood rafter 
roofs are present. With this new wording, such spaces having the FRTW deck 
would still be required to be sprinklered, but would not need to apply the more 
stringent rules in Table 8.6.2.2.1(a) or 8.6.4.1.4.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise as follows:
   8.6.4.1.4.5 The special requirements of 8.6.2.2.1 and 8.6.4.1.4 for sprinklers 
under a roof or ceiling in combustible concealed spaces of wood joist or wood 
truss construction with members less than 3 ft (0.91 m) on center and a slope 
having a pitch of 4 in 12 or greater shall not apply when the exposed 
combustible sheathing in the roof or ceiling space are constructed of pressure 
impregnated fire-retardant treated wood as defined by NFPA 703, Standard for 
Fire Retardant Impregnated Wood and Fire Retardant Coatings for Building 
Materials.
Committee Statement: The language was modified to more clearly identify 
the need for pressure treated fire retardant wood.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-178 Log #187 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.1.2.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-240
Recommendation: Revise 8.15.1.2.7 Concealed spaces entirely filled with 
noncombustible insulation shall not require sprinkler protection. A maximum 2 
inch air gap at the top of the space shall be permitted.
Substantiation: Mr. Huggins has a good point. There frequently needs to be an 
air gap of some kind at the top, which should be recognized by NFPA 13. The 
section has been rewritten to remove the concept of a roof deck, which 
evidently was a problem for the committee. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-179 Log #261 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.15.1.2.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-240
Recommendation: Accept some form of this proposal in a separate provision, 
instead of simply revising 8.15.1.2.7, which applies to all forms of concealed 
spaces filled with insulation.  
Substantiation: The presence of this narrow space above the noncombustible 
insulation in a roof space should not result in the propagation of fire through 
that small space and it is not otherwise practical to install sprinklers in such a 
scenario. The committee statement for Reject is moot since the wording 
specifically and only applies to roof spaces. 

Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-178 (Log #187).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-180 Log #285 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.15.1.2.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-240
Recommendation: Revise 8.15.1.2.7 as follows:
   8.15.1.2.7 Concealed spaces entirely filled with full of noncombustible 
insulation with a maximum 2 in. (50.8 mm) air space atop the insulation shall 
not require sprinkler protection. 
Substantiation: It is correct that this condition can occur in situations other 
than roof/ceiling assembly. The proposed verbiage has been modified to reflect 
such a varied application.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-178 (Log #187).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-181 Log #45 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.15.1.2.7 and 8.15.1.2.17)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-240
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   8.15.1.2.7 Concealed spaces entirely filled with full of noncombustible 
insulation with a maximum 2 in. (50.8 m) air space between the roof deck 
material or floor assembly and the top of the insulation shall not require 
sprinkler protection. 
8.15.1.2.17* Concealed spaces formed by noncombustible or limited-
combustible ceilings suspended from the bottom of wood joists and composite 
wood joists with a maximum nominal chord width of 2 in. (50.8 mm), where 
joist spaces are full of noncombustible batt insulation with a maximum 2 in. 
(50.8 m) air space between the roof decking material or floor assembly and the 
top of the batt insulation. Facing that meets the requirements for 
noncombustible or limited-combustible material covering the surface of the 
bottom chord of each joist and secured in place per the manufacturer’s 
recommendations shall not require sprinklers. 
Substantiation: To avoid unnecessary differences between similar criteria, the 
original proposal copied the text from 8.15.1.2.17. In order to address the 
concerns of the committee that the allowance is not restricted to just roof 
assemblies, 8.15.1.2.17 also needs to be modified. This change improves the 
correlation between Figure A.8.15.1.2.17, which shows a horizontal assembly, 
but the body of the text only references the roof decking. This section also 
supports the application of a 2 inch air gap (whether to address ventilation or 
settling of the insulation) to 8.15.1.2.7. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-178 (Log #187).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-182 Log #262 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.1.2.10)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-241
Recommendation: Continue to reject this proposal.
Substantiation: I agree that the intent of this provision is not tied solely to 
limited combustible construction materials in order to allow sprinklers to be 
omitted. Other product systems not consider as limited combustible can be 
manufactured and designed to provide the fire performance required.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-183 Log #221 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.1.2.18 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-544
Recommendation: Delete the following text:
   Reject proposal 13-544 (Log #75). 
Substantiation: This new annex text will cause confusion when applying this 
section. By showing a sprinkler in the small awning in the figure provided, the 
user will get the impression that one is required, when it may not be. It is also 
confusing when considering sprinkler protection for the eave of an attic. If the 
eave is large enough with sufficient inside clearances it may require sprinklers. 
This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-184 Log #87 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.1.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-245
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-245 and reject.
Substantiation: This item should not have been accepted, no technical data or 
fire loss information was offered to support the change and the idea that wood 
joist or wood truss construction is comparable to bar joist construction is 
without merit. Standard spray sprinklers have been successfully used to protect 
combustible concealed spaces with bar joist construction for many many years 
and there is no reason to change this now. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: A combustible concealed space with limited clearance 
requires a specially listed sprinkler. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I continue to believe that specially listed concealed space 
sprinklers are not necessary in spaces with bar joist construction. Such spaces 
have been successfully protected with standard spray sprinklers since that type 
of sprinkler was invented in the 1950’s. Before that, old-style/conventional 
sprinklers were successfully used for the purpose. No negative results with this 
traditional method of protection have been brought forward and therefore there 
is no reason to negate that method now. The use of a specially listed sprinkler 
may certainly be permitted, but as a minimum standard, it is wrong for NFPA 
13 to mandate them, without at least first providing a proper technical 
substantiation.  
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with Keeping. No technical data or fire loss 
information provided to indicate that such spaces with bar joist construction 
cannot be adequately protected by standard spray sprinklers.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-185 Log #24 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.3.2.3.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-247
Recommendation: Revise 8.15.3.2.3.1 as follows:
   8.15.3.2.3.1 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be omitted from the bottom of 
the stairwell beneath landings or stairways when the space under the stairs at 
the bottom is blocked off so that storage cannot occur.
Substantiation: This makes it very clear that when the area beneath the bottom 
landing is blocked off, no sprinklers are required in the bottom of the stairwell. 
Many AHJ’s will still require that sprinklers be provided under the 2nd floor 
main landing even when the space at the bottom is blocked off. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-186 Log #284 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.3.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-249
Recommendation: Reconsider and reject the proposed action.
Substantiation: By removing the reference to fire divisions and adding the 
reference to a fire barrier, the character of the requirement is completely 
changed. As indicated in Figure A.8.15.3.3(a) the requirements appears to have 
been associated with stairs installed along a “firewall” with doors situated on 
each side. The installation of a “firewall” is regulated under the provisions of 
NFPA 221 and is defined as “A wall separating buildings or subdividing a 
building to prevent the spread of fire and having a fire resistance rating and 
structural stability.” This definition refers to subdividing of building reflective 
of the term “divisions” used in the text of 8.15.3.3. By introducing the term 
“fire barrier” as is proposed, this changes the requirement to now apply to any 
wall having a fire resistance rating. Additionally, in concert with this, the 
removal of the term “Fire Division” would not lead to any requirement that the 
“fire barrier” result in separate building areas as was provided previously as a 
fire barrier need not provide such a separation. 
   Furthermore, consideration should be given to deletion of the section in its 
entirety as no clear objective in providing such protection is evident. If a single 
fire rated door in a firewall need not include additional sprinkler protection in 
proximity to the door, then why would two fire rated doors separated by a 
noncombustible stair landing situated in the same firewall require additional 
protection. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC did not want to return to the 2010 text for 
8.15.3.3. The TC revised language in 13-187 (Log #CC6) to address this 
concept and accepting this proposal would “undo” that work. Please see TC 
action on 13-187 (Log #CC6.) 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   GERDES, R.: There is no need for additional sprinklers to protect fire-rated 

opening protectives in a fire wall or fire barrier. The building codes address this 
by requiring fire-rated door assemblies. If we need this protection for stairs, 
what about other penetrations in the wall? 
   The committee likes to see fire test data to establish requirements. Where is 
the fire test data that establishes this need? 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-187 Log #CC6 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.3.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-249
Recommendation: Revise 8.15.3.3 to read as follows: 
   When stairs have openings to each side of a fire wall(s) sprinklers shall be 
installed in the stair shaft at each floor landing with multiple openings. 
   Revise Figure A.8.15.3.3(a) and as follows: 
   Replace the words “Fire Sections” with “Sides of a Fire Wall” 
   Delete the words Fire Division 1 and Fire Division 2 
   Revise Figure A.8.15.3.3(b) as follows: 
   Replace the words “Fire Section” with “Side of a Fire Wall” 
   Delete the words Fire Division 1 and Fire Division 2 
Substantiation: The revised language more accurately describes the rated 
building component that is being penetrated by the stairs.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   GERDES, R.: There is no need for additional sprinklers to protect fire-rated 
opening protectives in a fire wall or fire barrier. The building codes address this 
by requiring fire-rated door assemblies. If we need this protection for stairs, 
what about other penetrations in the wall? 
   Where is the fire test data that establishes this need? 
___________________________________________________________ 
13-188 Log #25 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-251
Recommendation: Reject the original proposal. 
Substantiation: There are several problems with the way this is written. All 
elevators that contain a fire department override key can be considered first 
responder use. This will therefore apply to all elevator equipment rooms. (4) 
Indicates combustible storage. Based on that, non-combustible materials will 
be allowed to be stored in the room. Who will be responsible for policing the 
type of storage. The temptation by the occupants to use these spaces for storage 
is too great to ignore. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC stands by the position taken at the ROP stage. 
See TC action on 13-190 (Log #132) and 13-189 (Log #118) for additional 
modifications to proposal 13-251. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-189 Log #118 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Pascal Pfeiffer, AXA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-251
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
   (5) The elevator machinery is not of the hydraulic type
Substantiation: Hydraulic elevator machinery is a high combustible load and 
fire ignition threat with hydraulics involved. Adequate fire limitation will call 
for automatic sprinkler protection in the room. Besides, hydraulics are 
generally of reasonable size which will allow installation in non dedicated 
room, in a space adjacent to the elevator shaft which could be used for other 
purpose as well. This issue has first been raised by Mr. Miller with his negative 
vote explanation. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-190 Log #132 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.15.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Wayne D. Moore, Hughes Associates, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-251
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   8.15.5.3 Automatic fire sprinklers shall not be installed in elevator machine 
rooms and elevator machine machinery spaces, control spaces or hoistways of 
traction elevators serving occupant evacuation elevators or first responders use 
elevators installed in accordance with the applicable provisions in NFPA 101, 
or the applicable building code, where all of the following conditions are met: 
   (1) The elevator machine room, machinery space, control room, control space 
or hoistway of traction elevator is and spaces are dedicated to elevator 
equipment only. 
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   (2) The elevator machine room, machine room, machinery space, control 
room, control space or hoistway of traction elevators and spaces are protected 
by smoke detectors, or other automatic fire detection, installed in accordance 
with NFPA 72. 
   (3) The elevator equipment room or machinery space, control room, control 
space or hoistway of traction elevators is separated from the remainder of the 
building by walls and floor/ceiling or roof/ceiling assemblies having a fire 
resistive rating of not less than that specified by the applicable building code. 2 
hours.
   (4) No combustible materials are storage is permitted to be stored in the 
room or space elevator machine rooms, machinery spaces, control rooms, 
control spaces or hoistways of traction elevators.
   (renumber the rest of the section) 
Substantiation: I support the original proposal and the committee action. The 
comment is to add the language now used by the elevator industry in 
describing the various spaces involved and to clarify the intent of the original 
proposal. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise to read as follows: 
   8.15.5.3 Automatic fire sprinklers shall not be installed required in elevator 
machine rooms and elevator machine machinery spaces, control spaces or 
hoistways of traction elevators serving occupant evacuation elevators or first 
responders use elevators installed in accordance with the applicable provisions 
in NFPA 101, or the applicable building code, where all of the following 
conditions are met: 
   (1) The elevator machine room, machinery space, control room, control space 
or hoistway of traction elevator is and spaces are dedicated to elevator 
equipment only. 
   (2) The elevator machine room, machine room, machinery space, control 
room, control space or hoistway of traction elevators and spaces are protected 
by smoke detectors, or other automatic fire detection, installed in accordance 
with NFPA 72. 
   (3) The elevator equipment room or machinery space, control room, control 
space or hoistway of traction elevators is separated from the remainder of the 
building by walls and floor/ceiling or roof/ceiling assemblies having a fire 
resistive resistance rating of not less than that specified by the applicable 
building code. 2 hours.
   (4) No combustible materials unrelated to elevator equipment are storage is 
permitted to be stored in the room or space elevator machine rooms, machinery 
spaces, control rooms, control spaces or hoistways of traction elevators.
   (renumber the rest of the section) 
Committee Statement: Storage of any material not associated with elevator 
equipment must be prohibited. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 3 
Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: I agree with Mr. Victor’s comments. Also, without 
compelling data to the contrary, the Sprinkler Standard should reflect the 
benefits that sprinkler protection provides and err on the side of requiring them 
in all occupancies leaving the decision and responsibility for exempting them 
to others on a case by case basis. 
   SCHWAB, P.: The temptation to store in these spaces is too great to ignore. 
There will be very little control over whether or not the storage is non-
combustible or combustible.  
   VICTOR, T.: First the proponents of omitting sprinklers from these spaces 
claim there’s no room for storage in them, and now they admit there is, but the 
only thing that will be stored there are elevator parts. Revising the text to allow 
the storage of any kind or type of combustible materials in an unsprinklered 
space goes against all of the other requirements of NFPA 13. NFPA 13 requires 
sprinklers under canopies and decks and stairs when combustibles and storage 
are present. Just because the combustible material is related to the elevator 
equipment, there could be a substantial fire load in the unsprinklered space if 
multiple boxes of materials are stored and/or large amounts of plastics are 
stored there. If any storage is anticipated at all, sprinklers must be installed in 
the spaces described. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-191 Log #188 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-251
Recommendation: Reject Proposal 13-251.
Substantiation: There is no practical way to police the issue of having no 
combustible storage in the elevator machine room. Fires do start in these areas 
and such fires would be detrimental to elevator control much more so than 
water spray. 
   This comment was endorsed by the E&S Committee at its April 2011 
meeting. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC stands by the position taken at the ROP stage. 
See TC action on 13-190 (Log #132) and 13-189 (Log #118) for additional 
modifications to proposal 13-251. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 

Explanation of Negative: 
   DORNBOS, D.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-190 (Log 
#132). 
   VICTOR, T.: Obviously the claim of proponents of omitting sprinklers from 
these spaces “that there’s no room for storage” is wrong since they now want to 
be allowed to store elevator equipment materials in them. If there’s any kind of 
combustible storage in these spaces they should have sprinklers. The only way 
to ensure the spaces described are not used for storage is to not have any access 
into them. If access is provided through doors or panels, these spaces will be 
used for storage. Human nature and building space utilization will both dictate 
the use of any available space in a building for storage, and usually of 
cardboard boxes full of miscellaneous papers and parts, including plastic ones, 
which create a significant fire hazard. It will be easier to find a way to protect 
elevator equipment from the spray of sprinklers going off in a fire incident than 
to keep combustible materials out of these spaces. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-192 Log #217 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-251
Recommendation: Delete the following text:
   Reject proposal 13-251 (Log #371). 
Substantiation: The concept of deleting sprinkler protection in elevator 
machine rooms and elevator machine spaces should not be endorsed by this 
standard. However, if the technical committee wants to allow this omission 
then all four conditions as listed by the submitter would have to be met to 
ensure a reasonable degree of fire protect without sprinklers. To comply with 
condition (4) is next to impossible, and there’s no way to enforce this condition 
short of having daily inspections by the AHJ. These rooms and spaces are 
typically used by the building occupants for storage of combustible materials 
and therefore should have sprinkler protection. This comment is being 
submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC stands by the position taken at the ROP stage. 
See TC action on 13-190 (Log #132) and 13-189 (Log#118) for additional 
modifications to proposal 13-251. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   VICTOR, T.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-191 (Log 
#188). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-193 Log #315 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: William E. Koffel, Koffel Associates, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-251
Recommendation: Revise subitem (3) of new 8.15.5.3 from Proposal 13-251 
as follows: 
  8.15.5.3 Automatic fire sprinklers shall not be installed in elevator machine 
rooms and elevator machine spaces serving occupant evacuation elevators or 
first responders use elevators installed in accordance with the applicable 
provisions in NFPA 101, or the applicable building code, where all of the 
following conditions are met: 
   (1) The elevator machine room and spaces are dedicated to elevator 
equipment only.
   (2) The elevator machine room and spaces are protected by smoke detectors, 
or other automatic fire detection, installed in accordance with NFPA 72. 
   (3) The elevator equipment room or space is separated from the remainder of 
the building, other than elevator hoistways, by walls and floor/ceiling or roof/
ceiling assemblies having a fire resistive resistance rating of not less than 2 
hours. 
   (4) No combustible storage is permitted to be stored in the room or space. 
Substantiation: There is a functional need to permit openings between the 
elevator machine room or space and the hoistway to accommodate drive cables 
or belts. In a hoistway four or more stories in height, the enclosure walls are 
required by NFPA 101 and the building codes to separate the hoistway from the 
remainder of the building, other than the elevator machine room, with 
minimum 2-hour fire resistance rated construction. Buildings less than four 
stories in height are not expected to make use of the occupant evacuation or 
first responder elevator provisions of NFPA 101 and the building codes. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Because of the lowered level of protection by 
eliminating sprinklers from the machinery space, it is not industry practice 
(electrical rooms) (hazardous areas) to permit a lesser rated fire barrier. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-194 Log #332 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Barry Blackaby, Otis Elevator
Comment on Proposal No: 13-251
Recommendation: Otis Elevator Company offers the following comments on 
the proposal put forward by Mr. Frable. 
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   Otis is in full support of the proposal, and believes that the elimination of 
sprinklers from elevator equipment significantly lowers the risk to both fire 
fighters and the riding public.  
   The negative comments to the proposal offered by Mr. DORNBOS, 
KETNER and VICTOR are no longer relevant to modern elevator systems. The 
majority of traction elevators being installed today are “Machine Room Less” 
(MRL) elevators. In these systems the machine and control system are either in 
the hoistway or form part of the hoistway enclosure. In such systems there is 
no place to store combustible materials as may be the case in systems with 
larger dedicated machine rooms. The driving machines are for the most part 
gearless machines with sealed bearings and no gears, so lubrication is not 
required. The MRL systems have been extremely well received due to their 
higher efficiency and better ride quality than the geared systems they replaced. 
In light of this, the rationale for the negative comments is no longer valid; there 
is simply no space and no need to store combustible materials in an MRL 
system. Moreover, both NFPA and A17 Codes prohibit the storage of 
combustible materials in the elevator machine rooms and spaces. 
   The fundamental issue at stake is that water is detrimental to elevator 
operation. Sprinklered elevator spaces represent a significant hazard to both 
firefighters and the riding public.  
   The requirement for sprinklers was promoted primarily by insurance 
companies. The rationale was not due to fires starting in machine rooms, since 
there is no history supporting such events, but an assumption that fully 
sprinklered buildings are safer. Moreover the 2 hour fire-resistive barrier 
required by the applicable Building Code will serve to prevent a fire from 
entering elevator spaces. 
   The present solution to try to protect firefighters and passengers from the 
adverse effects of water on elevator equipment is shunt trip. The desired 
operation causes a Phase I recall to get passengers to a point of egress before 
shunt trip operation. The problem is that this becomes a matter of timing from 
Phase I recall to shunt trip for the riding public. In most cases it is hoped that 
the interval required to recall the elevators is shorter than the elapsed time from 
the recall to shunt trip. 
   The firefighter is at significantly more risk when using Phase II operation. 
The system will simply suddenly remove power whenever the heat detector is 
actuated, trapping the firefighter in the hoistway.  
The problems water creates for the elevator are generally severe. 
   1. Traction for the braking system is reduced, this can result in an elevator 
(with a firefighter on board) slamming into the overhead at high speed, (the 
equivalent of driving your car into a wall). 
   2. Presence of water on a high voltage transformer and drive system can 
result in electric shock and electrocution. 
   3. Smoke and water create a conductive solution. With the ever increasing 
amount of electronics being utilized in elevator control and safety systems, 
water represents a growing concern it can cause the car to run with shorted/
disabled safety systems. (Cars running with open doors, erratic operation…) 
   Otis strongly believes the building will be safer keeping water away from 
elevators rather than subjecting them to a sprinkled environment. 
Substantiation: Submitting the comment to clarify issues raised during the 
voting on the proposal. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There is no proposed modification to the standard.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-195 Log #283 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.15.5.3 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-251
Recommendation: Add an additional subsection as follows:
   (5) The elevator equipment does not contain combustible hydraulic fluids. 
Substantiation: The introduction of combustible hydraulic fluids increases the 
hazard associated with the space. Similar to the cited allowance for the 
exemption provided for electrical equipment for omission of sprinkler 
protection as provided by the proponent, the use of combustible fluids should 
not be allowed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-189 (Log #118).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-196 Log #47 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.15.5.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas G. Wellen, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   8.15.5.6 Sprinklers shall be installed at the top and bottom of elevator 
hoistways where elevators utilize combustible suspension means such as, non-
circular elastomeric (polyurethane) coated steel belts. The sprinklers in the 
elevator hoistway shall not be required when the suspension means provide not 
less than an FT-1 rating when tested to the vertical burn test requirements of 
UL 62/UL 1581. 

Substantiation: The term polyurethane is referenced in Oits’ manufacturer 
product data sheets for the elevators. There is no reference on the data sheets of 
non-circular elastomeric coated steel belts. Although that term is technically 
correct in the elevator code, the users of the NFPA 13 standard will not have a 
clue of the intent of that term. The fire sprinkler designers and AHJ’s do not 
always have an A.17.1 elevator code as part of their library. Regarding the 
phrase, “The sprinklers in the elevator hoistway shall not be required when the 
suspension means provide not less than an FT-1 rating when tested to the 
vertical burn test requirements of UL 62/UL 1581.”, where does one verify this 
information for the suspension cable?  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise proposed language to read as follows:
   8.15.5.6 Sprinklers shall be installed at the top and bottom of elevator 
hoistways where elevators utilize combustible suspension means such as, non-
circular elastomeric or polyurethane coated steel belts. The sprinklers in the 
elevator hoistway shall not be required when the suspension means provide not 
less than an FT-1 rating when tested to the vertical burn test requirements of 
UL 62/UL 1581. 
Committee Statement: The change allows both elastomeric and polyurethane 
coated steel belts to be considered equally in the standard. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   LAVERICK, G.: Editorially correct the designation for the UL standards to 
reflect ANSI accreditation as follows: 
ANSI/UL 62 and ANSI/UL 1581. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-197 Log #134 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.5.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John F. Bender, Underwriters Laboratories Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-254
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
  8.15.5.6 Sprinklers shall be installed at the top and bottom of elevator 
hoistways where elevators utilize combustible suspension means such as, 
noncircular elastomeric coated steel belts. The sprinklers in the elevator 
hoistway shall not be required when the coated suspension means provide not 
less than an FT-1 rating complies with the acceptance criteria of ANSI/UL 
1666, Standard for Test for Flame Propagation Height of Electrical and 
Optical-Fiber Cables Installed Vertically in Shafts when tested to the vertical 
burn test requirements of UL 62/UL 1581.
Substantiation: The proposed test requirements do not appear to be 
appropriate for elevator hoistways. UL 62 /UL 1581 is a small scale test using 
a small burner with a 5 in. fame (1.5 in. inner blue flame) applied for 5 cycles 
in 15s intervals of exposure. The large scale testing described in UL 1666 
appear to be more appropriate for the intended use of the coated suspension 
belt. The tests in UL 1666 use a 12 in. by 17.5 ft. sample constantly exposed to 
a 155 kw flame for 30 minutes. The acceptance criteria specify that the flame 
propagation height of each set of cable specimens shall not equal or exceed 12 
ft and the temperature of any thermocouple placed in the burn chamber shall 
not exceed 850°F. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The test method proposed by the original submitter is 
considered adequate in terms of limiting the combustibility of the belts and is 
consistent with what is already required for the traveling cables. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-198 Log #244 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.5.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-253
Recommendation: Accept original proposal which deletes 8.15.5.6.
   8.15.5.6 Sprinklers shall be installed at the top and bottom of elevator 
hoistways where elevators utilize polyurethane-coated steel belts or other 
similar combustible belt material
Substantiation: In rejecting my original proposal, the committee stated “The 
provision is consistent with other requirements for 
protection of combustibles in other sections of the standard” but they did not 
provide any technical substantiation that there is an existing problem that 
warrants a requirement for sprinklers at the top and bottom of elevator 
hoistways where elevators use “polyurethane coated steel belts or similar belt 
material.” Hence, as Mr. Keeping has noted in his explanation of negative, this 
requirement went into the standard last cycle without proper justification. How 
will sprinklers at either the top or bottom of the hoistway provide any positive 
benefit? Because of the expensive and challenging interfaces that are required 
when sprinklers are installed in elevator hoistways (e.g., shunt trip) in addition 
to the added risk caused by sprinklers in hoistways, there is potentially more 
risk to occupants than added safety gained by installing sprinklers in hoistways. 
Without a thorough risk assessment, this requirement should not be in the 
standard. (Note: it should not be incumbent upon the proponent to come up 
with data to remove this requirement, when no data was originally provided to 
make this change in the first place).  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
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Committee Statement: Committee action on 13-196 (Log #47) and ROP 
13-254 establishes a referenced level of fire performance of the cabling 
necessary to eliminate sprinklers from the shaft, and further recognizes that 
they are typically very limited in the amount of cable present in the space. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been accepted. The 
design of a sprinkler system is a complicated enough process without having to 
concern ourselves with detail such as whether an elevator cable/belt will or will 
not be coated with an rubber-like material. As the author of this comment said 
in his substantiation, this was put into the standard in the 2010 edition without 
any technical substantiation and to date no information has been presented to 
demonstrate that the use of such cables in an elevator shaft constitute any kind 
of a problem. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-199 Log #207 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development 
Committee 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-255
Recommendation: Revise the text to read:
   8.15.6 Spaces Under Ground Floors, Exterior Docks, and All Platforms.
Substantiation: The committee statement on rejection states it is their intent 
that it apply to all platforms. The proposed language would provide guidance 
to the user to that intent. The text covers exterior decks and so for consistency 
add “All” or “Interior and Exterior” before platforms. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The intent of the standard is to require sprinklers in 
spaces under combustible ground floors, combustible exterior docks and 
combustible platforms. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-200 Log #CC9 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-255
Recommendation: Revise 18.5.6 as follows:
   8.15.6 Spaces Under Ground Floors, Exterior Docks and Platforms. 
(delete comma) 
   8.15.6.1 Unless the requirements of 8.15.6.2 are met, sprinklers shall be 
installed in spaces under all combustible ground floors, and combustible 
exterior docks and platforms. 
8.15.6.2 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be omitted from spaces under ground 
floors, exterior docks and platforms where all of the following conditions 
prevail exist:
   (1) The space is not accessible for storage purposes and is protected against 
accumulation of wind-borne debris. 
   (2) The space contains no equipment such as conveyors or fuel-fired heating 
units. 
   (3) The floor over the space is of tight construction. 
   (4) No combustible or flammable liquids or materials that under fire 
conditions would convert into combustible or flammable liquids are processed, 
handled, or stored on the floor above the space. 
Substantiation: The intent of the standard is to require sprinklers in spaces 
under combustible ground floors, combustible exterior docks and combustible 
platforms. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-201 Log #208 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.6.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development 
Committee 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-255
Recommendation: Add an annex note to read: A.8.15.6.1 Platforms include 
both interior and exterior platforms.  
Substantiation: The committee statement on rejection states it is their intent 
that it apply to all platforms. The annex language would provide guidance to 
the user to that intent. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The intent of the standard is to require sprinklers in 
spaces under combustible ground floors, combustible exterior docks and 
combustible platforms. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-202 Log #245 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.7 through 8.15.7.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-256
Recommendation: Revise title of 8.15.7 and language in subsequent 
paragraphs 8.15.7.1 through 8.15.7.5 as follows: 
   Change “Exterior Roofs, Canopies, Porte-Cocheres, Balconies, Decks, or 
Similar Projections” to “Exterior Projections” in 8.15.7 
   Change “exterior roofs, canopies, porte-cocheres, balconies, decks, or similar 
projections” to “exterior projections” in 8.15.7.1 
   Change “roofs, canopies, porte-cocheres, balconies, decks, or similar 
projections” to “exterior projections” in 8.15.7.2, 8.15.7.3 (4 times) and 
8.15.7.5 
   Add the following new text to A.8.15.7 as follows: “Exterior projections 
include, but are not limited to exterior roofs, canopies, porte-cocheres, 
balconies, decks, or similar projections.”…
Substantiation: All the examples in the title and subsequent paragraphs are 
“exterior projections”, so why not rename the section and other locations where 
the previous list of terms exist accordingly? The NFPA Manual of Style 
strongly discourages the use of lists, unless they are complete. Using the term 
“Similar Projections” in the title (and elsewhere in this section) indicates that 
the existing list of items are simply examples and not all encompassing. This is 
therefore subject to variable interpretation and enforcement. In order not to lose 
the intent of this section, language in the annex has been proposed that 
indicates typical examples of exterior projections. Note: the term “exterior” 
doesn’t always appear before the terms “roofs, canopies, porte-cocheres, 
balconies, decks, or similar projections” and should be added, even if you opt 
to reject this proposal. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-203 Log #88 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.8.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-257
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-257 concerning sprinklers in small 
bathrooms and reject. 
Substantiation: This item should not have been accepted, no technical data or 
fire loss information was offered to support the change.  
Prior to the 1991 edition of NFPA 13, sprinklers were only allowed to be 
omitted from the washrooms in hotels, but for that edition, the allowance was 
opened up to all dwelling units, as long as they were of noncombustible or 
limited-combustible construction, no larger than 55 sq. ft. and enclosed within 
a 15 minute thermal barrier. At that time adequate technical substantiation was 
offered to validate the change and since that time, no adverse fire losses have 
been brought to the Committee’s attention that would support this backward 
step. Further the conditions inside the 55 sq.ft. bathrooms of today are no 
different from those that were found in 1991, so the current submitter’s 
substantiation is not correct.  
   Further, the proponent’s comment about hoarding is not applicable to this 
question, because no sprinkler system designed for a dwelling unit could be 
expected to successfully protect against the fire loading problem associated 
with hoarding – either with or without sprinklers in the small wash rooms. 
Also, as the proponent himself noted, a very similar proposal was overturned 
on the floor during the last cycle, and the wishes of the membership should be 
respected now, since no new data has been presented. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Standards such as 13D and 13R are life safety 
standards. NFPA 13 is a property protection and life safety standards and 
therefore requires additional sprinkler protection. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 5 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: This comment should have been accepted. No valid technical 
substantiation has been provided to now start mandating sprinklers in small 
bathrooms in dwelling units, when they have been successfully omitted from 
such areas for the last 20 years. The Committee Statement that NFPA 13 is a 
property protection standard is not convincing, because no evidence of a 
serious problem regarding bathrooms has yet been offered and the standard still 
allows sprinkler omissions from other spaces. 
   MARBURGER, A.: I agree with the substantiation provided by Mr.’s 
Keeping, Meehan and Slocum that adequate loss data, technical substantiation 
has not been provided to show cause to remove the exception provided in 
8.15.8.1 Bathrooms.  
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comments from Keeping, Meehan and 
Slocum. 
   MEEHAN, M.: Sprinkler heads in small bathrooms should not be required. 
This practice has been accepted for many years. A floor vote last year made 
abundantly clear the desire of the membership to maintain the omission of 
sprinklers in small bathrooms. Due to the absence of any additional loss data 
the committee should respect the vote of the general membership.  
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   SLOCUM, L.: I concur with Mr. Keeping’s comments regarding this change. 
The ROP action to again require that sprinklers be provided in bathrooms in 
occupancies other than hotels and motels, is not supported by the historical fire 
loss data. Additionally, to modify the standard to require the installation of 
sprinklers on the grounds that an owner may use the bathroom for a purpose 
other than what it is intended should not be done. Owners have an obligation to 
ensure that the system provided in their buildings are adequate for the 
occupancy they are protecting and the standard should not assume this from 
them responsibility. Taken to an extreme this logic could be applied to say that 
all office space should be designed as Ordinary Hazard, because some offices 
get used for storage rather than employee work spaces. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-204 Log #305 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.8.4 and A.8.15.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Robert G. Caputo, Fire & Life Safety America
Comment on Proposal No: 13-258
Recommendation: See original proposal for text and figures:
   The TC should reconsider its action and accept the original proposal in light 
of recent TIA 10-2. 
Substantiation: While it may be accurate that insulation is already acceptable, 
many AHJ do not allow the practice because the allowance and the related 
figures are only provided in NFPA 13R and 13D. There are many areas where 
the allowable anitfreeze solutions now permitted will not provide adequate 
protection for piping and further guidance is needed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This is not necessary as insulation is already permitted 
as an alternative. There are a number of methods that are possible to provide 
this type of protection and the standard does not need to identify specific forms 
of protection. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-205 Log #246 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.9 and A.8.15.9)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-259
Recommendation: Revise as follows:
  8.15.9* Library Stack Areas and Medical Record Storage.
  Where books or medical records are stored in fixed open shelving or in fixed 
open book shelves, sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with one of the 
following: Rest unchanged 
  A.8.15.9 Library stacks are high-density book storage areas and should not be 
confused with the typical library bookshelves and aisles in the general 
browsing areas. Examples of record storage includes medical or paper records.
Substantiation: The word “Medical” has been deleted from the title, to permit 
other paper record storage areas to use these requirements. I recognize FI 
13-9—2 was submitted to address only medical records (presumably from 
someone a health care background), but just because the FI asked about 
“medical” records doesn’t necessarily limit the applicability of these 
provisions. What’s the difference between a medical record and any other paper 
record? The title of this section needs to be revised to permit alternative record 
storage areas to take advantage of these requirements. Hence, the annex has 
been revised to reflect this intent. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-206 Log #189 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.19.4.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-265
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-265.
Substantiation: The committee’s statement is non-responsive to the proposal. 
The section is currently applicable to straight nipples used to revamp systems 
as shown in Figure 1 below, but it should not be. The problem trying to be 
controlled by the section is where a moment is created by the new piping off to 
the side of the original sprinkler location as shown in Figure 2. 
  The standard needs to be clarified to allow the situation in Figure 1

 
 
 

   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-207 Log #190 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.15.19.5.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-268
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-268.
Substantiation: The committee’s statement is non-responsive to the proposal. 
The section is currently applicable to straight nipples used to revamp systems 
as shown in Figure 1 below, but it should not be. The problem trying to be 
controlled by the section is where a moment is created by the new piping off to 
the side of the original sprinkler location as shown in Figure 2. 
   The standard needs to be clarified to allow the situation in Figure 1

 
 
    (See  Figure 1 and Figure 2 on the Botton of this page.)

 
 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-208 Log #247 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.15.23 and A.8.15.23 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-272
Recommendation: Accept original proposal as slightly modified below:
   8.15.23* Audiometric Booths. Sprinkler protection shall be permitted to be 
omitted from an audiometric booth where the booth is installed within a 2-hour 
fire-rated enclosure, where protection for penetrations is provided, where doors 
serving the booth are equipped with self or automatic closing and positively 
latching fire rated doors, and where the booth is not used for storage. 
   A.8.15.23 It is not the intent to omit sprinklers in rooms housing audiometric 
booths or above the booth itself, unless there is insufficient space to install 
sprinklers.
Substantiation: In its committee statement to reject the original proposal, it 
was said that “It is not the intent to remove sprinklers from occupied spaces. 
An occupied space needs to be protected.” If this is the case why are there 
existing exceptions, such as one for electrical equipment rooms housing dry 
type electrical equipment that are separated from adjacent space by 2-hr 
fire resistance rated construction? These are considered “occupied spaces.” 
The reason for that exception is because of the concern for water flow on 
this specific type of electrical equipment. However, this doesn’t give license 
to removing protection. That’s the reason NFPA 13 still requires fire rated 
construction along the perimeter to contain a fire in this room, should one 
develop. This proposal uses the same approach for only the booths themselves 
(i.e., requires 2-hr fire resistance rated construction), because for most 
audiometric booths, sprinklers cannot be installed without compromising the 
acoustic integrity of the booth. I recognize this can open Pandora’s box, so the 
technical committee does need to review every exception individually. This is 
one of those special exceptions. Note: the language above has been editorially 
revised slightly from that previously submitted. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The comparison with electrical rooms is inappropriate. 
The type of equipment and the variability of the fuel loading with an 
audiometric booth necessitate the protection of this space.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

Figure 1
Sprinkler on ¹⁄₂ in. diameter

nipple should be permitted in
seismic area.

Figure 2
Sprinkler on armover with ¹⁄₂ in. diameter

nipple should not be permitted in
seismic area.
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-209 Log #89 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.16.1.1.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-275
Recommendation: Revise the new text from “Heat trace” to “Heat tracing”.
Substantiation: Editorial – the proper phrase should be “heat tracing”.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-210 Log #104 AUT-PRI  Final Action: Accept
(8.16.1.5.1 and 8.16.1.5.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-279
Recommendation: The TCC Directs the PRI TC to review and act on 13-279 
(Log #60) during the ROC. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: This action removes sections 8.16.1.5.1 and 8.16.1.5.2 
from NFPA 13. These requirements address private fire service main piping 
and belong in NFPA 24. These requirements are not being removed because 
they don’t apply, but rather because they are already addressed in NFPA 24 
section 6.6.1 and 6.6.2. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 30 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 7 Bonds, R., Frakes, B., Fuller, D., Laguna, A., Maddry, 
J., Olomon, A., Twele, S. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-211 Log #218 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.16.1.5.3, 8.16.1.5.4, 8.16.1.5.5, and A.8.16.1.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-280
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
   Accept in Principle Proposal 13-280 Log #197 as follows: 
   Accept all new text as proposed by the original submitter. 
   Add additional new text as follows in a new 8.16.5.5: 
   8.16.1.5.5* The floor control valve, check valve, main drain valve and flow 
switch required by Section 8.16.1.5.3 shall not be required where the total sq. 
ft. area of all floors combined does not exceed the system protection area 
limitations of 8.2.1.
Substantiation: These devices are necessary to isolate and alarm or annunciate 
individual floors in a multi-story building especially when the aggregate sq. ft. 
area of all the floors exceeds the normal system area limitations. Water 
conservation, and in some areas drainage control, is becoming a big problem. 
Subdividing buildings by floor as proposed will conserve water and provide 
better fire protection in the buildings when performing maintenance and 
repairs. This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards 
Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 1 Abstain: 1
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I am providing a negative vote on this simply because of 
the way I read both the proposed language and the Substantiation as they 
appear to me to be in conflict with one another. The proposed Section 
8.16.1.5.5* outlines when floor control valves, check valves, etc. are not 
needed, yet the Substantiation talks about the need to limit the size of sprinkler 
systems, which is the opposite of what the guidance is indicating. 
Explanation of Abstention: 
   MCPHEE, R.: An appendix note does not appear to have been included with 
this comment, therefore the asterisk (*) next to *8.16.1.5.5 needs to be 
removed. Also, the reference to ‘flow switch’ should be changed to ‘waterflow 
switch’ to be consistent with the Figures in the Appendix, or possibly 
‘waterflow alarm device’, which is defined in 3.5.13. 
   This is a significant change to the standard and it seems that a more thorough 
review of the document would identify cases where other changes are needed 
to be consistent with this change. One aspect in this regard is the concept of 
‘system riser’, which, for instance, would now seem to apply to all horizontal 
supply mains on an individual floor. Yet, the document currently refers to 
mains at floor controls as ‘feed mains’. (See Figure A.8.17.4.2.(b)). Similarly, it 
seems that such arrangements now result in the sprinkler network on each floor 
being considered a separate sprinkler system, yet this same figure does not 
show any ‘check valve’ on the system, which would now seem to be required. 
Further, it is unclear as to what, if anything different, is to be done where a 
multistory building is protected by a dry pipe system. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-212 Log #26 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.16.1.5.3, 8.16.1.5.4, and A.8.16.1.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-280
Recommendation: Accept the original proposal with the following 8.16.1.5.3
   8.16.1.5.3 Multistory buildings shall be provided with a floor control valve, 
check valve, main drain valve and flow switch for isolation, control and 
annunciation of water flow on each floor level. 
Substantiation: Many AHJ’s already require that buildings be “zoned” by 
floor in regards to the fire sprinkler system. It makes the first responders job 
that much easier when they receive notification from a central station (as 
applicable) that there is a flow alarm for a certain floor. Conceivably one could 
have a 7 story building (non-high rise) with a single control valve. This is what 
is currently allowed in NFPA 13. This could be a 364,000 Sq. Ft. Area that 
would be removed from service if repairs need to be made. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC accepted similar language as part of 13-211 
(Log #218) where FCVA’s would be required for multi-story buildings. The 
difference is that the proposed language in this log does not provide an 
exception for multi-story buildings where the total sq. ft. area of all floors 
combined does not exceed the system protection area limitations of 8.2.1. The 
TC believes that this language is necessary for both drainage and maintenance 
purposes as it make the system more efficient. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Abstain: 1
Explanation of Abstention: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: On one hand the Committee is willing to live with 
sprinkler systems for multi-story buildings, which are very likely to require 
sprinkler impairments due to renovations, that could potentially be much larger 
than what is indicated in Section 8.2.1 (up to as large as 364,000 sq. ft.) yet are 
unwilling to accept increased sprinkler system sizes above those currently 
listed in 8.2.1 for sprinkler system sizes that would be much smaller than those 
currently allowed for multi-story buildings as outlined in Section 8.16.1.5. This 
does appear to be somewhat of an inconsistent approach that the Committee 
has taken. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-213 Log #303 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.16.1.5.3, 8.16.1.5.4, and A.8.16.1.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Robert G. Caputo, Fire & Life Safety America
Comment on Proposal No: 13-280
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   8.16.1.5.3* Multistory buildings three stories in height and greater shall be 
provided wiht a floor control valve, check valve, main drain valve and flow 
switch for isolation, control and annunciation of water flow on each floor level. 
   8.16.1.5.4 The floor control valve, check valve, main drain valve and flow 
switch required by Section 8.16.1.5.3 shall not be required where sprinklers on 
the top level of a multistory building are supplied by piping on the floor below. 
   A.8.16.1.5.3 It is not the intent of this section to require floor control valve 
assemblies in all multistory buildings. Where small buildings such as multilevel 
condominiums or apartments are under the control of a single owner or 
management firm, a single control valve should be adequate for isolation.
Substantiation: TCC statement that this proposal belongs with SSI TC brings 
the question back to the table, as there was no other statement provided for the 
rejection. The original substantiation is valid. The standard does not currently 
require floor control valves for any condition. Building code requires floor 
control valves only when high rise and/or combination standpipes are installed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC feels that buildings exceeding 2 stories in 
height should be equipped with floor control valves unless the total floor area 
does not exceed the allowable systems area limits. See TC action on 13-211 
(Log #218). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Abstain: 1
Explanation of Abstention: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: See comments in 13-211 and 13-212. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-214 Log #191 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.16.1.6.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-281
Recommendation: Revise 8.16.1.6.3 to read as follows
   8.16.1.6.3 Installation of 100 or fewer in-rack sprinklers shall be permitted to 
be supplied from the ceiling sprinkler system over the racks provided a The 
separate indicating valves shall be permitted to be is arranged as a sectional 
control valves supplied from the ceiling sprinkler system where in-rack 
sprinklers are required and the racks occupy less than 10% of the area 
protected by the ceiling sprinklers.
Substantiation: First, the section needs to be more closely written like the 
previous section regarding 20 sprinklers not needing any kind of control valve 
separate from the ceiling sprinklers. This is another case where a control valve 
is needed, but not completely separate from the ceiling sprinklers. 
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   Second, the concept of percentages of floor area is too difficult to measure in 
many rack storage situations. Rather than rely on a percentage, it is easier to 
count the number of in-rack sprinklers affected, which makes the document 
easier to understand and enforce. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC feels that area or percentage area is more 
appropriate than specifying a number of sprinklers for defining rack sprinklers 
off of an overhead control valve. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-215 Log #219 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.16.1.6.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-281
Recommendation: Accept in principle proposal 13-281 (Log #394) with 
changes as follows: 
   8.16.1.6.3 The separate indicating valves shall be permitted to be arranged as 
sectional control valves supplied from the ceiling sprinkler system where 
in-racks sprinklers are required and the racks for occupy 8,000 sq. ft. or less 
only a portion of the area protected by the ceiling sprinklers.
Substantiation: The committee action went to the extreme when changing 
from 50% to 10%. Most authorities having jurisdiction are allowing 20% or 
more rack area on a sectional control valve. In a 40,000 sq. ft. system 
increasing the allowance to 20% would permit 8,000 sq. ft. of rack area to be 
connected to the overhead system. It is easier to apply this allowance if there is 
only one limitation based on sq. ft. area rather than a percentage and if 8,000 
sq. ft. is permissible in one application, why wouldn’t it be acceptable in 
others. This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards 
Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Revise to read as follows:  
  8.16.1.6.3 The separate indicating valves shall be permitted to be arranged as 
sectional control valves supplied from the ceiling sprinkler system where 
in-racks sprinklers are required and the racks including the adjacent aisles for 
occupy 8,000 sq. ft. or less only a portion of the area protected by the ceiling 
sprinklers. 
Committee Statement: The modifications were added to make it clear that the 
aisle widths are included. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-216 Log #69 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.16.2.4.3.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Phillip A. Brown, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-282
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
  8.16.2.4.3.1 Where a floor control valve is provided, it shall be provided with 
a check valve to prevent negative flow. 
Substantiation: The check valve is needed to allow draining of the floor being 
controlled without creating a situation that could allow other portions of the 
system to be drained. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The check valve should remain optional.
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-217 Log #275 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.16.2.5.3.8 and A.8.16.2.5.3.8)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Russell B. Leavitt, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-284
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   8.16.2.5.3.8 Systems with low point drains installed per 8.16.2.5.3.5 shall 
have a sign at the dry pipe or preaction valve with instructions for operation. 
   A.8.16.2.5.3.8 The low point drain instruction sign should include sufficient 
detail for reducing the risk of an unintentional operation of the dry or preaction 
valve.  

 
   (See Figure A.8.16.2.5.3.8 on Page 56.)

 
 
Substantiation: These revisions to the original proposal address the comments 
expressed in the committee statement. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: NFPA 25 states that individuals conducting this 
work are qualified to do so. Those that are qualified should be trained in the 
operation of these valves. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-218 Log #282 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Part
(8.16.4.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-286
Recommendation: Revise the proposed 8.16.4.1.1 as follows:
   8.16.4.1.1 Where any portion of a system is subject to freezing and the 
temperatures cannot be reliably maintained at or above 40ºF (4ºC), the system 
shall be installed as a dry pipe or preaction system.  
   Delete the proposed 8.16.4.1.5 
   Add a new A.8.16.4.1.1 as follows: 
   A.8.16.4.1.1 A determination of when a portion of the system is subject 
to freezing requires the application of a degree of judgment involving the 
specific locality and conditions under which the system is to be installed. 
Such judgment can include an review of general knowledge of long term 
performance of similar systems within the locality for the proposed installation. 
A more in-depth evaluation might be needed, including heat loss calculations 
prepared by a Professional Engineer, where conditions of long term 
performance cannot be established. 
Substantiation: The proposed change to 8.16.1.1 makes a significant departure 
from the previous language in that the mandate for the installation of a dry 
pipe or preaction system would only hinge on a single criteria being if the 
temperature is below 40ºF. Previous language provided for two criteria that 
must be established prior to requiring such an installation. These criteria 
provided that a portion of the system must be subject to freezing and the 
temperature is not reliably maintained at 40ºF or greater. This might seem 
trivial on the surface, however, this provided for the application of a degree of 
judgment when determining when a dry pipe or preaction system was required, 
allowing for the use of wet systems in areas that have temperatures that drop 
below 40ºF but that are not subject to freezing of the piping. An example of 
this might include an exterior system installed in Miami, FL where the low 
recorded temperature is 30ºF, but where the installation of such systems would 
make no sense as the character of these low temperatures will not result in the 
freezing of the installed wet pipe sprinkler systems. If enacted as proposed the 
provisions of 8.16.1.1 would now require either a dry pipe or preaction system 
under such conditions disallowing for the application of simple good judgment. 
   It is understood that the provisions of 8.16.4.1.5 have been added and that 
this could reinstate some degree of judgment for just such situations; however, 
it now only entrusts such judgment to a Professional Engineer. While I can 
certainly appreciate that specific engineering judgment might be needed in 
some cases, the mandate to require it in all cases places an undue burden 
on every situation where the temperatures are potentially below 40ºF. Again 
returning to Miami, FL example, why would a Professional Engineer be needed 
to make a determination that a wet system is acceptable? Sufficient evidence 
of the successful installation of wet systems without freeze up incident is 
certainly an indication of adequacy of such a design. Additionally, as written 
the provisions of 8.16.4.1.5 would require that an engineer prepare calculations 
to demonstrate that water will not freeze at a sub 40ºF temperature such as 
39ºF. Not sure what calculations would be required except for a quick look up 
of the freezing point of water. As such it is proposed that the new 8.16.4.1.5 be 
deleted. 
   While the intent of 8.16.4.1.5 might have been aimed at providing flexibility 
in allowing for the development of engineering analysis to demonstrate a 
performance based objective, to require such an effort in every case where 
the temperature is below 40 ºF is unwarranted. As such it is proposed that 
supporting language be added to A.8.6.4.1.1 to provide for the use of a 
Professional Engineer to prepare calculations where conditions warrant such. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
Revise 8.16.4.1.1: 
   8.16.4.1.1 Where any portion of a system is subject to freezing and the 
temperatures cannot be reliably maintained at or above 40ºF (4ºC), the system 
shall be installed as a dry pipe or preaction system.  
   Do not delete: 
   8.16.4.1.5 
   Do not add Annex material 8.16.4.1.1. 
Committee Statement: Deleting 8.16.4.1.5 would preclude the use of wet 
systems in cold storage facilities where freezing is not a concern (i.e material 
stored at 38°F). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-219 Log #320 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.16.4.1.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Brian Larkin, Tyco Thermal Controls
Comment on Proposal No: 13-290
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-290:
   Where aboveground water-filled supply pipes, risers, system risers, or feed 
mains, or branch lines pass through open
areas, cold rooms, passageways, or other areas exposed to temperatures 
below 40°F (4°C), the pipe shall be I protected against freezing by insulating 
coverings, frostproof casings, listed heat tracing systems, or other reliable 
means capable of maintaining a minimum temperature between 40°F (4°C) and 
120°F (48.9°C ). 
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Figure A.8.16.2.5.3.8 Auxiliary Drain Operation Sign
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Substantiation: I respectfully request that the committee reconsider their 
decision and accept this proposal. There are many open areas which experience 
freezing conditions that must be sprinklered such as corridors, cold rooms and 
non-heated store rooms. Not including branch lines in this section has led to 
confusion for local inspectors. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Task 
Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: What the proponent is asking is already permitted 
in 8.16.4.1.2 and 8.16.4.1.5. This paragraph is intended to address large bulk 
piping running through unheated spaces. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-220 Log #10 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.16.4.1.6 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Del Dornbos, Viking Group, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-291
Recommendation: Reconsider and REJECT proposal 13-291.
Substantiation: The proposal erodes the safety margin provided by the 
standard where it presently calls for the use of technical methods to prevent 
water filled pipe from exposure to temperatures where freezing can occur. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Deleting 8.16.4.1.5 would preclude the use of wet 
systems in cold storage facilities where freezing is not a concern (i.e material 
stored at 38°F). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-221 Log #300 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.16.4.2.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cameron Manners, Nu Flow Technologies, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-293
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   (5) Treat interior of the pipe with an epoxy coating process that first dries the 
interior of th pipes, removes any corrosion and creates a profile for bonding 
using an abrading agent and then applies an epoxy barrier coating to the 
interior of the pipes.
Substantiation: A major problem of fire sprinkler systems is the internal 
corrosion caused by water in the pipe which clogs sprinkler heads and causes 
pipe failure and leakage from the piping system.  The coating of the internal 
surface of the pipe with a proven epoxy coating would prevent the corrosion 
and keep the pipes in optimal operating condition for 40 to 50 years.  A 
number of tests and research has been conducted over the past 20 years that 
have verified the effectiveness of epoxy coating the internal surface of pipes to 
prevent corrosion.  Adhesion of the epoxy to the surface and the resistance of 
the epoxy to water make it an excellent technology for protecting fire sprinkler 
systems from failing.  The surface of the pipe would also have a higher C 
factor so that more water would flow through the pipes more efficiently than 
new pipes.  Included are studies and actual applications of epoxy coatings. 
   Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This type of corrosion resistance already permitted by 
8.16.4.2.3 and 1.6 for New Technology.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-222 Log #209 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.17.1.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development 
Committee 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-295
Recommendation: Add a new 8.17.1.1.1:
   8.17.1.1.1 Local Waterflow Alarm Signage. Approve identification signs 
shall be provided for outside alarm devices. The sign shall be located near the 
device in a conspicuous position, worded with 1 inch minimum high letters and 
shall be worded as follows: 
 
   SPRINKLER FIRE ALARM – WHEN BELL RINGS CALL FIRE 
DEPARTMENT
 
Substantiation: The committee statement is that the sign is already required 
but we could find no requirement except in the annex which is not enforceable. 
The text needs to be in the body of the code to enforce the requirement for the 
sign. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The specific verbiage of the sign should not be 
mandated in the standard.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-223 Log #193 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.17.1.6(1))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-296
Recommendation: Revise section 8.17.1.6(1) to read as follows:
   “Each sprinkler system on each floor shall be equipped with a separate 
waterflow device. it The waterflow device shall be connected to an alarm...”.
Substantiation: Grammar. The term “it” applies to the sprinkler system, not 
the waterflow device. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-224 Log #210 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.17.2.5.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Bill Galloway, Southern Regional Fire Code Development 
Committee 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-298
Recommendation: Revise Section to read: 8.17.2.5.1 A listed check valve 
shall be installed in each fire department connection and shall be located in an 
accessible location for inspection, testing, and maintenance. 
Substantiation: We agree with the negative vote of L Keeping. The code 
language should require accessibility for the FDC check valve as it does for 
other major system components such as control valves. The AHJ and designer 
should be given guidance or direction on this issue. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise Section to read:  
   8.17.2.5.1 A listed check valve shall be installed in each fire department 
connection and shall be located in an accessible location. for inspection, 
testing, and maintenance.
Committee Statement: The fact that that the valve is being required for ITM 
purposes is not relevant. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   KEEPING, L.: While I agree with the Committee Action, I respectfully 
disagree with the Committee Statement that the check valve in a fire 
department connection is required for ITM purposes. While it should of course 
be made accessible for ITM, it is in fact actually required for an important 
technical reason, to control the direction of flow. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-225 Log #90 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(8.17.2.5.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-298
Recommendation: Add a new A.8.17.2.5.1 as follows:
   A.8.17.2.5.1 The check valve in each fire department connection should be 
located in an accessible location for inspection, testing, and maintenance.
Substantiation: This is not a matter that should have to be determined by the 
AHJ. Just as NFPA 13 asks for control valves, system valves backflow 
preventers, gauges, alarm apparatus, drain valves and test valves, etc to be 
accessible, it should also require major system components, such as the check 
valves on fire department connections, to be similarly accessible.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-224 (Log #210). The TC believes 
the language should be provided in the body of the standard. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-226 Log #27 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.17.4.3.1.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-302
Recommendation: Add new section 8.17.4.3.1.1
   8.17.4.3.1.1 It shall be acceptable to use any K-Factor installed in the system. 
Substantiation: As much as I disagree with it, this is the committee statement 
in the rejection to require the smallest orifice (ROP 13-302). All AHJ’s we deal 
with require that the smallest orifice be used in the test connection whether it is 
wet or dry. This is important enough that it needs to be stated explicitly in the 
standard.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The intent of this standard is to provide the water 
delivery to all portions of the system within the time limits prescribed. When 
multiple K Factors are used, experience and judgment are necessary to select 
the appropriate K Factor for the test orifice. Using the smallest K Factor used 
on the system on the remote test location provides a conservative result. 
Additional test connections could be used to validate smaller K Factors in other 
than the remote location. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-227 Log #194 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(8.17.5.1.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-280
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-280, but change the text of Section 
8.16.1.5.3 from “exceeding two stories” to “exceeding four stories”. 
Substantiation: The concept of alarm annunciation is a valid concern in larger 
buildings. For 5 story and taller buildings, it can be difficult to find where 
water is flowing when a sprinkler has opened. For buildings that are 4 stories 
or less in height, a practice of running sprinkler piping vertically in walls and 
using sidewall sprinklers helps to eliminate concerns of exposing sprinkler pipe 
to cold temperatures and is a viable option to antifreeze. Such installations 
would not work with floor annunciation requirements.  
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC feels that buildings exceeding 2 stories in 
height should be equipped with floor control vales unless the total floor area 
does not exceed the allowable systems area limits. See TC action on 13-211 
(Log #218). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Abstain: 1
Explanation of Abstention: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: See comments in 13-211 and 13-212. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-228 Log #195 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(8.17.5.1.3(6) (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-310
Recommendation: Add a new item (6) to 8.17.5.1.3 to read:
   (6) Hose connections in non-storage occupancies that are not a part of a 
standpipe system shall be permitted to be supplied from ceiling sprinkler piping 
in the same area as the hose connection. 
Substantiation: The second part of the committee’s statement is incorrect. All 
small hose connections are required to meet 8.17.5.1.3. There is no exception. 
For a small hose connection installed in a backstage area in a theater (which is 
common), section 8.17.5.1.3 currently prohibits the user from connecting the 
hose to the sprinkler system also protecting the stage. This section would 
require a completely separate hose system from the water supply or connection 
to a different sprinkler system than the one protecting the stage. This is an 
onerous requirement that needs to change. 
   We do not understand how the first part of the proposal could be too 
restrictive. This part of the proposal comes from NFPA 231 and NFPA 231C 
and should only apply to storage occupancies. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-229 Log #319 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.1.1.2(6), 9.3.5.1.4, 9.3.5.1.5, A.9.1.1.2(6), A.9.3.5.1.4, and A.9.3.5.1.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Deutsch, City of Brea Fire Department
Comment on Proposal No: 13-313
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   9.1.1.2.(6)* Sprinkler pipe and other equipment shall be permitted to be 
supported from a shared support structure provided it is engineered in 
accordance with section 9.1.1.2 and all pipe and equipment is included when 
applying the requirements of section 9.1.1.2 (1). The design forces for shared 
components shall be determined in accordance with ASCE 7 using an 
Importance Factor Ip = 1.5.
   A.9.1.1.2.(6) A shared support structure may be in the form of a rack 
structure or a trapeze assembly or pipe stand or other similar assembly. It is not 
the intent of this section for a building to be considered a shared support 
structure. It is the intent of this section to require that a shared support structure 
be engineered to support the added load of five times the water filled pipe plus 
a minimum of 250 lb (114 kg) applied at the point of hanging of the sprinkler 
system. Supports for all other equipment shall be designed with an importance 
factor of 1.5. Consideration shall be given to not support multiple systems on a 
shared support structure in which the systems are incompatible with the fire 
sprinkler system based on vibration, thermal expansion and contraction or other 
factors. 
   9.3.5.1.4* A shared support structure shall be permitted to support both the 
dead loads addressed in 9.1.1.2.(6) and the seismic loads addressed in 9.3.5.6. 
When a shared support structure is used to support dead and seismic loads, the 
structure shall be designed to support the dead and seismic loads for all pipe 
and equipment on the structure. 
   A.9.3.5.1.4 A shared support structure may be used to provide both support 
as defined in Section 9.1.1.2.(6) and provide resistance to seismic forces. When 
a structure is used for both support and seismic forces the structure must be 
engineered to resist the seismic force for all of the equipment on the structure. 
The shared support structure must be engineered for a load in which the zone 
of influence includes the water filled sprinkler pipe and all of the other fluid 

filled mechanical equipment attached to the shared structure. 
   9.3.5.1.5* If a shared support structure is used to support sprinkler pipe and 
other mechanical equipment as per 9.1.1.2.(6) but that same structure does not 
provide seismic resistance as described in 9.3.5.1.4 then the following must be 
met. The sprinkler pipe shall be braced using the method in section 9.3.5.6 with 
the zone of influence including the water filled sprinkler pipe and all of the 
other fluid filled mechanical equipment attached to the shared support 
structure. The sprinkler bracing shall be designed for seismic load of 
everything attached to the shared support structure and not just the sprinkler 
pipe. The sprinkler sway bracing attachment shall be connected to the same 
building element as the common support structure is attached to. 
   A.9.3.5.1.5 Where a shared support structure is used to support sprinkler 
system pipe and all other mechanical equipment as per 9.1.1.2.(6) but that same 
structure does not provide seismic resistance as described in 9.3.5.1.4 then the 
sprinkler system pipe would be braced using the method in section 9.3.5 with 
the zone of influence including the water filled sprinkler system pipe and all of 
the other equipment supported by the structure. The seismic load applied to the 
brace includes all equipment attached to the shared support structure and not 
just the sprinkler pipe. It is the intent of this section to avoid any 
incompatibility of displacements between the shared support structure and the 
sprinkler seismic bracing.
Substantiation: I am submitting these comments on behalf of a NFPA 13 
AUT-HBS task group consisting of Robert Bachman, Kraig Kirschner, Janak 
Patel, John Gillengerten, J. Scott Mitchell, Zeljko Sucevic and myself. The 
initial proposal was helpful in bringing light to the fact that the concept of a 
shared support structure was not adequately address in NFPA 13. The task 
group was established to address the concept of a shared support structure. 
These 6 new sections are the result of the work of the task group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   DELETE 9.1.1.2(6)
   Add a new 9.1.1.3 and renumber accordingly. (EDITORIAL NOTE….the 
references within the new 9.1.1.3 may require updating based on renumbering) 
   9.1.1.3 – Shared support structures shall be certified by a registered 
professional engineer in accordance with 9.1.1.2 and 9.1.1.3. 
   9.1.1.3.1* The design of a shared support structure shall be based on either 
section 9.1.1.3.1.1 or 9.1.1.3.1.2: 
   9.1.1.3.1.1 Sprinkler pipe and other distribution systems shall be permitted to 
be supported from a shared support structure designed to support 5 times the 
weight of water-filled sprinkler pipe and other supported distribution systems 
plus 250 lbs., based on the allowable ultimate stress. 
   9.1.1.3.1.2 Sprinkler pipe and other distribution systems shall be permitted to 
be supported from a shared support structure designed to support 5 times the 
weight of the water filled sprinkler pipe plus 250 lbs., and 1.5 times the weight 
of all other supported distribution systems.  
   9.1.1.3.1.3 The building structure shall not be considered a shared support 
structure. 
   9.1.1.3.1.4* The requirements of section 9.1.1.3.1 shall not apply to section 
9.2.1.3.3. 
   9.1.1.3.1.5 Systems that are incompatible with the fire sprinkler systems 
based on vibration, thermal expansion and contraction or other factors shall not 
share support structures. 
   A.9.1.1.3.1.4 It is not the intent of section 9.1.1.3.1 to apply to flexible 
sprinkler hose fittings or ceiling systems. 
   A.9.1.1.3.1 A shared support structure may be in the form of a pipe rack 
structure, a trapeze assembly, pipe stand, or other similar assembly. It is not the 
intent of this section for a building structure to be considered a shared support 
structure. Storage racks are not intended to be considered a shared support 
structure. 
   Revise the following portions of 9.3.5:  
   9.3.5.1.4* A shared support structure shall be permitted to support both the 
gravity loads addressed in 9.1.1.3.1 and the seismic loads addressed in 9.3.5.6.  
   9.3.5.1.4.1 When a shared support structure is used to support gravity and 
seismic loads, the structure shall be designed to support these loads for all pipe 
and distribution systems on the structure using either section 9.3.5.6.2 or 
section 9.3.5.6.2.1 with an Importance Factor Ip = 1.5 being applied to all of 
the distribution systems. 
   A.9.3.5.1.4 A shared support structure may be used to provide both support 
as defined in section 9.1.1.3.1 and provide resistance to seismic forces. When a 
shared support structure is used for both support and seismic forces the shared 
support structure should be designed to resist the seismic force for all of the 
distribution system. The shared support structure should be designed for a load 
in which the zone of influence includes the water filled sprinkler pipe and all 
other distribution systems attached to the shared support structure. 
   9.3.5.1.5* If a shared support structure is used to support sprinkler pipe and 
other distribution systems as per 9.1.1.3.1 and that structure does not provide 
seismic resistance as required in 9.3.5.1.4 the following shall be met: 
   (1) The sprinkler pipe shall be braced using the method in section 9.3.5.6 
with the zone of influence including the water filled sprinkler pipe and all other 
distribution systems which are not independently equipped with seismic 
protection and attached to the shared support structure. 
   (2) The sprinkler sway bracing attachment shall be connected to the same 
building or structure as the shared support structure. 
   A.9.3.5.1.5 It is the intent of this section to avoid any incompatibility of 
displacements between the shared support structure and the sprinkler seismic 
bracing, as might occur if the supports are located on separate adjacent 
structures. 
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   Revise 9.1.1.7 as follows: 
   9.1.1.7 Support of Non-System Components.  
   9.1.1.7.1 *- Sprinkler piping or hangers shall not be used to support non-
system components. 
   9.1.1.7.2- Sprinkler piping shall be permitted to utilize share support 
structures in accordance with 9.1.1.3. 
   Move existing A.9.1.1.7 annex text to A.9.1.1.7.1 
Committee Statement: The revisions to the original comment were editorial in 
nature to coincide with the manual of style. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-230 Log #351 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 9.1.1.6.1(a))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-319
Recommendation: Modify Table 9.1.1.6.1(a):
 
 

 
 

Table 9.1.1.6.1(a) 
Nominal Diameter of Pipe Being Supported – Schedule 10 Steel 

Span (ft) 1 1.25 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 5 6 8 10 12 
1.5 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.26 0.34 0.50 
2.0 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.20 0.24 0.34 0.45 0.66 
2.5 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.21 0.23 0.25 0.30 0.36 050 0.69 0.89 
3.0 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.31 0.36 0.51 0.67 0.99 
3.5 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.30 0.36 0.42 0.60 0.78 1.16 
4.0 0.22 0.22 0.24 0.25 0.27 0.30 0.32 0.34 0.41 0.48 0.68 0.89 1.32 
4.5 0.24 0.25 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.33 0.36 0.38 0.46 0.54 0.77 1.01 1.49 
5.0 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.31 0.34 0.37 0.40 0.43 0.51 0.60 0.85 1.12 1.65 
5.5 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.34 0.37 0.41 0.44 0.47 0.56 0.66 0.94 1.23 1.82 
6.0 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.38 0.41 0.44 0.48 0.51 0.61 0.71 1.02 1.34 1.98 
6.5 0.35 0.36 0.38 0.41 0.44 0.48 0.52 0.56 0.66 0.77 1.11 1.45 2.15 
7.0 0.38 0.39 0.41 0.44 0.47 0.52 0.56 0.60 0.71 0.83 1.19 1.56 2.31 
7.5 0.41 0.42 0.44 0.47 0.51 0.55 0.60 0.64 0.76 0.89 1.28 1.68 2.48 
8.0 0.43 0.45 0.47 0.50 0.54 0.59 0.63 0.68 0.82 0.95 1.36 1.79 2.65 
8.5 0.46 0.48 0.50 0.53 0.58 0.63 0.67 0.73 0.87 1.01 1.45 1.90 2.81 
9.0 0.49 0.50 0.53 0.56 0.61 0.66 0.71 0.77 0.92 1.07 1.53 2.01 2.98 
9.5 0.52 0.53 0.56 0.60 0.64 0.70 0.75 0.81 0.97 1.13 1.62 2.12 3.14 
10.0 0.54 0.56 0.59 0.63 0.68 0.74 0.79 0.85 1.02 1.19 1.70 2.23 3.31 
10.5 0.57 0.59 0.62 0.66 0.71 0.78 0.83 0.90 1.07 1.25 1.79 2.35 3.47 
11.0 0.60 0.62 0.65 0.69 0.74 0.81 0.87 0.94 1.12 1.31 1.87 2.46 3.64 
11.5 0.63 0.64 0.68 0.72 0.78 0.85 0.91 0.98 1.17 1.37 1.96 2.57 3.80 
12.0 0.65 0.67 0.71 0.75 0.81 0.89 0.95 1.02 1.22 1.43 2.04 2.68 3.97 
12.5 0.68 0.70 0.74 0.78 0.85 0.92 0.99 1.07 1.27 1.49 2.13 2.79 4.13 
13.0 0.71 0.73 0.77 0.81 0.88 0.96 1.03 1.11 1.33 1.55 2.21 2.90 4.30 
13.5 0.73 0.76 0.80 0.85 0.91 1.00 1.07 1.15 1.38 1.61 2.30 3.02 4.46 
14.0 0.76 0.78 0.83 0.88 0.95 1.03 1.11 1.20 1.43 1.67 2.38 3.13 4.63 
14.5 0.79 0.81 0.86 0.91 0.98 1.07 1.15 1.24 1.48 1.73 2.47 3.24 4.79 
15.0 0.82 0.84 0.89 0.94 1.02 1.11 1.19 1.28 1.53 1.79 2.56 3.35 4.96 
15.5 0.84 0.87 0.92 0.97 1.05 1.14 1.23 1.32 1.58 1.85 2.64 3.46 5.13 
16.0 0.87 0.90 0.95 1.00 1.08 1.18 1.27 1.37 1.63 1.91 2.73 3.58 5.29 
16.5 0.90 0.92 0.98 1.03 1.12 1.22 1.31 1.41 1.68 1.97 2.81 3.69 5.46 
17.0 0.92 0.95 1.01 1.07 1.15 1.26 1.35 1.45 1.73 2.03 2.90 3.80 5.62 
17.5 0.95 0.98 1.04 1.10 1.18 1.29 1.39 1.49 1.78 2.09 2.98 3.91 5.79 
18.0 0.98 1.01 1.06 1.13 1.22 1.33 1.43 1.54 1.84 2.14 3.07 4.02 5.95 
18.5 1.01 1.04 1.09 1.16 1.25 1.37 1.47 1.58 1.89 2.20 3.15 4.13 6.12 
19.0 1.03 1.06 1.12 1.19 1.29 1.40 1.51 1.62 1.94 2.26 3.24 4.25 6.28 
19.5 1.06 1.09 1.15 1.22 1.32 1.44 1.55 1.67 1.99 2.32 3.32 4.36 6.45 
20.0 1.09 1.12 1.18 1.25 1.35 1.48 1.59 1.71 2.04 2.38 3.41 4.47 6.61 
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Table 9.1.1.6.1(a) (continued) 
Nominal Diameter of Pipe Being Supported – Schedule 40 Steel 

Span (ft) 1 1.25 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 5 6 8 10 12 
1.5 0.08 0.09 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.14 0.15 0.18 0.22 0.30 0.41 0.53 
2.0 0.11 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.24 0.29 0.40 0.55 0.71 
2.5 0.14 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.25 0.30 0.43 0.56 0.83 
3.0 0.16 0.17 0.18 0.20 0.22 0.25 0.27 0.30 0.36 0.43 0.60 0.82 1.07 
3.5 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.23 0.26 0.29 0.32 0.35 0.42 0.51 0.70 0.96 1.25 
4.0 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.26 0.29 0.33 0.36 0.40 0.48 0.58 0.80 1.10 1.42 
4.5 0.25 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.33 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.54 0.65 0.90 1.23 1.60 
5.0 0.27 0.29 0.30 0.33 0.37 0.41 0.45 0.49 0.60 0.72 1.00 1.37 1.78 
5.5 0.30 0.31 0.33 0.36 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.54 0.66 0.79 1.10 1.51 1.96 
6.0 0.33 0.34 0.36 0.39 0.44 0.49 0.54 0.59 0.72 0.87 1.20 1.64 2.14 
6.5 0.36 0.37 0.40 0.42 0.48 0.54 0.59 0.64 0.78 0.94 1.31 1.78 2.32 
7.0 0.38 0.40 0.43 0.46 0.52 0.58 0.63 0.69 0.84 1.01 1.41 1.92 2.49 
7.5 0.41 0.43 0.46 0.49 0.55 0.62 0.68 0.74 0.90 1.08 1.51 2.06 2.67 
8.0 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.59 0.66 0.72 0.79 0.96 1.16 1.61 2.19 2.85 
8.5 0.47 0.48 0.52 0.56 0.63 0.70 0.77 0.84 1.02 1.23 1.71 2.33 3.03 
9.0 0.49 0.51 0.55 0.59 0.66 0.74 0.81 0.89 1.08 1.30 1.81 2.47 3.21 
9.5 0.52 0.54 0.58 0.62 0.70 0.78 0.86 0.94 1.14 1.37 1.91 2.60 3.38 
10.0 0.55 0.57 0.61 0.65 0.74 0.82 0.90 0.99 1.20 1.45 2.01 2.74 3.56 
10.5 0.58 0.60 0.64 0.69 0.77 0.86 0.95 1.04 1.26 1.52 2.11 2.88 3.74 
11.0 0.60 0.63 0.67 0.72 0.81 0.91 0.99 1.09 1.32 1.59 2.21 3.01 3.92 
11.5 0.63 0.66 0.70 0.75 0.85 0.95 1.04 1.14 1.38 1.66 2.31 3.15 4.10 
12.0 0.66 0.68 0.73 0.78 0.88 0.99 1.08 1.19 1.44 1.73 2.41 3.29 4.27 
12.5 0.69 0.71 0.76 0.82 0.92 1.03 1.13 1.24 1.50 1.81 2.51 3.43 4.45 
13.0 0.71 0.74 0.79 0.85 0.96 1.07 1.17 1.29 1.56 1.88 2.61 3.56 4.63 
13.5 0.74 0.77 0.82 0.88 0.99 1.11 1.22 1.34 1.62 1.95 2.71 3.70 4.81 
14.0 0.77 0.80 0.85 0.91 1.03 1.15 1.26 1.39 1.68 2.02 2.81 3.84 4.99 
14.5 0.80 0.83 0.88 0.95 1.07 1.19 1.31 1.43 1.74 2.10 2.91 3.97 5.17 
15.0 0.82 0.86 0.91 0.98 1.10 1.24 1.35 1.48 1.80 2.17 3.01 4.11 5.34 
15.5 0.85 0.88 0.94 1.01 1.14 1.28 1.40 1.53 1.86 2.24 3.11 4.25 5.52 
16.0 0.88 0.91 0.97 1.05 1.18 1.32 1.44 1.58 1.92 2.31 3.21 4.39 5.70 
16.5 0.91 0.94 1.00 1.08 1.21 1.36 1.49 1.63 1.98 2.38 3.31 4.52 5.88 
17.0 0.93 0.97 1.03 1.11 1.25 1.40 1.53 1.68 2.04 2.46 3.41 4.66 6.06 
17.5 0.96 1.00 1.06 1.14 1.29 1.44 1.58 1.73 2.10 2.53 3.51 4.80 6.23 
18.0 0.99 1.03 1.09 1.18 1.33 1.48 1.62 1.78 2.16 2.60 3.61 4.93 6.41 
18.5 1.02 1.05 1.12 1.21 1.36 1.52 1.67 1.83 2.22 2.67 3.71 5.07 6.59 
19.0 1.04 1.08 1.16 1.24 1.40 1.56 1.71 1.88 2.28 2.75 3.81 5.21 6.77 
19.5 1.07 1.11 1.19 1.27 1.44 1.61 1.76 1.93 2.34 2.82 3.92 5.34 6.95 
20.0 1.10 1.14 1.22 1.31 1.47 1.65 1.80 1.98 2.40 2.89 4.02 5.48 7.12 

Table 9.1.1.6.1(a) Continued 
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Substantiation: The expansion of this table was requested by the Committee 
during the ROP meetings. The supported pipe has been : increased to nominal 
12-inch diameter. The spans have been increased up to 20 feet using 0.5-foot 
increments. This is more than the standard hanger spacings allowed by the 
standard, but the stresses and deflections remain low with the anticipated load 
of the system piping. For spans more than 20 feet. the trapeze should be looked 
at further by an expert as many scenarios would then involve a joint in the 
trapeze which could create the need for additional analysis. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   (1) Accept the tables as proposed with the following modification: 
   (a)Eliminate the 12” COLUMN from both of the tables. 
   (b)Eliminate the ROWS for 16.5 FT spans through 20 FT spans in both 
tables. 
   (2)ADD ANNEX material for the table read as follows: 
   A.9.1.1.6.1(a)The table values are based on the trapeze being a single 
continuous member. 
Committee Statement: Annex material is needed to clarify the allowances for 
long spans. The values are based on single continons members. The TC feels 
that for spans in excess of 16 feet, the values should be reviewed on a case by 
case basis. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   DENEFF, C.: The tables are given in 0.5 ft increments up to 16 ft. The 
current table only provides at 1 ft increments (except that 1.5 ft and 2.5 ft are 
also included). Providing 0.5 ft increments seems like it expands the tables 
unnecessarily. 
   VALENTINE, V.: I agree with the position, but there is a typo in the first 
sentence of the statement, it should end with “...single continuous members.” 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-231 Log #48 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(9.1.1.6.7 and 9.1.1.6.8)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas G. Wellen, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-322
Recommendation: Accept proposal 13-322.
9.1.1.6.7 Holes for bolts or rods shall not exceed 1/16 in. (1.6 mm) greater than 
the diameter of the bolt. 
9.1.1.6.8 Bolts or rods shall be provided with a flat washer and nut.
Substantiation: The committee statement is flawed. “1/16 in. is too restrictive 
for rods based on actual field variations. It is common practice to use slotted 
holes for connecting rods to the trapeze member.” The standard has referenced 
drilling holes for bolting for some time and provided the 1/16 in. larger 
dimension for the hole. It is not common practice to use slotted holes for 
connecting rods to the tapeze member. Contractors drill holes, but they do not 
machine slots into structural members. Machining holes is outside the scope of 
this standard. There are many factors to take into consideration such as the 
placement of the slot and the length of the slot. The slot could be placed too 
close to the edge of the structural member and the slot could be made too long. 
Each of those factors would affect the ability of that structural member to 
support a load. These tasks should be evaluated and stamped by a structural 
engineer since it would no longer fall under a generic structural member. The 
section modulus numbers from the standard should not be applied to the 
modified member. The statement by the committee in proposal 13-322 conflicts 
with a statement made in Proposal 13-318 (Log #17) that stated, “The section 
modulus for strut can vary from one manufacturer to the next. It is proprietary 
information and should be provided from the manufacturer to the user.” As 
such, slots can vary from one fabricator to the next and this means contractors 
are buying a specialty product to where appropriate documentation should be 
provided.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The tolerance established in this section is intended to 
only apply to bolts, other connections may have additional considerations. 
There are other applications for studs where the 1/16 in. is too restrictive for rods 
based on actual field variations. It is common practice to use slotted holes for 
connecting rods to the trapeze member.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Explanation of Negative: 
   WELLEN, T.: The committee statement is still flawed as this is not common 
practice and it doesn’t make any sense. If the committee is going to allow for 
slots in structural members when supported by all thread rods for convenience 
purposes, then it should be allowed for bolts and other fasteners referenced in 
the standard. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-232 Log #53 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(9.1.1.6.7 and 9.1.1.6.8)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-322
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   9.1.1.6.7 Holes for bolts or studs shall…”.
   9.1.1.6.8 Bolts or studs shall…”.

Substantiation: I don’t agree with the committee statement to reject. 
   Bolting is a method of attachment accomplished by fasteners commonly 
known as bolt, stud, MSR and ATR etc. 
   I don’t not agree with the committee statement…16th inch is not restrictive…
bolt, studs and ATR are ASTM compliant including the nuts that are commonly 
installed on all of them.  
   Additionally contractors drill holes, they do not machine slotted holes typical 
to specialty construction materials WHICH PURPOSELY ARE BEYOND THE 
SCOPE OF THIS STANDARD. Proprietary structural information regarding 
the installation of specialty construction materials including slotted, angle or 
strut should be provided by the manufacturer of the product.  
   Additionally this committee statement conflicts with the committee statement 
on proposal 3-318. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The tolerance established in this section is intended to 
only apply to bolts, other connections may have additional considerations. 
There are other applications for studs where the 1/16th tolerance is not 
acceptable. The term stud is used elsewhere where its inclusion in this section 
may cause confusion.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Explanation of Negative: 
   WELLEN, T.: Mr. Kirschner’s comment is correct that bolting is a method of 
attachment accomplished by fasteners commonly known as bolt, stud, MSR 
and ATR etc. The wording should have been changed to reflect as such to 
address other types of fasteners connecting to structural members. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-233 Log #352 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(9.2.3.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-327
Recommendation: Modify the text to account for the new section added as 
follows: 
   Unless the requirements of 9.2.3.2.2 or through 9.2.3.2.45 are met. 
Substantiation: A new section was during the ROP that needs to be included. 
In addition,Section 9.2.3.2.3 is also a variation from the base paragraph and 
should be included with the exceptions. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
EDITORIAL CHANGE: 
   The “4” is intended to be removed. 
   The term “or” is intended to be removed 
   Unless the requirements of 9.2.3.2.2 or through 9.2.3.2.45 are met. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-234 Log #49 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(9.2.4.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas G. Wellen, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-329
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
  9.2.4.1 Unless the requirements of 9.2.4.2, 9.2.4.3, 9.2.4.4, 9.2.4.5, or 9.2.4.6 
are met, hangers for mains shall be in accordance with 9.2.2, between each 
branch line, or on each section of pipe, whichever is the lesser dimension. 
  9.2.4.2 For welded or mechanical outlets on a continuous section of pipe, 
hanger spacing shall be according to Table 9.2.2.1(a) or Table 9.2.2.1(b).  
Substantiation: A reference to 9.2.4.2 in 9.2.4.1 is needed to avoid a conflict 
between the two sections. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-235 Log #55 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(9.2.4.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth W. Wagoner, Parsley Consulting Engineers
Comment on Proposal No: 13-329
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   9.2.4.1 Unless the requirements of 9.2.4.2, 9.2.4.3, 9.2.4.4, 9.2.4.5, or 9.2.4.6 
are met, hangers for mains shall be in accordance with 9.2.2, between each 
branch line, or on each section of pipe, whichever is the lesser dimension. 
Substantiation: Section 9.2.4.1 should reference the revised 9.2.4.2, as well as 
9.2.4.3-9.2.4.6, as it also covers hanger spacing on pipe with welded and 
mechanical outlets. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-236 Log #223 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(9.3.4.9 and 9.3.4.9.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Robert E. Bachman, Robert E. Bachman, Consulting Structural 
Engineer 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-337
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   9.3.4.9 Clearance from structural members not penetrated or used, 
collectively or independently, to support the piping shall be at least 2 in. (50 
mm). 
   9.3.4.9.1 A clearance of at least 2 in. (50 mm) in any direction shall be 
provided between structural members and sprinkler risers, drops and heads.
Substantiation: Interaction between sprinkler risers, drops and heads and 
structural members is a major source of sprinkler failure during earthquakes. 
While Section 9.3.4.9 requires a clearance between sprinkler piping and 
structural members, it is unclear whether this would apply to sprinkler drops, 
risers and heads. This additional text provides needed clarification language 
that makes the clearance requirement for these items abundantly clear. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This is subject that needs further exploration by the 
technical committee. The TC will form a task group off cycle to review this 
and address it in the A2015 cycle. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-237 Log #1 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.2.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-340
Recommendation: Additional documentation regarding existing proposed text 
at 9.3.5.2.2. 
“…tested for listing at maximum eccentricity.”
Substantiation: See two additional figures below.

 
 
 
  

 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The submitter did not request a specific action of the 
TC to include language. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Explanation of Negative: 
   KIRSCHNER, K.: Certain sway brace fittings may not have been tested for 
listing typical to their installation. I thought the standard was an appropriate 
place to address this oversight. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-238 Log #135 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(Table 9.3.5.3.2(d))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: David W. Ash, Lubrizol Advanced Materials, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-344
Recommendation: None given.
Substantiation: The committee acted appropriately on the submitted proposal 
13-344. The submitter of the proposal has misinterpreted the burst pressure 
values for CPVC as yield stress numbers. During the standard development 
cycle for NFPA 13-2010, test data was presented to validate the elongation 

at rupture (deformability) of CPVC pipe and fittings. That same set of test 
data shows that the CPVC compounds used to manufacture fire sprinkler pipe 
and fittings have a yield stress value of over 8000 psi (comment 13-174 and 
supporting data). 
   ASTM D1784 is the standard which specifies how to classify CPVC 
compounds. It does not specify a minimum acceptable value for yield strength. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There is no modification to the code language. The 
submitter has not requested any specific action of the TC. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-239 Log #56 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(9.3.5.3.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth W. Wagoner, Parsley Consulting Engineers
Comment on Proposal No: 13-341
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   9.3.5.3.6 Where there is a change in direction of the piping, the cumulative 
distance between consecutive lateral sway braces shall not exceed the 
maximum permitted distance in accordance with 9.3.5.3.2.2.
Substantiation: The correct reference for maximum distance allowed between 
lateral braces is 9.3.5.3.2.2, which note that lateral braces may not be spaced 
greater than 40’. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.

_____________________________________________________________ 
13-240 Log #109 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.3.9)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-346
Recommendation: Delete paragraph 9.3.5.3.9 ENTIRELY 
Substantiation: Eliminate inconsistency in NFPA 13 standard.
   Ch. 9 Sway bracing protocol has strict tenets/methodology  
   Why Sway Brace…..When Sway Brace …. How Sway Brace….Sway Brace 
Mechanics 
   Therefore, purposeful omission of sway braces violates this protocol and is 
arbitrary and inconsistent.  
    
   THE HANGER EXCEPTIONS described in paragraphs 9.3.5.3.9 and 
9.3.5.3.10 should be eliminated from Chapter 9 because they are intellectually 
inconsistent with the conservative tenets of the NFPA 13 emergency system. 
They are dismissive of all the Chapter 9 sway brace protocols including 
requiring sway braces to limit stress on system piping and limit additional 
non-axial load on hangers. The potential additional seismic load on the hanger 
is not defined, unknown and absolutely contrary to the precise structural 
definition of a sway braces performance and function. The conservatively 
defined mechanics of the pipe hanger may be breached.  
 

Figure 1
Sprinkler on ¹⁄₂ in. diameter

nipple should be permitted in
seismic area.

Figure 2
Sprinkler on armover with ¹⁄₂ in. diameter

nipple should not be permitted in
seismic area.
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   Since 2007, NFPA 13 sway bracing is relative to the structural characteristics 
of the system piping as respects seismic force per SEI/ASCE 7 and specific to 
the USGS. 
 
  THE HANGER EXCEPTIONS do not comport to the above tenets of 
restraining the force on system pipe in relation to the zone of influence, Ss, Cp, 
pipe material and pipe size.  
 
   I believe co-mingling of the vertical performance of hangers with the 
horizontal performance of sway braces is not prudent and invites interpretation 
over clarity. 
 
  THE HANGER EXCEPTIONS are arbitrary by assuming a defined benefit of 
uniform predictability regardless of many Chapter 9 variables.  
 
  Since THE HANGER EXCEPTIONS still omit quantifying the seismic force 
and analyzing its effects on the system piping material, shouldn’t we remedy 
this situation now? This is exactly the problem that the I-Codes had with all of 
Chapter 9 prior to 2007 NFPA 13.  
 
   The hanger exceptions directly conflict with the required sway brace features 
specified in the following Chapter 9 paragraphs: 
  c.3.5.2.3 “…weakest component … with safety factors.” 
  c.3.5.3.2 “… based on the piping material of the sprinkler system.” 
  c.3.5.3.2.3 “The maximum permissible load… of a sway brace …” 
  c.3.5.6 Horizontal Seismic Loads 
  c.3.5.7 “…arranged to resist…” 
  c.3.5.8.1 “Sway bracing shall be tight” 
  c.3.5.8.4 “…avoid eccentric loading on fittings and fasteners.” 
  c.3.5.9.2 “The type of fasteners … shall be limited…” 
  c.3.5.9.7.1 “Concrete anchors shall be prequalified for seismic applications…” 
  c.3.5.10.1 “…listed for maximum load rating…” 
  c.3.5.10.2.1 “… shall be listed.” 
  c.3.5.11.1 “…directly attached…” 
  A.9.1.2.3 “Limit horizontal loads on hanger rod” 
 
   In view of the above, I believe it is prudent to remove Paragraphs 9.3.5.3.9 
and 9.3.5.3.10 from the 2013 NFPA 13 Chapter 9 text.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The submitter is requested to submit test data on this 
issue. There is not sufficient loss history using the 6” rule. The submitter is 
encouraged to submit loss history data on this issue for future code cycles. The 
TC may choose to pursue this with the FPRF.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Explanation of Negative: 
   KIRSCHNER, K.: There are too many variables to guarantee a reliable 
dampening effect of a 6” single rod hanger. The exception for this hanger 
breaks the continuity of all the sway brace tenets of 9.3.5.3 and introduces 
inconsistency by ignoring its conservative engineering philosophy. The sway 
brace exception granted to this hanger is too inclusive, not limited and 
therefore arbitrary in nature. Variations of seismic force, system configuration, 
pipe type and pipe size all have compounding effects which limit the ability of 
a sway brace... BUT NOT A HANGER? Until the T.C. can produce substantial 
positive data, it is not prudent to exclude the requirements of 9.3.5.3. 
   Please acknowledge the T.C. substantiation for proposal 13-241 “The 
requirements of section 9.3.5.1.1 CAN NOT BE MET by allowing the 
omission of sway bracing in lieu of short rods. “ 
   Conflict with 9.3.5.3 - MUST SWAY BRACE to control effects of Fpw on 
system piping. 
   Conflict with 9.3.5.6 - MUST COMPUTE Fpw per SEI/ASCE 7 and Chapter 
9. 
   Chapter 9 was tasked to align with SEI/ASCE 7 for the 2007 edition of 
NFPA 13. This revision was NOT BASED on loss history. Therefore, the 
absence of lost history to justify keeping 9.3.5.3.9 or 9.3.5.3.10 is irrelevant to 
the SEI/ASCE 7 analogy. Chapter 9 conformity was achieved to placate the 
I-Codes and improve its engineer principles. Accordingly, 13-240 conforms to 
SEI/ASCE7 analogy.  
Comment on Affirmative: 
   DEUTSCH, J.: The sections should not be eliminated but as currently written 
these sections allow unlimited seismic loads and they should be modified to 
have some limitation of seismic load. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-241 Log #77 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(9.3.5.3.9 and A.9.3.5.9 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Deutsch, City of Brea Fire Department
Comment on Proposal No: 13-346
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
  9.3.5.3.9 The requirements of 9.3.5.3 shall not apply to pipes branch lines or 
feed mains individually supported by rods less than 6 in. (152 mm) long 
measured between the top of the pipe and the point of attachment to the 
building structure. The exception to the requirements of 9.3.5.3 shall not apply 
to cross mains. 

  A.9.3.5.9 The 6” hanger rods exception to the requirements of 9.3.5.3 shall 
only be used for the pipe or portion of pipe being hung directly from the 
hanger as limited by hanger spacing rules in section 9.2.2. The exception to the 
requirements of 9.3.5.3 shall not be permitted to include any tributary loads 
from other pipes with separate hangers such as the added longitudinal forces 
from branch lines. 
Substantiation: The requirements of section 9.3.5.1.1 can not be met by 
allowing the omission of sway bracing in lieu of short rods. The ZOI method 
uses the sway brace or attachment load capacity limits to control lateral loads 
on cross mains sway brace. The short rod rule does not have any load capacity 
limit. Therefore as 9.3.5.3.9 is currently written an unlimited amount of 
longitudinal seismic force from branch lines can be added to a cross mains 
lateral seismic force and be controlled by the 6” rod. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 3 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Explanation of Negative: 
   KIRSCHNER, K.: This proposal highlights several of the many 
inconsistencies inherent in 9.3.5.3.9. Since NFPA 13 is an emergency system, I 
submit that this proposal should be subordinate to comment 13-240.  
   The problem addressed by this proposal is identical to that in 13-240 and 
13-242. 
Should we continue to ignore the SEI/ASCE 7 analogy, but choose to limit this 
application, I propose limiting 13-241 to lines ONLY and ONLY 3” maximum 
pipe size. - Note: 4” hanger load is 50 percent higher than 3” hanger load. 
   WE MUST sway brace feed mains and bulk mains as these pipes are too 
important to system performance, without even quantifying variations in Cp.  
   SCHWAB, P.: The ability to use the 6” rods on cross mains has been 
acceptable for many cycles. The submitter did not provide any instances of 
failure associated with this issue.  
   THACKER, J.: Documentation and or evidence of there being a problem 
with the current language in section 9.3.5.3.9 was not provided. There has not 
been evidence of present text language being adequate. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   DENEFF, C.: I believe the short hanger exception on other piping systems 
has historically been applied to single pipes, so disallowing the 6” hanger 
exception for cross mains is definitely justified since this is a system of pipes 
and there is no upper limit on the lateral force. I don’t think this change goes 
far enough, however. A very large feed main still generates substantial lateral 
force and there are no requirements for making sure the hanger and its 
attachments are adequate for this force. The consequences of loss of feed main 
vertical support are catastrophic. FM Global allows the short hanger exception 
only on 3.5” and smaller branch lines. The lateral force from these single 
branch lines is relatively small and the consequences of a branch line break, 
while not desirable, are much less severe than a main break. NFPA should 
consider disallowing the short hanger exception on all piping except small 
branch lines.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-242 Log #108 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(9.3.5.3.10)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-347
Recommendation: Delete paragraph 9.3.5.3.10 Entirely.
Substantiation: Eliminate inconsistency in NFPA 13 standard.
   Ch. 9 Sway bracing protocol has strict tenets/methodology  
   Why Sway Brace…..When Sway Brace …. How Sway Brace….Sway Brace 
Mechanics 
   Therefore, purposeful omission of sway braces violates this protocol and is 
arbitrary and inconsistent.  
   THE HANGER EXCEPTIONS described in paragraphs 9.3.5.3.9 and 
9.3.5.3.10 should be eliminated from Chapter 9 because they are intellectually 
inconsistent with the conservative tenets of the NFPA 13 emergency system. 
They are dismissive of all the Chapter 9 sway brace protocols including 
requiring sway braces to limit stress on system piping and limit additional non-
axial load on hangers. The potential additional seismic load on the hanger is 
not defined, unknown and absolutely contrary to the precise structural 
definition of a sway braces performance and function. The conservatively 
defined mechanics of the pipe hanger may be breached.  
 
   Since 2007, NFPA 13 sway bracing is relative to the structural characteristics 
of the system piping as respects seismic force per SEI/ASCE 7 and specific to 
the USGS. 
 
THE HANGER EXCEPTIONS do not comport to the above tenets of 
restraining the force on system pipe in relation to the zone of influence, Ss, Cp, 
pipe material and pipe size.  
 
   I believe co-mingling of the vertical performance of hangers with the 
horizontal performance of sway braces is not prudent and invites interpretation 
over clarity. 
 
THE HANGER EXCEPTIONS are arbitrary by assuming a defined benefit of 
uniform predictability regardless of many Chapter 9 variables.  
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   Since THE HANGER EXCEPTIONS still omit quantifying the seismic force 
and analyzing its effects on the system piping material, shouldn’t we remedy 
this situation now? This is exactly the problem that the I-Codes had with all of 
Chapter 9 prior to 2007 NFPA 13.  
  The hanger exceptions directly conflict with the required sway brace features 
specified in the following Chapter 9 paragraphs: 
  c.3.5.2.3 “…weakest component … with safety factors.” 
  c.3.5.3.2 “… based on the piping material of the sprinkler system.” 
  c.3.5.3.2.3 “The maximum permissible load… of a sway brace …” 
  c.3.5.6 Horizontal Seismic Loads 
  c.3.5.7 “…arranged to resist…” 
  c.3.5.8.1 “Sway bracing shall be tight” 
  c.3.5.8.4 “…avoid eccentric loading on fittings and fasteners.” 
  c.3.5.9.2 “The type of fasteners … shall be limited…” 
  c.3.5.9.7.1 “Concrete anchors shall be prequalified for seismic applications…” 
  c.3.5.10.1 “…listed for maximum load rating…” 
  c.3.5.10.2.1 “… shall be listed.” 
  c.3.5.11.1 “…directly attached…” 
  A.9.1.2.3 “Limit horizontal loads on hanger rod” 
 
   In view of the above, I believe it is prudent to remove Paragraphs 9.3.5.3.9 
and 9.3.5.3.10 from the 2013 NFPA 13 Chapter 9 text.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The submitter is requested to submit test data on this 
issue. There is not sufficient loss history using the 6” rule. The submitter is 
encouraged to submit loss history data on this issue for future code cycles. The 
TC may choose to pursue this with the FPRF.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Explanation of Negative: 
   KIRSCHNER, K.: This hanger provides no dampening effect and the 
additional seismic load will compromise it or overwhelm it. Because this 
U-hook has some features similar to a sway brace, this should not justify the 
omission of a sway brace per the requirements of 9.3.5.3. Promoting a hanger 
of questionable ability as an acceptable alternative to a sway brace of known 
ability is not conservative engineering. We should eliminate 9.3.5.3.10 to 
remedy this inconsistency in Chapter 9.  
   This hanger is equally deficient per 9.3.5.1.1, 9.3.5.3 and 9.3.5.6 with slight 
variations. 
The engineering arguments of style here are also similar to proposal 13-240. - 
Please see 13-240. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-243 Log #204 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.3.5.5.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Silva, Hilti North America
Comment on Proposal No: 13-339
Recommendation: Add new Section 9.3.5.5.1.1
   9.3.5.5 Lateral Sway Bracing.
   9.3.5.5.1* Lateral sway bracing shall be provided on all feed and cross mains 
regardless of size and all branch lines and other piping with a diameter of 2-1/2 
in. (65 mm) and larger. 
   9.3.5.5.1.1 Where not provided with sway bracing, branch lines shall be 
provided with restraint in accordance with 9.3.6.
Substantiation: The requirement for restraint of small diameter branch lines is 
often missed in practice. This pointer ensures that lateral bracing or restraint is 
provided on all branch lines. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Submitter intended to submit the comment to 13-349 which discusses braces. 
  9.3.5.5.1.1 Where branch lines are not provided with lateral sway bracing, 
they shall be provided with restraint in accordance with 9.3.6.
Committee Statement: Modifications to the proposed language were editorial 
in nature. The concept of restraining branch lines is not new to chapter 9 as it is 
addressed in 9.3.6. This language is being added to 9.3.5.5.1 for clarity. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-244 Log #71 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(9.3.5.6.4 and 9.3.5.6.4.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Deutsch, City of Brea Fire Department
Comment on Proposal No: 13-351
Recommendation: Add new as follows: 
   9.3.5.6.4.1* When riser nipples are provided in systems requiring seismic 
protection, the weight of the water filled branch line pipe in the zone of 
influence (WP) as defined by 9.3.5.6.1, including the length of the riser nipple, 
multiplied by the seismic coefficient (CP), and by the height of the riser nipple 
(HR), divided by the section modulus (S) of the riser nipple piping shall 
not meet or exceed the yield strength (FY) of the riser nipple piping. If the 
calculated value is equal to or greater than the yield strength or the riser nipple, 
the longitudinal seismic load of each line shall be evaluated individually and 
branch lines shall be provided with longitudinal sway bracing per 9.3.5.4. 

 
             Formula: ( Hr * Wp * Cp ) / S ≥ Fy 
 
   Where: 
   Hr = Height of RN (in inches) 
   Wp = Tributary weight in pounds for the branch line or portion of branch line 
within the ZOI including the riser nipple 
   Cp = Seismic coefficient
   S = Sectional modulus of the riser nipple pipe 
   Fy = Allowable yield strength
  
   30,000 for Steel 
   11,000 for Copper 
   2,000 for CPVC 
 
   A.9.3.5.6.4.1 When steel schedule 10 and schedule 40 pipe are used, the 
section modulus can be found in Table 9.1.1.6.1(b). 
Substantiation: This is a revision / correction to the committee accepted in 
principal proposal. The sign to greater than or equal to has been corrected, 
values for copper and CPVC have been added and the text has had some word 
smithing applied.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Accept the proposed language with the following modifications: 
  Add the phrase “and longer than four feet” as follows: 
  9.3.5.6.4.1* When riser nipples are provided in systems requiring seismic 
protection and are longer than four feet....
 
   Modify the “where list”: 
 
  Where: 
   Hr = Length of RN Piping (in inches)
   Wp = Tributary weight in pounds for the branch line or portion of branch line 
within the ZOI including the riser nipple 
   Cp = Seismic coefficient
   S = Sectional modulus of the riser nipple pipe 
   Fy = Allowable yield strength 
   30,000 for Steel 
   30,000 for Copper (Soldered)  
   8,000 for CPVC 
Committee Statement: Modifications were made to the values for yield 
strength of copper and CPVC based on discussion during the ROC meeting that 
the values as submitted were inaccurate. The reference to 4 foot risers nipples 
was included in the original proposal from the ROP meeting. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   DENEFF, C.: In the verbiage of 9.3.5.6.4.1, the line that says “...yield 
strength or the riser nipple...” should I think be “...yield strength of the riser 
nipple...”. Also for the definition of Hr, “RN” should be replaced by the words 
“riser nipple”. 
   VALENTINE, V.: I agree with the position, but Hr should be defined as 
“length of riser nipple piping (inches).” Although RN is commonly used in the 
field it is not a defined abbreviation in NFPA 13. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-245 Log #146 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(9.3.6.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-359
Recommendation: Modify Section 9.3.6.3 and add annex language as follows:
  9.3.6.3 The end sprinkler on a branch line shall be restrained against 
excessive vertical and lateral movement.
Substantiation: The proposed language is mostly an editorial change. The 
concept has been to locate restraint at the ends of branch lines for many 
editions. However, there is confusion in the field as to how to determine the 
vertical and lateral movement as well as what values would then be deemed 
“excessive.” 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-246 Log #336 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(9.3.7.8 and A.9.1.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-360
Recommendation: Add new language as follows:
  9.3.7.8 Where seismic protection is provided, concrete anchors used to secure 
hangers to the building structure shall be in accordance with ACI 355.2, 
Qualification of Post-Installed Mechanical Anchors in Concrete and 
Commentary, and installed in accordance with manufacturer’s instructions.
  A.9.1.3 In areas that are subject to provisions for earthquake protection, the 
fasteners in concrete will need to be prequalified. See Section 9.3.7.8 for 
information. 
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Substantiation: The language from the proposal was editorially modified by 
the task group. After task group discussions it was decided the language should 
be added to NFPA 13. There is an attached report of the task group that 
provides additional background information and some product information. 
   Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 24 Negative: 3 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Explanation of Negative: 
   DEUTSCH, J.: During debate of this proposal it was brought up that in some 
situations this will require the use of type and or size of an anchor that does not 
exist. While there are listed anchors available there are not ACI 355.2 pre-
qualified anchors available. This proposal should be modified to make 
allowance for this situation. 
   SCHWAB, P.: By accepting this proposal, this committee has made it 
impractical to hang sprinkler piping in certain types of concrete construction. 
There are only a limited amount of fasteners that are listed and are pre-
qualified. This requirement should not be in this standard until there are options 
for all types of currently used concrete construction.  
   THACKER, J.: We should not be requiring the use of an anchor that does not 
exist. There are certain types of construction (hollow core concrete as example) 
which are not compatible with anchors which require an embedment greater 
than 1”. As of the time of the ROC meeting there are not any ACI 355.2 pre-
qualifies anchors known for this these types of application. John Silva of Hilti 
stated that Hillti does have listed shallow anchors requiring only 1” of 
embedment but that Hilti is not contemplating submittal of the shallow anchors 
to meet the pre-qualification requirements of ACI 355.2. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   WELLEN, T.: After the presentation from the manufacturer’s representative 
that concrete anchors used to secure hangers to the building structure shall be 
in accordance with ACI 355.2, this would apply to all concrete anchors 
supporting a suspended load, regardless whether or not it’s seismic design. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-247 Log #113 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(9.3.11)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-361a
Recommendation: Where and when the TC’s use the term “Readily 
Accessible”, the TC’s are directed to better define their intent on a case by case 
basis. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-248 Log #334 AUT-PRI  Final Action: Reject
(10.2.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Top Myers, Myers Risk Services
Comment on Proposal No: 13-61
Recommendation: Delete the wording from 10.2.2…………..,-including 
installation instructions
Substantiation: Much of the material included in installation instructions is 
beyond the Scope of this standard and it is wrong to include it as part of the 
standard. Much of this material is written by manufacturers and is not vetted by 
Listing/approval agencies and includes warranty and liability disclaimers that 
should not be made part of the standard. To do so would not be in the best 
interest of the AHJ, contractor, designer and owner users of this standard.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This language is extracted from NFPA 24 and cannot 
be modified within NFPA 13 but rather needs to be modified in NFPA 24. 
Furthermore, 13-50 (Log #333) contained similar language and was rejected by 
the SSI TC. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 30 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 7 Bonds, R., Frakes, B., Fuller, D., Laguna, A., Maddry, 
J., Olomon, A., Twele, S. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-249 Log #114 AUT-PRI  Final Action: Reject
(10.3.8)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-574a
Recommendation: Where and when the TC’s use the term “Readily 
Accessible”, the TC’s are directed to better define their intent on a case by case 
basis. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject

Committee Statement: The use of the term readily accessible in Chapter 10 of 
NFPA 13 was handled in NFPA 24 (Log #8). This material is extracted from 
from NFPA 24 and cannot be changed in NFPA 13. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 30 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 7 Bonds, R., Frakes, B., Fuller, D., Laguna, A., Maddry, 
J., Olomon, A., Twele, S. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-250 Log #125 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(11.1.7 and A.11.1.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-28
Recommendation: Replace the existing 11.1.7 in the 2010 edition and its 
annex note with the following: 
   11.1.7*High Volume Low Speed (HVLS) Fans. (Reserved)
   11.1.7.1 The installation of HVLS fans in buildings equipped with sprinklers, 
including ESFR sprinklers, shall comply with the following: 
   1) The maximum fan diameter shall be 24 feet. 
   2) The HVLS fan shall be centered approximately between four adjacent 
sprinklers. 
   3) The vertical clearance from the HVLS fan to sprinkler deflector shall be a 
minimum of 3 feet. 
   4) All HVLS fans shall be interlocked to shutdown within 90 seconds of 
water flow from the first operating sprinkler. The immediately upon receiving a 
waterflow signal from the alarm system shall be in accordance with the 
requirements of NFPA 72, The National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code. 
   A.11.1.7 There has been some full-scale fire testing involving the interaction 
of HVLS fans and fire sprinklers. To date, this testing is insufficient to 
determine design criteria for fire sprinkler systems in the vicinity of such fans. 
   A.11.1.7 A series of 10 full scale fire tests and limited scale testing were 
conducted to determine the impact of HVLS fan operation on the performance 
of sprinkler systems. The project, sponsored by the Property Insurance 
Research Group (PIRG) and other industry groups, was coordinated by the Fire 
Protection Research Foundation (FPRF). The complete test report, titled High 
Volume/Low Speed Fan and Sprinkler Operation – Ph. 2 Final Report (2011), 
is available from the FPRF. Both Control Mode Density Area and Early 
Suppression Fast Response sprinklers were tested. Successful results were 
obtained when the HVLS fan was shut down upon the activation of the first 
sprinkler followed by a 90 second delay. Other methods of fan shutdown were 
also tested including shut down by activation of air sampling type detection 
and ionization type smoke detectors. Earlier fan shut down resulted in less 
commodity damage. 
Substantiation: The HVLS fan criteria were added to NFPA 13 in Chapter 12 
in the ROP, but they need to be added to Chapter 11 as well because these fans 
are often installed in buildings protected in accordance with ordinary hazard 
and extra hazard discharge criteria. The language proposed is exactly what was 
approved in the ROP except for the 90 second delay in shutting down the fan, 
which has been proposed to be changed in Chapter 12. See our comment on 
Chapter 12 for substantiation of this change. Whichever way the committee 
goes on this language, the final version should be the same in both chapters. 
   This comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering and Standards 
Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I agree with the concept but I think it is too limiting. This 
proposal mandates shutdown of the fans upon sprinkler waterflow, but doesn’t 
allow for potential better detection options that could be in place at a facility. 
In addition, this requires shutdown of the fans regardless of any sprinkler 
arrangement; hence if a facility had in-rack sprinklers within their storage racks 
that left only 5 ft of storage above the top level of in-racks or had a Scheme A 
type of protection arrangement where the ceiling sprinklers are not expected to 
operate, this guideline mandates that the fans be shutdown for these types of 
arrangements. To me this is unwarranted and thus the proposed guideline 
should be further expanded to account for (1) other means of acceptable 
detection and shutdown when needed, and (2) have this apply only to ceiling-
only sprinkler systems. 
   KOFFEL, W.: The word “immediately” is problematic and should be deleted. 
In the Substantiation for 13-263 the proponent justifies deleting the reference to 
90 seconds that was contained in the ROP language. While a reference to 90 
seconds is potentially a problem, so is immediately. Does the use of the word 
“immediately” override the processing time included in NFPA 72? 
______________________________________________________________
13-251 Log #5 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle in Part
(11.2.3.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-370
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   11.2.3.1.1 The water supply for sprinklers shall be determined only from one 
of the following, at the discretion of the designer : 
   (1) Density/area curves of Figure 11.2.3.1.1 in accordance with the density/
area method of 11.2.3.2  
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   (2) The room that creates the greatest demand in accordance with the room 
design method of 11.2.3.3  
   (3) Special design areas in accordance with 11.2.3.4  
   (4) Special design approaches in accordance with Section 11.3. 
Substantiation: The choice “at the discretion of the designer” is adequately 
covered by 11.1.1 for all types of systems and the redundancy should have 
been deleted when it was added to Section 11.1 (editorial). 
   Adding 11.2.3.1.1(4) is unnecessary since it is already addressed in the 
general section 11.1. In particular 11.1.3 addresses the concern that there is no 
legal way to use section 11.3 with a hydraulically calculated system (which if 
true would also apply to chapter 12). Additionally, this change confuses the 
user by adding guidance in an inappropriate location. 11.2 and 11.3 are separate 
and independent design approaches. This is no different than putting guidance 
on sidewall sprinklers in section 8.6 instead of 8.7.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle in Part
   Add “for Spray Sprinklers” to title of 11.2 as follows: 
   11.2 Occupancy Hazard Fire Control Approach for Spray Sprinklers
   Delete 11.2.3.1.1(4) 
   Replace “basis” with “approach” in 11.1.1 as follows: 
   11.1.1 A building or portion thereof shall be permitted to be protected in 
accordance with any applicable design basis approach at the discretion of the 
designer 
  11.2.3.1.1 The water supply demand for sprinklers shall….
   DO NOT DELETE “at the discretion of the designer” as suggested by 
submitter. 
Committee Statement: 11.2 and 11.3 are considered separate sections and 
therefore the issue is better addressed in 11.1 in the general section for the 
chapter. Removing the language “at the discretion of the designer” would be 
considered new material. Using the term design approaches provides 
consistency throughout the chapter. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-252 Log #CC20 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(11.2.3.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-371
Recommendation: Delete proposal 13-371 
   Return to prior text.  
Substantiation: 11.2.3.1.1 is already applicable and referencing it in 11.2.3.1.2 
is unnecessary. Note that ROP 13-494 addressed submitters’ issue regarding 
calculating closest to riser. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-253 Log #269 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Hold
(11.2.3.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: William N. Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-371
Recommendation: Revise the Accepted language as follows:
   The minimum water supply shall be as-calculated using one of the methods 
in Section 11.2.3.1.1 or as defined in Chapters 13-21, including any 
supplementary water supply for inrack sprinkler systems. and interior and 
exterior hose streams. When automatic sprinkler systems. including inside 
hose, are supplied by tanks. tank size shall be a minimum of 110 percent of 
nominal design flow. Water flow shall be available for the minimum duration 
specified in Table 11.2.3.1.2. 
Substantiation: Statement of Problem and Substantiation for Comment:
   1. The language accepted under 13·371 does not address calculation methods 
for special storage applications where a density/area approach is used. 
   2. Sizing of water tanks under the 13·371 accepted language would have to 
wait until construction drawings are issued, the sprinkler contractor is selected, 
and sprinkler 
system shop drawings and calculations are complete. In some cases two 
different contractors may be responsible for a) site piping and appurtenances, 
and b) sprinkler 
system installation. By sizing the water tank for a minimum of 110 percent of 
the nominal flow it is possible to determine the appropriate tank size during the 
development of the 
construction drawings, making early coordination possible. 110 percent of the 
nominal flow will allow for a reasonable system hydraulic imbalance. 
Committee Meeting Action: Hold
Committee Statement: This is new material and will be reviewed at the ROP 
meeting in the next cycle. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-254 Log #263 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.1.4(3))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-372
Recommendation: Further clarification of the intent, perhaps by the use of a 
Figure, is needed.  
Substantiation: See comment. It is agreed that a design area of 3000 sq ft 
should not be needed for sprinklers in an area that is separated from an 
otherwise unsprinklered concealed space by construction having a fire 
resistance rating equivalent to the water supply duration. However, the wording 
provided is confusing and does not sufficiently provide for a clear 
understanding of how the provisions are to be applied.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There is no proposed text or artwork for the TC to act 
upon. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-255 Log #323 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.1.4(3))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Pehrson Fire PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-372
Recommendation: Modify Proposed new 11.2.3.1.4(3) text to read as follows:
   The term “adjacent” shall apply to any sprinkler system protecting a space 
above, below or next to the qualifying concealed space except where a barrier 
with a fire resistance rating at least equivalent to the water supply duration 
completely separates the concealed space from the sprinklered adjacent area.
   Modify Proposed new A.11.2.3.1.4(3) text by modifying the last sentence as 
follows: 
   If the fire rated assembly is the qualifying concealed space, an interior fire 
would greatly reduce the assigned fire rated duration, so this arrangement 
would not limit the extent of the 3,000 ft2 design area and additional sprinklers 
would need to be calculated from the adjacent area.
Substantiation: Comment is intended to clarify when it is acceptable to limit 
the 3,000 ft2 design area with combustible rated assemblies.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC feels that the comment does not provide any 
additional clarification on the application of the 3,000 ft2 rule.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-256 Log #324 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(11.2.3.1.4(4)(k))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Pehrson Fire PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-374
Recommendation: Reject change proposed by ROP Log #559.
Substantiation: It is a mistake to not require the 3,000 ft2 design area with this 
configuration. Paper backed insulation in this assembly, even if limited 
combustible, will give a propagating fire that can lead to flashover of the 
concealed space. There is no limit on how far down the ceiling can be 
suspended below the insulation, thus allowing the insulation to fall once the 
paper is consumed or plastic netting melted and giving fire access to the wood 
above. Finally, by not limiting the distance the suspended ceiling may be below 
the bottom of the joists, the sidewalls of the entire space can be exposed wood 
construction, with no sprinkler protection (thus providing enough fuel to start 
the process of burning or melting away the insulation facing to expose the 
joists as the insulation falls). 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: The requirement for using limited combustible 
construction does not allow the use of the referenced facing. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Abstain: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Abstention: 
   KEEPING, L.: I chose to abstain on this matter, because I do not properly 
understand the issues. My original understanding of the limited combustible 
insulation was that it would stay in place during a fire and would not propagate 
the fire to the point of flashover, due to limited flame spread ratings, etc. I 
thought that that was why the omission of sprinklers in concealed spaces with 
this type of construction was accepted in the 2010 edition of the standard. Now 
however, the Technical Committee seems to have accepted the idea that these 
materials could fall down from the affects of a fire, as described in the 
proponents substantiation. This leaves me unsure as to how to proceed. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   DENHARDT, J.: The Committee Statement is not applicable for an action to 
Accept. 
   HUGGINS, R.: The Committee Statement is not applicable for an action to 
Accept and should be deleted. 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-257 Log #276 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(11.2.3.4.4 and 22.4.4.1.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-380
Recommendation: Add new text as follows:
   11.2.3.4.4 Except as provided by 14.5(2) sprinkler protection installed under 
open gratings as provided by 8.6.5.3.5, 8.8.5.3.4, 8.11.5.3.3 and 8.12.5.3.3 shall 
be ordinary temperature, quick-response sprinklers having the same: K-factor, 
orientation and area spacing as the sprinklers installed at the ceiling level and 
using the same branchline piping installed at the ceiling level. Sprinklers 
installed under open grating as outlined above are not required to be added to 
the hydraulic design of the ceiling level sprinkler system. 
   22.4.4.1.3 Open Gratings. Except as provided by 14.5(2) sprinkler 
protection installed under open gratings as provided by 8.6.5.3.5, 8.8.5.3.4, 
8.11.5.3.3 and 8.12.5.3.3 shall be ordinary temperature, quick-response 
sprinklers having the same: K-factor, orientation and area spacing as the 
sprinklers installed at the ceiling level and using the same branchline piping 
installed at the ceiling level. Sprinklers installed under open grating as outlined 
above are not required to be added to the hydraulic design of the ceiling level 
sprinkler system.
Substantiation: The provisions of 8.6.5.3.5, 8.8.5.3.4, 8.11.5.3.3 and 
8.12.5.3.3 provide no mandatory guidance as to the appropriate design criteria 
for the sprinklers added under open gratings. Without mandatory design 
parameters the user is left without sufficient guidance to determine adequate 
protection for such arrangement. The proposed protection criterion was 
developed based on the provisions of FM 8-9, 2.2.1.4.2 with an exception for 
that protection provided in 14.5(2). 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: A single design basis does not adequately address the 
different conditions that can exist beneath all locations using grating. Sprinklers 
beneath gratings that are obstructions should mimic the ceiling design basis and 
when beneath a floor can be a separate design basis. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I have noted Affirmative only because the Committee 
currently has no test data to work with. However, it would be appropriate for 
the Committee to provide some guidance to the NFPA 13 user as to how to 
design a sprinkler system that is to be installed under an open grid type ceiling. 
The issue raised in the submitter’s Substantiation has not been addressed. 
   BELLAMY, T.: The intention of the Committee to direct the proper 
application of the design criteria for sprinklers beneath grated mezzanines and 
solid floors is contained in the Committee substantiation; however, this is not 
included anywhere within NFPA 13 and should have been incorporated as a 
Committee Comment. 
   DENHARDT, J.: I agree with the committee’s action but concur that 
guidance is needed on how to design for open metal grading when they are 
acting as ceiling/floor assemblies such as in a mezzanines. 
   HUGGINS, R.: I agree with the action but concur that guidance is needed on 
how to design for open metal grading when they are ceiling/floor assemblies 
such as mezzanines. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-258 Log #325 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(11.3.1.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Pehrson Fire PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-383
Recommendation: Modify Proposed new 11.2.3.1.4(3) text to read as follows:
   The term “adjacent” shall apply to any sprinkler system protecting a space 
above, below or next to the qualifying concealed space except where a barrier 
with a fire resistance rating at least equivalent to the water supply duration 
completely separates the concealed space from the sprinklered adjacent area.
   Modify Proposed new A.11.2.3.1.4(3) text by modifying the last sentence as 
follows: 
   If the fire rated assembly is the qualifying concealed space, an interior fire 
would greatly reduce the assigned fire rated duration, so this arrangement 
would not limit the extent of the design area and additional sprinklers would 
need to be calculated from the adjacent area.
Substantiation: Comment is intended to clarify when it is acceptable to limit 
the 3,000 ft2 design area with combustible rated assemblies.
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC feels that the comment does not provide any 
additional clarification on the application of the 3,000 ft2 rule. This action 
correlates with 13-255 (Log #323). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-259 Log #120 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(12.1.3.4.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Pascal Pfeiffer, AXA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-48
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   12.1.3.4.1* The clearance to ceiling shall be measured in accordance with 
Section 12.1.3.4.1.1 and 12.1.3.4.1.2 through 12.1.3.4.1.3.
   12.1.3.4.1.3 For corrugated metal deck roof having an upper web width 3 
times or more greater than the lower web width, the clearance to ceiling shall 
be measured from the top of storage to the highest point of the deck.
Substantiation: This comment is to cope with various deck geometries 
available around the world and in particular in Europe where upper web width 
is significantly larger than the lower part. In such a case, heat will accumulate 
in the upper part. This issue has already been raised by Mr. Javeri in his 
comment on affirmative vote. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This is already addressed in Section 12.1.3.4.1 - wider 
flues will not change the intent of this section which deals with Ceiling 
Clearance. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I think the Committee Statement meant to say that it was 
already addressed in Section 12.1.3.4.1.1, which I disagree with. The current 
wording references a measure of depth and does not take into consideration 
width of either the lower or upper channels of the roof decking. If my channel 
depth is greater than 3 in. then 12.1.3.4.1.1 mandates that I measure to the 
upper portion of the channel, even if the width of the channel were to be 1 in. 
and the lower width of the channel were 6 in., which would be inappropriate in 
my opinion. The guidelines for where to measure to should take into 
consideration both depth and width rather than just one or the other. This 
should apply to ceiling height measurements in 12.1.3.1 as well.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-260 Log #127 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.1.3.4.3 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-395
Recommendation: Insert a new section 12.1.3.4.3.1 as follows:
   12.1.3.4.3.1 For protection of idle wood pallets in accordance with the 
second row of Table 12.12.1.2(a), storage of idle wood pallets on the floor up 
to 8 ft high shall be permitted in a building up to 30 ft in height. 
Substantiation: Section 12.1.3.4.3 specifically says that idle wood pallets 
protected in accordance with Table 12.12.1.2(a) have to follow the rule of 
being designed for a maximum clearance of 20 ft. But the second row in the 
Table allows storage up to 8 ft in a building that is up to 30 ft high, which 
would result in 22 ft clearance, violating section 12.1.3.4.3. 
   When we pointed this out in Proposal 13-395 and asked the committee to 
lower the maximum ceiling height to 28 ft, we were told that the fire testing 
had been performed on idle wood pallets 8 ft high in a building that was 30 ft 
high, so that there was fire test experience for this 22 ft clearance situation and 
our proposal was rejected. 
   We are not arguing with the test data. But if the committee wants the 
standard to be consistent, they have to recognize that the 22 ft clearance 
currently in the table is allowed, otherwise, the table is violating the excessive 
clearance rules. 
   This comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering and Standards 
Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See committee action on Log 13-37.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been accepted as 
submitted. The Committee Action to Accept in Principle with reference to Log 
#37 (Comment 13-261) is not adequate. This matter was raised in response to 
Proposal 13-395 on clearances above wood pallets, whereas Log #37 was in 
response to Proposal 13-284 and does not address the wood pallet question. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BELL, K.: The committee statement should reference action on Log 13-261 
rather than Log 13-37. 
   DENHARDT, J.: I agree with Mr. Bell. The committee’s statement should 
reference 13-261 (Log #37). 
   HUGGINS, R.: I agree with Mr. Bell. The committee statement should 
reference 13-261 (Log #37) verses log 13-37. 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-261 Log #37 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Part
(12.1.3.4.4, 12.1.3.4.5, and 12.1.3.4.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-384
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   12.1.3.4.4 Where the clearance to ceiling exceeds 20 ft (6.1m) for Table 
12.12.1.2(a) or Section 16.2, protection shall be based upon the storage height 
that would result in a clearance to ceiling of 20 ft (6.1m) or providing one level 
of supplemental, quick-response in-rack sprinklers located directly below the 
top tier of storage and at every flue space intersection  
   12.1.3.4.5 Where the clearance to ceiling exceeds 10 ft (3.1 m) for Section 
16.3 or Section 17.2, protection shall be based upon the storage height that 
would result in a clearance to ceiling of 10 ft (3.1m) or providing one level of 
supplemental, quick-response in-rack sprinklers located directly below the top 
tier of storage and at every flue space intersection.  
   12.1.3.4.6 Where the clearance exceeds 10 ft for Section 16.3 or Section 17.3 
protection shall be based upon providing one level of supplemental, quick-
response in-rack sprinklers located directly below the top tier of storage and at 
every flue space intersection. 
Substantiation: Deleting the reference in 12.1.3.4.4 to Table 12.12.1.2(a) 
correlates with the action taken on proposal 13-394 
   Changes to 12.1.3.4.5 and 12.1.3.4.6 are needed because the allowance to 
artificially raise the height does not impose any change to criteria on Class I-IV 
commodities for storage greater than 25 ft (the same issue was addressed for 
Group A plastic by proposal 13-384). Thus, only requiring supplemental 
in-rack sprinklers for this arrangement is appropriate. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
   Accept proposed revision to Section 12.1.3.4.4 (preprint section) 
   Do not accept 12.1.3.4.5 and 12.1.3.4.6. 
Committee Statement: The proposal to move the reference to Section 16.3 
from 12.1.3.4.5 to 12.1.3.4.6 adds additional criteria for this section that is not 
intended. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-262 Log #358 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(12.1.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Alan L. Hall, Loss Prevention Consultants
Comment on Proposal No: 13-28
Recommendation: Renumber new 12.1.4 to 8.5.6 High Volume Low Speed 
Fan (then renumber remainder of sections accordingly). Keep wording the 
same. 
Substantiation: The committee’s recommendation to place this in Chapter 12 
implies that this is the requirements when an HVLS fan is installed in a Storage 
occupancy and does not provide sufficient information that these are the 
requirements when installing an HVLS fan. The majority of these are used in 
industrial type occupancies such as a factory not a storage warehouse. If the 
committee wishes to have these requirements for all HVLS fans the 
requirements should be placed in Chapter 8. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: HVLS fans have specific design criteria and testing for 
storage. Reference to these fans can be submitted to other sections of this 
standard but need to be referenced in the storage sections - see Committee 
Action on 13-250 (Log #125). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-263 Log #126 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(12.1.4(4))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-28
Recommendation: Revise part (4) as follows:
   4) All HVLS fans shall be interlocked to shutdown within 90 seconds of 
water flow from the first operating sprinkler. The immediately upon receiving a 
waterflow signal from the alarm system shall be in accordance with the 
requirements of NFPA 72, The National Fire Alarm and Signaling Code. 
Substantiation: The 90 second shut-down time is a requirement of NFPA 72 
and does not need to be repeated here. By putting the 90 second limit here it 
appears that 90 seconds is preferable to a 20 second or 45 second delay. 
Actually, the shorter delays would be better, and NFPA 72 may go that way in 
the future with different devices, so there is no need to hold on to the 90 
second requirement in NFPA 13. 
   This comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering and Standards 
Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: See my comments from 13-250. 
   KEEPING, L.: While I vote to accept this comment, I still believe that the 
wording should have been revised somewhat, because this text seems to imply 
that, if HVLS fans are present in a sprinklered building, then a fire alarm 
system is also required. However NFPA 13 does not have any jurisdiction over 
when fire alarm systems are required. 
   KOFFEL, W.: The proponent justifies deleting the reference to 90 seconds 
contained in the ROP language. While a reference to 90 seconds is potentially a 
problem, so is immediately. Does the use of the word “immediately” override 
the processing time included in NFPA 72? 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-264 Log #57 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(12.6.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: George W. Stanley, Wiginton Fire Systems
Comment on Proposal No: 13-389
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
   12.6.7 CMSA and ESFR sprinklers shall be permitted to protect light hazard, 
ordinary hazard, extra hazard, storage of Class I through Class IV commodities, 
plastic commodities, miscellaneous storage, and other storage as specified in 
Chapter 12 through 20 or by other NFPA standards. 
   12.6.7 (1) When utilizing ESFR or CMSA sprinklers to protect light hazard 
and ordinary hazard occupancies, the pressure and number of design sprinklers 
from the ESFR or CMSA Tables shall be based on maximum ceiling height as 
well as Class I commodity. 
   12.6.7 (2) When utilizing ESFR or CMSA sprinklers to protect extra hazard 
occupancies, the pressure and number of design sprinklers from the ESFR or 
CMSA Tables shall be based on maximum ceiling height as well as Group A 
plastic commodity.
Substantiation: The majority of the speculative warehouse owners are 
requiring an ESFR or CMSA sprinkler system because of the wide range of 
hazards, commodities, storage heights, and arrangements that it can protect. In 
some cases these speculative warehouses are used for manufacturing, printing, 
or other processes that would be classified as extra hazard occupancy. The way 
the current standard is written, the owner would have to install a new system 
that provides less protection for the extra hazard occupancy. Guidance is 
needed when these situations occur.  
   The minimum flows based on prescribed pressures from the individual tables 
for ESFR and CMSA sprinklers provide more than the minimum density to 
protect light, ordinary, and extra hazard occupancies. An example would be 
operating (12) k14.0 ESFR sprinklers at 50 psi produces 1188 gpm compared 
to an extra hazard group II density of.40 over 2500 sq ft, which produces 1,000 
gpm over the design area. Even if, (25) ESFR sprinklers open during a fire 
event, they would still produce a density of about.47, which still exceeds the 
extra hazard group II requirement. Therefore, ESFR and CMSA sprinkler 
protection should be extended to protect light, ordinary and extra hazard 
occupancies.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Expanding the application to extra hazard can 
introduce shielded fires which are outside the scope of some CMSA and ESFR 
sprinklers. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I have heartache with this one as I hate to see a better 
sprinkler replaced with one that would be considered less effective. I think the 
submitter was on the right track with this one, but the submittal needs to be 
able to address the potential concerns that an EH occupancy hazard may have 
in the presence of quick-response (QR) sprinklers. If the wording of a future 
proposal can be further clarified to identify those EH occupancies that are 
compatible with QR sprinklers and aim the guidelines of this proposal to them, 
then I think the Committee would be able to accept such a proposal. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
13-265 Log #91 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(12.6.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-389
Recommendation: Revise 12.6.7 to read:
   12.6.7 CMSA and ESFR sprinklers shall be permitted to protect ordinary 
hazard storage of Class I through Class IV commodities, plastic commodities, 
miscellaneous storage, and other storage as specified in Chapter 12 through 
Chapter 20 or by other NFPA standards. 
   Also revise the new 12.6.7.1 to better correspond with the new text of 8.4.6.6 
and 8.4.7.4 of Proposals 13-180 and 13-181, as follows: 
   12.6.7.1 ESFR sprinklers designed to meet any criteria in Chapter 12 through 
Chapter 20 shall be permitted to protect light and ordinary hazard occupancies. 
   12.6.7.2 Quick response CMSA sprinklers designed to meet any criteria in 
Chapter 12 through Chapter 20 shall be permitted to protect light and ordinary 
hazard occupancies. 
   12.6.7.3 Standard response CMSA sprinklers designed to meet any criteria in 
Chapter 12 through Chapter 20 shall be permitted to protect ordinary hazard 
occupancies.
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Substantiation: As it was accepted by the “Discharge” TC, all CMSA 
sprinklers would be allowed to protect light hazard occupancies, but this is in 
conflict with the actions of the “Installation” TC, which would require quick 
response CMSA sprinklers over those light hazard areas. The revised text 
offered here would co-ordinate the requirements of Chapter 12 with those of 
Chapter 8 and eliminate this conflict. 
   Also, it is suggested to delete the term “ordinary hazard” from 12.6.7, as an 
editorial amendment, because the requirements in that sentence are dealing 
with storage commodities, rather than occupancy hazards. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-266 Log #147 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.6.7.1 and 12.6.7.2 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-389
Recommendation: Revise the proposed 12.6.7.1 and insert a new 12.6.7.2 as 
follows: 
   12.6.7.1 ESFR and CMSA sprinklers designed to meet any criteria in Chapter 
12 through Chapter 20 shall be permitted to protect light and ordinary hazard 
occupancies. 
   12.6.7.2 ESFR and quick response CMSA sprinklers designed to meet any 
criteria in Chapter 12 through Chapter 20 shall be permitted to protect light 
hazard occupancies.
Substantiation: As pointed out by Mr. Keeping in his ballot, this needs to be 
coordinated with the installation Criteria Committee action on Proposal 13-181. 
The Installation Criteria Committee thinks that it is important to have quick 
response sprinklers in all light hazard occupancies, so the use of CMSA 
sprinklers should be limited in these occupancies to only those that are quick 
response. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-265 (Log #91).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-267 Log #100 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(Table 12.8.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas L. Multer, Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-410
Recommendation: Add row to proposed table 12.8.6 Hose Stream Allowance 
and Water Supply Duration. Under CMSA, Extended Coverage:    
   Up to 8 @ max, 144 ft2 250 gpm (950 L/min) 60 minutes
Substantiation: The 250 gpm (950 L/min) hose stream allowance and the 60 
minutes duration are based upon a maximum demand area of 1200 square feet. 
   8 extended coverage CMSA sprinklers, with a maximum spacing of 144 ft2, 
equals a demand area of 1152 square feet and meets the requirements for the 
lower flow and duration. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I agree with the proposal as it current is written since the 
maximum linear spacing is 12 ft. However, if by chance the maximum linear 
spacing were to change to 14 ft, then the current wording would need to be 
modified to indicate a maximum linear spacing of 12 ft, unless testing at the 14 
linear spacing demonstrates that the sprinkler warrants a 250 gpm and 1 hour 
duration (in other words I believe that linear spacing is the more important 
factor than area spacing). 
 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-268 Log #357 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(Table 12.8.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Alan L. Hall, Loss Prevention Consultants
Comment on Proposal No: 13-410
Recommendation: Delete the 150 minutes requirement for water supply 
duration and replace with 120 minutes. 
Substantiation: This is a substantial change occurring without technical 
justification. The standard has never required a 2-1/2 hour water supply. Also 
DNA in the table should be defined. 
If the 150 minutes is removed, it needs to be coordinated with other proposals, 
such as 12-425 (Log #281). 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This standard has had 150 minute water supply 
duration, the larger demand areas in the table require longer duration of water 
supply. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-269 Log #264 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(12.12.1.2 and 12.12.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-393
Recommendation: In the proposed 12.12.2.2.1 replace the reference to non-
wood pallets with plastic to read, in part, as follows: 
   12.2.2.2.1 Non-wood Plastic pallets having a demonstrated fire hazard that 
is...”. 
Substantiation: Editorial. The section applies to plastic pallets.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-270 Log #122 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(Table 12.12.1.2(c), 12.12.2.1, 14.4.1, 15.4.1, 16.2.3.1, 17.2.3.1, 17.3.3.1, 
18.4(d), 19.1.2.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Pascal Pfeiffer, AXA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-438
Recommendation: Do not remove the 40 ft (12.2 m) ceiling only option for 
K14 (200) ESFR as recommended by the Technical Committee. 
Substantiation: As mentioned by Mr. Javeri with his negative vote during 
ROP, the issue is not the building height but the clearance. As mentioned by 
Mr. Keeping with his abstention during ROP, data needs to be further analyzed 
and discussed prior to eliminating a protection scenario that is currently widely 
used throughout the logistic industry. Additional tests performed by the Fire 
Protection Research Foundation at Factory Mutual facility under the HVLS 
program have shown that a 25 ft clearance of in rack standard class A 
commodity had not affected the suppression performance of the ESFR, even 
with the HVLS impact (see test FM4 available in ‘HVLS and sprinkler 
operation – Ph. 2 final report’ from the Research Foundation website). I think 
further testing is needed to substantiate any action at the Committee level, 
especially because any decision regarding ESFR k14 sprinklers will have a 
great impact on existing systems. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Fire test data submitted to the committee supports the 
elimination of the 40 ft ceiling criteria. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20 Negative: 2 Abstain: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I believe the Committee has removed too many protection 
options based on the results of two tests. For both tests the commodity hazard 
was cartoned unexpanded plastics in open-frame racks to 20 ft high under a 40 
ft high ceiling. The two test results opened up in excessive of 12 sprinklers at 
both 75 psi as well as 90 psi. So for this specific commodity hazard, storage 
ceiling height arrangement, the Committee has removed 40 ft high ceiling 
options for the K14.0 sprinkler for Class 1 through 4 that are either in an 
on-floor or open-frame rack arrangement; I do not see the substantiation for 
that. The Committee has removed 40 ft high ceiling options for cartoned 
plastics maintained in an on-floor arrangement; I do not see the substantiation 
for that. They have also removed 40 ft high ceiling options for the K14.0 
sprinkler for wood pallets from Table 12.12.1.2(c), plastic pallets from Table 
12.12.2.1, rubber tires from Table 18.4(d) and roll paper from Table 19.1.2.3 
without any apparent substantiation. Lastly, the 40 ft ceiling designs that the 
K14.0 were initially based on from test data was included in Table 17.3.3.1, yet 
those protection options which were proven via full-scale fire tests have now 
been removed, again without any apparent substantiation. It appears that the 
main issue for the unacceptable test results is excessive clearance, therefore I 
still think that the Committee should allow for the higher storage heights, but 
for rack storage heights of 20 ft or less, a condition that I would think would be 
very rare, the ceiling design of 12 AS @ 75 psi needs to be supplemented as 
outlined in proposed Section 12.1.3.4.6. 
   JAVERI, S.: The committee statement is incorrect. The data presented 
supports the elimination of a 20 ft clearance to the sprinkler and not the 
elimination of a 40 ft building height. 
Explanation of Abstention: 
   KEEPING, L.: I must abstain on this matter. I have not seen the test data that 
was part of the submission. Apparently it was available to the Storage Task 
Group, but not to the entire Committee. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-271 Log #131 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(12.12.1.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Bruce Torrey, IGPS Company, LLC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-398
Recommendation: Delete text to read as follows;
   Add a new section 12.12.1.4 as follows:
   12.12.1.4 Non-wood pallets that have been testing and listed to be equivalent 
to wood pallets in accordance with 5.6.2.6 shall be permitted to be protected as 
wood pallets when stored as idle pallets. 
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Substantiation: The proposed new section in unnecessary since the issue of 
testing and listing plastic pallets for idle storage is already addressed in Chapter 
12. Section 12.12.2.1 addresses the storage of plastic pallets for fire hazard and 
permits tested and listed plastic pallets to be protected according to the 
requirements of wood pallets referenced in Section 12.12.1 Wood Pallets, or 
when specific test data are available. Additionally, Section 12.12.2.3.1 
addresses the in-rack storage of idle plastic pallets when they are tested and 
listed - FM 4996 specifically tests and lists racked idle plastic pallets. Section 
12.12.2.3 also allows in-rack plastic pallet storage when protected according to 
Table 12.12.2.1. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-272 Log #265 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(12.12.1.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-398
Recommendation: This change needs to be coordinated with changes agreed 
to in 13-393.  
Substantiation: Correlation.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-271 (Log #131).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-273 Log #212 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(12.12.3.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Moataz Remah, Cairo
Comment on Proposal No: 13-400
Recommendation: Reject proposal 13-400 and revert back to the original text
   12.12.3.3 Where idle pallet storage is above a door, the idle pallet storage 
height and ceiling height shall be calculated from the base of storage above the 
door using the applicable protection criteria referenced in Section 12.12. 
Substantiation: This is to resolve the inconsistencies with section 12.1.3.1 and 
with the definition of the ceiling height section 3.3.3. 
   The issue of calculating the storage height from the base of the storage is not 
limited to idle pallets, this applies to all storage arrangements according to 
section 12.1.3.3.  
   If proposal 13-400 is going to be adopted, Sections 12.1.3.1 and 3.3.3 shall 
be revised such that: 
   Section 12.1.3.1 clearly differentiate between the “calculated ceiling height 
upon which the design criteria is determined” and the “building height”  
   Section 3.3.3 ‘s definition of the ceiling height shall indicate that it is 
calculated from the floor to the underside of the roof deck for general 
occupancies; but from the base of the storage to the underside of the rood deck 
for high piled storage occupancies. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This section applies only to idle pallet storage above a 
door - the reference to the ceiling height is appropriate. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-274 Log #128 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(Table 13.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Note: This comment is reported as “Reject” as it did not receive the 
Simple Majority affirmative note.
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-403
Recommendation: Reject Proposal 13-403.
Substantiation: The submitter was not correct. The information is not 
redundant. This is the section that allows OH2 at the ceiling with a row of 
in-rack sprinklers to replace EH2 at the ceiling. This is a significant savings for 
a building owner with a marginal water supply and a necessary option. There is 
no reason to eliminate this option. 
   This comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering and Standards 
Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 12 Negative: 11 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: According to my notes the Substantiation is wrong in that 
this issue had nothing to do with the inability of the user to use one 1 level of 
IRAS with OH2, but rather the argument was made that the user may not see 
that the guidelines for rack storage were actually two lines above the current 
one and therefore are redundant. 
   BAUROTH, C.: If you review Table 13.2.1 for Cartoned Group A Plastic 
Storage, the two lines in question are exactly the same except that the line to be 

eliminated is for rack storage only. The line that would remain is for palletized, 
bin box, shelf AND rack storage. Eliminating the line as done in the ROP 
would not remove any options for the user. 
   BELL, K.: In regard to 13-274, I change my vote to negative since this is 
redundant text and is not needed. 
   BELLAMY, T.: The original action of the Committee on the Proposal was 
correct. The information is redundant. Elimination of the redundant information 
does not eliminate any currently available option. 
   DEEGAN, T.: Table 13.2.1 in the 2010 Edition is not clear. Under Group A 
Plastic Storage Line five refers to “Palletized, bin box, shelf and rack and back-
to-back shelf storage” and references that a level of in-racks is required. Except 
for a rack storage scenario, this is obviously not possible as written. By 
eliminating the line, as written, nothing is lost. Line seven maintains the option 
for OH2 in racks with 1 level of in rack sprinklers. The Committee’s action at 
the ROP was correct. 
   The 1999 Edition did not include this option for palletized, bin box or shelf 
storage of Group A Plastics. The Committee’s intent when this Table was 
modified in the 2002 Edition should be researched and the Table should be 
amended, if necessary, during the next cycle. 
   DENHARDT, J.: This material is redundant. The report on proposal action 
should stand. 
   HOPKINS, JR., D.: The last row of the table for cartoned materials is 
redundant. Removal of the row does not eliminate any protection options. 
   HUGGINS, R.: This is redundant material and serves no purpose. 
   JAVERI, S.: The comment is incorrect and the original proposal is correct. In 
Table 13.2.1, the 5th line should be eliminated as it is already in the 1st portion 
of the 6th line.  
   KEEPING, L.: I vote negative on this matter, because I believe that the 5th 
row of Table is redundant, because that same information is shown in the last 
row.  
   LAFLEUR, A.: Table 13.2.1 for Cartoned Group A Plastic Storage - In line 
with C. Bauroth’s comment, the line that is redundant and should be deleted is 
the last row in that section pertaining to Racks only. The line that would remain 
is for palletized, bin box, shelf AND rack storage - two rows up. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-275 Log #105 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(Figure 13.2.1, 14.2.4.1, 14.2.4.2, 16.2.1.3.2(a) through (g))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems, 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-406
Recommendation: The TCC directs the SSD TC to review all of the design 
curves for presentation and context for consistency during the next cycle. 
Substantiation: This is a direction from the Technical Correlating Committee 
on Automatic Sprinkler Systems in accordance with 3.4.2 and 3.4.3 of the 
Regulations Governing Committee Projects. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-276 Log #281 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(13.2.3 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-377
Recommendation: Include a new 13.2.3 as follows:
   13.2.3 Where K-11.2 (160) or larger sprinklers are used for EH1 or EH2 
designs, the design area shall be permitted to be reduced by 25 percent but not 
below 2,000 ft² (186 m²), regardless of temperature rating.
Substantiation: The original intent of the proposal was to address those 
storage applications covered by Chapter 13 using EH1 and EH2 design criteria. 
So as to address concerns related to the broad application of this allowance to 
all extra hazard occupancies, it is proposed that a new 13.2.3 be added that 
would only be applicable to those storage applications contained in Chapter 13.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept new sentence but change as follows: 
   Where K-11.2 (160) or larger sprinklers are used for with EH1 or EH2 
designs design curves from Figure 13.2.1, the design area shall be permitted to 
be reduced by 25 percent but not below 2,000 ft2 (186 m2), regardless of 
temperature rating. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-277 Log #93 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 13.3.3.4.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-407
Recommendation: Do not adopt the new Table 13.3.3.4.2 as illustrated in 
Proposal 13-407. Instead substitute a copy of the revised Table 16.4.2.1 from 
Proposal 13-444. 
Substantiation: Editorial – the new Table 16.4.2.1 shows the information for 
both encapsulated and nonencapsulated commodities, whereas the proposed 
Table 13.3.3.4.2 does not. Therefore, the information within Table 16.4.2.1 
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should be copied over for the new Table 13.3.3.4.2 so that the spacing for all 
commodities may be addressed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Do not adopt the new Table 13.3.3.4.2 as illustrated in Proposal 13-407 
   Use Figure 16.2.4.2.1 from proposal 13-444 and change title from 25 ft to 12 
ft  
   Revise section 13.3.4.2 as follows: Strike “nonencapsulated”  
   Change reference to Table 13.3.3.4.2 to Table 13.3.4.2.  
   Eliminate the last sentence as follows: 
   13.3.3.4.2 Maximum horizontal spacing of in-rack sprinklers in single- or 
double-row racks with nonencapsulated, Class I, II, III or IV commodities shall 
be in accordance with Table 13.3.3.4.2. For encapsulated Class I-IV 
commodities and 
Group A plastic commodities, maximum horizontal spacing shall be 8 ft (2.4 
m).
Committee Statement: Editorial and revised storage height in title of table to 
12 ft (3.7m) to be consistent with chapter 13. 
   The new table has all of the rules in it, so there is no need to repeat the rules.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-278 Log #129 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 13.3.3.4.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-407
Recommendation: Change the title of the table to: “Table 13.3.3.4.2 In-Rack 
Sprinkler Spacing for Nonencapsulated Class I, II, III, and IV Commodities 
Stored Up to 25 ft (7.6 m) 12 ft (3.7 m) in Height”.
Substantiation: This comment needs to be made for two reasons. First, the 
base paragraph 13.3.3.4.2 limits the use of the table to nonencapsulated 
commodities (the spacing for encapsulated commodities is 8 ft). 
   Second, since this table is in the chapter relating to Miscellaneous Storage, 
the height of storage is limited to 12 ft, so the table should be cut off there as 
well. 
   This comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering and Standards 
Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-277 (Log #93).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-279 Log #361 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(13.3.3.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-407
Recommendation: Add the following additional wording to the committee 
proposed wording: 
   13.3.3.4.3 In-rack sprinkler shall be located in the longitudinal flue at the 
intersection of the transverse flue... 
   If no longitudinal flue is provided, in-rack sprinklers shall be located in the 
middle of the rack while not exceeding the maximum spacing.
Substantiation: Longitudinal flues are not required in storage up to 25 feet in 
height so there is a problem with mandating sprinklers in the longitudinal flue. 
This attempts to clarify the actual requirement. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise proposed Sentence as follows:  
   “If no longitudinal flue is provided in single and double row racks, in-rack 
sprinklers shall be located within 12” (300 mm) of the center of the rack while 
not exceeding the maximum spacing. 
Committee Statement: Correct section # is 13.3.4.3 - the committee wants to 
provide some tolerance from the location of in-racks sprinklers from the center. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-280 Log #38 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(14.2.4.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-416
Recommendation: Delete the following text:
   14.2.4.6 For storage greater than 12 ft (3.7 m), the sprinkler design density 
for any given area of operation for a Class III or Class IV commodity, 
calculated in accordance with 14.2.4, shall not be less than 0.2 gpm/ft2 (8 mm/
min) density.
Substantiation: This section needs to be deleted in its entirety. As the ROP 
Substantiation states, it is old criteria that previously applied to storage less 
than 12 ft. As such, that height of storage is covered by Ch 13. By keeping it as 
applicable to heights greater than 12 ft, we now have a conflict with 12.2.4.5 
(minimum density of 0.15 gpm/sf). A final note is that this section effectively 
eliminates applying 75% of the Class III curve for Figure 14.2.4.2 which seems 
to be an unintentional consequence. 

Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC would like to retain the 2010 edition text. See 
TC action on 13-281 (Log #138). This section applies to storage over 12 ft 
because section 14.2.3.2 sends the user back to Chapter 13 for storage under 12 
ft, which references OH2 for protection, so there is no need to worry about 
setting OH2 as a minimum. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-281 Log #138 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(14.2.4.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-416
Recommendation: Reject Proposal 13-416.
Substantiation: Section 14.2.4.6 was fine the way it was in the 2010 and 
previous editions. The reason that it applies to storage over 12 ft is that section 
14.2.3.2 sends the user back to Chapter 13 for storage under 12 ft, which 
references OH2 for protection, so there is no need to worry about setting OH2 
as a minimum. 
   What we do need to worry about is going through the adjustments in Chapter 
14 for storage over 12 ft in height and ending up with protection criteria that is 
less than what is allowed for OH2. For example, consider 15 ft storage of Class 
III commodity protected with high temperature K-8 sprinklers. Figure 14.2.4.2 
would allow a design of 0.212 over 2000, but the Figure 14.2.4.3 would let me 
modify the density by 70%, making the design 0.148 over 2000. Comparing 
this to the OH2 curve, we see that the OH2 curve would allow a density of 
0.19 over 2000, so I would have to bump the density up to 0.19. I should not 
have to bump the density up to 0.2 because the design area is 2000 sq ft. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-282 Log #39 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(15.2.2.1, 17.2.1.2.1, and 17.3.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-449
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   17.3.1.1 Protection of Group A plastics in cartons, expanded or nonexpanded, 
whether encapsulated or nonencapsulated shall be permitted using control 
mode density / area sprinklers with an ordinary temperature rating in 
accordance with Section 17.3.1. 
   17.2.1.2.1 Protection of Group A plastics in cartons, expanded or 
nonexpanded, whether encapsulated or nonencapsulated shall be permitted 
using control mode density / area sprinklers with an ordinary temperature 
rating in accordance with Section 17.2.1.2. 
   Renumber remaining sections. 
   15.2.2.1 Protection of Group A plastics and rubber commodities shall be 
permitted using control mode density / area sprinklers with an ordinary 
temperature rating in accordance with Section 15.2.2. 
Renumber remaining sections. 
Substantiation: This change affects two issues. It provides consistency for the 
other storage arrangements of Group A plastic with the change made at the 
ROP to just Section 17.3.1.1. More importantly, though, is that it identifies the 
temperature rating of the sprinklers. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The temperature limit being proposed is too restrictive.
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 21 Negative: 2 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   DENHARDT, J.: There is no guidance in chapter 15 or chapter 17 that 
defines the allowed temperature rating classification and the Committee 
Statement does not indicate the intent of the technical committee regarding this 
issue. Suggest modifying the Committee Statement to “The temperature limit 
being proposed is too restrictive since either an Ordinary or High temperature 
rating classification can be used.” 
   HUGGINS, R.: There is no guidance in chap 15 or 17 that defines the 
allowed temperature rating and the Committee Statement does not indicate the 
intent of the technical committee regarding this issue. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BELLAMY, T.: A reference should have been made to the new A.17.3.1.3 
that indicates that temperature is not a factor in determination of protection 
criteria for Group A Plastics. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-283 Log #139 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(16.1.6.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-432
Recommendation: Clarify that Section 16.1.6.5 will read as revised in 
Proposal 13-432, not Proposal 13-436. Then further revise the section as 
follows: 
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   16.1.6.5 Where the criteria in 16.1.6.6 is not met, the water demand for 
in-rack sprinklers for the in-rack sprinklers shall be based on a minimum flow 
of 30 gpm discharging from the following number of sprinklers balanced to the 
ceiling sprinkler demand in accordance with Section 22.8:
Substantiation: Proposals 13-432 and 13-436 revised the same section in 
different ways. The committee needs to declare how it wants the section to 
actually read. This comment puts the ideas of the two proposals together. 
   This comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering and Standards 
Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: Proposal 13- 432 and 13-436 covered the same section 
16.1.6.5, the committee intent was to accept the revision in 13-432, this 
comment is acceptable and incorporates the reference to Section 22.8 as 13-436 
had requested. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Abstain: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Abstention: 
   KEEPING, L.: I vote to Accept this matter, but I believe the text needs an 
editorial correction to delete the duplicate wording. The text should read in part 
“… the water demand for in-rack sprinklers shall be based …” and the extra 
words “for the in-rack sprinklers” need to be eliminated. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-284 Log #59 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(16.1.6.5, 16.1.8.1, and 17.1.7.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Jack A. Medovich, Fire & Life Safety America / Rep. AFSA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-436
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   16.1.6.5 Design criteria for combined ceiling and in-rack sprinklers, shall be 
used in accordance with 22.8 for the storage configurations in 16.16.1.6.1 and 
16.1.6.2. 
   16.1.8.1 The number of sprinklers and the pipe sizing on a line of sprinklers 
in racks shall be restricted only by hydraulic calculations in accordance with 
22.8 and not by any piping schedule.
   17.1.7.1 The number of sprinklers and the pipe sizing on a line of sprinklers 
in racks shall be restricted only by hydraulic calculations in accordance with 
22.8 and not by any piping schedule.
Substantiation: Return to prior text. This section was originally added to 
provide guidance on which curves from Figures 16.2.1.3.2(a) - (g) are 
applicable when solid shelves are present. It is not on the calculation process 
for in-rack sprinklers so a reference to 22.8 does not belong in this section. If a 
cross reference to 22.8 (which applies without a cross reference) is deemed 
necessary, then adding it to the general sections of Chapter 16 and 17 on 
in-rack sprinklers would be more appropriate locations. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: See committee action on 13-283 (Log #139); Chapter 
17 reference was not referenced in 13-436. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-285 Log #359 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(16.1.6.5 and 16.1.6.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-432
Recommendation: Revise the following:
   16.1.6.5 Where the criteria of 16.1.6.6 is not met, the water demand for the 
in-rack sprinklers shall be based on a pressure of 15 psi for storage up to and 
including 25 feet and a minimum flow of 30 gpm for storage over 25 feet from 
the following number of sprinklers balanced to the ceiling sprinkler demand: 
remainder the same 
   Delete 16.1.6.6 in its entirety. 
Substantiation: The revision utilizes the standard criteria for in-rack sprinklers 
that has been in the standard for years. The requirement for additional flow is 
submitted without technical justification. The allowance to not balancing the 
overhead with the in-racks is against long standing industry practice again 
without technical justification. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The protection provided with additional face sprinklers 
does not require the flow to be balanced with the ceiling system due to 
increased performance of the in-rack protection under solid shelves. The 30 
gpm demand is appropriate for the solid shelf criteria. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-286 Log #356 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(16.1.6.5 and 16.1.6.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Alan L. Hall, Loss Prevention Consultants
Comment on Proposal No: 13-432
Recommendation: Revise the following: 
   16.1.6.5 Where the criteria of 16.1.6.6 is not met, The water demand for the 

in-rack sprinklers shall be based on a pressure of 15 psi for storage up to and 
including 25 feet and a minimum flow of 30 gpm for storage over 25 feet from 
the following number of sprinklers balanced to the ceiling sprinkler demand: 
remainder the same— 
   Delete 16.1.6.6 in its entirety. 
Substantiation: The revision utilizes the standard criteria for in-rack sprinklers 
that has been in the standard for years. The requirement for additional flow is 
submitted without technical justification. The allowance to not balancing the 
overhead with the in- racks is against the long standing industry practice, again 
without technical justification. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The protection provided with additional face sprinklers 
does not require the flow to be balanced with the ceiling system due to 
increased performance of the in-rack protection under solid shelves. The 30 
gpm demand is appropriate for the solid shelf criteria. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-287 Log #360 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(16.1.6.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gerald R. Schultz, The FPI Consortium, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-437
Recommendation: Accept the submitters original proposal.
Substantiation: I agree with Mr. Baker and question how this should be an  
Accept in Principle. I do not see any technical justification allowing the use of 
the solid shelving requirements when using the ESFR or the CMSA sprinkler. 
The committee is trying to rectify an issue that has been in the standard since 
1999 but they are not clearing this up. The proposed revision addresses ESFR 
sprinklers but does not address CMSA. Section 16.2.2.1 would still not allow 
solid shelving be protected with CMSA sprinklers. There is no technical 
material to justify this change. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The solid shelf design criteria in section 16.1.6 require 
in-rack sprinklers under the solid shelves, this increased level of protection 
works with CMSA and ESFR sprinklers at the ceiling. ESFR and CMSA do not 
allow the elimination of the in-rack sprinklers required by section 16.1.6. The 
intent is not to allow solid shelf storage without in-rack sprinklers as required 
in 16.1.6 with ESFR and CSMA sprinklers. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-288 Log #143 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(16.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-430
Recommendation: Revise Section 16.2 by moving the in-rack sprinkler 
requirements as follows: 
   1. Where Control Mode Density Area sprinklers are installed at the ceiling, 
put the in-rack sprinkler requirements in Section 16.2.1. 
   2. Where Control Mode Specific Application sprinklers are installed at the 
ceiling, put the in-rack sprinkler requirements in Section 16.2.2. 
   3. Where ESFR sprinklers are installed at the ceiling, put the in-rack 
sprinkler requirements in Section 16.2.3. 
   4. Delete Section 16.2.4. 
   5. Renumber old 16.2.5 as new 16.2.4. 
   The proposed revision starts by adding a new Section 16.2.1.4 and goes 
through 16.2.5 as shown below along with the associated changes to the annex 
text. The Draft of Chapter 16 after the results of the ROP was used to generate 
this comment.

16.2.1.4 16.2.4 In-Rack Sprinklers for Rack Storage of Class I Through 
Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height 
Protected with Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the Ceiling.

16.2.1.4.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Location for Rack Storage of Class I Through 
Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.2.1.4.1.1 In single- or double-row racks without solid shelves, in-rack 
sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with Table 16.2.1.3.2.

16.2.1.4.1.2 In multiple-row racks no deeper than 16 ft (4.9 m) with aisles 8 ft 
(2.4 m) or wider, in-rack sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with Table 
16.2.1.3.3.1.

16.2.1.4.1.3 In multiple-row racks deeper than 16 ft (4.9 m) or with aisles less 
than 8 ft (2.4 m) wide, in-rack sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with 
Table 16.2.1.3.3.2.

16.2.1.4.1.4 In-rack sprinklers at one level only for storage up to and including 
25 ft (7.6 m) high shall be located at the first tier level at or above one-half of 
the storage height.
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16.2.1.4.1.5 In-rack sprinklers at two levels only for storage up to and 
including 25 ft (7.6 m) high shall be located at the first tier level at or above 
one-third and two-thirds of the storage height.

16.2.1.4.2 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing for Rack Storage of Class I Through 
Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height 
Protected by Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the Ceiling.

16.2.1.4.2.1* Maximum horizontal spacing of in-rack sprinklers in single- 
or double-row racks up to and including 25 ft (7.6m) in height shall be in 
accordance with Table 16.2.1.4.2.1. [ROP-444]

Table 16.2.1.4.2.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing for Class I, II, III, and IV 
Commodities Stored in Single- or Double-Row Racks Up to 25 ft (7.6 m) in 
Height [ROP-444] Protected by Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at 
the Ceiling.

16.2.1.4.2.2* Maximum horizontal spacing and maximum area of coverage 
of in-rack sprinklers on branch lines, in multiple-row racks with storage up 
to and including 25 ft (7.6 m) in height, shall be in accordance with Table 
16.2.1.4.2.2. [ROP-444]

16.2.1.4.2.2.1 The rack plan view shall be considered in determining the area 
covered by each sprinkler.

16.2.1.4.2.2.2 The aisles shall not be included in area calculations.

Table 16.2.1.4.2.2 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing for Class I, II, II and IV 
Commodities Stored in Multi-Row Racks up to 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height 
[ROP-444] Protected by Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the 
Ceiling.

16.2.1.4.2.3* In-rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection of transverse 
and longitudinal flues while not exceeding the maximum spacing rules.

16.2.1.4.2.3.1 Where distances between transverse flues exceed the maximum 
allowable distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection of the 
transverse and longitudinal flues and additional sprinklers shall be installed 
between transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules.

16.2.1.4.2.3.2 Where no transverse flues exist, in-rack sprinklers shall not 
exceed the maximum spacing rules.

16.2.1.4.2.4* The elevation of in-rack sprinkler deflectors with respect to 
storage shall not be a consideration in single- or double-row rack storage up to 
and including 20 ft (6.1 m) high. (See Section C.16.)

16.2.1.4.2.5* In single- or double-row racks without solid shelves with storage 
over 20 ft (6.1 m) high, or in multiple-row racks, or in single- or double-row 
racks with solid shelves and storage height up to and including 25 ft (7.6 m), a 
minimum of 6 in. (152.4 mm) vertical clear space shall be maintained between 
the in-rack sprinkler deflectors and the top of a tier of storage.

16.2.1.4.2.5.1 Sprinkler discharge shall not be obstructed by horizontal rack 
members.

16.2.1.4.2.6 For multiple-row racks, a minimum of 6 in. (152.4 mm) shall 
be maintained between the in-rack sprinkler deflector and the top of a tier of 
storage.

16.2.1.4.2.7 Sprinklers installed in racks shall be spaced without regard to rack 
uprights. (See Section C.17.)

16.2.1.4.3 In-Rack Sprinkler Water Demand for Rack Storage of Class 
I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 
m) in Height Protected by Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the 
Ceiling. See Section C.18.

16.2.1.4.3.1 The water demand for sprinklers installed in racks shall be based 
on simultaneous operation of the most hydraulically remote sprinklers as 
follows:

(1) Six sprinklers where only one level is installed in racks with Class I, 
Class II, or Class III commodities

(2) Eight sprinklers where only one level is installed in racks with Class 
IV commodities

(3) Ten sprinklers (five on each two top levels) where more than one level 
is installed in racks with Class I, Class II, or Class III commodities

(4) Fourteen sprinklers (seven on each two top levels) where more than 
one level is installed in racks with Class IV commodities

16.2.1.4.3.2 Where a storage rack, due to its length, requires less than 
the number of in-rack sprinklers specified in 16.2.1.4.3.1(1) through 

16.2.1.4.3.1(4), only those in-rack sprinklers in a single rack need to be 
included in the calculation.

16.2.1.4.4 In-Rack Sprinkler Discharge Pressure for Rack Storage of Class 
I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 
m) in Height Protected by Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the 
Ceiling. Sprinklers in racks shall discharge at not less than 15 psi (1 bar) for all 
classes of commodities. (See Section C.19.)

16.2.2 CMSA Sprinklers for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV 
Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6m) in Height.

16.2.2.1 Protection of single-, double-, and multiple-row rack storage without 
solid shelves for Class I through Class IV commodities shall be in accordance 
with Table 16.2.2.1.

16.2.2.2 Where in-rack sprinklers are required by Table 16.2.2.1, in-rack 
sprinkler spacing, design pressure, and hydraulic calculation criteria shall be 
in accordance with the requirements of 16.2.416.2.2.7 as applicable for the 
commodity.

16.2.2.3 Protection shall be provided as specified in Table 16.2.2.1 or 
appropriate NFPA standards in terms of minimum operating pressure and the 
number of sprinklers to be included in the design area.

16.2.2.4 Open Wood Joist Construction.

16.2.2.4.1 Where CMSA sprinklers are installed under open wood joist 
construction, their minimum operating pressure shall be 50 psi (3.4 bar) for a 
K-11.2 (160) sprinkler or 22 psi (1.5 bar) for a K-16.8 (240) sprinkler.

16.2.2.4.2 Where each joist channel of open wood joist construction is fully 
firestopped to its full depth at intervals not exceeding 20 ft (6.1 m), the lower 
pressures specified in Table 16.2.2.1 shall be permitted to be used. [ROP-410]

16.2.2.5 Preaction Systems. For the purpose of using Table 16.2.2.1, preaction 
systems shall be classified as dry pipe systems.

16.2.2.6 Building steel shall not require special protection where Table 16.2.2.1 
is applied as appropriate for the storage configuration.

16.2.2.7 In-Rack Sprinklers for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV 
Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height Protected 
with Control Mode Specific Application Sprinklers at the Ceiling.

16.2.2.7.1 Where in-rack sprinklers are required by Table 16.2.2.1, in-rack 
sprinklers shall be installed at the first tier level at or above one-half of the 
storage height.

16.2.2.7.2 The minimum of 6 in. (152.4 mm) vertical clear space shall be 
maintained between the sprinkler deflectors and the top of a tier of storage.

16.2.2.7.3* In-rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection of transverse 
and longitudinal flues.

16.2.2.7.4 The maximum horizontal distance between in-rack sprinklers shall 
be 5 ft (1.5 m).

16.2.2.7.5 Where distances between transverse flues exceed the maximum 
allowable distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection of the 
transverse and longitudinal flues, and additional sprinklers shall be installed 
between transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules.

16.2.2.7.6 Where no transverse flues exist, in-rack sprinklers shall not exceed 
the maximum spacing rules.

16.2.2.7.7 In-Rack Sprinkler Water Demand. The water demand for 
sprinklers installed in-racks shall be based on simultaneous operation of the 
most hydraulically remote eight sprinklers.

16.2.2.7.8 In-Rack Sprinkler Discharge Pressure. Sprinklers in-racks shall 
discharge at not less than 15 psi (1 bar) for all classes of commodities. (See 
Section C.19.)

16.2.3* Early Suppression Fast-Response (ESFR) Sprinklers for Rack 
Storage of Class I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and 
Including 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.2.3.1 Protection of single-, double-, and multiple-row rack storage of Class I 
through Class IV shall be in accordance with Table 16.2.3.1.

16.2.3.2 ESFR protection as defined shall not apply to rack storage involving 
combustible, open-top cartons or containers [ROP-437]
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16.2.3.3 ESFR sprinkler systems shall be designed such that the minimum 
operating pressure is not less than that indicated in Table 16.2.3.1 for type of 
storage, commodity, storage height, and building height involved.

16.2.3.4 The design area shall consist of the most hydraulically demanding area 
of 12 sprinklers, consisting of four sprinklers on each of three branch lines. 
[ROP-487]

16.2.3.5 Where required by Table 16.2.3.1, one level of K-8.0 (115) quick-
response, ordinary-temperature in-rack sprinklers shall be installed at the tier 
level closest to but not exceeding 1⁄2 of the maximum storage height. In-rack 
sprinkler hydraulic design criteria shall be the most hydraulically remote 
eight sprinklers at 50 psi (3.4 bar). In-rack sprinklers shall be located at the 
intersection of the longitudinal and transverse flue space. Horizontal spacing 
shall not be permitted to exceed 5 ft (1.5 m) intervals. [ROP-430]

16.2.3.5 In-Rack Sprinkler Requirements for Rack Storage of Class I 
Through Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) 
in Height Where ESFR Sprinklers are Being Used at the Ceiling.

16.2.3.5.1 Where required by Table 16.2.3.1, in-rack sprinklers shall be 
installed at the first tier level at or above one-half of the storage height.

16.2.3.5.2 In-rack sprinklers shall be k-8.0 (115) or K-11.2(160) quick 
response, ordinary temperature sprinklers.

16.2.3.5.3 The minimum of 6 in. (152.4 mm) vertical clear space shall be 
maintained between the sprinkler deflectors and the top of a tier of storage.

16.2.3.5.4 The maximum horizontal distance between in-rack sprinklers shall 
be 5 ft (1.5 m).

16.2.3.5.5* In-rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection of transverse 
and longitudinal flues while not exceeding the maximum spacing rules.

16.2.3.5.6 Where distances between transverse flues exceed the maximum 
allowable distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection of the 
transverse and longitudinal flues, and additional sprinklers shall be installed 
between transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules.

16.2.3.5.7 Where no transverse flues exist, in-rack sprinklers shall not exceed 
the maximum spacing rules.

16.2.3.5.8 The water demand for sprinklers installed in-racks shall be based on 
simultaneous operation of the most hydraulically remote eight sprinklers.

16.2.3.5.9 Each of the in-rack sprinklers described in 16.2.3.5.8 shall discharge 
at a minimum of 60 gpm (227 L/min).

16.2.4 In-Rack Sprinklers for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV 
Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.2.4.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Location for Rack Storage of Class I Through 
Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.2.4.1.1 In single- or double-row racks without solid shelves, in-rack 
sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with Table 16.2.1.3.2.

16.2.4.1.2 In multiple-row racks no deeper than 16 ft (4.9 m) with aisles 8 ft 
(2.4 m) or wider, in-rack sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with Table 
16.2.1.3.3.1.

16.2.4.1.3 In multiple-row racks deeper than 16 ft (4.9 m) or with aisles less 
than 8 ft (2.4 m) wide, in-rack sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with 
Table 16.2.1.3.3.2.

16.2.4.1.4 In-rack sprinklers at one level only for storage up to and including 
25 ft (7.6 m) high shall be located at the first tier level at or above one-half of 
the storage height.

16.2.4.1.5 In-rack sprinklers at two levels only for storage up to and including 
25 ft (7.6 m) high shall be located at the first tier level at or above one-third 
and two-thirds of the storage height.

16.2.4.2 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing for Rack Storage of Class I Through 
Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.2.4.2.1* Maximum horizontal spacing of in-rack sprinklers in single- or 
double-row racks up to and including 25 ft (7.6m) in height shall be in 
accordance with Table 16.2.4.2.1. [ROP-444]

Table 16.2.4.2.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing for Class I, II, III, and IV 
Commodities Stored in Single- or Double-Row Racks Up to 25 ft (7.6 m) in 
Height [ROP-444]

16.2.4.2.2* Maximum horizontal spacing and maximum area of coverage of 
in-rack sprinklers on branch lines, in multiple-row racks with storage up to and 
including 25 ft (7.6 m) in height, shall be in accordance with Table 16.2.4.2.2. 
[ROP-444]

16.2.4.2.2.1 The rack plan view shall be considered in determining the area 
covered by each sprinkler.

16.2.4.2.2.2 The aisles shall not be included in area calculations.

Table 16.2.4.2.2 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing for Class I, II, II and IV 
Commodities Stored in Multi-Row Racks up to 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height 
[ROP-444]

16.2.4.2.3* In-rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection of transverse 
and longitudinal flues while not exceeding the maximum spacing rules.

16.2.4.2.3.1 Where distances between transverse flues exceed the maximum 
allowable distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection of the 
transverse and longitudinal flues and additional sprinklers shall be installed 
between transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules.

16.2.4.2.3.2 Where no transverse flues exist, in-rack sprinklers shall not exceed 
the maximum spacing rules.

16.2.4.2.4* The elevation of in-rack sprinkler deflectors with respect to storage 
shall not be a consideration in single- or double-row rack storage up to and 
including 20 ft (6.1 m) high. (See Section C.16.)

16.2.4.2.5* In single- or double-row racks without solid shelves with storage 
over 20 ft (6.1 m) high, or in multiple-row racks, or in single- or double-row 
racks with solid shelves and storage height up to and including 25 ft (7.6 m), a 
minimum of 6 in. (152.4 mm) vertical clear space shall be maintained between 
the in-rack sprinkler deflectors and the top of a tier of storage.

16.2.4.2.5.1 Sprinkler discharge shall not be obstructed by horizontal rack 
members.

16.2.4.2.6 For multiple-row racks, a minimum of 6 in. (152.4 mm) shall be 
maintained between the in-rack sprinkler deflector and the top of a tier of 
storage.

16.2.4.2.7 Sprinklers installed in racks shall be spaced without regard to rack 
uprights. (See Section C.17.)

16.2.4.3 In-Rack SprinklerWater Demand for Rack Storage of Class I 
Through Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) 
in Height. See Section C.18.

16.2.4.3.1 The water demand for sprinklers installed in racks shall be based on 
simultaneous operation of the most hydraulically remote sprinklers as follows:
  (1) Six sprinklers where only one level is installed in racks with Class I, Class 
II, or Class III commodities
  (2) Eight sprinklers where only one level is installed in racks with Class IV 
commodities
  (3) Ten sprinklers (five on each two top levels) where more than one level is 
installed in racks with Class I, Class II, or Class III commodities
  (4) Fourteen sprinklers (seven on each two top levels) where more than one 
level is installed in racks with Class IV commodities

16.2.4.3.2 Where a storage rack, due to its length, requires less than the number 
of in-rack sprinklers specified in 16.2.4.3.1(1) through 16.2.4.3.1(4), only those 
in-rack sprinklers in a single rack need to be included in the calculation.

16.2.4.4 In-Rack Sprinkler Discharge Pressure for Rack Storage of Class I 
Through Class IV Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6 m) 
in Height. Sprinklers in racks shall discharge at not less than 15 psi (1 bar) for 
all classes of commodities. (See Section C.19.)

16.2.4 16.2.5 Special Design for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV 
Commodities Stored Up to and Including 25 ft (7.6m) in Height.

16.2.4.1 16.2.5.1 Slatted Shelves.

16.2.4.1.1* 16.2.5.1.1* Slatted rack shelves shall be considered equivalent to 
solid rack shelves where the shelving is not considered open rack shelving or 
where the requirements of 16.2.5.1.2 are not met. (See Section C.20.)

16.2.4.1.2 16.2.5.1.2 A wet pipe system that is designed to provide a minimum 
of 0.6 gpm/ft2 (24.5 mm/min) density over a minimum area of 2000 ft2 (186 
m2) or K-14.0 (200) ESFR sprinklers operating at a minimum of 50 psi (3.5 
bar), K-16.8 (240) sprinklers operating at a minimum of 32 psi (1.7 bar), 
K-22.4 (320) ESFR sprinklers operating at a minimum of 25 psi (1.7 bar), or 
K-25.2 (360) ESFR sprinklers operating at a minimum of 15 psi (1 bar) shall 
be permitted to protect single-row and double-row racks with slatted rack 
shelving racks where all of the following conditions are met:
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  (1) Sprinklers shall be K-11.2 (160), K-14.0 (200), or K-16.8 (240) orifice 
spray sprinklers with a temperature rating of ordinary, intermediate, or high and 
shall be listed for storage occupancies or shall be K-14.0 (200), K-16.8 (240), 
K-22.4 (320) ESFR, or K-25.2 (360) ESFR.
  (2) The protected commodities shall be limited to Class I through Class IV, 
Group B plastics, Group C plastics, cartoned (expanded and unexpanded) 
Group A plastics, and exposed (unexpanded) Group A plastics.
  (3) Slats in slatted rack shelving shall be a minimum nominal 2 in. (51 mm) 
thick by maximum nominal 6 in. (152 mm) wide with the slats held in place by 
spacers that maintain a minimum 2 in. (51 mm) opening between each slat.
  (4) Where K-11.2 (160), K-14.0 (200), or K-16.8 (240) orifice sprinklers are 
used, there shall be no slatted shelf levels in the rack above 12 ft (3.7 m). Open 
rack shelving using wire mesh shall be permitted for shelf levels above 12 ft 
(3.7 m).
  (5) Transverse flue spaces at least 3 in. (76 mm) wide shall be provided at 
least every 10 ft (3.1 m) horizontally.
  (6) Longitudinal flue spaces at least 6 in. (152 mm) wide shall be provided 
for double-row racks. Longitudinal flue spaces shall not be required where 
ESFR sprinklers are used.
  (7) The aisle widths shall be at least 71⁄2 ft (2.3 m).
  (8) The maximum roof height shall be 27 ft (8.2 m) or 30 ft where ESFR 
sprinklers are used.
  (9) The maximum storage height shall be 20 ft (6.1 m).
  (10) Solid plywood or similar materials shall not be placed on the slatted 
shelves so that they block the 2 in. (51 mm) spaces between slats, nor shall 
they be placed on the wire mesh shelves.

A.16.1.2 The fire protection system design should consider the maximum 
storage height. For new sprinkler installations, maximum storage height is 
the usable height at which commodities can be stored above the floor while 
the minimum required unobstructed space below sprinklers is maintained. 
Where evaluating existing situations, maximum storage height is the maximum 
existing storage height if space between the sprinklers and storage is equal to 
or greater than that required.

A.16.1.2.2 Information for the protection of Classes I, II, III, and IV 
commodities was extrapolated from full-scale fire tests that were performed at 
different times than the tests that were used to develop the protection for plastic 
commodities. It is possible that, by selecting certain points from the tables 
(and after applying the appropriate modifications), the protection specified 
by 16.2.4.1 exceeds the requirements of Section 17.2. In such situations, the 
protection specified for plastics, although less than that required by the tables, 
can adequately protect Classes I, II, III, and IV commodities. This section also 
allows storage areas that are designed to protect plastics to store Classes I, II, 
III, and IV commodities without a re-evaluation of fire protection systems.

A.16.1.9 Barriers should be of sufficient strength to avoid sagging that 
interferes with loading and unloading operations. [ROP-439, ROP-589]

A.16.2.1.3.1 Bulkheads are not a substitute for sprinklers in racks. Their 
installation does not justify reduction in sprinkler densities or design operating 
areas as specified in the design curves.

A.16.2.1.3.2 Data indicate that the sprinkler protection criteria in Figure 
16.2.1.3.2(b) through Figure 16.2.1.3.2(g) are ineffective, by themselves, for 
rack storage with solid shelves, if the required flue spaces are not maintained. 
Use of Figure 16.2.1.3.2(b) through Figure 16.2.1.3.2(g), along with the 
additional provisions that are required by this standard, can provide acceptable 
protection.

A.16.2.1.3.2.1 The aisle width and the depth of racks are determined by 
material-handling methods. The widths of aisles should be considered in 
the design of the protection system. Storage in aisles can render protection 
ineffective and should be discouraged. [ROP-410]

A.16.2.1.4.2.1 Spacing of sprinklers on branch lines in racks in the various 
tests demonstrates that maximum spacing as specified is proper.

A.16.2.1.4.2.2 In-rack sprinklers at one level only for storage up to and 
including 25 ft (7.6 m) in multiple-row racks should be storage height.

A.16.2.1.4.2.3 In-rack sprinklers have proven to be the most effective way 
to fight fires in rack storage. To accomplish this, however, in-rack sprinklers 
must be located where they will operate early in a fire as well as direct water 
where it will do the most good. Simply maintaining a minimum horizontal 
spacing between sprinklers does not achieve this goal. This is because fires in 
rack storage develop and grow in transverse and longitudinal flues, and in-rack 
sprinklers do not operate until flames actually impinge on them. To assure early 
operation and effective discharge, in-rack sprinklers in the longitudinal flue of 
open-frame racks must be located at transverse flue intersections.

A.16.2.1.4.2.4 Where possible, it is recommended that in-rack sprinkler 
deflectors be located at least 6 in. (152.4 mm) above pallet loads.

A.16.2.1.4.2.5 Where possible, it is recommended that in-rack sprinklers be 
located away from rack uprights.

A.16.2.2.7.3 See A.16.2.1.4.2.3.

A.16.2.3 ESFR sprinklers are designed to respond quickly to growing fires and 
deliver heavy discharge to suppress fires rather than to control them. ESFR 
sprinklers should not be relied on to provide suppression if they are used 
outside the design parameters. While these sprinklers are intended primarily for 
use in high-pile storage situations, this section permits their use and extension 
into adjacent portions of an occupancy that might have a lesser classification. 
Storage in single-story or multistory buildings can be permitted, provided the 
maximum ceiling/roof height as specified in Chapter 12 is satisfied for each 
storage area. Design parameters were determined from a series of full-scale fire 
tests that were conducted as a joint effort between Factory Mutual Research 
Corporation and the National Fire Protection Research Foundation. (Copies of 
the test reports are available from the NFPRF.)

A.16.2.3.5.5 See A.16.2.1.4.2.3.

A.16.2.4.2.1 Spacing of sprinklers on branch lines in racks in the various tests 
demonstrates that maximum spacing as specified is proper.

A.16.2.4.2.2 In-rack sprinklers at one level only for storage up to and including 
25 ft (7.6 m) in multiple-row racks should be storage height.

A.16.2.4.2.3 In-rack sprinklers have proven to be the most effective way to 
fight fires in rack storage. To accomplish this, however, in-rack sprinklers 
must be located where they will operate early in a fire as well as direct water 
where it will do the most good. Simply maintaining a minimum horizontal 
spacing between sprinklers does not achieve this goal. This is because fires in 
rack storage develop and grow in transverse and longitudinal flues, and in-rack 
sprinklers do not operate until flames actually impinge on them. To assure early 
operation and effective discharge, in-rack sprinklers in the longitudinal flue of 
open-frame racks must be located at transverse flue intersections.

A.16.2.4.2.4 Where possible, it is recommended that in-rack sprinkler 
deflectors be located at least 6 in. (152.4 mm) above pallet loads.

A.16.2.4.2.5 Where possible, it is recommended that in-rack sprinklers be 
located away from rack uprights.

A.16.2.4.1.1 A.16.2.5.1.1 Slatting of decks or walkways or the use of open 
grating as a substitute for automatic sprinkler thereunder is not acceptable. In 
addition, where shelving of any type is employed, it is for the basic purpose of 
providing an intermediate support between the structural members of the rack. 
As a result, it becomes almost impossible to define and maintain transverse 
flue spaces across the rack as required. 
Substantiation: There are a number of reasons for this comment. First, the 
in-rack sprinkler installation rules are tied to the ceiling sprinkler selection, so 
separating the rules by several sections makes the standard more difficult to 
use.
 
   Second, the in-rack sprinkler rules were written for use with CMDA 
sprinklers at the ceiling. They have been adapted for situations where CMSA 
or ESFR sprinklers are used, but the specific rules to apply are not clear. 
Section 16.2.2.2 says that when CMSA sprinklers are used at the ceiling, the 
in-rack rules need to be used “as applicable for the commodity”. But this 
is does not really work. For example, 25 ft high multiple-row rack storage 
of Class IV commodity 25 ft in height in a 35 ft building requires 1 level 
of in-rack sprinklers for many of the CMSA options per Table 16.2.2.1, 
but the commodity would require 2 levels of in-rack sprinklers under Table 
16.2.1.3.3.1 or 16.2.1.3.3.2. With 2 rows of in-rack sprinklers, the maximum 
horizontal spacing is 10 ft according to Table 16.2.4.2.1 and the number of 
sprinklers in the design area is 14 according to 16.2.4.3.1. But what is the user 
supposed to do? Do they install 2 rows of sprinklers 10 ft apart? Do they install 
a single row of sprinklers? If they install the single row, is the 10 ft spacing 
still valid? If they install a single row, is the design area 8 sprinklers or the 14 
sprinklers for the commodity?
 
   Similar concerns exist where ESFR sprinklers are installed at the ceiling. It 
would be better for the committee to be explicit about what it wants for in-rack 
requirements in each individual portion of 16.2. While this creates some 
repetition, it is worthwhile to clarify the requirements. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Accept the proposed changes with the following modification: 
   Modify 16.2.2.7.4: change 5 feet to 8 feet. 
Committee Statement: The change from 5 to 8 provides greater flexibility and 
provides consistency with other control mode sprinklers. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-289 Log #94 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(16.2.3.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-437
Recommendation: Do not delete Note 1 of 16.2.3.2. Instead revise 16.3.2 and 
add a new 16.2.3.3, styled after the new text from the Committee Action for 
Proposal 13-178: 
   16.2.3.2 ESFR sprinklers shall not be permitted to protect storage on solid 
shelf racks unless the solid shelves are protected in accordance with 16.1.6. 
16.2.3.3 ESFR sprinklers shall not be permitted to protect storage with open 
top containers. 
   Renumber the remainder of the section accordingly. 
Substantiation: The new text suggested here better defines the limitations 
of ESFR protection schemes. The current text saying “ESFR protection as 
defined …” suggests the usual idea of ESFR sprinklers being used on a ceiling 
protection only basis, without any corresponding in-rack sprinklers. Therefore, 
if only Note 1 is deleted, it could be interpreted that the corresponding in-rack 
sprinklers may not be needed with solid shelves. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise 16.2.3.2 as follows (add “with in rack sprinklers” to proposed 
language): 
   16.2.3.2 ESFR sprinklers shall not be permitted to protect storage on solid 
shelf racks unless the solid shelf racks are protected with in rack sprinklers in 
accordance with 16.1.6. 
   Add new:
   16.2.3.3 ESFR sprinklers shall not be permitted to protect storage with open 
top containers. 
   Renumber accordingly
Committee Statement: Clarification that in-rack sprinklers are required per 
16.1.6. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-290 Log #355 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(Table 16.2.4.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Alan L. Hall, Loss Prevention Consultants
Comment on Proposal No: 13-444
Recommendation: Eliminate the Encapsulated Column and the Yes row. This 
effectively eliminates the 8 foot in-rack spacing for an ecapsulated commodity. 
Substantiation: There has been no technical justification that a Class I 
encapsulated commodity requires 8 foot spacing for the in-rack sprinklers. If 
this is such a hazard, why in the table provided for multi-row racking can a 
Class I encapsulated commodity have sprinklers on 12 foot centers.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This criteria of 8 ft spacing for encapsulated storage 
has been in the text of 16.2.4.2.1 and now has been added to the Table. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-291 Log #40 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Hold
(16.2.4.2.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
TCC Action: Revise to Hold as this is new material and requires further 
study by the TC. 
TCC Statement – This action is to make this comment consistent with the 
other comments that introduced new material. 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-444
Recommendation: Delete the following text:
   16.2.4.2.7 Sprinklers installed in racks shall be spaced without regard to rack 
uprights.
Substantiation: This is old guidance (the exact same text as in the 1995 
edition of NFPA 231C) that once identified where to place the in-rack 
sprinklers (ie at the defined maximum interval without regard for the uprights). 
This text correlated with the old guidance where location was measured 
from the uprights (ie for storage >25, in-racks to be at least 2 ft away from 
uprights). With the transition to placement at the intersection of the transverse 
and longitudinal flues (Section 16.2.4.2.3), this old criteria presents an obscure 
conflict (since the intersection of the flues is often at the uprights). Without 
looking back at the old criteria, it is easy to think this section is addressing 
obstructions. This is editorial. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This is new material which was not referenced in the 
ROP, this section is necessary to provide additional clarification. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   HUGGINS, R.: The action should have been HOLD since this is new 
material as identified in the Committee Statement. 

Comment on Affirmative: 
   KEEPING, L.: While I felt that it was necessary to reject this comment, 
because it is new material that was not referenced in the ROP, I disagree with 
the 2nd part of the Committee Statement that the section is needed, to provide 
additional clarity. I believe that the proponent is correct and that 16.2.4.2.7 is in 
conflict with 16.2.4.2.3. 
_____________________________________________________________ 
13-292 Log #144 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(16.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-430
Recommendation: Revise Section 16.3 moving the in-rack sprinkler 
requirements as follows: 
   1. Where Control Mode Density Area sprinklers are installed at the ceiling, 
put the in-rack sprinkler requirements in Section 16.3.1. 
   2. Where Control Mode Specific Application sprinklers are installed at the 
ceiling, put the in-rack sprinkler requirements in Section 16.3.2. 
   3. Where ESFR sprinklers are installed at the ceiling, put the in-rack 
sprinkler requirements in Section 16.3.3. 
   4. Delete Section 16.3.4. 
   5. Renumber old 16.3.5 as new 16.3.4. 
   The proposed revision starts by adding a new Section 16.3.1.3 and goes 
through 16.3.5 as shown on the next pages. The Draft of Chapter 16 after the 
results of the ROP was used to generate this comment. 
 
16.3.1.3 16.3.4 In-Rack Sprinklers for Rack Storage of Class I Through 
Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height Protected with 
Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the Ceiling.

16.3.1.3.1 16.3.4.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Location for Rack Storage of Class 
I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height 
Protected with Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the Ceiling.

16.3.1.3.1.1 16.3.4.1.1* Double-Row Racks.

16.3.1.3.1.1.1 16.3.4.1.1.1 In double-row racks without solid shelves and with 
a maximum of 10 ft (3.1 m) between the top of storage and the ceiling, in-rack 
sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with Table 16.3.1.1 and Figure 
16.3.1.3.1.1.1(a) through Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(j) 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) through Figure 
16.3.4.1.1.1(j). The highest level of in-rack sprinklers shall be not more than 
10 ft (3.1 m) below the top of storage. Where a single-row rack is mixed with 
double-row racks, Table 16.3.1.1 and Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(a) through Figure 
16.3.1.3.1.1.1(j) 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(j) shall be used.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(a) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I Commodities, Storage Height 25 ft to Maximum 30 
ft (7.6m to Maximum 9.1m).

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(b) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(b) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I Commodities, Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m).

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(c) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(c) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I, Class II, or Class III Commodities, Storage Height 
25 ft to Maximum 30 ft (7.6m to Maximum 9.1m).

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(d) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(d) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I, Class II, or Class III Commodities, Storage Height 
Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 1.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(e) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(e) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I, Class II, or Class III Commodities, Storage Height 
Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 2.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(f) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(f) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I, Class II, or Class III Commodities, Storage Height 
Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 3.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(g) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(g) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I, Class II, or Class III Commodities, Storage Height 
Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 4.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(h) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(h) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I, Class II, Class III, or Class IV Commodities, 
Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 1.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(i) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(i) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I, Class II, Class III, or Class IV Commodities, 
Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 2.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(j) Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(j) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement, Class I, Class II, Class III, or Class IV Commodities, 
Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 3.
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16.3.1.3.1.1.2 16.3.4.1.1.2 Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(c) 
Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.2(a) through Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.2(c) shall be permitted to 
be used for the protection of the single-row racks.

16.3.1.3.1.2* 16.3.4.1.2* Single-Row Racks.

16.3.1.3.1.2.1 16.3.4.1.2.1 In single-row racks without solid shelves with 
storage height over 25 ft (7.6 m) and a maximum of 10 ft (3.1m) between the 
top of storage and the ceiling, sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with 
Figure 16.3.1.3.1.2.1(a) through Figure 16.3.1.3.1.2.1(e)  Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(a) 
through Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(e).

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.2.1(a) Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(a) Class I, Class II, Class III, 
or Class IV Commodities, In-Rack Sprinkler Arrangement, Single-Row 
Racks, Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 1.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.2.1(b) Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(b) Class I, Class II, or Class III 
Commodities, In-Rack Sprinkler Arrangement, Single-Row Racks, Storage 
Height Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 1.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.2.1(c) Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(c) Class I, Class II, or Class III 
Commodities, In-Rack Sprinkler Arrangement, Single-Row Racks, Storage 
Height Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 2.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.2.1(d) Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(d) Class I, Class II, Class III, 
or Class IV Commodities, In-Rack Sprinkler Arrangement, Single-Row 
Racks, Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 2.

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.2.1(e) Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(e) Class I, Class II, Class III, 
or Class IV Commodities, In-Rack Sprinkler Arrangement, Single-Row 
Racks, Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m) – Option 3.

16.3.1.3.1.2.2 16.3.4.1.2.2 In single-row racks, where figures show in-rack 
sprinklers in transverse flue spaces centered between the rack faces, it shall be 
permitted to position these in-rack sprinklers in the transverse flue at any point 
between the load faces.

16.3.1.3.1.3* 16.3.4.1.3* In-Rack Sprinkler Location—Multiple-Row 
Racks for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV Commodities Stored 
Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height Protected with Control Mode Density/Area 
Sprinklers at the Ceiling.

16.3.1.3.1.3.1 16.3.4.1.3.1 In multiple-row racks with a maximum of 10 ft (3.1 
m) between the top of storage and the ceiling, protection shall be in accordance 
with Table 16.3.1.2 and in-rack sprinklers shall be installed as indicated in 
Figure 16.3.1.3.1.3.1(a) through Figure 16.3.1.3.1.3.1(c)  Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(a) 
through Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(c).

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.3.1(a) Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(a) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement – Multiple-Row Racks, Class I Commodities, Storage Height 
Over 25 ft (7.6m).

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.3.1(b) Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(b) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement – Multiple-Row Racks, Class I, Class II, or Class III 
Commodities, Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m).

Figure 16.3.1.3.1.3.1(c) Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(c) In-Rack Sprinkler 
Arrangement – Multiple-Row Racks, Class I, Class II, Class III, or Class 
IV Commodities, Storage Height Over 25 ft (7.6m)

16.3.1.3.1.3.2 16.3.4.1.3.2 The highest level of in-rack sprinklers shall be not 
more than 10 ft (3.1 m) below maximum storage height for Class I, Class II, 
or Class III commodities or 5 ft (1.5 m) below the top of storage for Class IV 
commodities.

16.3.1.3.2 16.3.4.2 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing for Rack Storage of Class 
I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height 
Protected with Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the Ceiling.

16.3.1.3.2.1 16.3.4.2.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing. In-rack sprinklers shall be 
staggered horizontally and vertically where installed in accordance with Table 
16.3.1.1, Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(a) through Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(j), and Figure 
16.3.1.3.1.2.1(a) through Figure 16.3.1.3.1.2.1(e).  Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) 
through Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(j), and Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(a) through Figure 
16.3.4.1.2.1(e).

16.3.1.3.2.2 16.3.4.2.2 In-rack sprinklers for storage higher than 25 ft (7.6m) 
in double-row racks shall be spaced horizontally and located in the horizontal 
space nearest the vertical intervals specified in Table 16.3.1.1 and Figure 
16.3.1.3.1.1.1(a) through Figure 16.3.1.3.1.1.1(j)  Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) 
through Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(j).

16.3.1.3.2.3 16.3.4.2.3 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing. Maximum horizontal 
spacing of sprinklers in multiple-row racks with storage higher than 25 

ft (7.6 m) shall be in accordance with Figure 16.3.1.3.1.3.1(a) through 
16.3.1.3.1.3.1(c) Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(c).

16.3.1.3.2.4* 16.3.4.2.4* In-rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection 
of transverse and longitudinal flues while not exceeding the maximum spacing 
rules.

16.3.1.3.2.4.1 16.3.4.2.4.1 Where distances between transverse flues exceed the 
maximum allowable distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection 
of the transverse and longitudinal flues, and additional sprinklers shall be 
installed between transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules.

16.3.1.3.2.4.2 16.3.4.2.4.2 Where no transverse flues exist, in-rack sprinklers 
shall not exceed the maximum spacing rules.

16.3.1.3.3 16.3.4.3 In-Rack Sprinkler Water Demand for Rack Storage of 
Class I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6m) in Height 
Protected with Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the Ceiling. The 
water demand for sprinklers installed in racks shall be based on simultaneous 
operation of the most hydraulically remote sprinklers as follows:
  (1) Six sprinklers where only one level is installed in racks with Class I, Class 
II, or Class III commodities
  (2) Eight sprinklers where only one level is installed in racks with Class IV 
commodities
  (3) Ten sprinklers (five on each two top levels) where more than one level is 
installed in racks with Class I, Class II, or Class III commodities
  (4) Fourteen sprinklers (seven on each two top levels) where more than one 
level is installed in racks with Class IV commodities

16.3.1.3.3.1 16.3.4.3.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Discharge for Rack Storage of 
Class I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6m) in Height 
Protected with Control Mode Density/Area Sprinklers at the Ceiling. 
Sprinklers in racks shall discharge at a rate not less than 30 gpm (113.6 L/min) 
for all classes of commodities.

16.3.2 CMSA Sprinklers for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV 
Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.3.2.1 Protection of single-, double-, and multiple-row rack storage without 
solid shelves for Class I through Class IV commodities shall be in accordance 
with Table 16.3.2.1.

16.3.2.2 Where in-rack sprinklers are required by Table 16.3.2.7 16.3.2.1, 
in-rack sprinkler spacing, design pressure, and hydraulic calculation criteria 
shall be in accordance with the requirements of 16.3.4 as applicable for the 
commodity.

16.3.2.3 Protection shall be provided as specified in Table 16.3.2.1 or 
appropriate NFPA standards in terms of minimum operating pressure and the 
number of sprinklers to be included in the design area.

16.3.2.4 Open Wood Joist Construction.

16.3.2.4.1 Where CMSA sprinklers are installed under open wood joist 
construction, their minimum operating pressure shall be 50 psi (3.4 bar) for a 
K-11.2 (160) sprinkler or 22 psi (1.5 bar) for a K-16.8 (240) sprinkler.

16.3.2.4.2 Where each joist channel of open wood joist construction is fully 
firestopped to its full depth at intervals not exceeding 20 ft (6.1 m), the lower 
pressures specified in Table 16.3.2.1 shall be permitted to be used. [ROP-410]

16.3.2.5 Preaction Systems. For the purpose of using Table 16.3.2.1, preaction 
systems shall be classified as dry pipe systems.

16.3.2.6 Building steel shall not require special protection where Table 16.3.2.1 
are applied as appropriate for the storage configuration.

16.3.2.7 In-Rack Sprinklers for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV 
Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height Protected with Control 
Mode Specific Application Sprinklers at the Ceiling.

16.3.2.7.1 Where in-rack sprinklers are required by Table 16.3.2.1, in-rack 
sprinklers shall be installed at the first tier level at or above one-half of the 
storage height.

16.3.2.7.2 The minimum of 6 in. (152.4 mm) vertical clear space shall be 
maintained between the sprinkler deflectors and the top of a tier of storage.

16.3.2.7.3 In-rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection of transverse 
and longitudinal flues.

16.3.2.7.4 The maximum horizontal distance between in-rack sprinklers shall 
be 5 ft (1.5 m).
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16.3.2.7.5 Where distances between transverse flues exceed the maximum 
allowable distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection of the 
transverse and longitudinal flues, and additional sprinklers shall be installed 
between transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules.

16.3.2.7.6 Where no transverse flues exist, in-rack sprinklers shall not exceed 
the maximum spacing rules.

16.3.2.7.7 In-Rack Sprinkler Water Demand. The water demand for 
sprinklers installed in-racks shall be based on simultaneous operation of the 
most hydraulically remote eight sprinklers.

16.3.2.7.8 In-Rack Sprinkler Discharge Pressure. Sprinklers in-racks shall 
discharge at not less than 15 psi (1 bar) for all classes of commodities. (See 
Section C.19.)

16.3.3* Early Suppression Fast-Response (ESFR) Sprinklers for Rack 
Storage of Class I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 
m) in Height.

16.3.3.1 Protection of single-, double-, and multiple-row rack storage of Class I 
through Class IV shall be in accordance with Table 16.3.3.1.

16.3.3.2 ESFR protection as defined shall not apply to the following:
  (1) Rack storage involving solid shelves
  (2) Rack storage involving combustible, open-top cartons or containers

16.3.3.3 ESFR sprinkler systems shall be designed such that the minimum 
operating pressure is not less than that indicated in Table 16.3.3.1 for type of 
storage, commodity, storage height, and building height involved.

16.3.3.4 The design area shall consist of the most hydraulically demanding area 
of 12 sprinklers, consisting of four sprinklers on each of three branch lines. 
[ROP-487]

16.3.3.5 Where required by Table 16.3.3.1, one level of K-8.0 (115) or K-11.2 
(160) quick-response, ordinary-temperature in-rack sprinklers shall be installed 
at the tier level closest to but not exceeding one-half of the maximum storage 
height.

16.3.3.5.1 In-rack sprinkler hydraulic design criteria shall be the most 
hydraulically remote eight sprinklers at 60 gpm (227 L/min).

16.3.3.5.2 In-rack sprinklers shall be located at the intersection of the 
longitudinal and transverse flue space.

16.3.3.5.3 Horizontal spacing shall not be permitted to exceed 5 ft (1.5 m) 
intervals.

16.3.3.5.4 The minimum of 6 in. (152.4 mm) vertical clear space shall be 
maintained between the sprinkler deflectors and the top of a tier of storage.

16.3.3.5.5 In-rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection of transverse 
and longitudinal flues while not exceeding the maximum spacing rules.

16.3.3.5.6 Where distances between transverse flues exceed the maximum 
allowable distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection of the 
transverse and longitudinal flues, and additional sprinklers shall be installed 
between transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules.

16.3.3.5.7 Where no transverse flues exist, in-rack sprinklers shall not exceed 
the maximum spacing rules.

16.3.4 In-Rack Sprinklers for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV 
Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.3.4.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Location for Rack Storage of Class I Through 
Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.3.4.1.1* Double-Row Racks.

16.3.4.1.1.1 In double-row racks without solid shelves and with a maximum 
of 10 ft (3.1 m) between the top of storage and the ceiling, in-rack sprinklers 
shall be installed in accordance with Table 16.3.1.1 and Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) 
through Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(j). The highest level of in-rack sprinklers shall 
be not more than 10 ft (3.1 m) below the top of storage. Where a single-row 
rack is mixed with double-row racks, Table 16.3.1.1 and Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) 
through Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(j) shall be used.

16.3.4.1.1.2 Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(c) shall be 
permitted to be used for the protection of the single-row racks.

16.3.4.1.2* Single-Row Racks.

16.3.4.1.2.1 In single-row racks without solid shelves with storage height 
over 25 ft (7.6 m) and a maximum of 10 ft (3.1m) between the top of storage 
and the ceiling, sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with Figure 
16.3.4.1.2.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(e).

16.3.4.1.2.2 In single-row racks, where figures show in-rack sprinklers in 
transverse flue spaces centered between the rack faces, it shall be permitted to 
position these in-rack sprinklers in the transverse flue at any point between the 
load faces.

16.3.4.1.3* In-Rack Sprinkler Location—Multiple-Row Racks for Rack 
Storage of Class I Through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 
m) in Height.

16.3.4.1.3.1 In multiple-row racks with a maximum of 10 ft (3.1 m) between 
the top of storage and the ceiling, protection shall be in accordance with 
Table 16.3.1.2 and in-rack sprinklers shall be installed as indicated in Figure 
16.3.4.1.3.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(c).

16.3.4.1.3.2 The highest level of in-rack sprinklers shall be not more than 10 
ft (3.1 m) below maximum storage height for Class I, Class II, or Class III 
commodities or 5 ft (1.5 m) below the top of storage for Class IV commodities.

16.3.4.2 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing for Rack Storage of Class I Through 
Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.3.4.2.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing. In-rack sprinklers shall be staggered 
horizontally and vertically where installed in accordance with Table 16.3.1.1, 
Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(j), and Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(a) 
through Figure 16.3.4.1.2.1(e).

16.3.4.2.2 In-rack sprinklers for storage higher than 25 ft (7.6m) in double-row 
racks shall be spaced horizontally and located in the horizontal space nearest 
the vertical intervals specified in Table 16.3.1.1 and Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(a) 
through Figure 16.3.4.1.1.1(j).

16.3.4.2.3 In-Rack Sprinkler Spacing. Maximum horizontal spacing of 
sprinklers in multiple-row racks with storage higher than 25 ft (7.6 m) shall be 
in accordance with Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(c).

16.3.4.2.4* In-rack sprinklers shall be located at an intersection of transverse 
and longitudinal flues while not exceeding the maximum spacing rules.

16.3.4.2.4.1 Where distances between transverse flues exceed the maximum 
allowable distances, sprinklers shall be installed at the intersection of the 
transverse and longitudinal flues, and additional sprinklers shall be installed 
between transverse flues to meet the maximum distance rules.

16.3.4.2.4.2 Where no transverse flues exist, in-rack sprinklers shall not exceed 
the maximum spacing rules.

16.3.4.3 In-Rack Sprinkler Water Demand for Rack Storage of Class I 
Through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6m) in Height. The 
water demand for sprinklers installed in racks shall be based on simultaneous 
operation of the most hydraulically remote sprinklers as follows:

  (1) Six sprinklers where only one level is installed in racks with Class I, Class 
II, or Class III commodities
  (2) Eight sprinklers where only one level is installed in racks with Class IV 
commodities
  (3) Ten sprinklers (five on each two top levels) where more than one level is 
installed in racks with Class I, Class II, or Class III commodities
  (4) Fourteen sprinklers (seven on each two top levels) where more than one 
level is installed in racks with Class IV commodities

16.3.4.3.1 In-Rack Sprinkler Discharge for Rack Storage of Class I 
Through Class IV Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6m) in Height. 
Sprinklers in racks shall discharge at a rate not less than 30 gpm (113.6 L/min) 
for all classes of commodities.

16.3.4 16.3.5 Special Design for Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV 
Commodities Stored Over 25 ft (7.6 m) in Height.

16.3.4.1 16.3.5.1 Where high-expansion foam systems are used for storage 
over 25 ft (7.6 m) high up to and including 35 ft (10.7m) high, they shall be 
used in combination with ceiling sprinklers. The maximum submergence time 
for the high expansion foam shall be 5 minutes for Class I, Class II, or Class III 
commodities and 4 minutes for Class IV commodities.

A.16.3.1.3.1.1 A.16.3.4.1.1 Where storage tiers are not the same size on each 
side of the longitudinal flue, one side of the flue should be protected with 
sprinklers at the proper elevation above the load. The next level of sprinklers 
should protect the other side of the flue with the sprinklers at the proper 
elevation above that load as indicated in Figure A.16.3.1.3.1.1 A.16.3.4.1.1. 
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The vertical spacing requirements for in-rack sprinklers specified in Table 
16.3.1.1 and Section 17.2 for plastics should be followed.

Figure A.16.3.1.3.1.1 Figure A.16.3.4.1.1 Placement of In-Rack Sprinkler 
Where Rack Levels Have Varying Heights

A.16.3.1.3.1.2 A.16.3.4.1.2 In single-row racks with more than 10 ft (3.1 
m) between the top of storage and the ceiling, a horizontal barrier should be 
installed above storage with one line of sprinklers under the barrier.

A.16.3.1.3.1.3 A.16.3.4.1.3 In multiple-row racks with more than 10 ft (3.1m) 
between the maximum height of storage and ceiling, a horizontal barrier should 
be installed above storage with a level of sprinklers, spaced as stipulated for 
in-rack sprinklers, installed directly beneath the barrier. In-rack sprinklers 
should be installed as indicated in Figure 16.3.1.3.1.3.1(a) through Figure 
3.1.3.1.3.1(c)  Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(c). Data 
indicate that the sprinkler protection criteria in 16.3.4.1.3 are ineffective, by 
themselves, for rack storage with solid shelves if the required flue spaces are 
not maintained. Use of Table 16.3.1.2, along with the additional provisions that 
are required by this standard, can provide acceptable protection.

A.16.3.1.3.2.4 A.16.3.4.2.4 In-rack sprinklers have proven to be the most 
effective way to fight fires in rack storage. To accomplish this, however, 
in-rack sprinklers must be located where they will operate early in a fire as 
well as direct water where it will do the most good. Simply maintaining a 
minimum horizontal spacing between sprinklers does not achieve this goal. 
This is because fires in rack storage develop and grow in transverse and 
longitudinal flues, and in-rack sprinklers do not operate until flames actually 
impinge on them. To assure early operation and effective discharge, in-rack 
sprinklers in the longitudinal flue of open-frame racks must be located at 
transverse flue intersections.

A.16.3.3 ESFR sprinklers are designed to respond quickly to growing fires and 
deliver heavy discharge to suppress fires rather than to control them. ESFR 
sprinklers should not be relied on to provide suppression if they are used 
outside the design parameters. While these sprinklers are intended primarily for 
use in high-pile storage situations, this section permits their use and extension 
into adjacent portions of an occupancy that might have a lesser classification. 
Storage in single-story or multistory buildings can be permitted, provided the 
maximum ceiling/roof height as specified in Chapter 12 is satisfied for each 
storage area. Design parameters were determined from a series of full-scale fire 
tests that were conducted as a joint effort between Factory Mutual Research 
Corporation and the National Fire Protection Research Foundation. (Copies of 
the test reports are available from the NFPRF.)

A.16.3.4.1.1 Where storage tiers are not the same size on each side of the 
longitudinal flue, one side of the flue should be protected with sprinklers at 
the proper elevation above the load. The next level of sprinklers should protect 
the other side of the flue with the sprinklers at the proper elevation above that 
load as indicated in Figure A.16.3.4.1.1. The vertical spacing requirements 
for in-rack sprinklers specified in Table 16.3.1.1 and Section 17.2 for plastics 
should be followed.

A.16.3.4.1.2 In single-row racks with more than 10 ft (3.1 m) between the top 
of storage and the ceiling, a horizontal barrier should be installed above storage 
with one line of sprinklers under the barrier.

A.16.3.4.1.3 In multiple-row racks with more than 10 ft (3.1m) between the 
maximum height of storage and ceiling, a horizontal barrier should be installed 
above storage with a level of sprinklers, spaced as stipulated for in-rack 
sprinklers, installed directly beneath the barrier. In-rack sprinklers should be 
installed as indicated in Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(c). 
Data indicate that the sprinkler protection criteria in 16.3.4.1.3 are ineffective, 
by themselves, for rack storage with solid shelves if the required flue spaces 
are not maintained. Use of Table 16.3.1.2, along with the additional provisions 
that are required by this standard, can provide acceptable protection.

A.16.3.4.2.4 In-rack sprinklers have proven to be the most effective way to 
fight fires in rack storage. To accomplish this, however, in-rack sprinklers 
must be located where they will operate early in a fire as well as direct water 
where it will do the most good. Simply maintaining a minimum horizontal 
spacing between sprinklers does not achieve this goal. This is because fires in 
rack storage develop and grow in transverse and longitudinal flues, and in-rack 
sprinklers do not operate until flames actually impinge on them. To assure early 
operation and effective discharge, in-rack sprinklers in the longitudinal flue of 
open-frame racks must be located at transverse flue intersections.
Substantiation: There are a number of reasons for this comment. First, the 
in-rack sprinkler installation rules are tied to the ceiling sprinkler selection, so 
separating the rules by several sections makes the standard more difficult to 
use.  
   Second, the in-rack sprinkler rules were written for use with CMDA 
sprinklers at the ceiling. They have been adapted for situations where CMSA or 
ESFR sprinklers are used, but the specific rules to apply are not clear. Section 
16.3.2.2 says that when CMSA sprinklers are used at the ceiling, the in-rack 
rules need to be used “as applicable for the commodity”. But this does not 

really work. For example, Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(a) through Figure 16.3.4.1.3.1(c) 
(which are the only in-rack sprinkler placement figures that can be used with 
multiple row racks) require a maximum distance from the top level of in-rack 
sprinklers to the top of the storage of 10 ft or 5 ft. But if only one row of 
in-rack sprinklers is going to be installed in accordance with Table 16.3.2.1 
how is that possible? Is the one level of in-rack sprinklers to be installed real 
high in the racks? That does not make sense. 
   Significant problems also exist where ESFR sprinklers are installed at the 
ceiling. Section 16.3.3.5 contains some rules for the in-rack sprinklers, but then 
these are incomplete and contradict 16.3.4, which is supposed to apply to all 
in-rack sprinkler situations at this storage height. 
   It would be better for the committee to be explicit about what it wants for 
in-rack requirements in each individual portion of 16.3. While this creates 
some repetition, it is worthwhile to clarify the requirements. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-293 Log #CC21 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(17.1.5.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-451
Recommendation: Revise section 17.1.5.5 to add the text as follows:
   17.1.5.5 Where the criteria of 17.1.5.6 is not met, the water demand for the 
in-rack sprinklers shall be based on a minimum flow of 30 gpm discharging 
from the following number of sprinklers balanced to the ceiling sprinkler 
demand in accordance with Section 22.8. 
Substantiation: To be consistent with the changes in Chapter 16 to make sure 
the correct procedures from Chapter 22 are followed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-294 Log #279 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(17.2.1.2.1 and 17.3.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-456
Recommendation: Reconsider the acceptance of 13-456.
Substantiation: The Committee statement for rejection is divided into 
three parts. The first part indicates directly that the section does not apply 
to Unexpanded Exposed Group A plastic, the second indicates that no test 
data was submitted and the third indicates that recent testing shows that 
Unexpanded Exposed plastic is more difficult to control than what was 
discussed in the 1998 code revision cycle. 
   The first part of the Committee statement makes a declaration that the section 
is simply not applicable to Unexpanded Exposed Group A plastic; however, 
the third statement recognizes that such a statement is not consistent with the 
intent of the Committee back in the 1998 code revision cycle. To try and stand 
on what is clearly a mistake by both the Committee and NFPA Staff during the 
1998 code revision cycle that left a stray reference in the cited sections is not in 
keeping with the intent or spirit of the code development process.  
   The second part of the Committee statement cites a lack of test data being 
submitted as a basis for rejection. While this concept of providing test data in 
support of a change is well founded in the code development process, it was 
not needed in this case as the concept of protection for Unexpanded Exposed 
Group A plastic was presented and vetted through the code revision cycle 
back in 1998 and this was simply the correction of a mistake that has persisted 
unnoticed in the code since that time. Furthermore the Committee then turns to 
rely on new yet unsubmitted test data to proclaim what was done in 1998 did 
not adequately address the hazard. This doesn’t make any sense. How can the 
Committee use a lack of a test data to reject a proponents request and then turn 
to do exactly the same thing but accept a proposal on the same subject matter? 
To further complicate matters, the Committee then turns to accept a extensive 
set of protection criteria for this same Unexpanded Exposed Group A plastic as 
proposed in 13-457 when the proponent clearly states that no fire test or risk 
analysis information is available to support the request. 
   In the third part of the Committee statement it references tests that 
demonstrate the increased difficulty in protection for such products; however, 
no specific indication or review of this data was possible without the 
submission of the actual test reports. Without this data is it difficult, if not 
impossible, to directly refute such claims; however, I do understand that some 
of the testing may have been completed with idle plastic pallets as well as idle 
plastic boxes. While these specific products might certainly have represented a 
greater hazard than the standard Group A plastic test commodity they are also 
representative of very unique hazards similar to those presented by idle wood 
pallets (and empty slatted wood crates that are to be treated as idle pallets 
in accordance with Table A.5.6) that require special protection beyond those 
required by the commodity classification for the base construction material of 
the product. Otherwise we would treat idle wood pallets the same as a Class III 
commodity, which we do not and justifiably so.  
   Finally, I have seen no presentation of data that would indicate that sprinkler 
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systems designed in accordance with the criteria for CMDA/Group A plastics 
(as was presented and approved during the 1998 code revision cycle) has 
resulted in any unacceptable loss occurrences or system failures.  
   Given that the issue surrounding this proposal was prompted by an error 
from the 1998 code revision cycle that remained unnoticed until just prior to 
this cycle combined with the lack of test and loss data to support a need for 
restrict the use of CMDA criteria, the acceptance of this proposal should be 
considered.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: It is the intent of Section 17.2.1.2.1 to limit the 
application to cartoned commodities. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   BELLAMY, T.: The Comment substantiation speaks for itself. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-295 Log #268 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(Figure 17.2.1.2.1(c) and (d))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: William N. Brooks, Brooks Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-457
Recommendation: Revise existing Figures 17.2.1.2.1(c), (d), (e), and (f) as 
follows: 
   Figure 17.2.1.2.1(c), Note 3- 
   3. Single level of in-rack sprinklers [17/32 in. (13.5 mm) operating at 15 
psi (1.03 bar) minimum or 1/2 in. (12.7 mm) operating at 30 psi (2.07 bar) 
minimum] installed on 4 ft to 5 ft (1.25 m to 1.56 m) spacings located, as 
indicated, in the longitudinal flue space at the intersection of every transverse 
flue space. 
 
   Figure 17.2.1.2.1(d), Note 4 -
 
Substantiation: The acceptance of Proposal 13-457 creates an inconsistency 
between the existing Figures 17.2.1.2.1 and the newly adopted Figures 
17.2.1.5. In most cases, overall rack length will not exceed 10 ft and the 
existing 4 to 5 ft spacing matches the illustrated plan views adequately. 
However, as Proposal 13-457 illustrates, it is not necessary to specify the 4 ft to 
5 ft spacing along with the “intersection of every flue space.” The illustration 
below shows an actual design where the overall rack length is 10 ft 3 in. and 
where it was necessary to create a nonsensical design in order to comply with 
both the 4 to 5 ft sprinkler spacing and the intersection of every flue. Although 
the difference was only 1.5 in., the AHJ forced the addition of the intermediate 
heads. Removal of the “4 ft to 5 ft” dimension would create consistency 
between existing Figures and the Proposal 13-457 Figures. 
 

 
 
 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee realizes that for rack upright spacings 
greater than 10 ft will require additional sprinklers between uprights. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-296 Log #116 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(17.2.1.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Pascal Pfeiffer, AXA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-457
Recommendation: Remove entire proposed Section 17.2.1.5 and move all 
material in the annex as a guidance for users regarding exposed plastics. 
Substantiation: Although coming from ‘an internationally respected 
organization’ as the proposal submitter mentioned, the proposal is not backed 
up by test data. It is therefore not wise to lay it in the body of the document 
with enforceable language. The committee may end up in having to remove 
part or all of the material later on when test data is available or after a sprinkler 
failure should the investigation shows what has been written in NFPA 13 
regarding exposed plastics in racks is not able to cope with such a fire. As this 
material is well known around the industry; we suggest to let it appear in the 
annex where users may chose to enforce it or not or to adapt it. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee endorses the original proposal 13-457 
to provide enforceable criteria for exposed unexpanded plastic storage in this 
section. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Abstain: 1
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Abstention: 
   JAVERI, S.: I am abstaining from this vote. As a member of the Correlating 
Committee I feel the TC has gone beyond its scope in accepting a proposal 
without ANY scientific or engineering data. This goes against the principles 
of an NFPA standard. As an fire protection engineer, I too would like to see 
protection schemes for this commodity in the standard, but not at the cost of 
the reputation of the document.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-297 Log #145 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(17.2.1.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-457
Recommendation: Revise Section 17.2.1.5 and renumber it as 17.2.1.4 
(adding an annex note) so that it reads as follows: 
  17.2.1.4* Exposed unexpanded Group A plastics protected with Control 
Mode Density/Area sprinklers shall be protected in accordance with one of the 
following: 
   (a) Maximum 10 ft storage in a maximum 20 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.8 gpm per sq ft density over 2500 sq ft 
and no in-rack sprinklers required as shown in Figure 17.2.1.4(a). 
   (b) Maximum 10 ft storage in a maximum 20 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.45 gpm per sq ft density over 2000 sq 
ft and one level of in-rack sprinklers required at alternate transverse flues as 
shown in Figure 17.2.1.4(b). 
   (c) Maximum 10 ft storage in a maximum 20 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.3 gpm per sq ft density over 2000 sq ft 
and one level of in-rack sprinklers required in every transverse flue as shown in 
Figure 17.2.1.4(c). 
   (d) Maximum 15 ft storage in a maximum 25 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.45 gpm per sq ft density over 2000 sq 
ft and one level of in-rack sprinklers required at alternate transverse flues as 
shown in Figure 17.2.1.4(d). 
   (e) Maximum 15 ft storage in a maximum 25 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.3 gpm per sq ft density over 2000 sq ft 
and one level of in-rack sprinklers required in every transverse flue as shown in 
Figure 17.2.1.4(e). 
   (f) Maximum 20 ft storage in a maximum 25 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.6 gpm per sq ft density over 2000 sq 
ft and one level of in-rack sprinklers required at alternate transverse flues as 
shown in Figure 17.2.1.4(f). 
   (g) Maximum 20 ft storage in a maximum 25 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.45 gpm per sq ft density over 2000 sq ft 
and one level of in-rack sprinklers required in every transverse flue as shown in 
Figure 17.2.1.4(g). 
   (h) Maximum 20 ft storage in a maximum 30 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.8 gpm per sq ft density over 1500 sq 
ft and one level of in-rack sprinklers required at alternate transverse flues as 
shown in Figure 17.2.1.4(h). 
   (i) Maximum 20 ft storage in a maximum 30 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.6 gpm per sq ft density over 1500 sq ft 
and one level of in-rack sprinklers required in every transverse flue as shown in 
Figure 17.2.1.4(i). 
   (j) Maximum 20 ft storage in a maximum 30 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.3 gpm per sq ft density over 2000 sq ft 
and two levels of in-rack sprinklers required in every transverse flue as shown 
in Figure 17.2.1.4(j). 
   (k) Maximum 25 ft storage in a maximum 35 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.8 gpm per sq ft density over 1500 sq ft 
and one level of in-rack sprinklers required in every transverse flue as shown in 
Figure 17.2.1.4(k). 
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   (l) Maximum 25 ft storage in a maximum 35 ft high building with ceiling 
sprinklers designed for a minimum 0.3 gpm per sq ft density over 2000 sq ft 
and two levels of in-rack sprinklers required in every transverse flue as shown 
in Figure 17.2.1.4(l). 
  A.17.2.1.4 Each of the figures in 17.2.1.4 shows a variety of different 
potential rack arrangements. The first single-row rack (SRR) to the left in each 
figure shows a rack against a wall. The second SRR shows a single-row rack 
with aisles on each side. The double-row rack (DRR) is in the center of the 
figure. The first multiple-row rack (MRR) shows the in-rack sprinkler position 
for racks up to 15 ft long in the dimension parallel to the transverse flue. The 
second MRR shows longer rack structures where the in-rack sprinkler pattern 
would repeat. 
   Renumber existing (ROP) 17.2.1.4 as new 17.2.1.5. 
   Add “or Figure 17.2.1.4(a) through Figure 17.2.1.4(l)” at the end of existing 
(ROP) 17.2.1.4.2 (new 17.2.1.5.2). 
 

 
   Figure 17.2.1.4(a) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 10 ft in Height in 
up to a 20 ft High Building with No In-Rack Sprinklers 
 
 

  
 
  Figure 17.2.1.4(b) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 10 ft in Height in 
up to a 20 ft High Building with One Level of In-Rack Sprinklers 

 

 

   Figure 17.2.1.4(c) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 10 ft in Height 
in up to a 20 ft High Building with One Level of Closely Spaced In-Rack 
Sprinklers

 

   Figure 17.2.1.4(d) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 15 ft in Height in 
up to a 25 ft High Building with one Level of In-Rack Sprinklers
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Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.

Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.8 gpm per ft2 over 2500 ft2
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Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.

Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.45 gpm per ft2 over 2000 ft2
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Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.

Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.3 gpm per ft2 over 2000 ft2
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Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.45 gpm per ft2 over 2000 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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   Figure 17.2.1.4(e) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 15 ft in Height 
in up to a 25 ft High Building with One Level of Closely Spaced In-Rack 
Sprinklers
 

 
   Figure 17.2.1.4(f) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 20 ft in Height in 
up to a 25 ft High Building with One Level of In-Rack Sprinklers

 

 
 
 

   Figure 17.2.1.4(g) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 20 ft in Height 
in up to a 25 ft High Building with One Level of Closely Spaced In-Rack 
Sprinklers 
 

 
   Figure 17.2.1.4(h) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 20 ft in Height in 
up to a 30 ft High Building with One Level of In-Rack Sprinklers 
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Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.3 gpm per ft2 over 2000 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.6 gpm per ft2 over 2000 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.45 gpm per ft2 over 2000 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.8 gpm per ft2 over 1500 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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  Figure 17.2.1.4(i) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 20 ft in Height in 
up to a 30 ft High Building with One Level of Closely Spaced In-Rack 
Sprinklers

 
 
   Figure 17.2.1.4(j) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 20 ft in Height in 
up to a 30 ft High Building with Two Levels of Closely Spaced In-Rack 
Sprinklers 
 

 

 Figure 17.2.1.4(k) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 25 ft in Height in 
up to a 35 ft High Building with One Level of Closely Spaced In-Rack 
Sprinklers

 

 
   Figure 17.2.1.4(l) Exposed Unexpanded Plastics up to 25 ft in Height in 
up to a 35 ft High Building with Two Levels of Closely Spaced In-Rack 
Sprinklers 
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x

Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.6 gpm per ft2 over 1500 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.3 gpm per ft2 over 2000 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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Plan view
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Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.8 gpm per ft2 over 1500 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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Floor

25 ft

Plan view
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Single-, double-, and multiple-row racks
0.3 gpm per ft2 over 2000 ft2

Note: Each square represents a storage cube measuring 
4 ft to 5 ft on a side. Actual load heights can vary from
approximately 18 in. to 10 ft. Therefore, there could be as 
few as one load or as many as six or seven loads between
in-rack sprinklers that are spaced 10 ft apart vertically.
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Substantiation: This is mostly an editorial rewrite of the section as it was 
approved at the ROP for clarity. In addition, situations that resulted in a 
clearance greater than 10 ft were eliminated because they violated section 
12.1.3.4.5. 
   Note, do we want to have operating areas of 1500 sq ft? 
   Note: for 20 ft storage, should in-racks be at 15 ft storage level or 10 ft level? 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: Accept as written to replace Proposal 13-457 language 
and Figures. Figures that were included in 13-457 and not included in this 
comment are not to be included in the 2013 edition. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   PEHRSON, R.: Recommend Hold: Protection criteria is being added to 
the standard without technical justification or test results which should be 
provided based on the committee’s past practice for new material of this nature. 
This incomplete extraction of protection criteria represents figures pulled in 
isolation from the FM standard and fails to incorporate the other guidance or 
requirements found in the FM standard.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-298 Log #277 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(17.2.5.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-460
Recommendation: Reject 13-460.
Substantiation: The inclusion of multi-row racks within the allowance for the 
use of the provisions of 17.2.5.1.2 presents an issue with the requirements for 
a minimum aisle width of 7½ ft as provided in Item (7) of the section. This 
arrangement with such a minimum aisle width is contrary to the definition 
for a multi-row rack arrangement which has no minimum aisle width. The 
criteria established by this section is based on a series of specific full-scale 
tests simulating retail storage/display arrangements that did not include multi-
row rack arrangements. As such the inclusion of multi-row rack arrangements 
is not supported by available test data and would create a conflict with the 
requirement for a 7½ ft aisle. Additionally, if a change is made to 17.2.5.1.2 
then a companion change should also be made to 16.2.5.1.2. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-299 Log #326 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(17.2.5.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Pehrson Fire PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-460
Recommendation: Reject changes proposed by ROP Log #224.
Substantiation: Section 17.2.5 is recognized as a special design for the use of 
slatted shelves and was based on limited testing, not including multiple row 
racks. Although in the past multiple-row rack protection is “given” for double-
row rack tests of open frame racks, this has not been shown to be the case for 
slatted racks. No testing has been completed to support this generalization. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-300 Log #95 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(17.3.3.1.1 and 17.3.3.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-453
Recommendation: Do not delete Note 1 of 17.3.3.1.1. Instead revise 
17.3.3.1.1 and add a new 17.3.3.1.2, styled after the new text from the 
Committee Action for Proposal 13-178: 
   17.3.3.1.1 ESFR sprinklers shall not be permitted to protect storage on solid 
shelf racks unless the solid shelves are protected in accordance with 17.1.5. 
   17.3.3.1.2 ESFR sprinklers shall not be permitted to protect storage with 
open top containers.
Substantiation: The new text suggested here better defines the limitations 
of ESFR protection schemes. The current text saying “ESFR protection as 
defined …” suggests the usual idea of ESFR sprinklers being used on a ceiling 
protection only basis, without any corresponding in-rack sprinklers. Therefore, 
if only Note 1 is deleted, it could be interpreted that the corresponding in-rack 
sprinklers may not be needed with solid shelves. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise 17.3.3.1.1as follows(add “with in rack sprinklers” to proposed 
language): 
   17.3.3.1.1 ESFR sprinklers shall not be permitted to protect storage on solid 
shelf racks unless the solid shelf racks are protected with in rack sprinklers in 
accordance with 17.1.5. 
   Add new : 

   17.3.3.1.2 ESFR sprinklers shall not be permitted to protect storage with 
open top containers.
   Renumber accordingly
Committee Statement: Clarification that in-rack sprinklers are required per 
17.1.5. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-301 Log #137 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(20.8)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry L. Varn, Pierce Atwood LLP
Comment on Proposal No: 13-467
Recommendation: Accept the original proposal as submitted.
Substantiation: The proposal was based on a valid large scale fire test. The TC 
statement that “[t]he data does not support the recommendation” is conclusory 
and fails to address the detail data submitted in connection with the proposal. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The test data submitted does not represent a worst case 
ignition senerio. The test data referenced does not match the proposed revisions 
with respect to minimum pressures. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-302 Log #102 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Chapter 21)
______________________________________________________________ 
TCC Action: Remove the word “reserved” from 21.2 and 21.3 
  Renumber tables to 21.2.1 and 21.3.1 
  Add. 21.2.1 and 21.3.1 to read as follows: 
  21.2.1 - Protection of palletized and solid-piled storage of Class I through 
Class IV and cartoned unexpanded plastic commodities shall be permitted 
to be protected in accordance with Table 21.2.1. 
  21.3.1 - Protection of single-, double, and multiple row racks without 
solid shelves of Class I through Class IV and cartoned unexpanded plastic 
commodities shall be permitted to be protected in accordance with Table 
21.3.1. 
TCC Statement – The tables that were accepted in SSD ROC meeting are 
not referenced in narrative text. The TCC has added sections to Ch 21 to 
refer the user to these tables. 
Submitter: Thomas L. Multer, Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-411
Recommendation: Add Tables 21.2 and 21.3 to new Chapter 21.
   
   (See Table 21.2 and Table 21.3 on Page 85.)
 
Substantiation: See ROC 13-419 Committee Statement.
   Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: The submitted tables are technically acceptable to the 
TC, but need to be updated to have a consistent format with the tables accepted 
with 13-305 (Log #291). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   PEHRSON, R.: Recommend Hold: The proposed tables of protection 
criteria represent new material submitted at the ROC stage in violation of the 
Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA Standards and past practice 
of this committee. It appears no testing of intermediate temperature sprinklers 
has been submitted as required by new Chapter 21 (other testing of large K 
factor CMSA sprinklers has shown an increase in the number of sprinklers 
opening when changing to intermediate temperature sprinklers).  
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BELL, K.: Editorial: The word “cartooned” in Tables 21.2 and 21.3 should 
be “cartoned.” Also, the format of the new Tables related to the actions taken 
on Logs 13-302 and 13-305 were to be consistent. 
   BELLAMY, T.: The Tables must be corrected as directed during the ROC 
meeting. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-303 Log #130 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Part
(21.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-411
Recommendation: Revise the following sections and insert a new section 
21.1.6.1 and a new section 21.1.9 (with annex) as follows: 
   Delete the “*” on section 21.1.6. 
   21.1.6.1 The large scale fire tests shall include reasonable worse-case 
conditions taking into account storage arrangements, storage commodities, 
maximum storage heights, maximum ceiling heights, ignition locations relative 
to ceiling sprinklers, sprinkler spacing, position of potential obstructions, and 
the distance of the sprinklers below the ceiling. 
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  21.1.7 The manufacturer’s installation and design parameter instructions for 
these sprinklers shall specify in a standardized manner the end use limitations...
  21.1.8.1 Regardless of the number of sprinklers...
  21.1.8.2 Once the number of sprinklers for a demand area has been 
established... 
   21.1.9* Once the fire tests have been completed, the design area has been 
determined, and the manufacturer’s instructions have been written, the 
manufacturer shall submit the sprinkler and its instructions for review and 
inclusion in this Chapter. 
   A.21.1.9 For sprinklers that complete testing and development of installation 
instructions between cycles of NFPA 13, the Authority Having Jurisdiction has 
the option of reviewing the information and determining if equivalence has 
been established with sprinklers previously placed in this chapter.
Substantiation: The asterisk on section 21.1.6 is proposed for deletion because 
there is no annex section in the final proposal as it was printed in the ROP. 
   The new section 21.1.6.1 is important because there is no requirement for the 
labs to test, or even look for, a worse-case scenario. Running a fire test under 
optimum circumstances, and then advocating the use of a sprinkler using the 
results from that test would be a serious mistake, so NFPA 13 needs to prohibit 
that activity. 
   The consideration of obstructions is included in the proposed 21.1.6.1 
because the original ESFR sprinkler testing was aimed at a 4 or 6 sprinkler 
design, but experience and obstructions showed that the 4 or 6 sprinkler design 
was impractical. There are too many potential problems that are not accounted 
for in fire tests that do not include some consideration of obstructions. For 
example, tests with HVLS fans showed that certain conditions can occur that 
cause 8 to 10 sprinklers to be open. Since HVLS fans are not used in typical 
laboratory sprinkler fire testing, but are allowed by NFPA 13 with no addition 
to the design area, there needs to be a greater safety factor on situations with 
very low numbers of sprinklers opening in traditional laboratory tests. 
   Section 21.1.7 is proposed to be revised by adding a requirement for the 
manufacturers to report the information in a standardized fashion. This is 
important because important data can get lost in many pages of text if the 
information is not presented in a standardized format. The UL/FM/NFSA 
committee is working on developing such a standardized format. 
   The revision to the numbering of section 21.1.8.1 is to correct an error that 
was printed in the ROP. The section is not intended to be 21.8.1, it needs to be 
21.1.8.1. 
   The paragraph regarding the minimum operating area of 768 sq ft was 
printed in the ROP after a discussion of a minimum number of sprinklers. 
The information is by itself and should be given a section number, so we are 
recommending section number 21.1.8.2. 
   The E&S Committee asked staff to work on this at their April 2011 meeting. 
   The concept of this comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering 
and Standards Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part

   Accept the proposed changes with the following exceptions: 
   do not accept proposed 21.1.6.1 
   do not accept proposed 21.1.9 
   do not accept proposed A.21.1.9 
Committee Statement: Guidance is given in the Annex for the test protocols 
to use and it is the option of the manufacturer to submit their test data for 
inclusion into this chapter. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-304 Log #CC22 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(21.1.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-411
Recommendation: Committee Comment for the New Chapter 21
   21.1.6 A series of large scale fire tests involving challenging test scenarios 
that address the range of variables associated with the intended application 
of the sprinkler shall be conducted to evaluate the ability of the sprinkler 
to protect storage fire risks that are representative of those described in the 
manufacturer’s installation instruction and design parameter instructions and 
referenced in the listing.  
Substantiation: Substantiation: Additional information is needed to describe 
the scope of large scale fire tests to be conducted on these sprinklers.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
_
_____________________________________________________________ 
13-305 Log #291 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 21.2.1, Table 21.3.1, and 21.5.3.2.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
TCC Action: Renumber tables to 21.2.2 and 21.3.2 
  Add. 21.2.2 and 21.3.2 to read as follows: 
  21.2.2 – Protection of palletized and solid-piled storage of Class I through 
Class IV and plastic commodities shall be permitted to be protected in 
accordance with Table 21.2.2. 
  21.3.2- Protection of open-frame rack storage of Class I through Class IV 
and plastic commodities shall be permitted to be protected in accordance 
with 21.3.2. 
  TCC Statement – The tables that were accepted in SSD ROC meeting are 
not referenced in narrative text. The TCC has added sections to Ch 21 to 
refer the user to these tables.
Submitter: James E. Golinveaux, Tyco Fire Suppression & Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-411

 

Table 21.2 Extended Coverage, CMSA {25.2 K-factor (360) Pendent] Sprinkler Design Criteria for Palletized and Solid-Piled Storage of Class I Through Class IV and Cartoned 
Unexpanded Plastic Commodities 

Storage 
Arrangement 

Commodity 
Class

Maximum 
Storage Height

Maximum 
Ceiling/Roof

Height 
K Factor/ 

Orientation 
Type of 
System Maximum Spacing 

Number of 
Design

Sprinklers 
Operating
Pressure 

Hose Stream 
Allowance 

Water Supply 
Duration
(Minutes) Ft. m Ft. m 

Palletized and Solid 
Piled

Class l – lV and 
cartooned 

unexpanded 
plastics

25 7.6 30 9.1 25.2 (360)  
Pendent

Wet 14 ft. × 14 ft. 
(4.2 m × 4.2 m) 

6 30 psi 
(2.1 bar) 

250 gpm 
(950 L/min) 

60 

30 9.1 35 10.6 25.2 (360) 
Pendent

Wet 12 ft. × 12 ft. 
(3.6 m × 3.6 m) 

8 40 psi 
(2.8 bar) 

60 

 

 

Table 21.3 Extended Coverage, CMSA {25.2 K-factor (360) Pendent] Sprinkler Design Criteria for Single-, Double, and Multiple-Row Racks Without Solid Shelves of Class I Through 
Class IV and Cartoned Unexpanded Plastic Commodities 

Storage 
Arrangement 

Commodity 
Class

Maximum 
Storage Height

Maximum 
Ceiling/Roof

Height 
K Factor/ 

Orientation 
Type of 
System Maximum Spacing 

Number of 
Design

Sprinklers 
Operating
Pressure 

Hose Stream 
Allowance 

Water Supply 
Duration
(Minutes) Ft. m Ft. m 

Single,-, double, and 
multiple-row racks 
without solid shelves 
(no open top 
containers) 

Class l – lV and 
cartooned 

unexpanded 
plastics

25 7.6 30 9.1 25.2 (360)  
Pendent

Wet 14 ft. × 14 ft. 
(4.2 m × 4.2 m) 

6 30 psi 
(2.1 bar) 

250 gpm 
(950 L/min) 

60 

30 9.1 35 10.6 25.2 (360) 
Pendent

Wet 12 ft. × 12 ft. 
(3.6 m × 3.6 m) 

8 40 psi 
(2.8 bar) 

60 
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Recommendation: 
   Table 21.2.1: Extended Coverage

 
 
 
 
   Table 21.3.1: Extended Coverage
 
 
 

 
 
   Add new text:  
   21.5.3.2.3 When utilizing upright CMSA. CMDA or ESFR sprinkler any 
continuous obstruction 4 Inches or less can be ignored.
Substantiation: The new chapter needs supplemental material to define the 
installation guidelines, storage heights, operating pressures I and number of 
required calculated sprinklers for the new sections 21.2 and 21.3. These 
guidelines have been tested by FM for a 25.2 K factor Upright head following 
all of the guidelines set forth in chapter 21. See attached summary. 
   According to section 8.12.5.1.3, any special obstruction allowances shall be 
installed according to their listing. In order to achieve a FM Listing/Approval, 
upright CMSA, CMDA or ESFR sprinklers must be tested for discharge 
criteria. During this testing FM tests upright sprinkler discharge criteria in 
configurations where there are continuous obstructions 4 inches wide. 
Therefore, according to section 8.12.5.1.3 for all FM approved upright CMSA, 
CMDA and ESFR sprinklers, it is currently allowed by NFPA 13 to ignore any 
continuous obstruction 4 inches or less, since in order to obtain an FM  
   Listing/Approval the sprinkler must have passed the obstruction tests. 
Therefore this allowance should be clearly stated in NFPA 13 rather than this 
roundabout acceptance. . This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes 
and Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Accept the proposed tables with the following corrections: 
   a)Correct the hose stream value columns in the tables to be consistent with 
Table 21.4.1 and 13-306 (Log #101) 
   b)Update metric value for K-Factor to 360 
   c)Update metric value to 2.8 bar for 40 psi 
   Add the following language: 21.5.3.2.3 When utilizing upright CMSA. 
CMDA or ESFR sprinkler any continuous obstruction 4 Inches or less can be 
ignored.
Committee Statement: The hose stream values in the attached tables are 
incorrect and need to be updated for consistency with Table 21.4.1. Metric 
values are incorrect and require modifications as noted. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

Explanation of Negative: 
   PEHRSON, R.: Recommend Hold: The proposed tables of protection criteria 
represent new material submitted at the ROC stage in violation of the 
Regulations Governing the Development of NFPA Standards and past practice 
of this committee. It appears no testing of intermediate temperature sprinklers 
has been submitted as required by new Chapter 21 (other testing of large K 
factor CMSA sprinklers has shown an increase in the number of sprinklers 
opening when changing to intermediate temperature sprinklers). This protection 
criteria is being added to the standard without technical justification or test 
results which should be provided based on the committee’s past practice for 
new material of this nature.  
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BELLAMY, T.: The Tables must be corrected as directed during the ROC 
meeting. 
   KEEPING, L.: While I vote to accept the Committee’s action on this 
comment, I would also offer an editorial suggestion that the term “CMDA” is 
not currently defined in NFPA 13, so instead of using that abbreviation the full 
term “Control Mode Density/Area” should be used instead. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-306 Log #101 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(Table 21.4.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas L. Multer, Reliable Automatic Sprinkler Company, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-411
Recommendation: Add row to proposed table 21.4.1 Hose Stream Allowance 
and Water Supply duration. Under CMDA and CMSA, Extended Coverage: 
    Up to 8 @ max, 144 ft2 250 gpm (950 L/min) 60 minutes
Substantiation: The 250 gpm (950 L/min) hose stream allowance and the 60 
minutes duration are based upon a maximum demand area of 1200 square feet. 
   8 extended coverage CMSA sprinklers, with a maximum spacing of 144 ft2, 
equals a demand area of 1152 square feet and meets the requirements for the 
lower flow and duration. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 

Table 21.2.1 Palletized, Solid Piled, Bin box, Shelf Storage, or Back-to-Back Shelf Storage of Class I Through Class IV and Plastic Commodities 

Storage 
Arrangement 

Commodity 
Class

Maximum Storage 
Height 

Maximum Ceiling/ 
Roof Height K-Factor/ 

Orientation 
Type of 
System 

Number of 
Design

Sprinklers 

Minimum 
Operating
pressure 

Maximum 
Coverage

Area

Hose 
Stream 

Allowance 

Water
Supply

Duration
(hours) ft m ft m 

Palletized, Solid 
Piled, Bin Box, 

Shelf Storage, or 
Back-to-Back

Shelf Storage of 
Class I Through 

Class IV and 
Plastic

Commodities 

Cartoned 
Unexpanded

Plastics

20 6.1 30 9.1 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 22 psi 

 (1.5 bar) 144 sq ft 250 gpm 
(950 L/min) 1

20 6.1 30 9.1 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 22 psi 

 (1.5 bar) 196 sq ft 500 
(1800 L/min) 1.5 

25 7.6 30 9.1 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 30 psi

(2.1 bar) 144 sq ft  250 gpm 
(950 L/min) 1

25 7.6 30 9.1 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 30 psi

(2.1 bar) 196 sq ft 500 
(1800 L/min) 1.5 

25 7.6 35 10.6 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 40 psi

(2.6 bar) 144 sq ft 250 gpm 
(950 L/min) 1

25 7.6 35 10.6 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 40 psi

(2.6 bar) 196 sq ft 500 
(1800 L/min) 1.5 

30 9.1 35 10.6 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 8 40 psi

(2.6 bar) 144 sq ft 250 gpm 
(950 L/min) 1

30 9.1 35 10.6 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 8 40 psi

(2.6 bar) 196 sq ft 500 
(1800 L/min) 1.5 

 

Table 21.3.1 Sprinkler Protection Criteria for Open-Frame Rack Storage of Class I Through Class IV and Plastic Commodities 

Storage 
Arrangement 

Commodity 
Class

Maximum Storage 
Height 

Maximum Ceiling 
/Roof Height K-Factor/ 

Orientation 

Type
of 

system 

Number of 
Design

Sprinklers 

Minimum 
Operating 
Pressure 

Maximum 
Coverage

Area

Hose 
Stream 

Allowance 

Water
Supply

Duration
(hours) 

ft m ft m 

Sprinkler 
Protection 
Criteria of 

Open-Frame 
Rack Storage 

of Class I 
Through 

Class IV and 
Plastic

Commodities 

Cartoned 
Unexpanded

Plastics

20 6.1 30 9.1 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 22 psi 

 (1.5 bar) 144 sq ft 250 gpm 
(950L/min) 1

20 6.1 30 9.1 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 22 psi 

 (1.5 bar) 196 sq ft 500
(1800 L/min) 1.5 

25 7.6 30 9.1 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 30 psi

(2.1 bar) 144 sq ft 250 gpm 
(950L/min) 1

25 7.6 30 9.1 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 30 psi

(2.1 bar) 196 sq ft 500
(1800 L/min) 1.5 

25 7.6 35 10.6 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 40 psi

(2.6 bar) 144 sq ft 250 gpm 
(950L/min) 1

25 7.6 35 10.6 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 6 40 psi

(2.6 bar) 196 sq ft 500 
(1800 L/min) 1.5 

30 9.1 35 10.6 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 8 40 psi 

 (2.6 bar) 144 sq ft 250 gpm 
(950L/min) 1

30 9.1 35 10.6 25.2 (362.9) 
Upright Wet 8 40 psi

(2.6 bar) 196 sq ft 500 
(1800 L/min) 1.5 
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Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: I agree with the proposal as it current is written since the 
maximum linear spacing is 12 ft. However, if by chance the maximum linear 
spacing were to change to 14 ft, then the current wording would need to be 
modified to indicate a maximum linear spacing of 12 ft, unless testing at the 14 
linear spacing demonstrates that the sprinkler warrants a 250 gpm and 1 hour 
duration (in other words I believe that linear spacing is the more important 
factor than area spacing). 
   KEEPING, L.: While I vote to Accept this comment, I would also offer an 
editorial suggestion that the term “CMDA” is not defined in NFPA 13, so 
instead of using that abbreviation, the full term “Control Mode Density/Area” 
should be used instead. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-307 Log #278 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(21.4.1.2.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-469
Recommendation: Add a new 21.4.1.2.1 as follows:
   21.4.1.2.1 The area of sprinkler operation shall include all sprinklers within 
the individual spray area as defined by NFPA 33, 3.3.2.3. 
Substantiation: The provisions of NFPA 33 provide very specific design 
mandates regarding the construction and ventilation of spray areas that are 
intended to provide a degree of segregation for the hazards associated with the 
spray operations. This separation will also provide a degree of separation 
necessary to limit the likely operation of sprinklers to those within the bounds 
of the enclosure. This concept is supported by the inclusion of language in the 
final two sentences of the first paragraph of A.21.4.1.1 (NFPA 33, A.9.4) that 
states, “Because of the rapidity and intensity of the fires that involve spray 
operations, the available water should be ample to simultaneously supply all 
sprinkler heads likely [emphasis added] to open in one fire without depleting 
the available water supply for use by hose streams. Noncombustible draft 
curtains can be used to limit the number of sprinklers that will open.” This use 
of “likely” in the first sentence cited above, opens the fundamental question of 
how far to extend the design area for the protected spray operations; however, 
the sentence following that provides that the area of sprinkler operation can be 
limited by the installation of a draft curtain. Given that the construction of 
enclosed spray areas would provide a degree of enclosure at least equivalent to 
that of a draft curtain, it only stands to reason that the same allowance for 
limiting the operating area for the sprinklers should be extended to these 
situations as well by limiting the design to include only the sprinklers within 
the enclosed area. This same concept is again repeated in the first sentence of 
the fifth paragraph of A.21.4.2.1 (NFPA 33, A.9.4.6). The addition of the 
reference to the definition of spray area in NFPA 33 provides further direction 
necessary for determination of the required design area. 
   The introduction of this material as a separate section addresses the concern 
with changing extract material from another standard while still providing 
needed clarifying language as to the required operating area. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Add to annex and revise “shall” to “should”: 
  A.21.4.2 The area of sprinkler operation includes all sprinklers within the 
individual spray area as defined by NFPA 33, 3.3.2.3. 
Committee Statement: The TC wanted to clarify the extent of the area of 
sprinkler operation which is not spelled out in the extracted material from 
NFPA 33. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-308 Log #239 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(21.14.2.1 and 21.14.2.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-4
Recommendation: Revise the extracted text of 21.14.2.1 and 21.1.4.2.3 as 
8.1.3 and 8.1.1.2, respectively, since both have been modified by the NFPA 75 
technical committee. 
   21.14.2.1 Sprinkler systems protecting information technology equipment 
areas shall be valved separately from and independent of other sprinkler 
systems. [75:8.1.3] 
   21.14.2.3 Either aAn automatic sprinkler system, carbon dioxide 
extinguishing system, or inert agent or a gaseous fire extinguishing system 
shall be provided for the protection of the area below a raised floor in an 
information technology equipment room or information technology equipment 
area shall be provided when one or more of the following exist:
  (1) Where there is a critical need to protect data in the process, reduce 
equipment damage, and facilitate return to service 
  (2) The area below the raised floor contains combustible material [75:8.1.1.2]
Substantiation: NFPA 75 has revised text pertaining to where underfloor fire 
suppression, including the option to install sprinklers, is required. It is critical 
that this revised text be incorporated into NFPA 13 as there is no longer a 
mandatory requirement for underfloor fire suppression; underfloor fire 
suppression is now only required “where there is a critical need to protect data 

in the process, reduce equipment damage, and facilitate return to service or the 
area below the raised floor contains combustible material”. Hence, NFPA 13 
users including AHJs need to know that in certain instances, sprinklers and 
other fire suppression agents may not be required (or installed) below a raised 
floor. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Accept the language with the modification made by the NFPA 75 TC at their 
ROC meeting. Delete “and independent of” from 21.14.2.1: 
   21.14.2.1 Sprinkler systems protecting information technology equipment 
areas shall be valved separately from and independent of other sprinkler 
systems. [75:8.1.3] 
   21.14.2.3 Either aAn automatic sprinkler system, carbon dioxide 
extinguishing system, or inert agent or a gaseous fire extinguishing system 
shall be provided for the protection of the area below a raised floor in an 
information technology equipment room or information technology equipment 
area shall be provided when one or more of the following exist:
  (1) Where there is a critical need to protect data in the process, reduce 
equipment damage, and facilitate return to service 
  (2) The area below the raised floor contains combustible material [75:8.1.1.2]
Committee Statement: The language submitted in 13-4 was ROP text and was 
modified at the ROC. The TC would like to extract the ROC language. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-309 Log #312 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(22.4.2.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-477
Recommendation: Replace Kp with K in the newly added formula. Use the 
“division sign” between Q and p. Use the square root symbol to identify the 
square root of ‘p’. So the formula reads as follows: 
 
                          Kn = Q ÷ √p
    
Substantiation: The use of a ‘sub p’ is confusing since p is defined for this 
formula. It may be useful to provide a ‘sub n’ to represent the “new” K-factor. 
And the use of the square root symbol (rather than the exponent of 0.5) is a 
clearer method of communicating this formula given the visual restraint of 
having the exponent in the denominator. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
The committee agreed with the submitter’s intent, however the committee 
wanted the formula presented as in the attached art work. 
 

Committee Statement: The “divide by” symbol can be difficult to read and 
the new arrangement is more universally seen. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-310 Log #123 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(22.4.3.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Trevor Spain, Fire Pro Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-478
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-478.
Substantiation: A new method for calculating fitting head loss with antifreeze 
solutions is required for the following reasons: 
   1. When using the Darcy-Weisbach equation with non-water liquids, three 
things must be adjusted for liquid properties in order to keep the hydraulic 
calculation accuracy equivalent to water based systems: fitting head loss, 
sprinkler head k-factors, and velocity pressure. Failure to correct any of these 
factors will result in a less accurate hydraulic calculation than required for 
standard water based systems. 
   2. Equivalent length head loss error, for normal sprinkler system flow 
velocities, exceeds the typical error corrected for by 22.4.3.1.3.2.1 (internal 
diameters). 
   3. Equivalent length head loss error, for normal sprinkler system flow 
velocities, exceeds the typical error corrected for by 22.4.3.2.1 (c-factors). 
   4. See the article “Equivalent Lengths, Velocity, and Antifreeze”, pg. 30-32, 
in the March, 2011 issue of Fire Protection Contractor magazine. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
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Equivalent K at a node
Flow at the node
Pressure aat the node
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Committee Statement: While the proposed formula might be more technically 
accurate, it is more complicated and produces less conservative results than the 
current method in the standard. The committee’s opinion is this complication is 
not warranted.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-311 Log #12 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(22.4.4.1.1.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-479
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   22.4.4.1.1.4 Where the available floor area of coverage for a specific area / 
density design criteria, including any extension of area as required by 11.1.2 
and 12.3, is less than the required minimum design area, only sprinklers within 
the available design area shall be calculated except that where the total 
operating sprinkler is less than the minimum required discharge determined by 
multiplying the required design density times the required minimum design 
area, an additional flow shall be added at the base of the riser to increase the 
overall sprinkler demand to the minimum required discharge. 
Substantiation: The proposal provides a reasonable approach for calculating 
small areas protected by a subsystem, such as dry-pipe systems on a loading 
dock or preaction systems in computer rooms, when they are not separated by 
rated construction. It is even more desirable for small areas protected by a 
different design approach from that in the overall building, such as an office 
with spray sprinklers in a warehouse that is otherwise protected with ESFR 
sprinklers.  
   The reason for rejecting the proposal was that “the design area should be 
proven”. By adding the additional water required by a full sized remote area, 
one is effectively providing the same “prove” as if the adjacent sprinklers were 
added to the design. If the general concept is acceptable a few changes should 
be included as follows: 
   1. Add the additional water at the cross main instead of the base of the riser. 
This better represents the full flow from the design area.  
   2. Delete “of coverage: from floor area of coverage  
   3. Delete the reference to 12.3 since it is redundant with 11.1.2 
   4. Break the 95 word sentence into two sentences. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-312 (Log #280).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 21 Negative: 2 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   HOPKINS, JR., D.: There is no technical basis provided for the proposed 
approach. Further, the approach does not account for overage associated with 
friction loss, does not account for friction losses within branch piping and does 
not comply with any of the approved calculation methods within the standard.  
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been rejected. In my 
opinion, when the actual area is less than the specified design area, with no 
separation from adjoining areas, the correct procedure should be to conduct a 
“straddle” calculation, as described in the substantiation for Comment 13-312, 
Log #280.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-312 Log #280 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(22.4.4.1.1.4 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-479
Recommendation: Add a new 22.4.4.1.1.4
  22.4.4.1.1.4 Where the available floor area for a specific area / density design 
criteria, including any extension of area as required by 11.1.2 and 12.3, is less 
than the required minimum design area, the design area is permitted to only 
include those sprinklers within the available design area. Where the total design 
discharge from these operating sprinkler is less than the minimum required 
discharge determined by multiplying the required design density times the 
required minimum design area, an additional flow shall be added at the point of 
connection of the branchline to the cross main furthest from the source to 
increase the overall demand, not including hose stream allowance, to the 
minimum required discharge as determined above.
Substantiation: The issue presented is not one simply involving the 
application of the room design method. It is one the involves situations where 
in order to obtain the full design area one must complete a “straddle” design 
calculation. A “straddle” design calculation involves having the design area 
situated partially within one design hazard area and partially within an adjacent 
design hazard area. In situations where the design area is of sufficient size to 
accommodate the full design area this is not an issue; however, when the space 
in question is too small to accommodate the full area then the issue arises with 
having to include more adjacent sprinklers in the design calculation that would 
create a demand far greater than either of the design areas considered 
individually where a full design area was available. It is simply not appropriate 
to have design requirements that result in excessive design demands simply 
because the design hazard area is too small. This is best illustrated using an 
example of such a situation. 

   The attached documentation presents two separate situations. The first 
situation includes an exterior canopy requiring a OH2 (0.20 gpm/ft²) design 
where the overall area of the canopy is of sufficient size to accommodate the 
required 1,950 ft² for the dry system along with a significantly smaller, 480 ft² 
canopy having the same OH2 design criteria except that the smaller canopy is 
closer the source of water supply. Immediately adjacent to both of these design 
areas on the interior of the building the sprinkler system is designed using 
K25.2 ESFR sprinklers. If the full design area of 1,950 ft² is required for the 
smaller canopy then an additional, 23 K25.2 sprinklers must be included in the 
hydraulic calculations to fulfill this requirement. Even though the piping for 
each canopy are sized the same and the smaller canopy is closer to the water 
supply the water demand for the smaller canopy is approximately 350% greater 
than that of the larger canopy. The second situation is similar except that this 
includes an interior room with a design of a EH2 (0.40 gpm/ft²) where the 
overall area of the space is sufficient to accommodate the a 2,500 ft² design 
area along with a smaller 260 ft² design area of the same EH2 design but that is 
closer to the water supply source. To obtain the 2,500 ft² design area with the 
smaller area an additional 36 K25.2 ESFR sprinklers must be included in the 
hydraulic calculations. Again even though the piping in the smaller design area 
is sized the same as the larger area and the space is closer to the water supply, 
the water demand is approximately 770% greater than that of the larger space.  
   The proposed methodology provides a permitted design option to avoid such 
a disparity while still providing a reasonable proof of the available water 
supply is support the full design area of the same hazard. A comparative 
calculation was also run using the aforementioned examples except with the 
smaller footprint calculated within the same location as the larger area. These 
calculations show that the resultant water demands using the alternative 
calculation provided by the new calculation methodology is less than 10% less 
than that of a full design area thus demonstrating the “proof” that the smaller 
area deign is essentially equivalent to that of a larger area design. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Split proposed 22.4.4.1.1.4 into 2 sections: 
  22.4.4.1.1.4* Where the available floor area for a specific area / density 
design criteria, including any extension of area as required by 11.1.2 and 12.3, 
is less than the required minimum design area, the design area shall be 
permitted to only include those sprinklers within the available design area.  
  22.4.4.1.1.5 Where the total design discharge from these operating sprinkler is 
less than the minimum required discharge determined by multiplying the 
required design density times the required minimum design area, an additional 
flow shall be added at the point of connection of the branchline to the cross 
main furthest from the source to increase the overall demand, not including 
hose stream allowance, to the minimum required discharge as determined 
above. 
  Add annex language A.24.4.4.1.1.4: 
  A.22.4.4.1.1.4 The following steps outline the procedure for calculation in 
accordance with 22.4.4.1.1.4:  
   1.Calculate the hydraulic design discharge including those sprinklers within 
the available floor area.  
   2.Calculate the minimum required discharge by multiplying the required 
design density times the required minimum design area. 
   3.Subtract the discharge calculated in Step 1 from the discharge calculate in 
Step 2. 
   4.Where the discharge calculated in Step 3 is greater than 0, the hydraulic 
design discharge is recalculated including an additional flow equal to that 
calculated in Step 3. The additional flow is added at the point of connection of 
the branch line to the cross main furthest from the source.  
   5.Where the discharge calculated in Step 3 is less than or equal to 0, the 
hydraulic design discharge is as calculated in Step 1. 
Committee Statement: The original language split into two sections as it 
contains multiple requirements. The annex language was added to provide a 
step by step procedure for the calculation. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 21 Negative: 2 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   HOPKINS, JR., D.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-311 
(Log #12). 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been rejected. In my 
opinion, when the actual area is less than the specified design area, with no 
separation from adjoining areas, the correct procedure should be to conduct a 
“straddle” calculation, as described in the proponent’s substantiation.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-313 Log #41 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(22.4.4.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-482
Recommendation: Reconsider proposal 13-482 and reject 13-483.
Substantiation: Attempting to impose a portion of the area/density 
methodogoly onto the CMSA approach presents an excessively conservative 
outcome. For example, by applying 130 sf to determine the length of the 
remote area for a 15 sprinkler design equates to a length of 63 ft. If the 
sprinklers are installed 8 ft apart, this equates to 8 sprinklers on the first branch 
line and 7 on the second and final branch line. Since the CMSA approach is not 
based on a defined area but a number of sprinklers and minimum pressure, 
following a methodology more like the ESFR approach is more appropriate. 
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   If the general concept is acceptable, it should be changed to reflect a 
rectangular shape with the longer dimension along the branch line such as 6 
sprinklers on 5 branch lines for 30 sprinklers. An odd number sprinkler, such as 
with 25 sprinklers, would be carried to a separate branch line as currently done 
in the area/density approach (6 sprinklers on 4 branch lines and 1 sprinkler on 
the 5th one) instead of producing a square remote area of 5 sprinklers on 5 
branch lines. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee’s desire is to keep the 1.2 approach. It 
allows for flexibility for different designs such as 6, 8 and 12 sprinklers and the 
new Chapter 21 in addition to the 20, 25, 30 and 36 sprinklers that are 
currently allowed. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-314 Log #124 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(22.4.4.5.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Trevor Spain, Fire Pro Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-484
Recommendation: Reinstate the k-factor liquid density adjustment as follows:
   “...factors that are representative of aged pipe., and adjusted K-factors for 
fluid properties. The discharge from individual sprinklers shall be based on 
adjusted K-factors for fluid properties and shall be determined on the basis of 
the following formula:
Substantiation: 1. Manufacturing tolerance is not related to fluid density and 
should not be used as a reason to ignore adjusting head discharge for fluid 
properties. Manufacturing tolerance is not used, for example, as a reason to 
neglect adjusting equivalent lengths for minor differences in piping internal 
diameter. 
   2. Correcting k-factor for fluid density has a larger effect on head pressure 
than may be implied. For example, a k-factor multiplier of 0.95 will result in a 
10% change to head pressure. This leads to a “real world” shortfall in system 
demand pressure of one to three psi.  
   3. NFPA does not currently provide the necessary fluid property data for this 
adjustment but if a designer is using the Darcy-Weisbach formula, the designer 
already has the fluid data needed (viscosity and density).  
   4. When using the Darcy-Weisbach equation with non-water liquids, three 
things must be adjusted for liquid properties in order to keep the hydraulic 
calculation accuracy equivalent to water based systems: fitting head loss, 
sprinkler head k-factors, and velocity pressure. Failure to correct any of these 
factors results in a less accurate hydraulic calculation than required for standard 
water based systems.  
   5. Increasing the uncertainty of hydraulic calculations is the wrong way to 
move NFPA 13 forward. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: While the proposed formula might be more technically 
accurate, it is more complicated. The committee’s opinion is this complication 
is not warranted especially in recognition that antifreeze concentrations are 
now limited. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-315 Log #141 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Table 22.4.4.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-490
Recommendation: Change the c-factor for “Galvanized (all)” to 100.
Substantiation: Experience with galvanized piping is showing that it does not 
have the corrosion resistance to warrant a 20% better C-factor as compared to 
black steel pipe. With roll grove situations or welded outlets, moisture has been 
getting under the galvanizing layer and causes corrosion. 
   This comment has the endorsement of the NFSA Engineering and Standards 
Committee. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Remove “Galvanized (all) 120” from table 22.4.4.7 
  Add new row: 
Galvanized (dry systems including preaction) 100.  
  Add new row: 
  Galvanized (wet systems including deluge) 120. 
Committee Statement: The TC feels that the corrosion issue is pervasive such 
that it impacts the hydraulic calculations, not simply the pipe integrity. Internal 
pipe inspections have revealed that dry galvanized systems have the same level 
of corrosion as black steel. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 21 Negative: 2 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   BELLAMY, T.: No technical data was submitted to support a change in the 
C-factor for galvanized piping. Additionally, no guidance is provided as to the 
impact on existing systems. 
   DEEGAN, T.: Based on discussions at the ROC meeting, it is understood that 

there have been observations in the field of problems with some installations of 
galvanized pipe on dry systems. However, there was no information/data 
provided to support the Comment. Galvanized pipe has been used for a long 
time based on the current application criteria. It is unclear if the issue is with 
all galvanized pipe on dry systems in all situations or if there are limiting 
factors (manufacturer, site conditions, fabrication techniques, etc.). I believe 
more investigation is necessary to adequately determine if there are other 
factors that can be addressed that will allow galvanized piping with a 120 
C-factor to be continued as an option.  
______________________________________________________________ 
13-316 Log #270 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(23.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Russell B. Leavitt, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-494
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   23.1.2 Capacity. Water supplies shall be capable of providing the required 
flow and pressure for the remote design area using the requirements and 
procedures as specified in Chapters 11 through 22 including hose stream 
allowance where applicable for the required duration. as specified in chapter 11 
through chapter 21.
Substantiation: I believe that specifically adding “hose stream allowance” to 
the accepted text will eliminate possible questions. Other changes are editorial.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-317 Log #302 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(23.1.5.1(5))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cameron Manners, Nu Flow Technologies, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-497
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   (5) Treat interior of the pipe with an epoxy coating process that first dries the 
interior of the pipes, removes any corrosion and creates a profile for bonding 
using an abrading agent and then applies an epoxy barrier coating to the 
interior of the pipes.
Substantiation: All sprinkler heads will be removed during the cleaning and 
coating procedure.  Air will be introduced to each opening or a plug put in to 
the opening where the sprinkler head is removed.  Each opening is examined 
after coating to ensure that there is not restrict of the opening and any excess 
coating is removed.  The threads where the new sprinkler heads are to be 
installed all examined to make sure they are clean and a proper seal can be 
made when new sprinkler heads are installed.   After the cleaning and coating 
procedure is completed new head are installed in each opening. 
   The pipe is inspected to insure that all surface area is coated.  The physics of 
the air movement through the pipe insures that the coating is pushed and pulled 
through the pipe as a hollow tube of epoxy moving through and against the 
surface of the interior of the pipe.  This happens because the air in the center of 
pipe is moving faster than the air in contact with the surface of the pipe where 
the there is resistance from the pipe surface.  This causes the coating to be 
pushed to the walls of the pipe and pushed and pulled down the pipe in a 
hollow tube. The movement of the epoxy causes the epoxy to flow over itself 
as it moves down the pipe completely covering the surface of the pipe.   
   Quality control is maintained throughout the process by monitoring each step 
of the process: 
   1. Preparing the air for drying and cleaning – check air temperatures and 
moisture to see that equipment is functioning properly and the temperatures in 
the pipe are above the dew point. This is measured by an instrument for this 
purpose. 
   2. Cleaning the pipe – check for dryness of the pipe surface at the exhaust to 
make sure there is no moisture in the pipe and the tuberculation is dry and 
brittle. 
   3. After abrasive blasting the pipe – check for cleanliness of the pipe and 
proper surface profile of at least 2 mils on the surface of the pipe. 
   4. Monitor air temperatures and quality throughout the drying process with 
temperature and moisture probes. 
   5. Scales are check for proper measuring of epoxy before weighing out the 
proper amounts of resin and curing agent to be mixed. 
   6. Proper amounts of epoxy are calculated and measured out according to 
pipe diameter and length of pipe. 
   7. Mix time and epoxy temperatures are monitored with proper instruments. 
   8. Epoxy is injected into the air stream and monitored for proper amounts of 
air and time the epoxy is being blown through the pipe.  Pot life is 1 1/2 hours 
at 75 F.   
   9. Segments of pipe are calculated according to the size and length of the 
pipe to make sure there is enough time to coat the pipe within the time limit of 
the pot life of the epoxy. 
   10. After the coating reaches the exhaust end of the pipe the excess coating is 
blown out into the exhaust hose and then checked for coverage of the surface 
of the pipe.  Also a wet mil thickness gauge is use to measure the thickness of 
the coating to insure proper coating of the pipe.  
   11. After coating a slow flow of air is blown through the pipe the help the 
epoxy to set up. 
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   12. After the coating is cured the pipe is inspected again to check for proper 
coverage. 
   Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This technology is currently allowed when acceptable 
to the authority having jurisdiction under section 1.6, New Technology in a 
case by case basis. If this is an existing system, this needs to be addressed to 
NFPA 25. The committee has concerns that this type of product must be listed 
under the compatibility program to ensure any compatibility concerns. The 
committee is concerned that this is a technology that is not uniformly 
applicable to all systems. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-318 Log #301 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(23.1.5.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cameron Manners, Nu Flow Technologies, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-498
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   (5) Treat interior of the pipe with an epoxy coating process that first dries the 
interior of the pipes, removes any corrosion and creates a profile for bonding 
using an abrading agent and then applies an epoxy barrier coating to the 
interior of the pipes.
Substantiation: A major problem of fire sprinkler systems is the internal 
corrosion caused by water in the pipe which clogs sprinkler heads and causes 
pipe failure and leakage from the piping system.  The coating of the internal 
surface of the pipe with a proven epoxy coating would prevent the corrosion 
and keep the pipes in optimal operating condition for 40 to 50 years.  A number 
of tests and research has been conducted over the past 20 years that have 
verified the effectiveness of epoxy coating the internal surface of pipes to 
prevent corrosion.  Adhesion of the epoxy to the surface and the resistance of 
the epoxy to water make it an excellent technology for protecting fire sprinkler 
systems from failing.  The surface of the pipe would also have a higher C 
factor so that more water would flow through the pipes more efficiently than 
new pipes.  Included are studies and actual applications of epoxy coatings. 
   Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This technology is currently allowed when acceptable 
to the authority having jurisdiction under section 1.6, New Technology in a 
case by case basis. If this is an existing system, this needs to be addressed to 
NFPA 25. The committee has concerns that this type of product must be listed 
under the compatibility program to ensure any compatibility concerns. The 
committee is concerned that this is a technology that is not uniformly 
applicable to all systems. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-319 Log #274 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(23.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Russell B. Leavitt, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-501
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
  23.2.1* Water supplies for sprinkler systems shall be one of the following or 
any approved combination: or shall be permitted to be a combination of the 
following:
  (c) A connection to a ground level atmospheric water storage tank water 
storage tank at grade or below grade installed in accordance with NFPA 22, 
Standard for Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection and filled from an 
approved source. 
  A.23.2.1 Acceptable water supplies for fire sprinkler systems must provide 
sufficient flow and pressure for the required duration per 23.1.2. Many water 
supply sources contain sufficient flow and volume but do not posses sufficient 
pressure. Some acceptable water supplies such as storage tanks located at or 
below grade, rivers, lakes, and reservoirs will almost always require 
combination with a pump to provide the needed pressure. Fire pumps are used 
with other supplies such as waterworks or gravity tanks to provide additional 
pressure needed to meet the system demand.
Substantiation: These changes provide additional clarification regarding water 
supplies. The change to 23.2.1 is primarily style but also brings the authority 
having jurisdiction into the decision process for combining supplies. The 
change to sub-section (c) is intended to recognize any water storage tank 
whether it is at grade or below grade by using language that is coordinated with 
NFPA 22. The new language for A.23.2.1 illustrates some of the most common 
types of combinations. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Accept the comment with the following modification: 
  The committee wanted to delete the word “approved” from “approved 
combination” as follows:  
  23.2.1* Water supplies for sprinkler systems shall be one of the following or 
any combination....

Committee Statement: Approvals are handled in the sub-sections and the 
reference for combinations is not required.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-320 Log #58 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Hold
(23.2.2.3 and A.23.2.2.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kevin Kelly, Pine Bush, NY
Comment on Proposal No: 13-501
Recommendation: Insert a new section 23.2.2.3 and move the annex note 
from A.23.2.2.2 to A.23.2.2.3 as follows: 
  23.2.2.3* Where the volume and pressure available from a water supply are 
determined through a waterflow test, an adjustment shall be made to the test 
data to account for daily and seasonal fluctuations. 
  A.23.2.2.3 A.23.2.2.2 An adjustment to the waterflow test data to account for 
daily and seasonal fluctuations, possible interruption by flood or ice conditions, 
large simultaneous industrial use, future demand on the water supply system, or 
any other condition that could affect the water supply should be made as 
appropriate. Flow tests that are run during the middle of a business day often 
do not account for peak water demands at other times of the day or water use 
during other times of year. Under ideal circumstances, NFPA 24 would have a 
specific value to apply to all situations, but that is not practical given the wide 
variations of water supplies in use and the variations of when waterflow tests 
are conducted. Waterflow tests conducted close to peak water usage times 
would need less of an adjustment than waterflow tests conducted during low 
water usage times. Consultation with the water authority may be necessary to 
determine an appropriate adjustment factor. Use of 24 hour gages at a hydrant 
can be helpful in determining day to day fluctuations. In addition, the user 
should also consider other water usage factors such as simultaneous industrial 
use, the potential for future demand on the system in the area of the test 
(depending on how well developed the area already is) and other conditions 
that would affect the water supply.
Substantiation: This comment is being made to NFPA 13 to correlate with a 
change proposed to NFPA 24 on section 5.1.3. The basic concept of requiring 
some adjustment to the waterflow test data needs to be in the body of the 
standard. It is completely irresponsible to conduct a waterflow test at a hydrant 
at a time of very low water demand and believe that you are going to have all 
of that flow and pressure available when a fire occurs a few hours later during 
a regular and known peak demand time. 
   As proposed, the rule would only apply in those situations where the 
waterflow test is being performed and would not apply to the development of 
water supply data from other sources. 
   The concept of evaluating the water supply for possible interruptions from 
flood or ice conditions has been intentionally dropped from the language 
because this does not have to do with the flow or pressure available. This 
concept should be a part of the determination as to whether the water supply is 
“reliable” enough to use at all, which is a completely different concept and 
should not be tied to evaluating data from a flow test. 
Committee Meeting Action: Hold
Committee Statement: The TC needs to develop a task group in conjunction 
with the PRI TC to review the pros and cons of including this information in 
the body of the standards as opposed to the annex. There is not sufficient time 
at the ROC meeting to make a determination on this issue as it requires input 
from another TC and a thorough review of data. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-321 Log #313 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(24.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-502
Recommendation: Accept proposal 502.
Substantiation: The pressures during the full forward flow test should be 
recorded and they should be placed on the aboveground certificate when 
installed inside of the building. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: It is not a requirement of the standard to record the 
pressure drop when conducting the forward flow test. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-322 Log #314 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(24.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Cecil Bilbo, Jr., Academy of Fire Sprinkler Technology, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-502
Recommendation: Revise text as follows: A protected ceiling pocket, is one 
where the upper ceiling is within 12 inches vertically of the sprinkler deflector, 
should be considered a “protected ceiling pocket”. 
Substantiation: There are other types of ceiling pockets that can be considered 
protected, the example is just one. 
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Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
   Revise proposed language to read as follows: 
   A protected ceiling pocket, is one where the upper ceiling is within 12 inches 
the allowable vertical distance from the sprinkler deflector vertically of the 
sprinkler deflector, should be considered a “protected ceiling pocket”.
Committee Statement: The submitter inserted the incorrect print line and “C 
on Prop#” on the comment form. The comment references A.3.3.4 and proposal 
13-519. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-323 Log #346 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(24.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-502
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: This testing and information is required but it is being missed 
since it is not on the current figure. Proper operation is required by 24.2.5.1. If 
this is not proper pressure drop, than what is it? How do I tell if the valve is 
operating properly? The committee’s rejection statement makes no sense to me. 
This is above aboveground piping and is a NFPA 13 requirement; not NFPA 
24. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There is no specific action requested. See 13-321 (Log 
#313). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-324 Log #196 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Figure 24.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-503
Recommendation: On the second page of the form, immediately after the 
pressure reducing valve test (2-7/16 inches from the top of the page), insert the 
following row into the table:
 
        (See Table 24.1 on Page 92.)

Substantiation: With requirements for acceptance testing of backflow 
preventers installed in aboveground piping in Section 24.2.5, there need to be 
requirements in the form.  
  The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-325 Log #347 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(Figure 24.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-503
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: This testing and information is required but it is being missed 
since it is not on the current figure. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There is no specific direction on how to act on the 
comment. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-326 Log #117 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(24.2.1.11)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Pascal Pfeiffer, AXA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-507
Recommendation: Keep the original wording of Section 24.2.1.11 by keeping 
the words ‘pendent sprinklers’.
Substantiation: Replacing sprinklers with plugs has been recently introduced 
to allow for flushing and water removing in pendent drops and nipples prior to 
installing pendent sprinklers. This creates the risk of not removing the plugs 
but it is the only way to perform with pendent sprinkler systems. Upright 
sprinklers do not need to be removed to drain water should branchline and 
main minimal slopes as per NFPA 13 have been followed. Therefore, there is 
no need of creating additional risks of forgetting plugs and not eliminating 
those. Recent sprinkler failure at one of one of our customers facility has 
proven to be because of plugs been left in place of sprinklers. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: The TC felt that horizontal sprinklers should also be 
allowed in this section. 13-328 (Log #220) also brought in the pendant 
requirement as suggested herein. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-327 Log #197 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(24.2.1.11)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-507
Recommendation: Reject Proposal 13-507.
Substantiation: Mr. Victor’s negative ballot in the ROP is persuasive. There 
are legitimate reasons to conduct a hydrostatic test on pendent sprinkler 
situations using plugs, but the issue for upright sprinklers has more troubling 
consequences. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: The TC felt that horizontal sprinklers should also be 
allowed in this section. 13-328 (Log #220) also brought in the pendant 
requirement as suggested herein. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-328 Log #220 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(24.2.1.11)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Terry L. Victor, Tyco/SimplexGrinnell
Comment on Proposal No: 13-507
Recommendation: Accept in principle in part 13-507 (Log #303) and add the 
following new text as shown: 
  24.2.1.11 When systems are being hydrostatically tested, it shall be permitted 
to conduct tests with pendent or horizontal sidewall sprinklers or plugs 
installed in fittings. Any plugs shall be replaced with pendent or horizontal 
sidewall sprinklers after the test is completed.
Substantiation: Plugs should not be allowed in the place of upright sprinklers 
in a system when performing a hydrostatic test. Using plugs for pendent and 
horizontal sidewall sprinklers is necessary in many cases to prevent damage to 
sprinklers being installed in areas with drywall ceilings or walls, as well as in 
some other situations. Visually observing that the plugs have been removed and 
the pendent or horizontal sidewall sprinklers have been installed is easy to do. 
However, there isn’t a good reason to test against plugs instead of upright 
sprinklers. To verify that plugs have been removed and replaced with upright 
sprinklers is difficult without lifts and ladders, and the potential exists that 
some plugs would be missed. This comment is being submitted by the Tyco 
Codes and Standards Sprinkler Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-329 Log #72 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(24.5.2(3) (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Deutsch, City of Brea Fire Department
Comment on Proposal No: 13-515
Recommendation: Add text to read as follows:
   (3) The hydraulically calculated protection area of the most demanding 
sprinkler within the remote area.
Substantiation: Committee Meeting Action: Reject
   Committee Statement: The proposal does not provide any value to existing 
systems. In addition, revisions or additions to existing systems should require 
re-calculation of this value. 
   Rebuttal to Committee Statement 
  The proposal is not to be enforced retroactively, it is to be applied to new 
systems or anytime a new “hydraulic design information sign” is created. It is a 
critical piece of system design information to be used by both the inspector of a 
new installation or future system revisions. This piece of information will be 
just as valuable to an existing system as is any of the other information. This 
piece of information may even be more valuable to an existing system than 
some of the information required. What value is it to the system to require the 
name of the installing contractor when years down the road the installing 
contractor may be out of business and the system remains.  
   I agree completely with the committee statement that, “revisions or additions 
to existing systems should require re-calculation of this value”. Unfortunately 
there are instances where this is not occurring and having this information on 
the riser nameplate will be useful.  
   1) Building construction never goes exactly as planned and it is common for 
as-built conditions to be different than the plan intended. In the construction 
process the limiting pressure / protection area is often overlooked and 
inspectors check the as-built installation against approved plan not approved 
calculations. 
   2) The reality is that the plan check process of small TI projects involving 
only the relocation of a few sprinklers are not being required to meet the same 
level of professionalism as larger projects are. While the list of requirements 
for working plans in section 22.1.3 is the same for a 1 sprinkler TI or a 10,000 
sprinkler project the 1 sprinkler TI is rarely held to the same standard. 
   I request that the committee reconsider this proposal as it does provide 
valuable information and it will help sprinkler designers, installers, plan 
checkers and inspectors. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The area can be determined on the node analysis form 
using the flow, pressure, and k factor and should be compared against the 
drawings. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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NFPA 13 (p. 2 of 3)

Deluge and 
preaction 

valves

Operation Pneumatic Electric Hydraulics

Piping supervised Yes No Detecting media supervised Yes No

Does valve operate from the manual trip, remote, or both control stations? Yes No

Is there an accessible facility in each circuit for testing? If no, explain

Yes No

Make Model
Does each circuit operate
supervision loss alarm?

Does each circuit operate 
valve release?

Maximum time to 
operate release

Yes No Yes No Minutes Seconds

Test 
description

Hydrostatic:  Hydrostatic tests shall be made at not less than 200 psi (13.6 bar) for 2 hours or 50 psi (3.4 bar)
above static pressure in excess of 150 psi (10.2 bar) for 2 hours.  Differential dry pipe valve clappers shall be left
open during the test to prevent damage.  All aboveground piping leakage shall be stopped.

Pneumatic:  Establish 40 psi (2.7 bar) air pressure and measure drop, which shall not exceed 1¹⁄₂ psi (0.1 bar)
in 24 hours.  Test pressure tanks at normal water level and air pressure and measure air pressure drop, which shall
not exceed 1¹⁄₂ psi (0.1 bar) in 24 hours.

Tests

All piping hydrostatically tested at
Dry piping pneumatically tested
Equipment operates properly

psi (        bar) for hours If no, state reason

Do you certify as the sprinkler contractor that additives and corrosive chemicals, sodium silicate or derivatives  
of sodium silicate, brine, or other corrosive chemicals were not used for testing systems or stopping leaks?

Drain 
test

Reading of gauge located near water
supply test connection:

Yes No

psi (          bar)
Residual pressure with valve in test
connection open wide:

Underground mains and lead-in connections to system risers flushed before connection made to 
sprinkler piping

Verified by copy of the Contractor's Material and Test 
Certificate for Underground Piping. 
Flushed by installer of underground sprinkler piping

Yes No

Yes No

Other Explain

Blank testing 
gaskets

Number used Locations Number removed

Welding

Do you certify as the sprinkler contractor that welding procedures used complied with 
the minimum requirements of AWS B2.1, ASME Section IX Welding and Brazing 
Qualifications, or other applicable qualification standard as required by the AHJ?

Do you certify that all welding was performed by welders or welding operators 
qualified in accordance with the minimum requirements of AWS B2.1, ASME Section 
IX Welding and Brazing Qualifications, or other applicable qualification standard as 
required by the AHJ?

Do you certify that the welding was conducted in compliance with a documented 
quality control procedure to ensure that (1) all discs are retrieved; (2) that openings in 
piping are smooth, that slag and other welding residue are removed; (3) the internal 
diameters of piping are not penetrated; (4) completed welds are free from cracks, 
incomplete fusion, surface porosity greater than ¹⁄₁₆ in. diameter, undercut deeper 
than the lesser of 25% of the wall thickness or ¹⁄₃₂ in.; and (5) completed 
circumferential butt weld reinforcement does not exceed ³⁄₃₂ in.?

Welding piping Yes No

If yes . . .

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Pressure- 
reducing 
valve test

Make and 
model Setting

Location 
and floor Static pressure

Residual pressure
(flowing) Flow rate

Inlet (psi) Outlet (psi) Inlet (psi) Outlet (psi)

If powder-driven fasteners are used in concrete, 
has representative sample testing been 
satisfactorily completed?

If no, explain
Yes No

Flow (gpm)

psi (          bar)

Yes No
Yes No

© 2012 National Fire Protection Association
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Backflow device
forward 
flow test

Indicate means used for forward flow test of backflow device:

Yes No�� N/A�When means to test device was opened, was system fow demand created?

Table 24.1 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-330 Log #11 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(A.3.3.18)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-521
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   A.3.3.18 Using this definition of a sprinkler system, each floor of a high-rise 
building is considered a separate system and every system riser in a storage 
occupancy or single floor of a facility where the area exceeds the maximum 
allowed system size constitutes a separate sprinkler system. These systems can 
use a common supply main. 
Substantiation: The definition of a system has a very significant impact on the 
cost of implementing NFPA 25 inspection, testing, and maintenance (ITM) 
requirements without a related safety benefit. The issue of whether the 
sprinkler system on an individual floor of a high-rise building is a separate 
system has been debated for 3 cycles by the NFPA 25 technical committee.   
There has not been a conclusive decision. Last cycle as part of a large rewrite 
on internal inspection, annex material was added at the comment stage that 
states each floor is a system. This was retained at the ROC meeting, without 
the TC explicitly defining system, so as to avoid losing the remainder of the 
hotly contested changes on internal inspection. It will be specifically addressed 
next cycle. The position of NFPA 13 regarding the definition of a system will 
Influence the decision.  
  The impact on ITM requirements is significant. Currently the industry does 
not perform a main drain tests for each floor of a high rise nor do they perform 
an internal inspection for corrosion by floor. The main drain test is where one 
records the static pressure then opens the main drain and after the pressure 
stabilizes, records the residual pressure. This test primarily verifies that the 
underground supply main has not degraded (ie turberculation) or that any of the 
underground valves (that can not be visually inspected) are closed (ie dropped 
a gate). The test is performed up through the system riser control valve. It is 
not required to check sectional control valves. The internal inspection is to 
provide a reasonable check to see if excessive internal corrosion has occurred. 
It inspects just one main and one branch line based on the premise that the 
presence of corrosion by-products is fairly homogenous throughout a system. 
Requiring 50 separate checks within a common piping network makes no 
sense. Although one might think the ITM contractors will enjoy the additional 
required work, the likely outcome is that the increased cost at worst will 
increase the potential for building owners to do no ITM activities and at best to 
increase the use of those performing low cost but inadequate curb inspections. 
This change does not improve the safety provided by sprinklers systems. 
   It’s also worth noting that NFPA 13 historically has not divided multiple 
floors into separate systems (as explicitly stated in the Sprinkler Handbook). If 
this weren’t the case even for a high-rise building, why was the term floor 
control valve assigned to these buildings? Additionally floor control valves are 
not required or defined. The only location they are actually shown is in Figure 
A.8.17.4.2(b) which addresses just the test connection. Additionally, this figure 
identifies the valve itself as the floor control valve. Where does it say the 
portrayed assembly is a floor control valve? Even a water flow switch, as an 
integral part of a system riser, was not required until this ROP meeting by 
proposal 13-296. Prior to this proposal, 8.17.1.6 only addressed monitoring 
flow switches where provided. The closest thing to a possible requirement is 
8.16.1.1.2.2 but it doesn’t say it is required so a literal application is to provide 
supervision where provided (just like section 8.17.1.6). The assembly we refer 
to as a floor control valve is not a current requirement. Some of the 
components of this assembly is driven by the building codes and NFPA 14 for 
combined standpipe/sprinkler risers.  
   Accepting this comment will not change how systems are currently installed 
or inspected. The current practices have produced an outstanding safety record. 
Rejecting this comment will only add additional cost with no discernable safety 
benefit? 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The TC does not believe the comment clearly defines 
a sprinkler system. The TC provided alternative language to this comment in 
13-334 (Log #CC4). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: Based on the proposed wording in this comment, and the 
subsequent almost identical wording developed under 13-334 (Log #CC4), the 
final action should not be reject but should have been shown as ‘accept in 
principle’.  
   See also my comment on 13-334 (Log #CC4). 
_____________________________________________________________ 
13-331 Log #28 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.3.3.18)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-520
Recommendation: Delete the following text:
   The installation of a control valve or a control valve and a water flow switch 
within the sprinkler system (downstream of the sprinkler system riser) is 
intended for a specific area isolation and/or annunciation purposes. This these 
valve assemblies are is not intended to define or constitute a separate sprinkler 
system. 

Substantiation: The language as accepted by the committee is in direct 
conflict with ROP 13-521. I am in agreement with the concept that each floor 
of a high rise or system in a warehouse with a riser is a separate sprinkler 
system. There are however situations where a valve may be installed within a 
system for isolation purposes. This should not constitute a separate system. 
Revised wording gives this allowance.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Revise proposed language to read as follows: 
   Where the installation of a control valve or a control valve and a water flow 
switch within the sprinkler system (downstream of the sprinkler system riser) is 
intended for a specific area isolation and/or annunciation purposes, the 
sprinkler(s) controlled by this these valve assemblies are is should not intended 
to be defined or constitute considered a separate sprinkler system.
Committee Statement: The modifications were editorial as the submitter used 
the term “is” which is not permitted in the annex. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See also my comment on 13-334 (Log #CC4). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-332 Log #97 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.3.3.18)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-520
Recommendation: Reconsider Proposal 13-520 and reject.
Substantiation: The proponents Substantiation and the Committee Statement 
are both contrary to the corresponding Substantiation and the Acceptance for 
Proposal 13-521, Log #440. Additionally, the Committee Statement that “… it 
was not agreed that floor control valves in all cases constitute a separate 
system“, flies directly in the face of the Accepted Text for Proposal 13-521 
“Using this definition of a sprinkler system, each floor of a high-rise building 
is considered a separate system …”. Such contradictions should not be allowed 
to persist; we cannot have it both ways. Therefore, since the definition of a 
sprinkler system does indeed describe the configuration of a floor control valve 
station, then Proposal 13-521 must take precedence over this Proposal 13-520. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-331 (Log #28).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See also my comment on 13-334 (Log #CC4). 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-333 Log #199 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(A.3.3.18)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-520
Recommendation: Revise section A.3.3.18 by placing additional text at the 
beginning of the section as follows: 
   “A.3.3.18 Where flow annunciation is required for a portion of a system, the 
installation of a control valve or a control valve and waterflow switch...”. 
Substantiation: This clarification helps to explain that this is not a 
contradiction with the actions of defining a sprinkler system in accordance with 
Proposals 13-52 and 13-521. Mr. Huggins was trying to clarify the situation 
when alarm annunciation is required for a portion of a system. He was not 
trying to define a system. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: An auxiliary system may or may not require flow 
annunciation.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: See also my comment on 13-334 (Log #CC4). 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-334 Log #CC4 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.3.3.18)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-31
Recommendation: Revise as follows:
  A.3.3.18 As applied to the definition of a sprinkler system, each system riser 
serving a portion of a single floor of a facility or where individual floor control 
valves are used in a multi-story building, should be considered a separate 
sprinkler system. Multiple sprinkler systems may be supplied by a common 
supply main. 
Substantiation: The technical committee modified the definition of sprinkler 
system as part of 13-30 (Log #152). The definition of a system has significant 
impact on the implementation of NFPA 25 requirements. This annex section is 
provided to more clearly highlight the intent of the revised definition. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
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Explanation of Negative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: It is unclear as to how the wording proposed under this CC4 
comment (on Proposal 13-31) is to be aligned with the current text as well as 
the other new text approved under other changes for this Appendix section. 
   The current wording in A.3.3.18 reads: 
  ‘A.3.3.18 Sprinkler System. A sprinkler system is considered to have a 
single system riser control valve. The design and installation of water supply 
facilities such as gravity tanks, fire pumps, reservoirs, or pressure tanks are 
covered by NFPA 20, Standard for the Installation of Stationary Pumps for Fire 
Protection, and NFPA 22, Standard for Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection.’ 
   It doesn’t appear that the proposed text under 13-334 (Log #CC4) or any of 
the other proposals or comments have modified this existing text. 
   Proposal 13-521, which was accepted, and received only one comment 
(Huggins 13-330 - Rejected), resulted in the addition of the following text to 
A.3.3.18: 
   ‘Using this definition of a sprinkler system, each floor of a high-rise building 
is considered a separate system and every riser in a storage occupancy 
constitutes a separate sprinkler system.’ 
   Although Comment 13-334 (Log #CC4) indicates it refers to proposal 13-31, 
it would seem that it should have been targeting Proposal 13-521. 
   Comment 13-331 (Log #28) addressed proposal 13-520, which was originally 
accepted in principle, and had suggested the addition of a new second 
paragraph to A.3.3.18. Comment 13-331, which suggested changes to the 
proposed new second paragraph, was accepted in principle and resulted in the 
following new second paragraph being accepted for inclusion to A.3.3.18: 
   ‘Where the installation of a control valve within the sprinkler system 
(downstream of the sprinkler system riser) is intended for specific area 
isolation purposes, the sprinkler(s) controlled by this valve should not be 
considered a separate sprinkler system.’ 
With all of that, one might deduce that the following is the wording to be 
included in A.3.3.18. 
  A.3.3.18 Sprinkler System. A sprinkler system is considered to have a single 
system riser control valve. The design and installation of water supply facilities 
such as gravity tanks, fire pumps, reservoirs, or pressure tanks are covered by 
NFPA 20, Standard for the Installation of Stationary Pumps for Fire Protection, 
and NFPA 22, Standard for Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection. (Existing 
unmodified text)
   As applied to the definition of a sprinkler system, each system riser serving a 
portion of a single floor of a facility or where individual floor control valves 
are used in a multi-story building, should be considered a separate sprinkler 
system. Multiple sprinkler systems may be supplied by a common supply main.   
(Final text from Proposal 13-521 further modified based on Comment 
13-334 (Log #CC4)
   Where the installation of a control valve within the sprinkler system 
(downstream of the sprinkler system riser) is intended for specific area 
isolation purposes, the sprinkler(s) controlled by this valve should not be 
considered a separate sprinkler system. (Text from Proposal 13-520 further 
modified based on Comment 13-331)
And with that, it seems that the only ‘problem’ arises from the very first 
sentence from teh existing first paragraph. It should’ve been deleted. If the 
13-334 (Log #CC4) was intended to replace this first sentence/paragraph, it is 
unclear as to whether it was intended to retain the different standard references 
to ‘water supply sources’. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-335 Log #266 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.3.7.1(6))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-522
Recommendation: This proposal should be accepted. 
Substantiation: It was acknowledged and agreed during the ROP meeting 
discussions that engineered solid wood joists, such as those manufactured from 
structural composite lumber, can exceed 14” in depth.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________
13-336 Log #29 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.3.7.1(6))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-522
Recommendation: Accept the original proposal and add the following 
language to the end of A.3.7.1 (6) 
   Wood joists can exceed 14 in. in nominal depth. 
Substantiation: I agree with Mr. McPhee.
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See Action on 13-335 (Log #266).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________
13-337 Log #50 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.3.7.1(6))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas G. Wellen, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-522
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   A.3.7.1(6) Wood Joist Construction. The term wood joist construction refers 
to solid wood members of rectangular cross section, which can vary from 2 in. 

to 4 in. (51 mm to 102 mm) nominal width and can be up to 14 in. (356 mm) 
nominal depth, spaced up to 3 ft (0.9 m) on centers, and can span up to 40 ft 
(12 m) between supports, supporting a floor or roof deck. Solid wood members 
less than 4 in. (102 mm) nominal width and up to 14 in. (356 mm) nominal 
depth, spaced more than 3 ft (0.9 m) on centers, are also considered as wood 
joist construction. 
Substantiation: Early construction used wood joist construction deeper than 
14 in. The 14 in. depth needs to be eliminated to accommodate defining 
existing buildings with existing wood joist construction that have joists deeper 
than 14 in.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See action on 13-335 (Log #266).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-338 Log #267 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.3.7.2(1), A.3.7.2(5), A.3.7.1(9), and A.3.7.1(10) (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Rod McPhee, Canadian Wood Council
Comment on Proposal No: 13-523
Recommendation: In addition, add new A.3.7.1.(10) to read:
  A.3.7.1(10) Bar Joist Construction (Wood or Steel). The term bar joist 
construction refers to construction employing joists consisting of steel truss-
shaped members. Wood truss-shaped members, which consist of wood top and 
bottom chord members with steel tube or bar webs, are also defined as bar 
joists. Bar joists include noncombustible or combustible roof or floor decks on 
bar joist construction with top and bottom chord members greater than 4 in. 
(102 mm) in depth. [See Figure A.3.7.2(a) and Figure A.3.7.2(b) for examples 
of bar joist construction.]
Substantiation: To ensure consistency within A.3.7.1 and A.3.7.2 as to how 
bar joist and truss-shaped members, be they steel or wood, with deep upper 
(top) chords exceeding 4’ in depth are addressed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-339 Log #46 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(A.3.7.2(3)(a) and A.3.7.2(6) (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-524
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   A.3.7.2(3)(a) Flat slab, pan-type reinforced concrete
   A.3.7.2(6) Pan-type reinforced concrete. The term pan-type reinforced 
concrete refers to floor slabs and foundations whereby the amount of concrete 
is reduced by the use of pans or domes. This creates a smooth upper surface 
and a waffled underside. The concaved areas created by the pans can be from 6 
to 20 inches deep and up to 30 inches wide and separated by concrete joists 
that are 3 to 6 inches wide.
Substantiation: It appears that the combined use of flat slab and pan-type 
construction is creating confusion since the committee’s substantiation did not 
describe pan-type construction (more descriptively called waffle construction). 
See the attached picture from the Sprinkler Handbook (Exhibit 3.35). This 
needs to be clarified since pan-type slabs are not smooth construction and this 
example improperly indicates that sidewall and extended coverage sprinklers 
can be used with this type of assembly. 
   There is value to indicating that pan-type construction is unobstructed since 
the definitions in 3.7.1 would not likely lead to this conclusion. 
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Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This construction could be considered obstructed 
construction. Pan type construction is not waffle construction. Pan construction 
is considered smooth ceiling. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-340 Log #142 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Figure A.3.9.4.9(d))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-525
Recommendation: Revise the figure as shown below.
 

 
 
                              
 
 
Substantiation: The figure currently in the standard is shown from the 
isometric view where transverse flue spaces cannot be seen. At the top of the 
rack are two pallet loads. On the next tier down, there are three pallet loads. It 
is not clear from the isometric view that the two pallet loads on the top tier line 
up directly with the three pallet loads on the next tier down. It is entirely 
possible from this angle that the top tier of storage is blocking the transverse 
flues created by the lower tier of storage. Maintaining the transverse flues is 
critical to fire protection. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Fix alignment of legend 2) Capitalization  (Editorial) 
Committee Statement: The figure is accepted with the modifications noted for 
clarity. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-341 Log #348 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(A.6.2.7.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-532
Recommendation: Reconsider the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: The committee is partially correct in their explanation on 
rejection. It is not obvious to some people that the opening needs to be tight. A 
annex note would give the industry something to point at with the requirement.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: There is no specific action proposed. The TC 
considered the comment and retained their position from the ROP meeting. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-342 Log #248 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(A.6.2.7.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-532

Recommendation: Accept original proposal.
  A.6.2.7.1 When escutcheon and cover plates are used with pendent sprinklers 
below ceilings, they need to completely cover the hole (i.e., the annular space) 
that was cut in the ceiling or through the ceiling tile for the sprinkler 
penetration. This is to ensure the sprinkler will operate properly and per the 
sprinkler’s listing.
Substantiation: As Mr. Keeping stated in his explanation of negative, it may 
not be so obvious that the entire annular space be sealed. Hence, the purpose of 
this annex note is to alert owners and enforcers (and errant installers) that it’s 
important to minimize the hole that is cut through ceilings or ceiling tiles to 
only what is necessary so the escutcheon and cover plate can cover the annular 
space and enable the sprinkler to perform properly. Though not enforceable, 
such language will enable AHJs to have the background knowledge needed in 
order to remind owners that their sprinkler system may not perform properly 
unless the escutcheon plate and cover is replaced and/or the annular space is 
sealed. This simple addition to the annex is meant to help users of the standard 
and shouldn’t be similarly dismissed because it may be obvious to some 
people, especially when this is a common occurrence. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This is already required by the listing of the sprinkler. 
The hole should be cut to the appropriate size, the TC does not want to permit 
people to fill the hole with caulking. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-343 Log #8 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.6.5.3.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Del Dornbos, Viking Group, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-94
Recommendation: Revise Committee’s wording of A.6.5.3.1 as shown:
   It is not the intent to require a listed specific listing of every combination of 
grooved coupling, pipe, fitting, valve and device provided the “standard 
groove” dimensions as specified in ANSI/UL 213 are used. Material strength 
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and pressure rating of the fitting, valve or device used with the grooved 
couplings should be considered when determining the appropriate use 
application of a coupling in when joining these components.
Substantiation: It is my understanding that it is not the intent to require the 
manufacturer(s) to have to test every combination of pipe, fitting, valves and 
devices for compatibility as long as the “standard groove” dimensions as 
specified in ANSI/UL 213 are used. I propose that the wording of A.6.5.3.1 be 
changed accordingly for clarification. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-344 Log #321 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.7.6.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
TCC Action: Remove the following language from A.7.6.2 as it is not 
technically accurate. Premixed solutions are required by the standard and 
mixing on site is no longer permitted. 
 
  The use of premixed antifreeze solutions is not required by this standard 
but can be required for certain specially listed equipment or systems. 
Thoroughly mixed antifreeze is less likely to drop out of solution. When 
antifreeze solutions are mixed on-site, the solution should be thoroughly 
mixed before being pumped into the piping. Prior to pumping solution that 
is mixed on-site into system piping, several samples should be tested from 
the batch to ensure that the concentration of the solution is uniform.
 
  TCC Statement – This language is removed as it conflicts with the 
requirement for all antifreeze solutions to be factory premixed. 
 
Submitter: Brian Larkin, Tyco Thermal Controls
Comment on Proposal No: 13-61
Recommendation: Insert new text as follows:
   A.7.6.2 Listed CPVC sprinkler pipe and fittings should be protected from 
freezing with glycerine only. In addition, due to antifreeze solution limitations 
other methods of freeze protection such as electric heat-tracing, or insulated 
coverings, which are approved for use on CPVC piping may be used to protect 
CPVC pipes from freezing. The use of diethylene, ethylene, or propylene 
glycols is specifically prohibited. Laboratory testing shows that glycol-based 
antifreeze solutions present a chemical environment detrimental to CPVC. The 
use of premixed antifreeze solutions is not required by this standard but can be 
required for certain specially listed equipment or systems. 
   Thoroughly mixed antifreeze is less likely to drop out of solution. When 
antifreeze solutions are mixed on-site, the solution should be thoroughly mixed 
before being pumped into the piping. Prior to pumping solution that is mixed 
on-site into system piping, several samples should be tested from the batch to 
ensure that the concentration of the solution is uniform. 
Substantiation: The limited approved glycerine solution concentrations in 
NFPA-13 will not provide freeze protection at low ambient extremes. Electrical 
heat-tracing will allow CPVC sprinkler piping systems to be designed for these 
low ambient conditions and will provide flexibility for sprinkler design. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Task 
Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-345 Log #318 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.7.6.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Dana R. Haagensen, Massachusetts Department of Fire Services
Comment on Proposal No: 13-33
Recommendation: Delete Table A.7.6.2.1 and revise A.7.6.2.1 to read:
   “See Table A.7.6.2.1 the pre-mixed antifreeze manufacturer’s technical data 
sheets to determine the freeze point of the solution.”
Substantiation: One of the major manufacturers of antifreeze solutions for the 
fire sprinkler industry publishes freeze points that significantly differ than 
indicated in the NFPA chart. In the case of one project, the NFPA information 
misled the installing contractor to believe that antifreeze could be used within 
the new concentration limitations and local climate conditions. Upon 
researching the freeze points from the manufacturers, this discrepancy was 
uncovered. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-346 Log #CC2 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.8.1.1(3))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-17
Recommendation: Add the following language:
  A.8.1.1(3) Notwithstanding the obstruction rules provided in Chapter 8, it is 
not intended or expected that water will fall on the entire floor space of the 
occupancy.  

When obstructions or architectural features interfere with the sprinkler’s spray 
pattern such as columns, angled walls, wing walls, slightly indented walls, and 
various soffit configurations disrupt water discharging from a sprinkler and 
shadowed areas can occur. Where small shadowed areas are formed on the 
floor adjacent to their referenced architectural features, these shadowed areas 
are purely on paper and do not take into account the dynamic variables of 
sprinkler discharge. 
 
   Reject proposals: 
   13-16 
   13-204 
   13-209 
   13-212 
   13-215 
   13-221 
   13-223 
   13-537 
Substantiation: Numerous comments and proposals were submitted on the 
subject of “shadowed areas”. 13-346 (Log #CC2) provides guidance to the user 
on how to correctly apply sprinkler spacing and location rules. 
   Based on the comments received it was clear to the TC that there was no 
consensus on the appropriate area values for shadowed areas. As such the TC 
developed annex language to acknowledge that shadowed areas may occur in a 
compliant system. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   MCPHEE, R.: The wording is unclear and might benefit from a partial 
rewording; the following is suggested: 
   A.8.1.1.(3) Notwithstanding the obstruction rules provided in Chapter 8, it is 
not intended or expected that water will fall on the entire floor space of the 
occupancy. When obstructions or architectural features, such as columns, 
angled walls, wing walls, slightly indented walls, and various soffit 
configurations, interfere with the sprinkler’s spray pattern such as columns, 
angled walls, wing walls, slightly indented walls, and various soffit 
configurations they can disrupt the water spray discharging from a sprinkler 
and shadowed areas can occur. Where small shadowed areas are formed on the 
floor adjacent to their referenced architectural features, these shadowed areas 
are purely on paper and do not take into account the dynamic variables of 
sprinkler discharge. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-347 Log #200 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.8.4.5.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-535
Recommendation: Accept Proposal 13-535.
Substantiation: The committee needs to clear up the fact that many people 
incorrectly believe that if a corridor adjoining dwelling units has some other 
adjoining use besides dwelling units (like mechanical rooms, electrical rooms 
or offices) that residential sprinklers are not allowed to be used in the corridor. 
In fact, so many people believe this to be the case, the commentary of the 
NFPA 13 Handbook has been written to specifically state this (see the enclosed 
text from the Handbook). 
   But these people (and the Handbook commentary) are incorrect. Section 
8.4.5.1 allows residential sprinklers to be used in corridors that adjoin dwelling 
units. There is no requirement that the corridors be exclusive to dwelling units. 
In multi-family occupancies, other spaces such as mechanical rooms and 
electrical rooms with doors on the same corridor as the dwelling units are 
common and there is no intent on the part of NFPA 13 to prohibit the use of 
residential sprinklers in these corridors. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
   Note: Supporting material is available for review at NFPA Headquarters. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-348 Log #CC5 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.8.6.5.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Sprinkler System Installation Criteria 
Comment on Proposal No: 13-521
Recommendation: Revise Figure A.8.6.5.1.2 to say “No additional protection 
required when 4 ft 0 in. 2 ft or less”.
Substantiation: The CC correlates the TC action on 13-350 (Log #201).
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 26 Negative: 3 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I do not believe that this matter should have been accepted. A 
soffit along the wall more than 18” below the sprinkler deflector is just an 
obstruction such as any other, like a duct or a deck or a stair and landing. As 
per the general rule in 8.5.5.3.1, sprinklers are only required under such 
obstructions that are over 4 ft wide and there is no corresponding requirement 
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that they be located out between two rows of sprinklers, so they may be 
situated up against a wall. Therefore, there is no reason why similar 
obstructions such as a soffit should be limited to a width of only 2 ft. Indeed, if 
Figure A.8.6.5.1.2 is changed from 4 ft to 2 ft, then a conflict with 8.5.5.3.1 
will be introduced into the standard which would lead to much confusion. 
Further, the 2 ft dimension would be unenforceable, because it would be in the 
Annex, whereas the 4 ft remains in the body of the Standard. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comments from Keeping and Slocum. Also, 
the proposal number should have read 13-541 not 13-521. 
   SLOCUM, L.: This revision results in a figure that is in conflict with the 
associated annex text and the text of the standard. The text for Section 
A8.6.5.1.2 states:  
“The intent of 8.6.5.1.2(3) is to apply to soffits that are located within the 18 
in. plane from the sprinkler deflector. A soffit or other obstruction (i.e. shelf) 
located against a wall that is located entirely below the 18 in. plane from the 
the sprinkler deflector shall be in accordance with 8.6.5.3.3. (See Figure 
A.8.6.5.1.2.)” 
Section 8.6.5.3.3 is the 4 foot obstruction rule. If we make the proposed change 
to the figure, the result will be an annex Section that says that refers the user to 
a Section of the standard that says a 4 foot obstruction against that wall is 
acceptable while at the same time referencing an annex figure that limits the 
obstruction to 2 feet. 
I feel that the figure should be left as is and permit a 4 foot obstruction. 
However, if the committee wishes to allow only a two foot obstruction in this 
arrangement, then the body of the standard needs to be modified. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-349 Log #170 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.8.6.5.3.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-202
Recommendation: Add an annex note as follows:
   A.8.6.5.3.3 The width of an object is the lesser of the two horizontal 
dimensions (with the length being the longer horizontal dimension). Sprinkler 
protection is not required under objects where the length is greater than 4 ft. 
and the width is 4 ft. or less. 
Substantiation: Both the substantiation and the committee statement for this 
proposal are incorrect. As Mr. Keeping pointed out in his ballot, the committee 
never should have expressed that they were wavering on this subject or looking 
for more information. The standard has permitted sprinklers to be omitted from 
very long narrow objects for more than 100 years. Every member of this 
committee knows that a duct that is 100 ft long and 3 ft wide does not require 
sprinkler protection. The committee statement should have been much more 
clear. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I do not believe that this matter should have been accepted. I 
continue to believe that it is not necessary to clutter up the standard with such 
trivial matters as a explanation of what is meant by the width or the length of 
an obstruction. These terms are almost universally understood and anyone who 
would really need a clarification would only have to consult a dictionary to 
determine the difference. Further, the author of this comment did not provide a 
valid reason why this text should be added to the standard, instead he only 
commented on the typographical error in the Committee Statement for the 
original proposal. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-350 Log #201 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.8.8.5.1.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-541
Recommendation: Revise the Figure to say “No additional protection required 
when 4 ft 0 in. 2 ft or less.
Substantiation: Four foot wide obstructions against walls are a problem. With 
a 4 ft wide obstruction in the middle of a room, sprinkler spray gets to both 
sides of the obstruction. But up against a wall, water spray might only come 
down on one side of the obstruction. We could see the concept working 
potentially for 2 ft wide obstructions, but 4 ft might be a problem. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 Negative: 2 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I do not believe that this matter should have been accepted. A 
soffit along the wall more than 18” below the sprinkler deflector is just an 
obstruction such as any other, like a duct or a deck or a stair and landing. As 
per 8.8.5.3.2 sprinklers are only required under such obstructions that are over 
4 ft wide and there is no corresponding requirement that they be located out 
between two rows of sprinklers, so they may be situated up against a wall. 
Therefore, there is no reason why similar obstructions such as a soffit should 
be limited to a width of only 2 ft. Indeed, if Figure A.8.8.5.1.2 is changed from 
4 ft to 2 ft a conflict with 8.8.5.3.2 will be introduced into the standard which 

would lead to much confusion. Further, the 2 ft dimension would be 
unenforceable, because it would be in the Annex, whereas the 4 ft remains in 
the body of the Standard. 
   MCPHEE, R.: I agree with the comments from Keeping. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-351 Log #202 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.8.15.1.2.18)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-544
Recommendation: Reject Proposal 13-544.
Substantiation: Mr. Victor’s negative ballot is persuasive. There are a 
significant number of problems with the figure. There are times when 
sprinklers might not be required at location “B” and might be required at 
location “A”. The figure causes more problems and questions than it solves. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-183 (Log #221).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-352 Log #249 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.8.15.5.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-545
Recommendation: Revise the following text from A.8.15.5.1.
   The 2 ft (.65 m) requirement is from ASME A17.1, Safety Code for Elevators 
and Escalators, allows the sprinklers within 2 ft (0.65 m) of the bottom of the 
pit to be exempted from the special arrangements of inhibiting waterflow until 
elevator recall has occurred.
Substantiation: The annex language isn’t accurate. Here’s an extract from 
ASME A.17.1: 
   2.8.3.3.4 In jurisdictions not enforcing the NBCC, when sprinklers are 
installed not more than 600 mm (24 in.) above the pit floor, 2.8.3.3.4(a) and (b) 
apply to elevator electrical equipment and wiring in the hoistway located less 
than 1 200 mm (48 in.) above the pit floor, except earthquake protective 
devices conforming to 8.4.10.1.2(d); and on the exterior of the car at the point 
where the car platform sill and the lowest landing hoistway door sill are in 
vertical alignment. 
   (a) Elevator electrical equipment shall be weatherproof (Type 4 as specified 
in NEMA 250). 
   (b) Elevator wiring, except traveling cables, shall be identified for use in wet 
locations in accordance with the requirements in NFPA 70. 
   Either correct the annex note to reflect the true intent of ASME A17.1 or 
delete the incorrect text in its entirety. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Delete the entire second paragraph of 13-545: 
  ASME A17.1, Safety Code for Elevators and Escalators, allows the sprinklers 
within 2 ft (0.65 m) of the bottom of the pit. to be exempted from the special 
arrangements of inhibiting waterflow until elevator recall has occurred. When 
sprinklers are installed within 2 ft of the bottom of the pit, there is no 
requirement for the shutdown of power to the elevator upon or prior to the 
application of water in the pit, thus there is no requirement to install heat 
detectors in the pit.
Committee Statement: This language is not needed as it does not provide any 
additional information/direction to the user. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-353 Log #203 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Figure A.8.16.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-547
Recommendation: In the legend, insert the word “Indicating” before “Type 
control valve”. 
Substantiation: We believe the word was inadvertently omitted from the 
original proposal. As it now stands, the term “Type control valve” does not 
make sense. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-354 Log #295 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Figure A.8.16.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Gordon Farrell, Tyco Fire and Building Products
Comment on Proposal No: 13-547
Recommendation: Revise Figure as shown:
 
   (See Figure A.8.16.1.1 on Page 98.)
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Substantiation: It appears the word was left out of the Figure A.8.16.1.1 when 
it was revised. 
   This comment is being submitted by the Tyco Codes and Standards Sprinkler 
Task Group. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See action on 13-353 (Log #203).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-355 Log #192 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Part
(A.8.16.4.1.1 (New) )
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-286
Recommendation: Insert a new annex note as follows:
   Water-filled piping can be run in spaces above heated room, such as attics, 
even if the space above the room is not heated itself. Insulation can be located 
above the pipe to trap the heat from below and prevent the pipe from freezing. 
It is important not to bury the piping in the insulation because if too much 
insulation ends up between the pipe and the heated space, the insulation will 
prevent the heat from getting to the pipe. This method of protecting the pipe is 
acceptable to this standard. Likewise, pipe can be run in exterior walls as long 
as sufficient insulation is maintained between the outside of the building and 
the pipe. 
Substantiation: Both Proposal 13-286 and Proposal 13-258 tried to get more 
information on protecting pipe from freezing. This information is needed 
because too many AHJ’s do not allow the practice of tenting insulation over 
pipe in an attic, even though it is an acceptable way to keep the pipe from 
freezing. 

   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
  Do not accept the last sentence.  
  Revise to read as follows: 
  A.8.16.4.1.1 Water-filled piping can be run in spaces above heated room, such 
as attics, even if the space above the room is not heated itself. Insulation can be 
located above the pipe to trap the heat from below and prevent the pipe from 
freezing. It is important not to bury the piping in the insulation because if too 
much insulation ends up between the pipe and the heated space, the insulation 
will prevent the heat from getting to the pipe. This method of protecting the 
pipe is acceptable to this standard.  
Committee Statement: The TC believes that piping can be run on exterior 
walls with insulation properly designed and installed. Caution should be 
undertaken when installing pipe in exterior walls. Although permissible, 
variations in construction necessary to protect the pipe must be considered. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-356 Log #51 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(A.8.16.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Thomas G. Wellen, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-21
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   A.8.16.4.3 Protection should be provided in any area of a structure or 
building that poses a degree of hazard greater than that normal to the general 
occupancy of the building or structure. These areas include areas for the 
storage or use of combustibles or flammables; toxic, noxious, or corrosive 

Check valve

Indicating type control valve

Alarm valve

Dry pipe valve

Preaction system

Deluge valve

Fire department connection

Preaction valve

Deluge system

Wet pipe and dry pipe system

Wet pipe system Dry pipe system
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materials; and heat-producing appliances or unprotected areas.
Substantiation: Fire sprinkler piping is located in spaces that do not have fire 
sprinkler protection and should not be referred to as a hazardous area. Since the 
committee modified my proposal to include “unprotected areas”, sprinkler 
piping located in concealed noncombustible spaces would now be considered 
to be located in a hazardous area. A given occupancy does not become a 
hazardous area due the lack of fire sprinklers. It’s volatile contents that create a 
hazardous area. The other NFPA standards use the term hazardous areas to 
indicate a higher hazard classification than the general occupancy such as 
flammable and combustible liquids areas, not due to the lack of fire sprinklers.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-357 Log #290 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Part
(A.8.16.4.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Tracey D. Bellamy, Telgian Corporation
Comment on Proposal No: 13-21
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   A.8.16.4.3 Protection should be provided in any area of a structure or 
building that poses a degree of hazard greater than that normal to the general 
occupancy of the building or structure. These areas include areas for the 
storage or use of combustibles or flammables; toxic, noxious, or corrosive 
materials; or heat-producing appliances or unprotected areas.
Substantiation: The submitters intent as stated in the original substantiation 
was to clarify that the mere routing of piping through an unsprinklered space 
should not be considered as being in a hazardous area. The Committee’s 
inclusion of the “unprotected area” at the end of the Annex material would be 
counter to that intent and should be deleted. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Part
Accept the deletion of “or unprotected areas”, but do not accept the new term 
“or” as proposed by the submitter: 
  A.8.16.4.3 Protection should be provided in any area of a structure or building 
that poses a degree of hazard greater than that normal to the general occupancy 
of the building or structure. These areas include areas for the storage or use of 
combustibles or flammables; toxic, noxious, or corrosive materials; or heat-
producing appliances or unprotected areas.
Committee Statement: The “or” statement is not necessary as this list is 
simply providing examples of areas spaces where there may be a higher hazard 
than the general occupancy of the space. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 28 Negative: 1 
Explanation of Negative: 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this Comment should have been accepted as it 
was originally drafted by the proponent. By deleting the word “or” between 
“corrosive materials” and “heat-producing appliances” the sentence structure 
was destroyed. Editorially, the word “or” or the word “and” needs to be put 
into the text to provide the proper context. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-358 Log #250 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Reject
(A.9.1.1.7)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-550
Recommendation: Accept original proposal add add new text to read as 
follows: 
   A.9.1.1.7 The rules covering the hanging of sprinkler piping take into 
consideration the weight of water-filled pipe plus a safety factor. No allowance 
has been made for the hanging of nonsystem components from sprinkler 
piping. NFPA 13 provides the option to support sprinkler piping from other 
sprinkler piping where the requirements of Section 9.1.1.2 are met. It is not the 
intent to prohibit materials that have no impact on the external load bearing 
capability of the sprinkler pipe such as decorations, unless these materials 
obstruct the sprinkler discharge.
Substantiation: My original proposal would not permit items that obstruct 
sprinkler discharge to be hung from sprinkler pipe. If sprinkler discharge is the 
real issue, what’s the problem with running wire along sprinkler piping 
(especially if piping is concealed), since the weight is inconsequential. This is a 
turf issue that really has no merit, in every circumstance, and frankly gives 
enforcers and sprinkler inspectors needless fodder for citations. Give users of 
the standard some true rationale as to why NOTHING can be hung from 
sprinkler pipe. Otherwise, give them the needed relief as proposed. Then, 
NFPA 25 can follow suit. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: Once you permit non-system components to be 
attached to the sprinkler system the interaction between the attached item and 
the system piping or the sprinklers cannot be predicted.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-359 Log #CC34 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(A.9.1.2.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire 
Protection Systems,  
Comment on Proposal No: 13-325
Recommendation: Revise the word “eliminate” to “minimize” in Figure 
A.9.1.2.3(1) and A.9.1.2.3(1). 
Substantiation: This is a correction to the annex language to better correlate 
with the language in the body. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-360 Log #CC32 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(A.9.2.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire 
Protection Systems,  
Comment on Proposal No: 13-330
Recommendation: Add to current A.9.2.6 as new paragraph:
   Where applicable, the design of pipe stands should consider additional 
loading from other sources. Environmental impacts, including water 
accumulation at the base, corrosion, and wind should also be taken into account 
as appropriate. 
   Add new 9.2.6.2 and renumber: 
   The pipe stand base shall be secured by an approved method. 
Substantiation: This task group was charged with reviewing the current 
pipe stand criteria in relation to proposals 13-330, 13-331, and 13-332. It was 
determined that the user needs to be made aware that any horizontal loading or 
environmental conditions need to be evaluated in conjunction with the support 
method for the piping system. In addition, pipe stands need to be secured to 
the floor. There is no current language that specifies that and instances of 
movement after installation have been noted in the field. The method used 
to secure the plate has to be approved as the flooring material could differ 
from one scenario to the next as well as additional site specific loads such as 
possible vibration. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-361 Log #CC30 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(A.9.3.2.3(2)(b))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire 
Protection Systems,  
Comment on Proposal No: 13-79
Recommendation: Change the title of A.9.3.2.3.(2)(b) to read as follows:
   Flexible Coupling on Vertical Portion of Tie-in 
Substantiation: This change is being made to make the figure title consistent 
with Figure A.9.3.2.3(2)(a). 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.

______________________________________________________________ 
13-362 Log #73 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.9.3.2.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John Deutsch, City of Brea Fire Department
Comment on Proposal No: 13-554
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
  A.9.3.2.4 See Figure A.9.3.2.4. Drops that extend into freestanding storage 
racks or other similar structures should be designed to accommodate a 
horizontal relative displacement between the storage rack and the overhead 
supply piping. The horizontal relative displacement should be determined using 
the least value from one of the following formulas and shall be taken as the 
height of the top point of attachment to the storage rack above its base or the 
highest point of potential contact between the rack structure and the piping 
above its base, whichever is higher., multiplied by ±0.05 unless a smaller 
value is justified by test data or analysis. The horizontal relative displacement 
should be accommodated by two or more flexible couplings, swing joints, 
or other approved means. The designer shall only be required to account for 
the differential movement value as determined from one of the two formulas, 
not both and the lesser of the two value shall be acceptable. It shall be the 
responsibility of the sprinkler designer to determine how to account for the 
determined differential movement using flexible couplings or other approved 
means. 
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                   D = H * 0.06 * S1 * Fv  
  Or 
                           D = H * 0.05  
    
   Where: 
   D = Differential movement between the rack and the roof (feet or meters) 
   H = Height of the top point of attachment to the rack (feet or meters) 
   S1 =One second period spectral acceleration per USGS 2010 Seismic Design 
Maps (see ASCE 7-10).  
   Fv = One second period Site Coefficient (Site Class D) 
 
   Fv is a function of S1 and shall be determined as follows:

 
   Note: Use straight-line interpolation for intermediate valves of S1 
  
Substantiation: Rack storage systems in all areas should not be subjected to 
worst case potential displacement as would be required in seismic zones, just 
as NFPA 13 does not require the same CP value for all brace calculations for 
all sprinkler systems. The original text allows for smaller displacement values; 
however it does not provide any procedure to determine such values. Further, 
the original text suggests the use of flexible couplings to account for 
displacement; however, 5 percent rack displacement is well beyond the 
capabilities of 2 flexible couplings, which makes the original text misleading. 
The storage rack potential displacement should be determined using site 
specific information, rather than an arbitrarily applied value of 5% for all 
buildings without regard to their potential seismic activity. This can be 
accomplished using the same resources as are used to determine Ss. 
   The potential rack displacement is a function of the ASCE 7-10 variable S1 
(rather than the Ss which is more appropriate for buildings) which is the 
mapped MCE spectral response acceleration at a period of one second, as 
defined in section 11.3 of ASCE 7-10. The use of the variable S1 to determine 
rack displacement would not require a worst case scenario to be applied to all 
buildings without regard to their location in a seismic zone. As a result, racks 
installed in areas which are not subject to potentially large seismic events will 
not be required to provide for the same potential displacement as are those in 
areas where the potential is much more severe.  
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Accept the proposed language, table, note and formula to read as follows; 
  A.9.3.2.4 See Figure A.9.3.2.4. Drops that extend into freestanding storage 
racks or other similar structures should be designed to accommodate a 
horizontal relative displacement between the storage rack and the overhead 
supply piping. The horizontal relative displacement should be determined using 
the least value from one of the following formulas and shall be taken as the 
height of the top point of attachment to the storage rack above its base or the 
highest point of potential contact between the rack structure and the piping 
above its base, whichever is higher., multiplied by ±0.05 unless a smaller value 
is justified by test data or analysis. The horizontal relative displacement should 
be accommodated by two or more flexible couplings, swing joints, or other 
approved means. The designer shall should only be required to account for the 
differential movement value as determined from one of the two formulas, not 
both and the lesser of the two values shall is acceptable. It shall be the 
responsibility of the sprinkler designer should be to determined how to account 
for the determined differential movement using flexible couplings or other 
approved means. 
 
                  D = H * 0.06 * S1 * Fv  
  Or 
                         D = H * 0.05  
    
   Where: 
   D = Differential movement between the rack and the roof (feet or meters) 
   H = Height of the top point of attachment to the rack (feet or meters) 
   S1 =One second period spectral acceleration per USGS 2010 Seismic Design 
Maps (see ASCE 7-10).  
   Fv = One second period Site Coefficient (Site Class D) 
 
   Fv is a function of S1 and shall be is determined as follows:
 
 
 
 
   Note: Use straight-line interpolation for intermediate values of S1 

   
Committee Statement: The word “designer” was removed from the proposed 
language to avoid any confusion that a registered design professional is 
required to perform this work. The word “shall” is not permitted to be used in 
the annex and was replaced throughout the proposed text. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
Comment on Affirmative: 
   DENEFF, C.: The definition for S1 says “...per USGS 2010 Seismic Design 
Maps (see ASCE 7-10).” The dates of the references should not be used, that is, 
change to “...per USGS Seismic Design Maps (see ASCE 7).” 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-363 Log #CC35 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(A.9.3.4)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Committee on Hanging and Bracing of Water-Based Fire 
Protection Systems,  
Comment on Proposal No: 13-556
Recommendation: Replace “listed flexible connections” with “Flexible 
Sprinkler Hose Fitting”. 
Substantiation: This is consistent with the wording previously used in the 
standard. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-364 Log #52 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept
(A.9.3.5)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kraig Kirschner, AFCON
Comment on Proposal No: 13-557
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   Proper…good craftsmanship with appropriate brace angle corresponding to 
correct….plans and drawings. 
Substantiation: I do not agree with the committee statement to reject.
   Suggest adding the above wording to the proposal to enhance clarity. 
   Documentation provided with proposal 13-340 should be used to justify the 
need for and support the addition of this QC statement that corresponds to the 
hanger QC statement in A.9.2. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-365 Log #353 AUT-HBS  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Figure A.9.3.5(a) and (b))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Victoria B. Valentine, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-575
Recommendation: Modify Figure A.9.3.5 (a), and Figure A.9.3.5 (b) will also 
need to be correlated. 
 
    (See Figure A.9.3.5 (a) on Page 100 and Figure A.9.3.5 (b) on Page 101.)
 
Substantiation: The section numbers for the adjusted load rating under 
“Seismic Brace Attachments” were updated to reflect the pre-print document 
and where the table is currently located. The load calculation portion was also 
modified for clarity. The “default” language has been removed as it is rarely 
used. In addition, a line for transition attachments has been added as some 
structural connections require this additional component. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Add a new row at the bottom of the table.  
   Add the following language in the new row underneath “Total FPW”
“Maximum Fpw per 9.3.5.5.2” underneath 
Committee Statement: Editorial: Align text at the bottom of the form in the 
5th column 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 27 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Bonds, R., Laguna, A.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-366 Log #42 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(A.11.1.5.3)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-369
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   Where pumps serve sprinklers only, they………..but the demands of 
equipment not connected to the pump can be ignored except for evaluating 
their impact on the available water supply to the pump.
Substantiation: Although pumps do not have to be sized to meet the flow 
required by exterior, upstream hose demands, the volume and pressure 
produced by the pump is impacted by these demands when provided by the 
same water supply. The essence of this concept was deleted from 11.1.6.3. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.

S1 Fv 
≤0.1 2.4 
=0.2 2.0 
=0.3 1.8 
=0.4 1.6 
≥0.5 1.5 
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Seismic Bracing Calculations

Project:

Address:

         Ss:

         Op:

Contractor:

Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

Sheet                  of

Brace Information Seismic Brace Attachments

Fastener Information Seismic Brace Assembly Detail

 Length of brace:

 Diameter of brace:

 Type of brace:

 Angle of brace:

 Least radius of gyration:*

 l/r value:*

 Maximum horizontal load:

Orientation of connecting surface:  

Fastener:

 Type:

 Diameter:

 Length (in wood):

 Maximum load:
Brace identification no. 
(to be used on plans)

Lateral brace Longitudinal brace

Diameter Type Wp = 1.15 × Pipe WeightTotal (ft)Length (ft) Weight per ft

lb/ft

lb/ft

lb/ft

lb/ft

lb/ft

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

Pipe Weight

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

Total

* Excludes tension-only bracing systems

NFPA 13© 2012 National Fire Protection Association

Fpw = CpWp

Sprinkler System Load Calculation [Fpw = CpWp] 

Structure attachment fitting or tension-only bracing system:

 Make: Model:

 Listed load rating: Adjusted load rating per 9.3.5.10.3:

Sway brace attachment to structural attachment or fastener:

 Make: Model:

 Listed load rating: Adjusted load rating per 9.3.5.10.3:

Sway brace (pipe attachment) rating:

 Make: Model:

 Listed load rating: Adjusted load rating per 9.3.5.10.3:

Maximum Fpw per 9.3.5.5.2

Figure A.9.3.5 (a) Seismic Bracing Calculations
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Structure attachment fitting or tension-only bracing system:

 Make: Model:

 Listed load rating: Adjusted load rating per 9.3.5.10.3:

Sway brace attachment to structural attachment or fastener:

 Make: Model:

 Listed load rating: Adjusted load rating per 9.3.5.10.3:

Sway brace (pipe attachment) rating:

 Make: Model:

 Listed load rating: Adjusted load rating per 9.3.5.10.3:

Seismic Bracing Calculations — [Ss =         ]

Contractor:

Address:

Telephone:

Fax:

Brace Information Seismic Brace Attachments

Fastener Information

 Length of brace:

 Diameter of brace:

 Type of brace:

 Angle of brace:

 Least radius of gyration:*

 l/r value:*

 Maximum horizontal load:

Orientation of connecting surface:  

Fastener:

 Type:

 Diameter:

 Length (in wood):

 Maximum load:

Bracing identification no. 
(to be used on plans)

Lateral brace Longitudinal brace

Diameter Type Total (ft)

* Excludes tension-only bracing systems

NFPA 13© 2012 National Fire Protection Association

Project:

Address:

         Ss:

         Op:

Wp = 1.15 × Pipe WeightWeight per ft

lb/ft

lb/ft

lb/ft

lb/ft

lb/ft

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

Pipe Weight

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

lb

Total

Fpw = CpWp

Sprinkler System Load Calculation [Fpw = CpWp] 

Maximum Fpw per 9.3.5.5.2

Figure A.9.3.5(b) Seismic Bracing Calculations 
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______________________________________________________________ 
13-367 Log #60 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(A.11.2.3.1.4(3), A.11.3.1.2.1, and A.12.9.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Jack A. Medovich, Fire & Life Safety America / Rep. AFSA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-391
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   A.11.2.3.1.4(3) in order for the minimum 3,000 sf requirement for the size of 
the remote area to not be extend extended to the adjacent area, the qualifying 
concealed space must be separated by the entire fire rated assembly. Such 
assemblies often have combustibles combustible structural members separating 
the exterior membranes that can create a concealed combustible space that may 
qualify for omitting sprinkler protection. If the fire rated assembly is the 
qualifying concealed space, an interior fire would greatly reduce the assigned 
fire rated duration. 
   A.11.3.1.2.1 In order for the minimum eight sprinkler requirement for the 
size of the remote area to not be extend extended to the adjacent area, the 
qualifying concealed space must be separated by the entire fire rated assembly. 
Such assemblies often have combustibles combustible structural members 
separating the exterior membranes that can create a concealed combustible 
space that may qualify for omitting sprinkler protection. If the fire rated 
assembly is the qualifying concealed space, an interior fire would greatly 
reduce the assigned fire rated duration. 
  A.12.9.1 In order for the minimum 3,000 sf requirement for the size of the 
remote area to not be extended to the adjacent area, the qualifying concealed 
space must be separated by the entire fire rated assembly. Such assemblies 
often have combustible structural members separating the exterior membranes 
that can create a concealed combustible space that may qualify for omitting 
sprinkler protection. If the fire rated assembly is the qualifying concealed 
space, an interior fire would greatly reduce the assigned fire rated duration.
Substantiation: Editorial change to A.11.2.3.1.4(3) and A.11.3.1.2.1.
   A.12.9.1 correlates with Chapter 11 changes on the same issue. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Committee Statement: Editorial change; SF to ft2 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-368 Log #43 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(Figure A.11.3.1.1(b))
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Roland J. Huggins, American Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-584
Recommendation: Revise text to read as follows:
   Change Figure A.11.3.1.1(b) so as to indicate the 14 ft. 6 in. and 20 ft. 8 in. 
dimensions stop at the solid line representing the actual dimensions of the 
room. There should be 16 ft and 22 ft dimensions assigned to the dotted lines 
representing the assigned area of coverage for the sprinkler. 
Substantiation: Correlates with the new text. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-369 Log #2 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(A.12.1.3.4.1.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Sultan M. Javeri, SC Engineering
Comment on Proposal No: 13-48
Recommendation: Add new text to read as follows:
  A.12.1.3.4.1.1 Attention should be given to corrugated decks with very large 
upper web widths irrespective of the web depth. Heat will collect quicker at the 
upper web for such decks. In such cases the highest point of the deck should be 
used as the referenced datum.  
Note that if this is accepted, the same annex needs to be added for the 
paragraph in § 8.5.4.1.2 to be consistent. 
Substantiation: The majority of new steel decks have a very wide upper web 
width (10 in. to 12 in. (250 to 300 mm)) which will allow heat to collect at the 
upper portion of the deck. The lower web width can be as small as 1 in. (25 
mm) wide and only 1.5 in. (32 mm) deep with these newer decks. Clearance 
should be measured from where the heat will collect to the top of the storage. 
In addition, the distance of the sprinkler from the deck should be measured 
from where the heat will collect. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This is already addressed in Section 12.1.3.4.1 - wider 
flues will not change the intent of this section which deals with Ceiling 
Clearance. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   BAKER, JR., W.: See my comments in 13-258. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-370 Log #92 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(A.12.9.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-391
Recommendation: Add a new A.12.9.1 to read:
  A.12.9.1 In order for the minimum 3,000 sf requirement for the size of the 
remote area to not be extend to the adjacent area, the qualifying concealed 
space must be separated by the entire fire rated assembly. Such assemblies 
often have combustibles structural members separating the exterior membranes 
that can create a concealed combustible space that may qualify for omitting 
sprinkler protection. If the fire rated assembly is the qualifying concealed 
space, an interior fire would greatly reduce the assigned fire rated duration.
Substantiation: This new Annex material for Chapter 12 is suggested, to 
match/coordinate with the Committee Action on Proposal 13-372, which deals 
with the same matter in Chapter 11. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-371 Log #121 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(A.17.1.2.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Pascal Pfeiffer, AXA
Comment on Proposal No: 13-449
Recommendation: Delete text to read as follows:
  A.17.1.2.1. All arrangements of exposed plastics cannot be protected with all 
types of sprinklers. Only certain combinations of ceiling sprinkler and in-rack 
sprinklers have been found to provide acceptable protection. No full-scale fire 
testing has been performed that has determined acceptable criteria for exposed 
expanded plastics. Factory Mutual has published criteria in its data sheets to 
protect exposed expanded plastics based on a risk analysis and small/
intermediate scale test data. Some AHJ’s accept that criteria as an alternative to 
the intent of NFPA 13.
Substantiation: Following Mr. Javeri’s comment at ROP, it is not reasonable 
for any commercial entity to be specifically cited in an NFPA document 
without at least providing alternate references from competitors. Besides, the 
annex material specifically states that no large scale data is available and 
therefore the material does not add any further substantiation on what to do 
according NFPA 13 with exposed expanded plastics. As an insurance 
competitor to FM, we feel the entire section should be removed. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The text provides necessary guidance for users for 
situations outside the scope of the chapter. This guidance is publicly available.  
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-372 Log #140 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.20.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Kenneth E. Isman, National Fire Sprinkler Association, Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-466
Recommendation: Add an annex to 20.6 as follows:
   A.20.6 NFPA 13 contains protection criteria for limited configurations of 
compact mobile storage units with certain materials being stored in the units. 
For configurations beyond what can be protected explicitly by NFPA 13, and 
for materials beyond what can be protected explicitly by NFPA 13, a design 
professional must make a determination on a case-by-case basis with 
consideration given to the fact that no known fire testing has been performed to 
determine appropriate criteria. 
Substantiation: The original intent of the proposal was to help the user of 
NFPA 13 understand that compact mobile shelving units beyond what is 
discussed in section 20.6 might be capable of being protected by sprinklers, but 
the criteria is unknown and needs to be determined by a design professional for 
each individual case. This information is best expressed in the annex. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See committee action on 13-373 (Log #327).
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-373 Log #327 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept
(A.20.6.1)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Pehrson Fire PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-466
Recommendation: Add new Section A20.6.1:
   NFPA 13 contains protection criteria for limited configurations of compact 
mobile storage units and materials stored. Storage arrangements not specifically 
addressed in NFPA 13 are outside the scope of the standard (i.e. protection for 
commodities other than paper files, magazines or books in compact mobile 
storage units does not simply follow high piled storage protection criteria for 
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shelves or racks). Where compact mobile storage configurations outside the 
scope of NFPA 13 are to be utilized, they must be addressed on a case by case 
basis with consideration given to the fact that no known sprinkler protection 
criteria is currently available. Additional protection features, such as rated 
construction, barriers within the storage, consideration for safe locating away 
from vulnerable areas, and methods for control or exhausting of the smoke, 
should be considered. 
Substantiation: This is language developed by a joint NFPA 13/NFPA 99 
Sprinkler Task Group to provide additional guidance for protection of compact 
storage units outside the scope of NFPA 13. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 23 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
______________________________________________________________ 
13-374 Log #30 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(A.23.1.3.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Peter T. Schwab, Wayne Automatic Fire Sprinklers, Inc
Comment on Proposal No: 13-593
Recommendation: Reject the original proposal and move the language back to 
the annex. 
Substantiation: This standard does not give the user guidance on how to 
calculate domestic demand. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee’s intent is to include domestic demand 
in combined supplies under 4” in size. Domestic demand can have a major 
impact on the available water supply in these smaller main sizes. Domestic 
demand needs to be calculated based on the use of the actual use of the 
building and it is unique to every building. The designer needs to evaluate the 
domestic demand. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20 Negative: 3 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   DENHARDT, J.: I agree with Mr. Keeping’s comment that no justification or 
data was provided to support this change. Domestic demand needs to be better 
defined. 
   HUGGINS, R.: I agree with Mr. Keeping’s comment that no justification or 
data was provided to support this change. Additionally, this new section is in 
conflict with 23.1.3.2 that allows pipe smaller than 6 in. when the main is 
supplying ONLY sprinklers. 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been accepted. Without 
having a procedure or a formula to follow, the matter should be left in the 
Annex as guidance. Further, no technical justification was provided for revising 
the original “less than 6 in” from A.23.1.3.2 to the “less than 4 in” of Proposal 
13-593. 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-375 Log #328 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(A.23.1.3.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
TCC Action: REVISE 23.1.3.1 TO INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING: 
  23.1.3.1 Except as provided in 23.1.3.2 and 23.1.3.3, no pipe smaller than 
6 in. (150 mm) in diameter shall be installed as a private service main. 
  TCC Statement- The TC added a new subsection to 23.1.3 which needs to 
be referenced in 21.1.3.1. 
Submitter: Richard Pehrson, Pehrson Fire PC
Comment on Proposal No: 13-593
Recommendation: Change 4 in. diameter to 6 inch diameter.
Substantiation: The 6 inch diameter is consistent with the long time annex 
note that has been in the standard for a significant time. No data was submitted 
to justify the reduction down to 4 inch and that this would have no impact on 
systems. In buildings with large domestic demands, a 4 inch combined supply 
has been shown repeatedly to be insufficient. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
  Do not make proposed change to A.23.1.3.2 
  Add New annex for 23.1.3.3 
  A.23.1.3.3 For typical combined domestic/fire sprinkler demands, systems 
with 4-inch pipe or larger typically do not need to include the domestic demand 
in the calculations because it is such a small fraction of the total flow that it 
does not make a significant difference in the results. But for situations where 
4-inch pipe is used for the combined domestic/fire sprinkler systems and the 
domestic demand is considerable, then the domestic demand should be 
included in the calculations. Generally, pipe that is 6-inch or larger can carry 
combined domestic/fire protection demand without any consideration for 
domestic demand being necessary. 
Committee Statement: The committee’s intent is to include domestic demand 
in combined supplies under 4” in size. Domestic demand can have a major 
impact on the available water supply in these smaller main sizes. In addition, 
the committee’s opinion is that domestic demand in combined supplies under 
6” but larger than 3” in size may have an impact on the available water supply 
in these main sizes and should be evaluated on a case by case basis. An annex 
note has been added to express this concern. 

Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 22 Negative: 1 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   HUGGINS, R.: In addition to the conflict this criterion creates with 23.1.3.2, 
the use of the term CONSIDERABLE is problematic and should be quantified 
in order for it to be consistently applied. If data had been submitted for this 
change, a value could have been identified. 
Comment on Affirmative: 
   DENHARDT, J.: Direction should be given on what is included and how to 
calculate the domestic demand. Does this include all water use both domestic 
and industrial? 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-376 Log #331 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(A.23.1.3.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Duane Johnson, Grove Resource Solutions
Comment on Proposal No: 13-593
Recommendation: Reject the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: The proposal is too vague. It does not provide enough 
information to the designer/engineer. More info on the domestic demand 
needs to be provided. Does one account for average or peak demand? Does 
one design to a domestic pump rating? What if a pump is not present? While 
I agree with the principle of the proposal, the proposal does not adequately 
address the issue. This requirement should remain in the appendix until details 
are worked out. As the submitter noted, it has been in the code for many years; 
why rush the change? 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee’s intent is to include domestic demand 
in combined supplies under 4” in size. Domestic demand can have a major 
impact on the available water supply in these smaller main sizes. Domestic 
demand needs to be calculated based on the use of the actual use of the 
building and it is unique to every building. The designer needs to evaluate the 
domestic demand. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20 Negative: 3 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   DENHARDT, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-374 (Log 
#30). 
   HUGGINS, R.: See 13-374 (Log #30 ). 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been accepted. Without 
having a procedure or a formula to follow, the matter should be left in the 
Annex as guidance. Further, no technical justification was provided for revising 
the original “less than 6 in” from A.23.1.3.2 to the “less than 4 in” of Proposal 
13-593. 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-377 Log #349 AUT-SSD  Final Action: Reject
(A.23.1.3.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: John August Denhardt, Strickland Fire Protection Inc.
Comment on Proposal No: 13-593
Recommendation: Delete the proposal in its entirety.
Substantiation: While I agree that something needs to be included on mains 
less than 4”, several issues need to be addressed for this to move forward: 1. 
What is domestic demand and how does one calculate it? No guidance is given. 
How is an AHJ going to evaluate the domestic demand? Are we using peak 
demand, average, yearly water bills divided by 365 or what? This is not in the 
annex; it is being moved to the body of the document. 2. 23.1.3 needs to be 
reviewed. We might be in conflict with this section if this moves forward.  
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: The committee’s intent is to include domestic demand 
in combined supplies under 4” in size. Domestic demand can have a major 
impact on the available water supply in these smaller main sizes. Domestic 
demand needs to be calculated based on the use of the actual use of the 
building and it is unique to every building. The designer needs to evaluate the 
domestic demand. 
Number Eligible to Vote: 25 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 20 Negative: 3 
Ballot Not Returned: 2 Hogan, A., McNamara, T.
Explanation of Negative: 
   DENHARDT, J.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-374 (Log 
#30). 
   HUGGINS, R.: See my Explanation of Negative on Comment 13-376 (Log 
#331). 
   KEEPING, L.: I believe that this matter should have been accepted. Without 
having a procedure or a formula to follow, the matter should be left in the 
Annex as guidance. Further, no technical justification was provided for revising 
the original “less than 6 in” from A.23.1.3.2 to the “less than 4 in” of Proposal 
13-593. 
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Substantiation: With the information being added to the sign in 24.6, it should 
also be added to the Figure in the annex. 
   The NFSA Engineering and Standards Committee endorses this comment. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept in Principle
Committee Statement: See TC action on 13-378 (Log #96).
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-378 Log #96 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept
(Figure A.24.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Larry Keeping, Vipond Fire Protection
Comment on Proposal No: 13-517
Recommendation: Below the line for the location of dry or auxiliary systems, 
add to Figure A.24.6, the following: 
   Chemical injection systems: □ Yes □ No 
   Chemical added: _________________________  
   Concentration: __________________________ 
   Disposal information: _____________________ 
Substantiation: In addition to adding the requirement to the 24.6.2 in the body 
of the standard, the information needs to be reflected in the illustration of a 
General Information Sign in A.24.6 as well. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
______________________________________________________________ 
13-379 Log #198 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Accept in Principle
(Figure A.24.6)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Karl Wiegand, National Fire Sprinkler Association
Comment on Proposal No: 13-517
Recommendation: Above the “Name of contractor or designer” portion of the 
figure (7/8 inch from the bottom of the figure), insert the following information:
 
 
 
 

SPRINKLER SYSTEM — GENERAL INFORMATION
for

High-piled storage � Yes    � No

Rack storage: � Yes    � No

Commodity class:

Max. storage ht    ft

Aisle width (min.)    ft

Encapsulation � Yes    � No

Solid shelving: � Yes    � No

Flammable/
combustible liquids: � Yes    � No

Other storage: � Yes    � No

Hazardous materials: � Yes    � No

Idle pallets: � Yes    � No

Antifreeze systems � Yes    � No

   Location:

Dry or aux systems � Yes    � No

   Location:

Date:

Flow test data:

Static: psi

Resid: psi

Flow: gpm

Pitot: psi

Date:

Location:

Location of aux/low point drains:

Original main drain test results:

Static: psi

Residual: psi

Name of contractor or designer:

Address:

Phone:

Where injection systems are used to treat MIC or corrosion:

Type of chemical: Concentration: For proper disposal, see:
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13 shall not be required for convenience openings complying with  NFPA 
101, 8.6.8.2, where the convenience opening is within the dwelling unit. 
[101:31.3.5.54]
  D.1.1.8 Existing Residential Board and Care Occupancies.
  D.1.1.8.1 Standard response sprinklers shall be permitted for use in hazardous 
areas in accordance with NFPA 101, 33.2.3.2. [101:33.2.2.2.4]
  D.1.1.8.2 In prompt and slow evacuation facilities, where an
automatic sprinkler system is in accordance with NFPA 13 sprinklers
shall not be required in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) and in bathrooms 
not exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2), provided that such spaces are finished 
with lath and plaster or materials providing a 15-minute thermal barrier. 
[101:33.2.3.5.2.3]
  33.2.3.5.3 Where an automatic sprinkler system is installed, for either total or 
partial building coverage, all of the following requirements shall be met:
  (1) The system shall be in accordance with Section 9.7 and shall initiate the 
fire alarm system in accordance with 33.2.3.4.1,as modified by 33.2.3.5.3.1 
through 33.2.3.5.3.6.
  (2) The adequacy of the water supply shall be documented to the authority 
having jurisdiction.
  33.2.3.5.3.1* In prompt evacuation capability facilities, all of the following 
shall apply:
  (1) An automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 13D, Standard 
for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in One- and Two-Family Dwellings 
and Manufactured Homes, shall be permitted.
  (2) Automatic sprinklers shall not be required in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 
(2.2 m2) and in bathrooms not exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2), provided that such 
spaces are finished with lath and plaster or materials providing a 15-minute
thermal barrier.
  33.2.3.5.3.2 In slow and impractical evacuation capability facilities, all of the 
following shall apply:
  (1) An automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 13D, Standard 
for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in One- and Two-Family Dwellings 
and Manufactured Homes,with a 30-minute water supply, shall be permitted.
  (2) All habitable areas and closets shall be sprinklered.
  (3) Automatic sprinklers shall not be required in bathrooms not exceeding 
55 ft2 (5.1 m2), provided that such spaces are finished with lath and plaster or 
materials providing a 15-minute thermal barrier.
  33.2.3.5.3.3 In prompt and slow evacuation capability facilities, where an 
automatic sprinkler system is in accordance with NFPA 13, Standard for the 
Installation of Sprinkler Systems, sprinklers shall not be required in closets 
not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) andin bathrooms not exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2), 
provided that such spaces are finished with lath and plaster or materials  
providing a 15-minute thermal barrier.
  33.2.3.5.3.4 In prompt and slow evacuation capability facilities in buildings 
four or fewer stories above grade plane, systems in accordance with NFPA 
13R, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential 
Occupancies up to and Including Four Stories in Height, shall be permitted.
  33.2.3.5.3.5 In impractical evacuation capability facilities in buildings four 
or fewer stories above grade plane, systems in accordance with NFPA 13R, 
Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems in Residential Occupancies 
up to and Including Four Stories in Height, shall be permitted. All habitable 
areas and closets shall be sprinklered. Automatic sprinklers shall not be
required in bathrooms not exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2), provided that such spaces 
are finished with lath and plaster or materials providing a 15-minute thermal 
barrier.
  33.2.3.5.3.6 Initiation of the fire alarm system shall not be required for 
existing installations in accordance with NFPA 101, 33.2.3.5.6.
  33.2.3.5.3.7 All impractical evacuation capability facilities shall be protected 
throughout by an approved, supervised automatic
sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA101, 33.2.3.5.3.
  D.1.1.9 New Mercantile Occupancies.
  D.1.1.9.1 Protection of Vertical Openings. Any vertical opening shall 
be protected in accordance with NFPA101, Section 8.6, except under the 
following conditions:
  (1) In Class A or Class B mercantile occupancies protected throughout by 
an approved, supervised automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 
101, 9.7.1.1(1), unprotected vertical openings shall be permitted at one of
the following locations:
  (a) Between any two floors
  (b) Among the street floor, the first adjacent floor below,
and adjacent floor (or mezzanine) above
  (2) In Class C mercantile occupancies, unprotected openings shall be 
permitted between the street floor and the mezzanine.
  (3) The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of NFPA 13 
shall not be required for unenclosed vertical openings permitted in NFPA 101, 
36.3.1(1) and (2).
[101:36.3.1]
  D.1.1.9.2 Rooms housing building service equipment, janitor closets, and 
service elevators shall be permitted to open directly onto exit passageways, 
provided that the following criteria are met:
  (1) The required fire resistance rating between such rooms or areas and the 
exit passageway shall be maintained in accordance with NFPA 101, 7.1.3.2.
  (2) Such rooms or areas shall be protected by an approved, supervised 
automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 101, 9.7.1.1(1) but the 

______________________________________________________________ 
13-379a Log #365 AUT-AAC Final Action: Accept
(Annex D and Ch 22)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Technical Correlating Committee on Automatic Sprinkler Systems
Comment on Proposal No: 13-3
Recommendation: Update the extracts for Chapter 22 and Annex D as shown.
  Annex D Sprinkler System Information from the 2009 2012 Edition of 
the Life Safety Code
  This annex is not a part of the requirements of this NFPA document but is 
included for informational purposes only.
  D.1 Introduction. This annex is provided as an aid to the user of NFPA 13 by 
identifying those portions of the 2009 2012 edition of NFPA 101, Life Safety 
Code, that pertain to sprinkler system design and installation. It is not intended 
that this annex provide complete information regarding all aspects of fire 
protection addressed by NFPA 101. It is important to note that this information
was not copied from NFPA 101 using NFPA’s extract policy and is not intended 
to be a part of the requirements of NFPA 13. While the 2009 edition of Life 
Safety Code was the most current at the time of the 2010 edition of NFPA 13, a
2010 edition of the Life Safety Code is in preparation.
  D.1.1 The following sections cover situations where NFPA 101 provides 
different guidance on the design or installation of a fire sprinkler system from 
NFPA13. In some cases, this different guidance is based on descriptions of 
unique situations handled by NFPA 101. In other cases, this different guidance 
stems from the different objective for NFPA 101, life safety of the occupant, 
rather than the property protection afforded by NFPA 13.
  D.1.1.1 Features of Fire Protection.
  D.1.1.1.1 Atriums. Glass walls and inoperable windows shall be permitted in 
lieu of the fire barriers where all the following are met:
  (1) Automatic sprinklers are spaced along both sides of the glass wall and the 
inoperable window at intervals not to exceed 6 ft (1830 mm).
  (2) The automatic sprinklers specified in 8.6.7(1)(c)(i) of NFPA 101 are 
located at a distance from the glass wall not to exceed 12 in. (305 mm) and 
arranged so that the entire surface of the glass is wet upon operation of the
sprinklers.
  (3) The glass wall is of tempered, wired, or laminated glass held in place by a 
gasket system that allows the glass framing system to deflect without breaking 
(loading) the glass before the sprinklers operate.
  (4) The automatic sprinklers required by 8.6.7(1)(c)(i) of NFPA 101 are not 
required on the atrium side of the glass wall and the inoperable window where 
there is no walkway or other floor area on the atrium side above the main floor 
level. [101:8.6.7(1)(c)]
  D.1.1.2 Special Structures and High-Rise Buildings.
  D.1.1.2.1 High-rise buildings shall be protected throughout by an approved, 
supervised automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 101, Section 
9.7. A sprinkler control valve and a waterflow device shall be provided for each 
floor.
  [101:11.8.3.1]
  D.1.1.3 Lodging or Rooming Houses.
  D.1.1.3.1 In buildings sprinklered in accordance with NFPA 13, closets that 
contain equipment such as washers, dryers, furnaces, or water heaters shall be 
sprinklered regardless of size. [101:26.3.6.3.5]
  D.1.1.3.2 In existing lodging or rooming houses, sprinkler installations shall 
not be required in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) and in bathrooms not 
exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2).
  [101:26.3.6.3.6]
  D.1.1.4 New Hotels and Dormitories.
  D.1.1.4.1 The provisions for draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers in 
NFPA 13 shall not be required for openings complying with NFPA 101, 8.6.8.2, 
where the opening is within the guest room or guest suite. [101:28.3.5.4]
  D.1.1.4.2 Listed quick-response or listed residential sprinklers shall be used 
throughout guest rooms and guest room suites. [101:28.3.5.6]
  D.1.1.5 Existing Hotels and Dormitories.
  D.1.1.5.1 In guest rooms and in guest room suites, sprinkler installations shall 
not be required in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) and in bathrooms not 
exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2).
  [101:29.3.5.5]
  D.1.1.6 New Apartment Buildings.
  D.1.1.6.1 In buildings sprinklered in accordance with NFPA 13, closets less 
than 12 ft2 (1.1 m2) in area in individual dwelling units shall not be required 
to be sprinklered. Closets that contain equipment such as washers, dryers, 
furnaces, or water heaters shall be sprinklered regardless of size. [101:30.3.5.3]
  D.1.1.6.2 Listed quick-response or listed residential sprinklers shall be used 
throughout all dwelling units. [101:30.3.5.5]
  D.1.1.6.3 The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of NFPA 
13 shall not be required for convenience openings complying with NFPA 
101, 8.6.8.2, where the convenience opening is within the dwelling unit. 
[101:30.3.5.4]
  D.1.1.7 Existing Apartment Buildings.
  D.1.1.7.1 In individual dwelling units, sprinkler installation shall not 
be required in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) and in bathrooms not 
exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2). Closets that contain equipment such as washers, 
dryers, furnaces, or water heaters shall be sprinklered regardless of size.  
[101:31.3.5.43]
   D.1.1.7.2 The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of NFPA 
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otherwise permitted by one of the following:
  (1)*Stairs or ramps shall be permitted to be unenclosed between balconies or 
mezzanines and main assembly areas located below, provided that the balcony 
or mezzanine is open to the main assembly area.
  (2) Exit access stairs from lighting and access catwalks, galleries, and 
gridirons shall not be required to be enclosed.
  (3) Assembly occupancies protected by an approved, supervised automatic 
sprinkler system in accordance with Section 9.7 shall be permitted to have 
unprotected vertical openings between any two adjacent floors, provided that 
such openings are separated from unprotected vertical openings serving
other floors by a barrier complying with NFPA101 8.6.5.
  (4) Assembly occupancies protected by an approved, supervised automatic 
sprinkler system in accordance with Section 9.7 shall be permitted to have 
convenience stair openings in accordance with NFPA101 8.6.9.2. [101:13.3.1]

  D.2.4.2 Installation Requirements.  (Reserved)

  D.2.5 New Educational Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.6 Existing Educational Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.7 New Day-Care Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.8 Existing Day-Care Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.9 New Health Care Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.10 Existing Health Care Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.11 New Ambulatory Health Care Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.12 Existing Ambulatory Health Care Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.13 New Detention and Correctional Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.14 Existing Detention and Correctional Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.15 One- and Two-Family Dwellings. (Reserved)
  D.2.16 Lodging or Rooming Houses.
  D.2.16.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.16.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.16.2.1 In buildings sprinklered in accordance with NFPA 13, closets that 
contain equipment such as washers, dryers, furnaces, or water heaters shall be 
sprinklered regardless of size. [101:26.3.6.3.5]
  D.2.16.2.2 In existing lodging or rooming houses, sprinkler installations shall 
not be required in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) and in bathrooms not 
exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2). [101:26.3.6.3.6]
  D.2.17 New Hotels and Dormitories.
  D.2.17.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.17.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.17.2.1 The provisions for draft stops and closely spaced sprinklers in 
NFPA 13 shall not be required for openings complying with NFPA 101, 8.6.8.2, 
where the opening is within the guest room or guest suite. [101:28.3.5.4]
  D.2.17.2.2 Listed quick-response or listed residential sprinklers shall be used 
throughout guest rooms and guest room suites. [101:28.3.5.6]
  D.2.18 Existing Hotels and Dormitories.
  D.2.18.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.18.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.18.2.1 In guest rooms and in guest room suites, sprinkler installations 
shall not be required in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) and in bathrooms 
not exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2). [101:29.3.5.5]
  D.2.19 New Apartment Buildings.
  D.2.19.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.19.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.19.2.1 In buildings sprinklered in accordance with NFPA 13, closets less 
than 12 ft2 (1.1 m2) in area in individual dwelling units shall not be required 
to be sprinklered. Closets that contain equipment such as washers, dryers, 
furnaces, or water
heaters shall be sprinklered regardless of size. [101:30.3.5.3]
  D.2.19.2.2 Listed quick-response or listed residential sprinklers
shall be used throughout all dwelling units. [101:30.3.5.5]
  D.2.19.2.3 The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of NFPA 
13 shall not be required for convenience openings complying with NFPA 
101, 8.6.8.2, where the convenience opening is within the dwelling unit. 
[101:30.3.5.4]
  D.2.20 Existing Apartment Buildings.
  D.2.20.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.20.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.20.2.1 In individual dwelling units, sprinkler installation shall not 
be required in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) and in bathrooms not 
exceeding 55 ft2 (5.1 m2). Closets that contain equipment such as washers, 
dryers, furnaces, or water heaters shall be sprinklered regardless of size. 
[101:31.3.5.43]
  D.2.20.2.2 The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of NFPA 
13 shall not be required for convenience openings complying with NFPA 
101, 8.6.8.29.1, where the convenience opening is within the dwelling unit. 
[101:31.3.5.54]
  D.2.21 New Residential Board and Care Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.22 Existing Residential Board and Care Occupancies.
  D.2.22.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.22.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.22.2.1 Standard response sprinklers shall be permitted for use in 
hazardous areas in accordance with NFPA 101, 33.2.3.2. [101:33.2.2.2.4]
  D.2.22.2.2 In prompt and slow evacuation facilities, where an automatic 
sprinkler system is in accordance with NFPA 13 sprinklers shall not be required 

exceptions in NFPA 13 allowing the omission of sprinklers from such rooms 
shall not be permitted. [101:36.4.4.6.2]
  D.1.1.10 Existing Mercantile Occupancies.
  D.1.1.10.1 Protection of Vertical Openings. Any vertical opening shall 
be protected in accordance with NFPA 101, Section 8.6, except under the 
following conditions:
  (1) In Class A or Class B mercantile occupancies protected throughout by 
an approved, supervised automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 
101, 9.7.1.1(1), unprotected vertical openings shall be permitted at one of
the following locations:
  (a) Between any two floors
  (b) Among the street floor, the first adjacent floor below, and adjacent floor 
(or mezzanine) above
  (2) In Class C mercantile occupancies, unprotected openings shall be 
permitted between the street floor and the mezzanine.
  (3) The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of NFPA 13 
shall not be required for unenclosed vertical openings permitted in NFPA 101, 
37.3.1(1) and (2). [101:37.3.1]
  D.1.1.10.2 Rooms housing building service equipment, janitor closets, and 
service elevators shall be permitted to open directly onto exit passageways, 
provided that the following criteria are met:
  (1) The required fire resistance rating between such rooms or areas and the 
exit passageway shall be maintained in accordance with NFPA 101, 7.1.3.2.
  (2) Such rooms or areas shall be protected by an approved
automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 101, 9.7.1.1(1) but the 
exceptions in NFPA 13 allowing the omission of sprinklers from such rooms 
shall not be permitted.
[101:37.4.4.6.2]
  D.1.1.11 Industrial Occupancies.
  D.1.1.11.1 Special Provisions—High-Rise Buildings.  The provisions of 
NFPA 101 11.8.5.2.4(2) for jockey pumps and NFPA 101 11.8.5.2.4(3) for air 
compressors serving dry-pipe and pre-action systems shall not apply to special-
purpose industrial occupancies. The automatic prinkler requirements of NFPA 
101, 11.8.3.1, shall be required for new high-rise industrial occupancies, except 
for eneral low hazard or special-purpose industrial occupancies.
[101:40.4.1]
  D.2 Life Safety Code.
  D.2.1 Features of Fire Protection.
  D.2.1.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.1.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.1.2.1 Atriums. Glass walls and inoperable windows shall be permitted in 
lieu of the fire barriers where all the following are met:
  (1) Automatic sprinklers are spaced along both sides of the glass wall and the 
inoperable window at intervals not to exceed 6 ft (1830 mm).
  (2) The automatic sprinklers specified in NFPA 101, 8.6.7(1)(c)(i) are located 
at a distance from the glass wall not to exceed 12 in. (305 mm) and arranged so 
that the entire surface of the glass is wet upon operation of the sprinklers.
  (3) The glass wall is of tempered, wired, or laminated glass held in place by a 
gasket system that allows the glass framing system to deflect without breaking 
(loading) the glass before the sprinklers operate.
  (4) The automatic sprinklers required by NFPA 101, 8.6.7(1)(c)(i) are
not required on the atrium side of the glass wall and the inoperable window 
where there is no walkway or other floor area on the atrium side above the 
main floor level. [101:8.6.7(1)(c)]
  D.2.2 Special Structures and High-Rise Buildings.
  D.2.2.1 Design Criteria.
  D.2.2.1.1 High-rise buildings shall be protected throughout by an approved, 
supervised automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 101, Section 
9.7.Asprinkler control valve and a waterflow device shall be provided for each 
floor. [101:11.8.3.1]
  D.2.3 New Assembly Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.3.1 Design Criteria
  D.2.3.1.1
  12.3.1 Protection of Vertical Openings. Any vertical opening shall be 
enclosed or protected in accordance with Section 8.6 of NFPA 101, unless 
otherwise permitted by one of the following:
  (1)Stairs or ramps shall be permitted to be unenclosed between balconies or 
mezzanines and main assembly areas located below, provided that the balcony 
or mezzanine is open to the main assembly area.
  (2) Exit access stairs from lighting and access catwalks, galleries, and 
gridirons shall not be required to be enclosed.
  (3) Assembly occupancies protected by an approved, supervised automatic 
sprinkler system in accordance with Section 9.7 of NFPA 101 shall be 
permitted to have unprotected vertical openings between any two adjacent 
floors, provided that such openings are separated from unprotected vertical 
openings serving other floors by a barrier complying with 8.6.5 of NFPA 101.
  (4) Assembly occupancies protected by an approved, supervised
automatic sprinkler system in accordance with Section 9.7 of NFPA 101
shall be permitted to have convenience stair openings in accordance with 
8.6.9.2 of NFPA 101.  [101:12.3.1]
  D.2.3.2 Installation Requirements.  (Reserved)
  D.2.4 Existing Assembly Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.4.1 Design Criteria
  D.2.4.1.1  Protection of Vertical Openings. Any vertical opening shall 
be enclosed or protected in accordance with NFPA101 Section 8.6, unless 
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  21.1.1 Application.
  21.1.1.1 In addition to the requirements of Chapter 8, Chapters 11 through 21, 
and Chapter 22, the following special occupancy requirements shall apply.
  21.1.1.1.1 All provisions of design criteria in this standard, including design 
area increases and reductions, shall also apply to these special occupancy 
requirements.
  21.1.1.2 Where the requirements of the reference standard differ from the 
requirements of this standard, the reference standard shall take precedence.
  21.1.2 Definitions. For terms not defined in Chapter 3, the definitions of the 
reference standard shall apply.
  21.2 Flammable and Combustible Liquids.
  21.2.1 Design Requirements. Sprinkler system discharge criteria for the  
protection of flammable and combustible liquids shall comply with NFPA 30, 
Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code.
  21.2.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.3 Aerosol Products.
  21.3.1 Design Requirements. Sprinkler system discharge criteria for the 
protection of aerosol products shall comply with NFPA 30B, Code for the 
Manufacture and Storage of Aerosol Products.
  21.3.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.4 Spray Application Using Flammable or Combustible Materials.
  21.4.1 Design Requirements.
  21.4.1.1* The automatic sprinkler system shall be a wet pipe system, a dry 
pipe system, a preaction system, or an open-head deluge system, whichever 
is most appropriate for the portion of the spray operation being protected. 
[33:9.4.1]
  21.4.1.2 The automatic sprinkler system shall be designed for Extra Hazard 
(Group 2) occupancies as defined in NFPA 13.
  Exception No. 1: For spray application of styrene cross-link thermoset
resins, Section 17.3 of NFPA 33 shall apply.
  Exception No. 2: Automatic sprinkler systems for powder coating operations
shall be designed for Ordinary Hazard (Group 2), as defined in NFPA 13, 
Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems. [33:9.4.2]
  21.4.1.3 The water supply shall be sufficient to supply all sprinklers likely to 
open in any one fire incident without depleting the available water for use in 
hose streams. [33:9.4.3]
  21.4.1.4 Where sprinklers are installed to protect spray areas
and mixing rooms only, water shall be permitted to be supplied
from domestic water systems provided the domestic supply
can meet the design criteria of 21.4.1.2. [33:9.4.4]
  21.4.1.5 The sprinkler system shall be controlled by a separate, listed 
indicating valve(s), operable from the floor. [33:9.4.5]
  21.4.1.6 Automated liquid electrostatic spray application equipment that is 
unlisted shall be protected further by the following:
  (1) In addition to meeting the requirements in 9.8.1 of NFPA 33, the optical 
flame detection system shall also activate one of the following over each zone 
in which fire has been detected:
  (a) An open head deluge system designed to discharge a minimum density of 
24.4 mm/min (0.6 gpm/ft2)
  (b) A carbon dioxide extinguishing system
  (c) A dry chemical extinguishing system
  (d) A gaseous agent extinguishing system [33:9.8.2(1)]
  21.4.1.7 A wet pipe sprinkler system shall also be provided throughout the 
spray booth. This system shall meet all the applicable requirements of NFPA 13 
for Extra Hazard Group 2) occupancies. [33:9.8.2(3)]
  21.4.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.4.2.1* Sprinkler systems protecting stacks or ducts shall meet all of the 
following requirements:
  (1) Sprinklers shall be spaced no more than 3.7 m (12 ft) apart.
  (2) If exhaust ducts are manifolded, a sprinkler shall be located in the 
manifold at the junction of each exhaust duct with the manifold.
  (3) Sprinklers shall provide a minimum flow of 114 L/min (30 gpm) per head 
at a minimum of 1 bar (15 psi) pressure.
  (4) Sprinklers shall be ordinary temperature rated, unless required o be 
higher due to operating temperatures measured in the ducts, in which case 
the operating temperature shall be at least 28°C (50°F) above the inside 
temperature of the duct. [33:9.4.6]
  21.4.2.1.1 Stacks and exhaust ducts shall be provided with access openings 
for inspection and cleaning of sprinklers.
[33:9.4.6.1]
  21.4.2.1.2 Sprinkler systems protecting stacks and ducts that are subject to 
freezing shall be of a nonfreezing type or be a manually controlled open-head 
system. [33:9.4.6.2]
  21.4.2.2 Sprinklers shall be protected against overspray residue, either 
by location or covering, so that they will operate quickly in event of fire. 
[33:9.4.7]
  21.4.2.2.1 Sprinklers shall be permitted to be covered only by cellophane bags 
having a thickness of 0.08 mm (0.003 in.) or less or by thin paper bags. These 
coverings shall be replaced requently so that heavy deposits of residue do not 
accumulate. [33:9.4.7.1]
  21.4.2.2.2 Sprinklers that have been painted or coated by overspray or  
Residues shall be replaced with new sprinklers.
[33:9.4.7.2]
  21.5 Solvent Extraction Plants. [NFPA 36]
  21.5.1* Design Requirements.

in closets not exceeding 24 ft2 (2.2 m2) and in bathrooms not exceeding 55 
ft2 (5.1 m2), provided that such spaces are finished with lath and plaster or 
materials providing a 15-minute thermal barrier. [101:33.2.3.5.2.33.1]
  D.2.23 New Mercantile Occupancies.
  D.2.23.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.23.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.23.2.1 Protection of Vertical Openings. Any vertical opening shall 
be protected in accordance with NFPA 101, Section 8.6, except under the 
following conditions:
  (1) In Class A or Class B mercantile occupancies protected throughout by 
an approved, supervised automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 
101, 9.7.1.1(1), unprotected vertical openings shall be permitted at one of
the following locations:
  (a) Between any two floors
  (b) Among the street floor, the first adjacent floor below, and adjacent floor 
(or mezzanine) above
  (2) In Class C mercantile occupancies, unprotected openings shall be 
permitted between the street floor and the mezzanine.
  (3) The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of NFPA 13 
shall not be required for unenclosed vertical openings permitted in NFPA 101, 
36.3.1(1) and (2). [101:36.3.1]
  D.2.23.2.2 Rooms housing building service equipment, janitor closets, and 
service elevators shall be permitted to open directly onto exit passageways, 
provided that the following criteria are met:
  (1) The required fire resistance rating between such rooms or areas and the 
exit passageway shall be maintained in accordance with NFPA 101, 7.1.3.2.
  (2) Such rooms or areas shall be protected by an approved, supervised 
automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 101, 9.7.1.1(1) but the 
exceptions in NFPA 13 allowing the omission of sprinklers from such rooms 
shall not be permitted. [101:36.4.4.6.2]
  D.2.24 Existing Mercantile Occupancies.
  D.2.24.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.24.2 Installation Requirements.
  D.2.24.2.1 Protection of Vertical Openings. Any vertical opening shall 
be protected in accordance with NFPA 101, Section 8.6, except under the 
following conditions:
  (1) In Class A or Class B mercantile occupancies protected throughout by 
an approved, supervised automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 
101, 9.7.1.1(1), unprotected vertical openings shall be permitted at one of
the following locations:
  (a) Between any two floors
  (b) Among the street floor, the first adjacent floor below, and adjacent floor 
(or mezzanine) above
  (2) In Class C mercantile occupancies, unprotected openings shall be 
permitted between the street floor and the mezzanine.
  (3) The draft stop and closely spaced sprinkler requirements of NFPA 13 
shall not be required for unenclosed vertical openings permitted in NFPA 101, 
37.3.1(1) and (2). [101:37.3.1]
  D.2.24.2.2 Rooms housing building service equipment, janitor closets, and 
service elevators shall be permitted to open directly onto exit passageways, 
provided that the following criteria are met:
  (1) The required fire resistance rating between such rooms or areas and the 
exit passageway shall be maintained in accordance with NFPA 101, 7.1.3.2.
  (2) Such rooms or areas shall be protected by an approved, supervised 
automatic sprinkler system in accordance with NFPA 101, 9.7.1.1(1) but the 
exceptions in NFPA 13 allowing the omission of sprinklers from such rooms 
shall not be permitted. [101:37.4.4.6.2]
  D.2.25 New Business Occupancies.
  D.2.25.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.25.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.26 Existing Business Occupancies.
  D.2.26.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.26.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  D.2.27 Industrial Occupancies. (Reserved)
  D.2.27.1 Design Criteria.
  D.2.27.1.1 Special Provisions—High-Rise Buildings. The provisions of 
11.8.5.2.4(2) for jockey pumps and 11.8.5.2.4(3) for air compressors serving 
dry-pipe and pre-action systems shall not apply to special-purpose industrial 
occupancies. The automatic sprinkler requirements of NFPA 101, 11.8.3.1, 
shall be required for new high-rise industrial occupancies, except for general 
low hazard or special-purpose industrial occupancies. [101:40.4.1]
  D.2.28 Storage Occupancies. (Reserved)
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  21.7.2.4 Extended Term Storage Vaults. See Figure 21.7.2.4.
  21.7.2.4.1 Sprinklers shall be provided in a ratio of one head  for each 63.6 
ft3 (1.8 m3) of vault volume.
  Exception: Sprinkler systems in existing extended term storage vaults that 
were in compliance with the provisions of NFPA 40, Standard for the Storage 
and Handling of Cellulose Nitrate Film, at the time of installation shall be 
permitted to be continued in use. [40:6.5.6.1]
  21.7.2.4.2 The minimum number of sprinkler heads for a 1000 ft3 (28 m3) 
vault shall be 15 sprinklers.
  Exception: Sprinkler systems in existing extended term storage vaults that 
were in compliance with the provisions of NFPA 40, Standard for the Storage 
and Handling of Cellulose Nitrate Film, at the time of installation shall be 
permitted to be continued in use. [40:6.5.6.2]
  21.7.2.4.3 Directional sprinkler heads that will provide coverage into the face 
of the shelves shall be provided. [40:6.5.6.3]
  21.7.2.5 Motion Picture Film Laboratories. In all cases, sprinklers shall be 
arranged so that not more than two machines are protected by any one sprinkler 
head. [40:9.2.5.2]
  21.8 Laboratories Using Chemicals.
  21.8.1 Design Requirements. An automatic sprinkler system
protection shall be required for all new laboratories in accordance
with the following:
  (1) Automatic sprinkler system protection for Class A and Class B 
laboratories shall be in accordance with ordinary
hazard (Group 2) occupancies.
  (2) Automatic sprinkler system protection for Class C and Class D 
laboratories shall be in accordance with ordinary
hazard (Group 1) occupancies. [45:6.2.1.1]
  21.8.2  Fire sprinklers in laboratory units shall be the quick response 
(QR) sprinkler type installed in accordance with NFPA 13, Standard for the 
Installation of Sprinkler Systems. [45:6.2.1.2]
  21.8.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.8.2.1   Fire sprinklers in laboratory units shall be the quickresponse (QR) 
sprinkler type installed in accordance with
NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems. [45:6.2.1.2]
  21.9 Oxygen-Fuel Gas Systems for Welding, Cutting, and Allied 
Processes.
  21.9.1 Design Requirements.
  21.9.1.1 The total gas capacity of nonliquefied flammable gas (e.g., acetylene) 
shall be permitted to be increased to 56.6 m3 (2000 ft3) per control area under 
one of the following conditions:
  (1) In cylinder storage areas that are protected by an automatic sprinkler 
system and water supply designed in accordance with NFPA 13, furnishing a 
sprinkler discharge density of at least (10 L/min)/m2 [(0.25 gal/min)/ft2] over a 
minimum operating area of at least 279 m2 (3000 ft2) with sprinklers located 
not more than 6.1 m (20 ft) above the floor where the cylinders are stored.
  (2) In cylinder storage areas that are protected by an automatic water spray 
fixed system of equal density, designed in accordance with NFPA 15, Standard 
for Water Spray Fixed Systems for Fire Protection. [51:4.3.2]
  21.9.1.2 Oxygen cylinders connected to one manifold shall e limited to a 
total gas capacity of 42.5 m3 (1500 ft3). Two such manifolds with connected 
cylinders shall be permitted to be located in the same room, provided the 
building is protected throughout with an approved automatic sprinkler system
designed in accordance with NFPA 13, furnishing a sprinkler discharge density 
of at least (10 L/min)/m2 [(0.25 gal/min)/ft2] over a minimum operating area 
of at least 279 m2 (3000 ft2) with sprinklers located not more than 6.1 m (20 
ft) above the floor where the manifolds are located. [51:5.2.3]
  21.9.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.9.2.1 In buildings protected by an automatic sprinkler system and water 
supply designed in accordance with NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of 
Sprinkler Systems, for an ordinary hazard or more hazardous occupancy, where 
the occupancy other than the cylinder storage is not more hazardous than
ordinary hazard as defined in NFPA 13, the distance between storage areas 
shall be permitted to be reduced to 15.2 m (50 ft). If the occupancy in such 
protected buildings between the storage areas is free of combustible material, 
the distance shall be permitted to be reduced to 7.6 m (25 ft). [51:4.3.3]
  21.10 Acetylene Cylinder Charging Plants.
  21.10.1 Design Requirements.
  21.10.1.1 When sprinkler protection is provided, the area in which flammable 
compressed gases are stored or used shall be protected with a sprinkler system 
designed to be not less than that required by NFPA 13 for Extra Hazard Group 
1 with a minimum design area of 2500 ft2 (232.26 m2). [51A:11.2.1.2]
  21.10.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.11 Storage, Use, and Handling of Compressed Gases and
Cryogenic Fluids in Portable and Stationary Containers, Cylinders, and 
TanksCompressed Gases and Cryogenic Fluids Code.
  21.11.1 Design Criteria.
  21.11.1.1 When sprinkler protection is required, the area in
which compressed gases or cryogenic fluids are stored or used shall be 
protected with a sprinkler system designed to be not less than that required 
by NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, for Ordinary 
Hazard Group 2. When sprinkler protection is provided for areas in which 
compressed gases or cryogenic fluids are stored or used, he system shall be 
designed for ordinary hazard, Group 2, with a minimum design area of 3000 ft2 
(278.7 m2). [55:6.109.2.1]

  21.5.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.6 Installation and Use of Stationary Combustion Engines and Gas 
Turbines.
  21.6.1* Design Requirements. Automatic sprinkler systems shall be designed 
to provide for a density of  12.2 mm/min (0.3 gpm/ft2) over the most remote
230 m2 (2500 ft2).0.3 gpm/ft2 (12.2 L/min/m2) over the most remote 2500 ft2 
(230 m2). [37:11.4.5.1]
  21.6.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.6.2.1 Sprinklers shall be spaced at a  9 m2 (100 ft2) maximum area100 ft2 
(9 m2) maximum. [37:11.4.5.1.1]
  21.6.2.2 System coverage shall be provided to all areas within the enclosure 
located within 6 m (20 ft) of the following:
  (1) The engine
  (2) The lubricating oil system
  (3) The fuel system20 ft (6 m) of the engine, lubricating
oil system, or fuel system. [37:11.4.5.1.2]
  21.6.2.3 Sprinklers and water spray nozzles shall not be directed at engine 
components that are susceptible to thermal shock or deformation. [37:11.4.5.2]

  21.7 Nitrate Film.
  21.7.1 Design Requirements.
  21.7.1.1 Every room, except projection booths and rewinding rooms, where 
nitrate film is stored or handled in quantities greater than 51 lb (23 kg), or 
10 standard rolls, shall be protected by an automatic sprinkler system that is 
designed in accordance with the requirements for Group II extra hazard
occupancies. [40:5.1.2]
  21.7.1.2 Water supplies for automatic sprinklers shall be based on 20 gpm 
(1.26 L/sec) per sprinkler for 20 minutes for the total number of sprinklers 
in one vault plus 25 percent of the sprinklers in the communicating fire area. 
[40:5.2.2]
  21.7.21.3* Vaults Other Than Extended Term Storage Vaults.
[40:6.3] (See Figure A.21.7.2.3.) Fire protection in vaults shall be provided by 
a deluge system with directional nozzles meeting the criteria in 21.7.1.4.
[40:6.3.7]
  21.7.1.4 For extended term storage vaults in accordance with Section 6.5.5 of 
NFPA 40, fire protection shall be provided by a deluge system with directional 
nozzles installed in accordance with NFPA15, Standard for Water Spray Fixed 
Systems for Fire Protection, and meeting the criteria in 21.7.1.5 through   
21.7.1.11. [40:6.5.6]
  21.7.1.5 Sprinkler systems in existing extended term storage vaults that were 
in compliance with the provisions of this standard at the time of installation 
shall be permitted to be continued in use. [40:6.5.6.1]
  21.7.1.6 High-velocity open head nozzles each capable of providing a 
discharge rate of 1.26 L/sec (20 gpm) at a gauge pressure of 345 kPa (50 psi) 
shall be installed. . [40:6.5.6.2]
  21.7.1.7  The design shall be based on a discharge density of 28 mm/min 
(0.68 gpm/ft2) over each face of storage racks. [40:6.5.6.3]
  21.7.1.8*The nozzles shall have a combined spray pattern capable of covering 
the face of the film storage racks. [40:6.5.6.4]
  21.7.1.9 The nozzles shall be installed at the top of the storage shelf array, 
aimed at the opposite shelf array. [40:6.5.6.5]
  21.7.1.10 * Nozzles shall be installed on opposite faces of the storage shelf 
array in a staggered pattern such that no nozzles are directly opposite one 
another.[40:6.5.6.6]
  21.7.1.11 The water supply duration shall be a minimum of 20 minutes. 
[40:6.5.6.7]
  21.7.1.12 The deluge system shall be activated by a signal from one of the 
following: [40:6.5.6.8]
 (1) An air sampling–type smoke detection system
 (2) A fixed temperature heat sensitive cable

  21.7.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.7.2.1 In areas or rooms where nitrate film is handled, the area that is 
protected per sprinkler head shall not exceed 64 ft2 (6 m2) with sprinklers and 
branch lines not being more than 8 ft (2.4 m) apart. [40:5.1.4]
  21.7.2.2 Cabinet Protection. [40:6.2.5]
  21.7.2.2.1 Cabinets having a capacity of more than 34 kg (75 lb), or 15 
standard rolls, of film shall be provided with at least one automatic sprinkler 
head. [40:6.2.5.1]
  21.7.2.2.2 Where cans are stored on more than one shelf, as shown in Figure 
21.7.2.2.2 and as described in 6.2.6.2 or 6.2.6.3 of NFPA 40, Standard for the 
Storage and Handling of Cellulose Nitrate Film, one sprinkler shall be provided 
for each shelf. [40:6.2.5.2]
  21.7.2.3.1 Sprinkler protection utilizing regular automatic sprinklers or open 
sprinklers shall be calculated on the basis of one sprinkler for each 62.5 ft3 (1.8 
m3) of the interior vault volume. [40:6.3.7.1]
  21.7.2.3.2 The minimum number of sprinklers for a standard 750 ft3 (21 m3) 
vault shall be not less than 12. [40:6.3.7.2]
  21.7.2.3.3* Sprinklers or nozzles shall be arranged to provide coverage over 
the tops and fronts of shelves. [40:6.3.7.3]
  21.7.2.3.4 Where automatic sprinklers are used, barriers made of No. 24 U.S. 
gauge sheet steel or other acceptable noncombustible material shall be installed 
between each sprinkler. Barriers shall be fastened rigidly in place and shall
extend from the ceiling down to 4 in. (10 cm) below the sprinkler deflectors. 
[40:6.3.7.4]
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on the chute. [82:5.4.2.3]
  21.15.2.2.3.2 Automatic sprinklers shall be installed in chute discharge rooms. 
[82:5.4.2.4.3]
  21.15.2.3 Waste Handling Systems.
  21.15.2.3.1 Automatic sprinklers shall be installed in rooms where waste 
handling systems and equipment are used to transport waste from interim 
storage areas to waste processing equipment, such as incinerators. [82:6.4.1]
  21.15.2.3.2 In locations or rooms where waste handling systems and 
equipment are used for interim storage of waste only, the rooms shall be 
sprinklered in accordance with requirements specified in 21.15.2.4. [82:6.4.2]
  21.15.2.4 Waste Compactors. [82:7]
  21.15.2.4.1  All chute-fed compactors shall have an automatic sprinkler
with a minimum 13 mm (1⁄2 in.) orifice installed in the hopper of the 
compactor.All chute-fed compactors shall have an automatic sprinkler with a 
minimum K-5.6 (80) orifice installed in the hopper of the compactor. [82:7.2.1]
  21.15.2.4.2 Sprinklers shall be ordinary temperature-rated sprinklers. 
[82:7.2.1.1]
  21.15.2.4.3 Sprinklers shall be supplied by a  minimum 25.4 mm(1 in.) 
ferrous piping or 19 mm (3⁄4 in.) minimum of 1-inch ferrous piping or 3⁄4-inch 
copper tubing line from the domestic cold water supply or by the building fire 
protection system. [82:7.2.1.2]
  21.15.2.4.4 Sprinkler water pipe shall be protected from freezing in outdoor 
installations. [82:7.2.1.3]
  21.15.2.4.5 Hand-fed compactors located within a building and not operated 
in conjunction with a chute shall not require installation of an automatic 
sprinkler in the hopper. [82:7.2.2]
  21.15.2.5 Waste and recyclables storage rooms shall be provided with  
automatic sprinklers. [82:8.3]
  21.15.2.6 Rooms in which waste processing equipment is located shall be 
installed with automatic sprinklers. [82:9.4.1]
  21.16 Standard for Ovens and Furnaces.
  21.16.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.16.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.16.2.1* Where automatic sprinklers are provided, they shall be installed 
in accordance with NFPA 13, unless otherwise permitted by 21.16.2.2. 
[86:149.2.1]
  21.16.2.2 Where sprinklers that protect ovens only are installed and 
connection to a reliable fire protection water supply is not feasible, a domestic 
water supply connection shall be permitted to supply these sprinklers subject to 
the approval of the authority having jurisdiction. [86:149.2.2]
  21.16.2.3 Where sprinklers are selected for the protection of ovens, furnaces, 
or related equipment, the use of closed-head sprinkler systems shall be 
prohibited and only deluge sprinkler systems shall be used where the following 
condition exist:
  (1) In equipment where temperatures can exceed 625°F (329°C)
  (2) Where flash fire conditions can occur [86:149.3.3]
  21.16.2.4 Furnaces shall be located so as to minimize exposure to sprinkler 
risers. [86:5.1.3.1]
  21.16.2.5 Where water from a fixed protection system could come in contact 
with molten materials, such as molten salt or molten metal, shielding shall be 
provided to prevent water from contacting the molten material. [86:149.3.1]
  21.16.2.6* Galvanized pipe shall not be used in sprinkler or water spray 
systems in ovens, furnaces, or related equipment. [86:149.3.2]
  21.17  Class AHealth Care Facilities Code,  Hyperbaric Chambers.
  21.17.1 Design Requirements.
  21.17.1.1 A fixed water deluge extinguishing system shall be installed 
in all chamber compartments that are designed for manned operations. 
[99:2014.2.5.2]
  21.17.1.2 In chambers that consist of more than one chamber compartment 
(lock), the design of the deluge system shall meet the requirements of 
21.17.1.1 when the chamber compartments are at different depths (pressures). 
[99:2014.2.5.2.1]
  21.17.1.3 The deluge system in different compartments (locks) shall operate 
independently or simultaneously. [99:2014.2.5.2.2]
  21.17.1.4 Fixed deluge systems shall not be required in chamber 
compartments that are used strictly as personnel transfer compartments (locks), 
and for no other purposes. [99:2014.2.5.2.3]
  21.17.1.5* Manual activation and deactivation deluge controls shall be located 
at the operator’s console and in each chamber compartment (lock) containing a 
deluge system. [99:2014.2.5.2.4]
  21.17.1.6 Controls shall be designed to prevent unintended activation. 
[99:2014.2.5.2.4.1]
  21.17.1.7 Water shall be delivered from the fixed discharge nozzles as 
specified in 21.17.1.9 within 3 seconds of activation of any affiliated deluge 
control. [99:2014.2.5.2.5]
  21.17.1.8* Average spray density at floor level shall be not less han 2 gpm/ft2 

(81.5 L/min/m2) with no floor area larger than 10.76 ft2 (1m2) receiving less 
than 1 gpm/ft2 (40.75 L/min/m2).
[99:2014.2.5.2.6]
  21.17.1.9 There shall be water available in the deluge system to maintain 
the flow specified in 21.17.1.8 simultaneously in each chamber compartment 
(lock) containing the deluge system for 1 minute. [99:2014.2.5.2.7]
  21.17.1.10 The limit on maximum extinguishment duration shall be governed 
by the chamber capacity (bilge capacity also, if so equipped) and/or its 
drainage system. [99:2014.2.5.2.7.1]
  21.17.1.11 The deluge system shall have stored pressure to operate for at least 

  21.11.1.2 When sprinkler protection is required, the area in which the 
flammable or pyrophoric compressed gases or cryogenic fluids are stored or 
used shall be protected with a sprinkler system designed to be not less than that 
required by NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, for 
Extra Hazard Group 1. When sprinkler protection is provided for areas in
which the flammable or pyrophoric compressed gases or cryogenic fluids are 
stored or used, the system shall be designed for extra hazard, Group 1, with a 
minimum design area of 2500 ft2 (232.25 m2). [55:6.109.2.2]
  21.11.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.12 Utility LP-Gas Plants.
  21.12.1 Design Requirements.
  21.12.1.1 The design of fire water supply and distribution systems, if required 
by NFPA 59, Utility LP-Gas Plant Code, shall provide for the simultaneous 
supply of those fixed fire protection systems involved in the maximum single 
incident expected in the plant, including monitor nozzles, at their design flow 
and pressure. [59:13.4.2]
  21.12.1.2 An additional supply of 1000 gal/min (63 L/sec) shall be available 
for hand hose streams for a period of not less than 2 hours. [59:13.4.2.1]
  21.12.1.3 Manually actuated monitors shall be permitted to be used to 
augment hand hose streams. [59:13.4.2.2]
  21.12.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.13 Production, Storage, and Handling of Liquefied Natural Gas 
(LNG).
  21.13.1 Design Requirements. The fire water supply and distribution 
systems, if required by NFPA 59A, Standard for the Production, Storage, and 
Handling of Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG), shall simultaneously supply water 
to fixed fire protection systems, including monitor nozzles, at their design flow 
and pressure, involved in the maximum single incident expected in the
plant plus an allowance of 1000 gpm (63 L/sec) for hand hose streams for not 
less than 2 hours. [59A:12.5.2]
  21.13.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.14 Protection of Information Technology Equipment.
  21.14.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.14.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.14.2.1* Information technology equipment rooms and information 
technology equipment areas located in a sprinklered building shall be provided 
with an automatic sprinkler system. [75:8.1.1]
  21.14.2.2 Sprinkler systems protecting information technology equipment 
areas shall be valved separately from and independent of other sprinkler 
systems. [75:8.1.3]
  21.14.2.3*   8.1.1.2 An automatic sprinkler system or a gaseous fire 
extinguishing system shall be provided for the protection of the area below 
a raised floor in an information technology equipment room or information 
technology equipment area when one or more of the following exist:
  (1) Where there is a critical need to protect data in the process, reduce 
equipment damage, and facilitate return to service 
  (2) The area below the raised floor contains combustible material.  Either an 
automatic sprinkler system, carbon dioxide extinguishing system, or inert agent 
fire extinguishing system for the protection of the area below the raised floor in 
a information technology equipment room or information
technology equipment area shall be provided. [75:8.1.1.2]
  21.15 Standard on Incinerators, and Waste and Linen Handling Systems 
and Equipment.
  21.15.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.15.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.15.2.1 Automatic sprinklers shall be provided in incinerator rooms. 
[82:4.2.7.3]
  21.15.2.2* Waste and Linen Chutes and Transport Systems. [82:5]
  21.15.2.2.1 Gravity Waste or Linen Chutes. [82:5.2]
  21.15.2.2.1.1 Gravity chutes shall be protected internally by automatic 
sprinklers unless they are lined in accordance with 5.2.2.6.1 in NFPA 82. 
[82:5.2.2.6.2; 82:5.2.6.1.1]
  21.15.2.2.1.2 This protection requires that a sprinkler be installed at or above 
the top service opening of the chute. [82:5.2.6.1.2]
  21.15.2.2.1.3 Chute Sprinkler Protection. Automatic sprinklers installed in 
gravity chute service openings shall be recessed out of the chute area through 
which the material travels. [82:5.2.6.1.3]
  21.15.2.2.1.4 In addition, a sprinkler shall be installed within the chute at 
alternate floor levels in buildings over two stories in height, with a mandatory 
sprinkler located at the lowest
service level. [82:5.2.6.1.4]
  21.15.2.2.1.5 Chute Room Automatic Sprinklers. Automatic sprinklers shall 
be installed in chute terminal rooms. [82:5.2.7.26.2.1]
  21.15.2.2.2 Full Pneumatic Waste and Linen Conveying Systems. [82:5.3]
  21.15.2.2.2.1 Full pneumatic-type risers shall be protected internally by 
automatic sprinklers. [82:5.3.4.1]
  21.15.2.2.2.2 A sprinkler shall be required at or above the top loading station 
and at alternate floor levels in buildings over two stories in height, with a 
mandatory sprinkler located at the lowest loading station. [82:5.3.4.2]
  21.15.2.2.2.3 Sprinklers shall be recessed out of the station area through 
which the material travels. [82:5.3.4.3]
  21.15.2.2.3 Gravity Pneumatic Trash or Linen Conveying Systems.
[82:5.4]
  21.15.2.2.3.1 Chute Automatic Sprinklers. Where material is to be stored 
at the bottom of the chute and above the riser discharge damper (above the 
transport tee), automatic sprinklers shall be installed below the last service door 
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water basin covers over the complete basin, the discharge outlets protecting the 
fill area shall be permitted to be located under the basin covers. [214:5.2.4.5]
  21.21.1.5.1 These discharge outlets shall be open directional spray nozzles or 
other approved devices arranged to discharge 0.50 gpm/ft2 (20.4 mm/min) into 
the distribution basin horizontally, with some of the spray splashing up and on 
the underside of the water basin covers. [214:5.2.4.5.1]
  21.21.1.6 Exterior Protection. [214:5.2.10]
  21.21.1.6.1  Where any combustible exterior surfaces of a tower, including the 
fan deck and distribution basins, are less than 100 ft (30.5 m) from significant 
concentrations of combustibles such as structures or piled material, the 
combustible exposed surfaces of the tower shall be protected by an automatic
water spray system. [214:5.2.10.1]
  21.21.1.6.2 Systems for exterior protection shall be designed with the same 
attention and care as interior systems. [214:5.2.10.2]
  21.21.1.6.2.11 Pipe sizing shall be based on hydraulic calculations.
[214:5.2.10.2.1]
  21.21.1.6.2.2 Water supply and discharge rate shall be based on a minimum 
0.15 gpm/ft2 (6.11 mm/min) for all protected surfaces. [214:5.2.10.2.2]
  21.21.1.7 Sprinkler System Water Supply.
  21.21.1.7.1 Deluge Systems.
  21.21.1.7.1.1* Where all cells of a cooling tower are protected by a single 
deluge system, the water supply shall be adequate to supply all discharge 
outlets on that system. [214:5.6.1.1]
  21.21.1.7.1.2 Where two or more deluge systems are used to protect a cooling 
tower and fire-resistant partitions are not provided between the deluge systems, 
the water supply shall be adequate to supply all discharge outlets in the two 
most hydraulically demanding adjacent systems. [214:5.6.1.2]
  21.21.1.7.1.3* Where two or more deluge systems are separated by fire-
resistant partitions, the water supply shall be adequate to supply all discharge 
outlets in the single most hydraulically demanding system. [214:5.6.1.3]
  21.21.1.7.2 Wet, Dry, and Preaction Systems.
  21.21.1.7.2.1* Where each cell of the cooling tower is separated by a fire-
resistant partition, the water supply shall be adequate to supply all discharge 
outlets in the hydraulically most demanding single cell. [214:5.6.2.1]
  21.21.1.7.2.2* Where fire-resistant partitions are not provided between 
each cell of a cooling tower, the water supply shall be adequate to supply all 
discharge outlets in the two most hydraulically demanding adjoining cells. 
[214:5.6.2.2]
  21.21.1.7.3 Hose Streams. Water supplies shall be sufficient to include 
a minimum of 500 gpm (1892.5 L/min) for hose streams in addition to the 
sprinkler requirements. [214:5.6.3]
  21.21.1.7.4 Duration. An adequate water supply of at least a 2-hour duration 
shall be provided for the combination of the water supply specified in 5.6.1 or 
5.6.2 of NFPA 214, Standard on Water-Cooling Towers, plus the hose stream 
demand specified in 21.21.1.7.3. [214:5.6.4]
  21.21.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.21.2.1* Counterflow Towers. [214:5.2.4.1]
  21.21.2.1.1 The discharge outlets shall be located under the fan deck and fan 
opening. [214:5.2.4.1.1]
  21.21.2.1.2 Except under the fan opening, all discharge outlets shall have 
deflector distances installed in accordance with Section 8.5 of NFPA 13. 
[214:5.2.4.1.2]
  21.21.2.1.3 Closed-head discharge outlets for dry pipe and preaction systems 
shall be installed in the upright position only. [214:5.2.4.1.3]
  21.21.2.2* Crossflow Towers. [214:5.2.4.2]
  21.21.2.2.1 The discharge outlets protecting the plenum area shall be located 
under the fan deck and in the fan opening.
[214:5.2.4.2.1]
  21.21.2.2.2 Discharge outlets protecting the fill shall be located under the 
distribution basin on either the louver or drift eliminator side, discharging 
horizontally through the joist channels. [214:5.2.4.2.2]
  21.21.2.2.3 Towers with an air travel dimension longer than the maximum 
allowable for the discharge device being used shall have discharge devices 
placed on both sides of the fill area in each joist channel. [214:5.2.4.2.3.1]
  21.21.2.2.4 The pressure at each discharge device shall be adequate to provide 
protection for half of the length of the fill measured along the air travel. 
[214:5.2.4.2.3.2]
  21.21.2.2.5 Where joist channels are wider than 2 ft (0.6 m), more than one 
discharge device shall be required per joist channel. [214:5.2.4.2.4.1]
  21.21.2.2.6 If the discharge device being used is listed for the width of the 
joist channel being protected, one discharge device per joist channel shall be 
permitted to be used. [214:5.2.4.2.4.2]
  21.21.2.3* Extended Fan Decks. On towers having extended fan decks that 
completely enclose the distribution basin, the discharge outlets protecting the 
fill area shall be located over the basin, under the extension of the fan deck. 
[214:5.2.4.3]
  21.21.2.4 Combustible Fan Decks. For deluge systems using directional 
spray nozzles in the pendent position, provisionsshall be made to protect the 
underside of a combustible fan deck at a minimum rate of 0.15 gpm/ft2 (6.11 
mm/min), which shall be included as part of the application rate specified
in 21.21.1.2. [214:5.2.4.4]
  21.21.2.5* Water Basin Covers. On film-filled towers that have solid, hot-
water basin covers over the complete basin, the discharge outlets protecting the 
fill area shall be permitted to be located under the basin covers. [214:5.2.4.5]
  21.21.2.5.1  These discharge outlets shall be open directional spray nozzles or 

15 seconds without electrical branch ower. [99:2014.2.5.2.8]
  21.17.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.18 Fixed Guideway Transit and Passenger Rail Systems.
  21.18.1 Design Requirements.
  21.18.1.1 Other fire suppression systems, if approved, shall be permitted to 
be substituted for automatic sprinkler systems in the areas listed in 21.18.2.1.  
Other approved fire suppression systems shall be permitted to be substituted for 
automatic sprinkler systems in the areas listed in 21.21.2 with the approval of 
the authority having jurisdiction. [130:5.7.3.4]
  21.18.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.18.2.1 An automatic sprinkler protection system shall be provided in 
areas of stations used for concessions, in storage areas, in trash rooms, and in 
the steel truss area of all escalators and other similar areas with combustible 
loadings, except trainways. [130:5.7.3.1]
  21.18.2.2 Sprinkler protection shall be permitted to be omitted in areas of 
open stations remotely located from public spaces. [130:5.7.3.1.1]
  21.18.2.3 Installation of sprinkler systems shall comply with NFPA 13 or 
applicable local codes as required. [130:5.7.3.2]
  21.18.2.4 A sprinkler system waterflow alarm and supervisory signal service 
shall be installed. [130:5.7.3.3]
  21.19 Motion Picture and Television Production Studio Soundstages and 
Approved Production Facilities and Production Locations.
  21.19.1 The requirements of NFPA 13 prohibiting obstruction to sprinkler 
discharge shall not be applicable if approved mitigation techniques are 
employed. [140:4.11.1.3.1]
  21.19.2 The requirements of NFPA 13 prohibiting obstruction to sprinkler 
discharge shall not be applicable if the building sprinkler system meets the 
design criteria for extra hazard Group 2. [140:4.11.1.3.2]
  21.19.3 In any production location building protected by an existing 
automatic sprinkler system, where solid- or hardceiling sets or platforms are 
introduced and create an obstruction to sprinkler discharge, the provisions of 
21.19.4 or 21.19.5 shall be met. [140:5.11.3]
  21.19.4* The requirements of NFPA 13 prohibiting obstructions to sprinkler 
discharge shall not be applicable if approved
mitigation is employed. [140:5.11.4]
  21.19.5* The requirements of NFPA13 prohibiting obstructions to sprinkler 
discharge shall not be applicable if the building sprinkler system meets the 
design criteria for Extra Hazard, Group 2. [140:5.11.5]
  21.20 Animal Housing Facilities.
  21.20.1 Design Requirements.
  21.20.1.1 (Reserved)
  21.20.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.20.2.1 Quick-response sprinklers shall be utilized In throughout the animal 
housing facility. [150:9.2.3]
  21.21 Water Cooling Towers.
  21.21.1 Design Requirements.
  21.21.1.1 Types of Systems.
  21.21.1.1.1* Because the counterflow tower design lends itself to either 
closed- or open-head systems, the following systems shall be permitted to be 
used:
  (1) Wet-pipe
  (2) Dry-pipe
  (3) Preaction
  (4) Deluge
  [214:5.2.2.1]
  21.21.1.1.2* The open-head deluge system shall be used in crossflow towers 
to maximize the water distribution and heat detection activation. [214:5.2.2.2]
  21.21.1.2 Minimum Rate of Application. [214:5.2.3]
  21.21.1.2.1 Under the fan decks of counterflow towers, the rate
of application of water shall be 0.5 gpm/ft2 (20.4 mm/min), including fan 
opening. [214:5.2.3.1]
  21.21.1.2.2 Under the fan decks of crossflow towers, the rate of application 
of water shall be 0.33 gpm/ft2 (13.45 mm/min), including fan opening. 
[214:5.2.3.2]
  21.21.1.2.3 Over the fill areas of crossflow towers, the rate of application of 
water shall be 0.5 gpm/ft2 (20.4 mm/min).
[214:5.2.3.3]
  21.21.1.3 Extended Fan Decks. On towers having extended fan decks that 
completely enclose the distribution basin, the discharge outlets protecting the 
fill area shall be located over the basin, under the extension of the fan deck. 
[214:5.2.4.3]
  21.21.1.3.1 These discharge outlets shall be open directional spray nozzles or 
other approved spray devices arranged to discharge 0.35 gpm/ft2 (14.26 mm/
min) directly on the distribution basin and 0.15 gpm/ft2 (6.11 mm/min) on the 
underside of the fan deck extension. [214:5.2.4.3.1]
  21.21.1.3.2 On towers having extended fan decks that do not completely 
enclose the hot-water basin, outlets protecting the fill shall be located under 
the distribution basin in accordance with 5.2.4.2.2 of NFPA 214, Standard on 
Water-Cooling Towers.
[214:5.2.4.3.2]
  21.21.1.4 Combustible Fan Decks. For deluge systems using directional
 spray nozzles in the pendent position, provisions shall be made to protect the 
underside of a combustible fan deck at a minimum of 0.15 gpm/ft2 (6.11 mm/
min), which shall be included as part of the application rate specified in 5.2.3 
of NFPA 214, Standard onWater-Cooling Towers. [214:5.2.4.4]
  21.21.1.5 Water Basin Covers.* On film-filled towers that have solid, hot-
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of the sprinkler will be exposed after the installation has been completed. 
[214:5.3.3.2]
  21.22 Standard for the Construction and Fire Protection of
Marine Terminals, Piers, and Wharves.
  21.22.1 Design Requirements.
  21.22.1.1* For terminal buildings that do not meet the requirements of   
21.22.1.2, automatic sprinkler systems shall be designed based upon the design 
criteria for the protection of Group A plastics. [307:5.4.2.1]
  21.22.1.2 With the approval of the authority having jurisdiction, the 
requirements of 21.22.1.1 shall not apply to buildings used exclusively for the 
handling or storage of specific cargoes and commodities that are defined as 
commodity classes less than Group A plastics by this standard. [307:5.4.2.2]
  21.22.1.3 Buildings consistent with 21.22.1.2 shall be protected in accordance 
with the design criteria for the applicable commodity as required by this 
standard. [307:5.4.2.3]
  21.22.1.4 Buildings used for the storage of hazardous materials shall be 
protected in accordance with this standard and the applicable codes and 
standards for the type of hazardous material being stored. [307:5.4.2.4]
  21.22.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.22.2.1 Piers and Wharves with Combustible Substructure. 
  21.22.2.1.1 Where there is danger of damage to sprinkler equipment by 
floating objects, physical barriers shall be provided to exclude such objects. 
[307:4.3.3.1.2.2]
  21.22.2.1.2 The installation requirements in 21.22.2.1.2.1, 21.22.2.1.2.1(A), 
and 21.22.2.1.2.1(B) are also required.
  21.22.2.1.2.1* Upward Projecting Sprinklers. Where narrow horizontal 
channels or spaces are caused by caps, stringers, ties, and other structural 
members and where the standard upright sprinkler does not project sufficient 
water upward to extinguish or control fires on the underside of the pier or
wharf deck, a sprinkler that projects water upward to wet the overhead shall be 
used.
  (A) Location, spacing, and deflector position shall be governed by the 
discharge pattern of the sprinkler and the structure being protected.
  (B) The following design and installation guides shall apply where pendent 
sprinklers in the upright position or old-style sprinklers are to be utilized:
  (1) The maximum coverage per sprinkler head shall be limited
to 80 ft2 (7.5 m2).
  (2) Where spacing or arrangement of stringers constitutes typical open-joist 
construction directly supporting the deck, sprinkler branch lines shall be 
installed between the bents at right angles to the stringers and shall meet the
following requirements:
  (a) Spacing between branch lines shall not exceed 10 ft (3 m).
  (b) Sprinklers on branch lines shall be staggered and spaced not to exceed 8 ft 
(2.5 m) on center.
  (3)*Where crisscross construction is involved, closer spacing of sprinklers 
shall be permitted as necessary to provide wetting of the entire structure.
  (4) The deflectors of sprinklers on lines under stringers shall be located not 
less than 4 in. (100 mm) nor more than 10 in. (250 mm) below the bottom 
plane of the stringer, and not more than 18 in. (450 mm) below the underside
of the pier or wharf deck.
  (5)*The sprinkler system shall be hydraulically designed in accordance with 
the requirements of this standard and shall meet the following requirements:
  (a) Sprinkler orifice shall be 1⁄2 in. (12.7 mm) and shall discharge at a 
minimum pressure of 12.5 psi (85 kPa).
  (b) Design area shall be based upon the largest area between firestops plus 
an additional area embracing at least two branch lines on opposite sides of the 
firestop.
  (c) Minimum design area shall be not less than 5000 ft2 (465 m2).
  (6) The temperature rating of the sprinkler shall not exceed 165°F (74°C).
  (7) The maximum area to be protected by any one system shall be limited to 
25,000 ft2 (2325 m2). [307:4.3.3.1.3.1]
  21.23 CleanroomsSemiconductor Fabrication Facilities.
  21.23.1 Design Requirements.
  21.23.1.1* Automatic sprinklers for cleanrooms or clean zones shall be 
hydraulically designed for a density of 0.20 gpm/ft2 (8.15 L/min•m2) over a 
design area of 3000 ft2 (278.8 m2). [318:4.1.2.1]
  21.23.1.2 Automatic sprinkler protection shall be designed and installed in the 
plenum and interstitial space above cleanrooms for a density of 0.20 gpm/ft2 
(8.15 L/min•m2) over a design area of 3000 ft2 (278.8 m2). [318:4.1.2.5]
  21.23.1.2.1* Automatic sprinklers shall be permitted to be omitted if the 
construction and occupancy of these spaces are noncombustible. [318:4.1.2.5.1]
  21.23.1.3* Sprinklers installed in duct systems shall be hydraulically
designed to provide 0.5 gpm (1.9 L/min) over an area derived by multiplying 
the distance between the sprinklers in a horizontal duct by the width of the 
duct. [318:4.1.2.6.2]
  21.23.1.3.1* Minimum discharge shall be 20 gpm (76 L/min) per sprinkler 
from the five hydraulically most remote sprinklers.[318:4.1.2.6.2.1]
  21.23.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.23.2.1* Wet pipe automatic sprinkler protection shall be provided 
throughout facilities containing cleanrooms and clean zones. [318:4.1.1]
  21.23.2.2* Approved quick-response sprinklers shall be utilized for sprinkler 
installations within down-flow airstreams in cleanrooms and clean zones. 
[318:4.1.2.2]
  21.23.2.3* Sprinklers installed in ductwork shall be spaced a maximum of 20 
ft (6.1 m) apart horizontally and 12 ft (3.7 m) apart vertically. [318:4.1.2.6.2.2]

other approved devices arranged to discharge 0.50 gpm/ft2 (20.4 mm/min) into 
the distribution basin horizontally, with some of the spray splashing up and on 
the underside of the water basin covers. [214:5.2.4.5.1]
  21.21.2.6 Valves. [214:5.2.6]
  21.21.2.6.1 Shutoff valves and automatically operated water control valves, if 
provided, shall be located as follows:
  (1) Outside the fire-exposed area
  (2) As close to the cooling tower as possible to minimize the amount of pipe 
to the discharge device
  (3) Where they will be accessible during a fire emergency [214:5.2.6.1.2]
  21.21.2.6.2 Manual Release Valve. [214:5.2.6.2]
  21.21.2.6.2.1 Remote manual release valves, where required, shall be 
conspicuously located and accessible during a fire emergency. [214:5.2.6.2.1]
  21.21.2.6.2.2 Where remote manual release valves are not required, an 
inspector’s test valve shall be provided for each pilot-head-operated system. 
[214:5.2.6.2.2]
  21.21.2.7 Strainers. Strainers shall be required for systems utilizing discharge 
devices with waterways of less than 0.375 in. (9.5 mm) diameter. [214:5.2.7]
  21.21.2.8 Heat Detectors. Where deluge or preaction systems are used, heat 
detectors shall be installed and shall be selected from either of the types in 
5.2.8.1 or 5.2.8.2 of NFPA 214, Standard on Water-Cooling Towers. [214:5.2.8]
  21.21.2.8.1 In mechanical-draft towers, pilot line detectors shall be located 
under the fan deck at the circumference of the fan opening and under the 
fan opening where necessary to comply with the spacing requirements in   
21.21.2.8.1.1. (For extended fan decks, see 5.2.8.2.3 in NFPA 214, Standard on 
Water-Cooling Towers.) [214:5.2.8.1.2.1(A)]
  21.21.2.8.1.1 Pilot line detectors shall be spaced not more than 8 ft (2.4 m) 
apart in any direction including the fan opening. Temperature ratings shall 
be selected in accordance with operating conditions, but shall be no less than 
intermediate. [214:5.2.8.1.2.1(B)]
  21.21.2.8.2 On towers having extended fan decks that completely enclose 
the distribution basin, electrical heat detectors shall be located under the fan 
deck extension in accordance with standard, indoor-spacing rules for the type 
detectors used in accordance with NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm and Signaling
Code. [214:5.2.8.2.3]
  21.21.2.8.2.1 Where the fan deck extension is 16 ft (4.9 m) or less and this 
dimension is the length of the joist channel, then only one row of detectors 
centered on and at right angles to the joist channels shall be required. Spacing 
between detectors shall be in accordance with NFPA 72, National Fire Alarm
and Signaling Code. [214:5.2.8.2.3.1]
  21.21.2.8.2.2 On towers having extended fan decks that do not completely 
enclose the hot-water basin, electrical heat detectors shall not be required under 
the fan deck extension. [214:5.2.8.2.3.2]
  21.21.2.8.3 Where electrical heat detectors are inaccessible during tower 
operation, an accessible test detector shall be provided for each detection zone. 
[214:5.2.8.3]
  21.21.2.8.4 Electrical heat detector components exposed to corrosive vapors 
or liquids shall be protected by materials of construction or by protective 
coatings applied by the equipment manufacturer. [214:5.2.8.4]
  21.21.2.9 Protection for Fan Drive Motor. [214:5.2.9]
  21.21.2.9.1 A sprinkler or spray nozzle shall be provided over each fan drive 
motor where the motor is located so that it is not within the protected area of 
the tower. A water discharge outlet activated by a pilot line detector or a listed 
electrical heat detector shall be provided over each fan drive motor when 
the motor is located so that it is not within the protected area of the tower. 
[214:5.2.9.1]
  21.21.2.9.2 Where a preaction or deluge system is used, the detection system 
shall be extended to cover the motor.Provision shall be made to interlock the 
fan motors with the fire protection system so that the cooling tower fan motors 
are stopped in the cell(s) for which the system is actuated. [214:5.2.9.2]
  21.21.2.9.3  Provision shall be made to interlock the fan motors with
the fire protection system so that the cooling tower fan motors are stopped in 
the cell(s) for which the system is actuated. [214:5.2.9.3]
  21.21.2.9.3 4 Where the continued operation of the fans is vital to the process, 
a manual override switch shall be permitted to be provided to reactivate the fan 
when it is determined that there is no fire. [214:5.2.9.34]
  21.21.2.10 Corrosion Protection. [214:5.3]
  21.21.2.10.1 Piping, fittings, hangers, braces, and attachment hardware 
including fasteners shall be hot-dip galvanized steel per ASTM A 153A/153M, 
Standard Specification for Zinc Coating (Hot Dip) on Iron and Steel Hardware, 
or other materials having a superior corrosion resistance. [214:5.3.1]
  21.21.2.10.1.1 Exposed pipe threads and bolts on fittings shall be protected 
against corrosion. [214:5.3.1.1]
  21.21.2.10.1.2 All other components shall be corrosion resistant or protected 
against corrosion by a coating. [214:5.3.1.2]
  21.21.2.10.2* Wax-type coatings shall not be used on devices without fusible 
elements. [214:5.3.2]
  21.21.2.10.3* Special care shall be taken in the handling and installation of 
wax-coated or similar sprinklers to avoid damaging the coating. [214:5.3.3]
  21.21.2.10.3.1 Corrosion-resistant coatings shall not be applied to 
the sprinklers by anyone other than the manufacturer of the sprinklers. 
[214:5.3.3.1]
  21.21.2.10.3.2 In all cases, any damage to the protective coating occurring 
at the time of installation shall be repaired at once using only the coating 
of the manufacturer of the sprinkler in an approved manner, so that no part 
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preaction sprinkler system providing a density of 0.3 gpm/ft2 (12.2 L/min•m2) 
over the entire area shall be provided. [804:10.8.7(2)]
  21.27.1.7 Standby Emergency Diesel Generators and Combustion 
Turbines. Sprinkler and water spray protection systems shall be designed for a 
0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.19 L/min•m2) density over the entire area. [804:10.9.3(2)]
  21.27.1.8 Fire Pump Room/House. If sprinkler and water spray systems are 
provided for fire pump houses, they shall be designed for a minimum density 
of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.19 L/min•m2) over the entire fire area. [804:10.22.2]
  21.27.1.9 Oil-FiredAuxiliary Boilers. Sprinkler and water spray systems
shall be designed for a minimum density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.19 L/min•m2) 
over the entire area. [804:10.24.3]
  21.27.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.27.2.1 Yard Mains, Hydrants, and Building Standpipes. [804:9.4]
  21.27.2.1.1 Approved visually indicating sectional control valves such as 
post-indicator valves shall be provided to isolate portions of the main for 
maintenance or repair without simultaneously shutting off the supply to both 
primary and backup fire suppression systems. [804:9.4.2]
  21.27.2.1.2* Sectional control valves shall permit maintaining independence 
of the individual loop around each unit, and the following criteria also shall be 
met:
  (1) For such installations, common water supplies shall also be permitted to 
be utilized.
  (2) For multiple-reactor sites with widely separated plants [approaching 1 mi 
(1.6 km) or more], separate yard fire main loops shall be used. [804:9.4.4]
  21.27.2.1.3 Sprinkler systems and manual hose station standpipes shall have 
connections to the plant underground water main so that a single active failure 
or a crack in a moderateenergy line can be isolated so as not to impair both the 
primary and backup fire suppression systems unless otherwise permitted by the 
following:
  (1) Alternatively, headers fed from each end shall be permitted inside  
buildings to supply both sprinkler and standpipe systems, provided steel piping 
and fittings meeting the requirements of ASME B31.1, Power Piping, are used
for the headers (up to and including the first valve) supplying the sprinkler 
systems where such headers are part of the seismically analyzed hose standpipe 
system.
  (2) Where provided, such headers shall be considered an extension of the yard 
main system.
  (3) Each sprinkler and standpipe system shall be equipped with an outside 
screw and yoke (OS&Y) gate valve or other approved shutoff valve. 
[804:9.4.7]
  21.27.2.2 Cable Concentrations. The location of sprinklers or spray nozzles 
shall protect cable tray arrangements and possible transient combustibles to 
ensure water coverage for areas that could present exposure fire hazards to the 
cable raceways. [804:10.4.2.2.3]
  21.27.2.3 Turbine Building. Deluge sprinkler systems or deluge spray 
systems shall meet the following criteria:
  (1) They shall be zoned to limit the area of protection to that which the 
drainage system can handle with any two adjacent systems actuated.
  (2) They shall be hydraulically designed with each zone calculated with the 
largest adjacent zone flowing. [804:10.4.2.2.4]
  21.28 Light Water Nuclear Power Plants.
  21.28.1 Design Requirements. A fire protection water supply of reliability, 
quantity, and duration shall be provided by one of the two following methods:
  (1) Afire protection water supply of not less than two separate 300,000 gal 
(1,135,500 L) supplies shall be provided.
  (2) The 2-hour fire flow rate for 2 hours shall be calculated, and the following 
criteria shall be met:
  (a) The flow rate shall be based on 500 gpm (1892.5 L/min) for manual hose 
streams plus the largest design demand of any sprinkler or fixed water spray 
system (s) in the power block as determined in accordance with NFPA 13 or 
NFPA 15, Standard for Water Spray Fixed Systems for Fire Protection.
  (b) The fire water supply shall be capable of delivering this design demand 
with the hydraulically least demanding portion of fire main loop out of service.
[805:5.5.1]
  21.28.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.28.2.1 Each sprinkler and standpipe system shall be equipped with an 
outside screw and yoke (OS&Y) gate valve or other approved shutoff valve. 
[805:5.5.17]
  21.28.2.2 Sprinkler systems and manual hose station standpipes shall be 
connected to the plant fire protection water main so that a single active failure 
or a crack to the water supply piping to these systems can be isolated so as not 
to impair both the primary and backup fire suppression systems. [805:5.5.12]
  21.29 Electric Generating Plants and High Voltage Direct Current 
Converter Stations. [NFPA 850]
  21.29.1* Design Requirements.
  21.29.2* Installation Requirements. 
  21.30 Hydroelectric Generating Plants. [NFPA 851]
  21.30.1* Design Requirements.
  21.30.1.1 Hydraulic Control Systems.  Fixed fire protection for this 
quipment, where provided, should be as follows: 
  (1) Automatic wet pipe sprinkler systems utilizing a design density of 0.25 
gpm/ft2(10.2 mm/min) for the entire hazard area.
  (2) Automatic foam-water sprinkler systems providing a density of 0.16 gpm/
ft2 (6.5 mm/min). [851:7.2.4]

  21.23.2.4 A separate indicating control valve shall be provided for sprinklers 
installed in ductwork. [318:4.1.2.6.3]
  21.23.2.5 The sprinklers shall be accessible for periodic inspection and 
maintenance. [318:4.1.2.6.6]
  21.24 Aircraft Hangars.
  21.24.1 Design Requirements. Sprinkler systems installed in aircraft hangars 
shall comply with NFPA 409, Standard on Aircraft Hangars.
  21.24.2 Installation Requirements. Sprinkler systems installed in aircraft 
hangars shall comply with NFPA 409, Standard on Aircraft Hangars.
  21.25 Airport Terminal Buildings, Fueling Ramp Drainage, and Loading 
Walkways.
  21.25.1 Design Requirements.
  21.25.1.1 Passenger handling areas shall be classified as ordinary hazard 
Group 1 occupancy for the purpose of sprinkler system design. [415:4.5.1.3]
  21.25.1.2* Baggage, package, and mail handling areas shall be classified as 
ordinary hazard Group 2 occupancy for the purpose of sprinkler system design. 
[415:4.5.1.4]
  21.25.1.3* Other areas of the airport terminal building shall be classified 
based on the occupancy of the area. [415:4.5.1.5]
  21.25.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.26 Aircraft Engine Test Facilities.
  21.26.1 Design Requirements.
  21.26.1.1* In engine test cells, the minimum design discharge density shall be 
0.5 gpm/ft2 (0.34 L/sec/m2) of protected area. [423:7.6.3]
  21.26.1.2 In engine test cells, water supplies shall be capable
of meeting the largest demand at the design rate plus hose
stream demand for a period of 30 minutes. [423:7.6.4]
  21.26.1.2.1 Hose stream demand shall be a minimum of 250 gpm (16 L/sec). 
[423:7.6.4.1]
  21.26.1.2.2 The hydraulic calculation and the water supply
shall be based on the assumption that all sprinklers in the test
cell are operating simultaneously. [423:7.6.4.2]
  21.26.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.27 Advanced LightWater Reactor Electric Generating Plants.
  21.27.1 Design Requirements.
  21.27.1.1* Sprinkler SystemWater Supply. The fire water supply shall be 
calculated on the basis of the largest expected flow rate for a period of 2 hours, 
but shall not be less than 300,000 gal (1,135,500 L), and the following criteria 
also shall apply:
  (1) The flow rate shall be based on 500 gpm (1892.5 L/min) for manual hose 
streams plus the largest design demand of any sprinkler or fixed water spray 
system.
  (2) The fire water supply shall be capable of delivering the design demand 
specified in 21.27.1.1(1) with the hydraulically least demanding portion of fire 
main loop out of service. [804:9.2.1]
  21.27.1.2 Yard Mains. The underground yard fire main loop shall be installed 
to furnish anticipated water requirements, and the following criteria also shall 
be met:
  (1) The type of pipe and water treatment shall be design considerations,
with tuberculation as one of the parameters.
  (2) Means for inspecting and flushing the systems shall be provided. 
[804:9.4.1]
  21.27.1.3 Cable Tunnels. [804:10.4.2]
  21.27.1.3.1 Automatic sprinkler systems shall be designed for a density of 0.3 
gpm/ft2 (12.2 L/min•m2) for the most remote 100 linear ft (30.5 m) of cable 
tunnel up to the most remote 2500 ft2 (232.2 m2). [804:10.4.2.2.2]
  21.27.1.3.2 Deluge sprinkler systems or deluge spray systems shall meet the 
following criteria:
  (1) They shall be zoned to limit the area of protection to that
which the drainage system can handle with any two adjacent
systems actuated.
  (2) They shall be hydraulically designed with each zone calculated with the 
largest adjacent zone flowing. [804:10.4.2.2.4]
  21.27.1.4 Cable Spreading Room. The cable spreading room shall have an 
automatic fixed water-based suppression system, and the following criteria also 
shall be met:
  (1) The location of sprinklers or spray nozzles shall protect cable tray 
arrangements to ensure water coverage for areas that could present exposure 
fire hazards to the cable raceways.
  (2) Automatic sprinkler systems shall be designed for a density of 0.30 gpm/
ft2 (12.2 L/min•m2) over the most remote 2500 ft2 (232.2 m2). [804:10.4.1.1]
  21.27.1.5* Beneath Turbine Generator Operating Floor. All areas beneath 
the turbine generator operating floor shall be protected by an automatic 
sprinkler or foam-water sprinkler system meeting the following criteria:
  (1) The sprinkler system beneath the turbine generator shall be designed 
around obstructions from structural members and piping.
  (2) The sprinkler system shall be designed to a minimum density of 0.3 
gpm/ft2 (12.2 L/min•m2) over a minimum application of 5000 ft2 (464.5 m2). 
[804:10.8.2.1]
  21.27.1.6* Turbine Generator Bearings. [804:10.8.3]
  21.27.1.6.1 Lubricating oil lines above the turbine operating floor shall be 
protected with an automatic sprinkler system to a minimum density of 0.30 
gpm/ft2 (12.2 L/min•m2) that covers those areas subject to oil accumulation, 
including the area within the turbine lagging (skirt). [804:10.8.4]
  21.27.1.6.2 Where shaft-driven ventilation systems are used, an automatic 
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pipe at established intervals and locations.  [909:9.12.12.3.3]
  21.32 National Electrical Code.
  21.32.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.32.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.32.2.1 Dedicated Electrical Space. The space equal to the width and 
depth of the equipment and extending from the floor to a height of 6 ft (1.8 
m) above the equipment or to the structural ceiling, whichever is lower, shall 
be dedicated to the electrical installation. No piping, ducts, leak protection 
apparatus, or other equipment foreign to the electrical installation shall be 
located in this zone except for suspended ceilings with removable panels. 
[70:110.26(F)(1)(a)]
  21.32.2.2 The area above the dedicated space required by
  21.32.2.1 shall be permitted to contain foreign systems, provided protection is 
installed to avoid damage to the electrical equipment from condensation, leaks, 
or breaks in such foreign systems. [70:110.26(F)(1)(b)]
  21.32.2.3* Sprinkler protection shall be permitted for the dedicated space 
where the piping complies with this section. [70:110.26(F)(1)(c)]
  21.33 Fire Protection of Telecommunication Facilities.
  21.33.1 Design Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.33.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.33.2.1 All piping for dry pipe and pre-action sprinkler systems shall be 
installed with a pitch in accordance with NFPA 13 whether or not the piping is 
subjected to freezing conditions. [76:8.6.2.2.2]
  21.34 Exhaust Systems for Air Conveying of Vapors, Gases, Mists, and 
Noncombustible Particulate Solids.
  21.34.1 Design Requirements.
  21.34.1.1 When a sprinkler system is installed, means shall be provided to 
prevent water accumulation in the duct or flow of water back to a process 
subject that could be damaged by water. [91:8.2 9.2]
  21.34.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.35 Class E Hypobaric Facilities.
  21.35.1 Design Requirements.
  21.35.1.1 A fire suppression system consisting of independently supplied 
and operating handline and fixed deluge-type water spray systems shall be 
installed. [99B:4.5.1.5]
  21.35.1.2 Design of the fire suppression system shall be such that failure of 
components in either the handline or deluge system will not render the other 
system inoperative. [99B:4.5.1.6]
  21.35.1.3 System design shall be such that activation of either the handline or 
the deluge system shall automatically cause the following:
  (1) Visual and audio alarm indicators shall be activated at the chamber 
operator’s console.
  (2) All ungrounded electrical leads for power and lighting circuits contained 
inside the chamber shall be disconnected.
 (3) Emergency lighting and communication, where used, shall be activated. 
[99B:4.5.1.7]
  21.35.1.4 Intrinsically safe circuits, including sound-powered 
communications, shall be permitted to remain connected when either the 
handline or deluge system is activated. [99B:4.5.1.8]
  21.35.1.5 Control circuitry and other electrical equipment involved in the fire 
detection and suppression system shall be powered from the critical branch of 
the emergency electrical system and connected to the uninterruptible power 
supply (UPS). [99B:4.5.1.11]
  21.35.1.6 In chambers that consist of more than one compartment, the deluge 
system shall operate independently or simultaneously even if the compartments 
are at different pressures (altitudes). [99B:4.5.2.2]
  21.35.1.7 Fixed deluge systems shall not be required in chamber 
compartments that are used strictly as personnel transfer compartments and for 
no other purpose. [99B:4.5.2.3]
  21.35.1.8 Manual activation and deactivation deluge controls shall be located 
at the operator’s console and in each chamber compartment containing a deluge 
system. [99B:4.5.2.4]
  21.35.1.9 Controls shall be designed to prevent unintended activation. 
[99B:4.5.2.4.1]
  21.35.1.10 Water shall be delivered from the fixed discharge nozzles of the 
deluge system within 3 seconds of activation of any affiliated deluge control. 
[99B:4.5.2.5]
  21.35.1.11* Total water demand shall be determined by multiplying the total 
chamber floor area by 7.5 gpm/ft2 (305.6 L/min/m2). [99B:4.5.2.5.1]
  21.35.1.12 The minimum operating pressure at the nozzle shall be 30 psi (206 
kPa). [99B:4.5.2.5.2]
  21.35.1.13 The water supply shall be constantly and fully charged. 
[99B:4.5.2.6]
  21.35.1.14 The water supply pressure shall be constantly monitored and an 
interlock shall prevent chamber operation if water supply pressure has fallen 10 
percent below normal operating charge pressure. [99B:4.5.2.7]
  21.35.1.15 There shall be water in the deluge system to maintain the flow 
specified in 21.35.1.11 simultaneously in each chamber containing the deluge 
system for 1 minute. [99B:4.5.2.8]
  21.35.1.16 The limit on maximum extinguishment duration shall be governed 
by the chamber capacity (bilge capacity also, if so equipped) and/or its 
drainage system. [99B:4.5.2.9]
  21.35.1.17 The deluge system shall have stored pressure to operate for at least 
15 seconds without electrical branch power. [99B:4.5.2.10]
  21.35.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.36 Coal Mines.

  21.30.1.2 Cable Concentrations.  Sprinkler or water spray systems should be 
designed for a density of 0.30 gpm/ft2 (12.2 mm/min) over 2500 ft2 (232 m2).
  This coverage is for area protection. Individual cable tray tier coverage could 
be required based on the fire risk evaluation. [851:7.5.3]
  21.30.1.3 Cable Tunnels.  Where protection is required by the fire risk 
valuation,cable tunnels should be protected by automatic water spray, 
automatic wet pipe sprinkler, or foam-water spray systems. Automatic sprinkler 
systems should be designed for a density of 0.30 gpm/ft2 (12.2 mm/min) over 
2500 ft2 (232 m2) or the most remote 100 linear ft (30.5 m) of cable tunnel up 
to 2500 ft2 (232 m2).[851: 7.6.1]
  21.30.1.4  Emergency Generators.  Emergency generators located within 
main plant structures should be protected by automatic sprinkler, water spray,
foam-water sprinkler, compressed air foam, or gaseous-type extinguishing 
systems. Sprinkler and water spray protection systems should be designed for a 
0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) density over the fire area. [851:7.11.2]
  21.30.1.5  Air Compressors. Automatic sprinkler protection designed 
for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2(10.2 mm/min) over the postulated oil spill or 
compressed air foam should be considered for air compressors containing a 
large quantity of oil. [851:7.12]
  21.30.1.6  Hydraulic Systems for Gate and Valve Operators. Hydraulic 
control systems should use a listed fire-resistant fluid. Automatic sprinkler 
protection designed for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the 
fire area or compressed air foam systems should be considered for hydraulic 
systems not using a listed fire-resistant fluid. [851:7.13]
  21.30.1.7  Fire Pumps. Rooms housing diesel-driven fire pumps should 
be protected by automatic sprinkler, water spray, foamwater sprinkler, or 
compressed air foam systems. If sprinkler and water spray protection systems 
are provided, they should be designed for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/
min) over the fire area. For automatic foam-water sprinkler systems, a density 
of 0.16 gpm/ft2 (6.5 mm/min) should be provided. [851:7.14]
  21.30.2* Installation Requirements. 
  21.30.2.1 Hydraulic Control Systems.  Fire extinguishing systems, where 
installed for lube oil systems employing combustible-type oil, should include 
protection for the reservoirs, pumps, and all oil lines, especially where unions 
exist on piping and beneath any shielded area where flowing oil can collect. 
Facilities not provided with curbs or drains should extend coverage for a 
distance of 20 ft (6 m) from the oil lines, when measured from the outermost
oil line. [851:7.2.7]
  21.31 Code for the Protection of Cultural Resource Properties — 
Museums, Libraries, and Places of Worship. [NFPA 909]
  21.31.1* Design Requirements.
  21.31.1.1* Standard-response sprinklers shall be permitted for use in light-
hazard areas. [909:12.4.4.2 9.12.12.2]
  21.31.1.2 * Preaction and dry pipe systems shall be designed to minimize the 
risk of corrosion in accordance with the requirements of 9.12.12.3.1 through 
9.12.12.3.5 of NFPA 909. [909:9.12.12.3]
  21.31.1.2 System Design for Museums, Libraries, and Their Collections in 
Compact Storage.
  21.31.1.2.1* The design shall recognize the nature of the hazard from a fire 
that originates in a compact mobile storage unit, where fuel loads are invariably 
large and fire growth is significantly different from that in other kinds of 
storage. [909:16.4.8.1.39.12.23.4.1.3]
  21.31.1.2.2* The automatic fire suppression system, the compact storage 
system, and the storage compartmentalization features shall be designed 
to limit fire damage in accordance with the facility’s fire safety objectives. 
[909:16.4.8.1.4.1 9.12.23.4.1.4 (A)]
  21.31.1.2.3 Design calculations shall include the number and size of the 
storage modules, the separation provided between the modules end-to-end 
and back-to-back, and the type of materials being stored. [909: 9.12.23.4.1.4 
(B)16.4.8.1.4.2]
  21.31.1.2.4 Where the automatic suppression is provided by automatic fire 
sprinkler systems, the systems shall be wet pipe, single interlock pre-action or 
single noninterlock pre-action systems. [909: 9.12.23.4.1.4 (C)16.4.8.1.4.3]
  21.31.1.2.5 Dry pipe or double-interlock pre-action systems shall not be 
installed in compact storage areas. [909: 9.12.23.4.1.4 (D)16.4.8.1.4.4]
  21.31.1.2.6 Where compact storage is installed in an existing storage area, the 
existing automatic fire detection and fire suppression systems shall be modified 
as required to accommodate the increased fire loading. [909: 9.12.23.4.1.4 
(E)16.4.8.2]
  21.31.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.31.2.1* Branch lines shall be pitched at least 1⁄2 in. per 10 ft. (4 mm/m), 
and mains shall be pitched at least 1⁄4 in. per 10 ft. (2 mm/m). 909:9.12.12.3.1]
  21.31.2.2* Auxiliary drains shall be provided at all low points in 
accordance with NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems 
requirements for dry pipe systems and preaction systems subject to freezing. 
[909:9.12.12.3.2.1]
  21.31.2.3* Where steel pipe is used in dry pipe and preaction systems, the 
provisions of NFPA 13, Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems, 
shall be applied assuming water supplies and environmental conditions that 
contribute to unusual corrosive properties, and a plan shall be developed to 
treat the system using one of the following methods:
  (1) Install a water pipe that is corrosion resistant
  (2) Treat all water that enters the system using an approved corrosion 
inhibitor
  (3) Implement an approved plan for monitoring the interior conditions of the 
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  (8) Inside dikes enclosing organic solvent storage tanks
  (9) Over organic solvent pumps
 (10) Over elevated pipe racks carrying organic solvents in
plastic pipes
 (11) Other areas handling, processing, or exposed to flammable
or combustible liquids  [122:13.19.1]
  21.37.1.3.2* Fire suppression for applications in 13.19.1 shall be water, foam, 
dry chemical, or water mist. [120:13.19.1.1]
  21.37.1.3.3* Design of fire suppression systems in 13.19.1 shall be based on 
criteria set forth in NFPA 11, Standard for Low-,Medium-, and High-Expansion 
Foam; NFPA 15, Standard forWater Spray Fixed Systems for Fire Protection; 
NFPA 16, Standard for the Installation of Foam-Water Sprinkler and Foam-
Water Spray Systems; and NFPA 17, Standard for Dry Chemical Extinguishing 
Systems. [122:13.19.1.2]
  21.37.1.3.4* Actuation of fire suppression systems in 13.19.1 shall be 
automatic. [122:13.19.1.3]
  21.37.1.3.5  As exposure protection, automatic water-only deluge (open-head) 
sprinkler systems shall be provided between mixer-settler trains if spaced 
closer than 15.24 m (50 ft) from each other. [122:13.19.2]
  21.37.1.3.6  As exposure protection, automatic water-only deluge sprinkler 
systems shall be provided around the exterior perimeter of organic solvent 
tanks if spaced closer than 15.24 m (50 ft) from each other. [122:13.19.3]
  21.37.1.3.7  As exposure protection, automatic fire suppression shall be 
provided over other critical equipment (i.e., transformers) or outside along 
important building walls [i.e., motor control center (MCC) rooms] that are 
within 15.24 m (50 ft) of a solvent fire area. [122:13.19.4]
  21.37.1.3.8  Hydraulic design of automatic fire suppression systems in 
13.19.1 shall include the simultaneous operation of all fire protection systems 
associated with a single (multi-cell) train. [122:13.19.5]
  21.37.1.3.9  The total flow rate of foam application and water associated with 
the discharge of automatic fire extinguishing systems, fixed monitors, and 
hydrants shall determine the total volume of fire water required. [122:13.19.6]
  21.37.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.38 Hazardous Materials [400]
  21.38.1 Design Requirements  Sprinkler system discharge criteria for the 
protection of hazardous materials shall comply with NFPA 400, Hazardous 
Materials Code.
  21.38.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)
  21.39  Retail Sales of Fireworks and Pyrotechnic Articles [1124]
  21.39.1 Design Requirements  
  21.39.1.1 The automatic sprinkler system shall be designed using the 
following criteria for the areas in which the consumer fireworks are stored in 
DOT-approved packaging:
  (1) Consumer fireworks stored in DOT-approved packaging shall be 
considered as a Class IV commodity.
  (2) Consumer fireworks stored to a height not greater than 10 ft (3 m) in 
racks, or 12 ft (3.7 m) otherwise, shall be classified as an Ordinary Hazard 
(Group 2) occupancy.
  (3) Consumer fireworks stored to a height not greater than 12 ft (3.7 m) 
in racks, but greater than 10 ft (3 m), shall be classified as an Extra Hazard 
(Group 1) occupancy.
  (4) Consumer fireworks stored to a height greater than 12 ft (3.7 m) shall 
be protected by an automatic sprinkler system designed using a fire control 
approach or a special design approach in accordance with NFPA13, Standard 
for the Installation of Sprinkler Systems. [1124:6.5.1.1]
  21.39.2 Installation Requirements. (Reserved)

Appendix

  A.21.4.1.1 Spray application operations should be located only in buildings 
that are completely protected by an approved system of automatic sprinklers. If 
located in unsprinklered buildings, sprinklers should be installed to protect
spray application processes where practical. Because of the rapidity and 
intensity of fires that involve spray operations, the available water should be 
ample to simultaneously supply all sprinkler heads likely to open in one fire 
without depleting the available water for use by hose streams. Noncombustible
draft curtains can be used to limit the number of sprinklers that will open.
  Even when areas adjacent to coating operations are considered under 
reasonably positive fire control by adequate automatic sprinkler protection, 
damage is possible if operations are conducted on floors above those 
containing contents that are highly susceptible to water damage. Waterproofing
and drainage of spray room floors can assist in reducing water damage on 
floors below. The proper drainage of the large volume of water frequently 
necessary to extinguish spray finishing room fires often presents considerable
difficulty. [33: A.9.4]
  Subsection 21.4.1.1 lists four types of automatic sprinkler systems and 
requires that the one “most appropriate for the portion of the spray area 
being protected” be used. Generally, an open-head deluge system provides 
the highest level of protection, given that all sprinklers in the protected area 
flow simultaneously. This type of system is most appropriate for large, down-
draft, water-wash spray booths when protecting automatic electrostatic spray 
application zones.
  Wet pipe automatic sprinkler systems are appropriate for protecting spray 
booths that utilize nonelectrostatic application processes or operations using 

  21.36.1 Design Requirements.
  21.36.1.1 Underground Mining Operations.
  21.36.1.1.1* Fire sprinkler systems for underground mining operations shall 
be designed and installed in accordance with NFPA 120.
  21.36.1.2 Coal Preparation Plants and Crusher Buildings.
  21.36.1.2.1 When automatic sprinkler systems are to be supplied through 
the standpipe system, hydraulic calculations shall be used to ensure that the 
piping and the water supply meet the hose and automatic sprinkler demands 
simultaneously. [120:6.3.2.3.2]
  21.36.1.3 Underground Conveyors.
  21.36.1.3.1 The application rate shall not be less than 10.2 L/min/m2 (0.25 
gpm/ft2) of the top surface of the top belt. [120:9.4.6.4]
  21.36.1.3.2 The water supply shall be free of excessive sediment and 
corrosives and provide the required flow for not less than 10 minutes. 
A strainer with a flush-out connection and manual shutoff valve shall be 
provided. [120:9.4.6.6]
  21.36.1.3.3 The system shall be interlocked to shut down the conveyor and 
provide an audible and a visual alarm. [120:9.4.6.8]
  21.36.1.3.4 Fire suppression systems shall also comply with 21.36.1.1.1. 
[120:9.4.6.10]
  21.36.1.3.5 Sprinkler systems shall meet the following requirements:
  (1) The sprinklers shall be installed in accordance with NFPA 13 as far as 
practical, and shall have components that have been listed.
  (2) The water supply shall be capable of supplying a constant flow of water 
with all heads functioning for a period of 10 minutes.
  (3) The sprinkler head activation temperature shall not be less than 65.6°C 
(150°F) or greater than 148.9°C (300°F). [120:9.4.6.13]
  21.36.2 Installation Requirements.
  21.36.2.1 Underground Conveyors.
  21.36.2.1.1 Deluge water spray systems, foam systems, closedhead sprinkler 
systems, or dry-chemical systems automatically actuated by rise in temperature 
shall be installed at main and secondary belt conveyor drives. [120:9.4.6.1]
  21.36.2.1.2 Fire suppression systems shall extend to the belt drive, hydraulic 
takeup unit electrical controls, discharge roller, drive motors, gear reducing 
unit, and conveyor belt to a distance of 15.2 m (50 ft) on the downwind side. 
[120:9.4.6.2]
  21.36.2.1.3 Piping for the deluge, foam, or closed-head sprinkler system shall 
be metal and listed for sprinkler applications. [120:9.4.6.3]
  21.36.2.1.4 The discharge shall be directed at both the upper and the bottom 
surface of the top belt and the upper surface of the bottom belt. [120:9.4.6.5]
  21.36.2.1.5 Maximum distance between nozzles on a branch line shall not 
exceed 2.4 m (8 ft). [120:9.4.6.7]
  21.36.2.1.6 The components of the system shall be located so as to minimize 
the possibility of damage by roof fall or by the moving belt and its load. 
[120:9.4.6.9]
  21.36.2.1.7 Deluge water spray systems shall meet the requirements of 
21.36.2.1.7.1 through 21.36.2.1.7.5. [120:9.4.6.11]
  21.36.2.1.7.1 The system shall be activated by heat detectors. [120:9.4.6.11.1]
  21.36.2.1.7.2 Heat detectors shall be located at the belt drive, hydraulic 
takeup unit (unless fire-resistive fluid is used), discharge roller, and the roof 
above the conveyor. [120:9.4.6.11.1.1]
  21.36.2.1.7.3 Heat detectors at the roof line should be spaced 2.4 m to 3.048 
m (8 ft to 10 ft) apart along the entire length of the protected area of the belt. 
[120:9.4.6.11.1.2]
  21.36.2.1.7.4 The nozzles shall be full cone, corrosion resistant, and provided 
with blow-off dust covers. [120:9.4.6.11.2]
  21.36.2.1.7.5 A closed sprinkler head shall be used over the electrical 
controls. [120:9.4.6.11.3]
  21.36.2.2 Mine Surface Buildings.
  21.36.2.2.1 If sprinklers are installed, waterflow, valve tamper and low 
building temperature alarms shall be provided. [120:8.6.1.2]
  21.37 Metal/Nonmetal Mining and Metal Mineral Processing Facilities.
  21.37.1 Design Requirements.
  21.37.1.1 Water Supplies.
  21.37.1.1.1 When automatic sprinkler systems are supplied through the hand 
hose line standpipe system, hydraulic calculations shall be used to ensure 
that the piping and water supply will supply the hose and automatic sprinkler 
demands simultaneously. [122:6.2.3]
  21.37.1.1.2 Where a fire water supply for a surface mineral processing plant 
is required by the risk assessment, capacity and availability shall provide the 
water demand for fire fighting purposes, including hose and sprinkler systems, 
for a minimum duration of 2 hours. [122:13.7.2]
  21.37.1.2* Where provided, automatic sprinkler systems installed for the 
protection of flammable liquid or diesel fuel storage areas shall be of the foam-
water type. [122:11.3.1]
  21.37.1.3*  New Solvent Extraction (SX) Facilities.
  21.37.1.3.1  Fixed fire suppression shall be provided for the following
SX facility areas and equipment:
  (1) Buildings housing SX processes
  (2) Interior of all mixer-settler vessels/cells
  (3) Crud tanks that include treatment filters and centrifuges
  (4) Coalescers
  (5) Along launders and weirs outside of mixer-settler vessels
  (6) Inside pipe trenches carrying solvents
  (7) Inside organic solvent and diluent tanks
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  A.21.14.2.1 In facilities that are under the supervision of an operator or 
other person familiar with the equipment, during all periods that equipment 
is energized, the normal delay between the initial outbreak of a fire and the 
operation of a sprinkler system will provide adequate time for operators to
shut down the power by use of the emergency shutdown switches as prescribed 
in Section 10.4 of NFPA 75. In other instances where a fire can operate 
sprinkler heads before discovery by personnel, a method of automatic detection 
should be provided to automatically de-energize the electronic equipment
as quickly as possible.
  To minimize damage to electronic computer equipment located in sprinkler-
protected areas, it is important that power be off prior to the application of 
water on the fire. [75: A.8.1.2]
  A.21.14.2.3 The use of carbon dioxide systems for the protection of spaces 
beneath raised floors is discussed in Section B.5 of NFPA 12, Standard on 
Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems, wherein it is pointed out that the 
design of such systems requires compensation for leakage and provision for a 
soft discharge to minimize turbulence and agent loss through perforated
tiles. These same concerns exist for other inert gas clean agent systems 
installed in accordance with NFPA 2001, Standard
on Clean Agent Fire Extinguishing Systems. Since these spaces
are usually of a very limited height, this type of fire suppression
system may be easier to design and install than sprinklers.
[75: A.8.1.1.2]
  A.21.15.2.2 See Figure A.21.15.2.2(a) through Figure   A.21.15.2.2(h).
  A.21.16.2.1 Automatic sprinkler protection should be considered for ovens, 
furnaces, or related equipment if any of the following conditions exists:
  (1) The material being processed is combustible.
  (2) Racks, trays, spacers, or containers are combustible.
  (3) There are areas where appreciable accumulations of combustible drippings 
or deposits are present on the inside of the oven surface or on racks, trays, and 
so forth.
  The type of sprinklers and arrangement should be appropriate to the oven 
arrangement, interior ductwork, and the material passing through the oven. [86: 
A.14.2.1]
  A.21.16.2.6 At elevated temperatures, galvanizing can flake off of pipe 
surfaces, and the flakes can collect at and obstruct the discharge of the fire 
suppression system. [86: A.14.3.2]
  A.21.17.1.5 More than one control station could be required in a compartment 
(lock) depending on its size. [99: A.20.2.5.2.4]
  A.21.17.1.8 Experience has shown that when water is discharged through 
conventional sprinkler heads into a hyperbaric atmosphere, the spray angle 
is reduced because of increased resistance to water droplet movement in the 
denser atmosphere. This is so even though the water pressure differential
is maintained above chamber pressure. Therefore, it is necessary to compensate 
by increasing the number of sprinkler heads. It is recommended that spray 
coverage tests be conducted at maximum chamber pressure.
  Some chamber configurations, such as small-diameter horizontal cylinders, 
could have a very tiny “floor,” or even no floor at all. For horizontal cylinder 
chambers and spherical chambers, “floor level” should be taken to mean the 
level at 1⁄4 diameter below the chamber centerline or actual “floor level,”
whichever gives the larger floor area. [99: A.20.2.5.2.6]
  A.21.19.4 See A.4.11.1.3.1 of NFPA 140. [140: A.5.11.4]
  A.21.19.5 See A.4.11.1.3.1 of NFPA 140. [140: A.5.11.5]
  A.21.21.1.1.1 A deluge system provides a higher degree of protection 
where water supplies are adequate. In climates that are subject to freezing 
temperatures, a deluge system minimizes the possibility of failure due to pipes 
freezing. [214: A.5.2.2.1]
  A.21.21.1.1.2 The crossflow design is such that it is difficult to locate 
sprinklers in the most desirable spots for both water distribution and heat 
detection. This situation can be solved by separating these two functions and 
using separate water discharge and detection systems. [214: A.5.2.2.2]
  A.21.21.1.7.1.1 Where a single deluge system protects an entire water-cooling 
tower, regardless of the number of cells, the water supply needs to be based 
on the entire deluge system coverage. (See Figure A.21.21.1.7.1.1.) [214: 
A.5.6.1.1]
  A.21.21.1.7.1.3 Deluge systems separated by fire-resistant partitions can 
be treated independently as worst-case water supply situations. (See Figure 
A.21.21.1.7.1.3.) [214: A.5.6.1.3]
  A.21.21.1.7.2.1 Water-cooling towers with each cell separated by a fire-
resistant partition and protected by wet, dry, or preaction system(s) should have 
the water supply based on the most demanding individual cell. (See Figure 
A.21.21.1.7.2.1.) [214: A.5.6.2.1]
  A.21.21.1.7.2.2 Without fire-resistant partitions between cells, the worst-
case situation involves the most demanding adjoining cells. (See Figure 
A.21.21.1.7.2.2.) [214: A.5.6.2.2]
  A.21.21.2.1 See Figure A.21.21.2.1(a) through Figure A.21.21.2.1(d).
  A.21.21.2.2 See Figure A.21.21.2.2(a) through Figure A.21.21.2.2(d).
  A.21.21.2.3 Location of the nozzle relative to surfaces to be
protected should be determined by the particular nozzle’s discharge
characteristics. Care should also be taken in the selection of nozzles to obtain 
waterways not easily obstructed by debris, sediment, sand, and so forth, in the 
water. [See Figure A.21.21.2.3(a) and Figure A.21.21.2.3(b).] [214: A.5.2.4.3]
  A.21.21.2.5 See Figure A.21.21.2.5.
  A.21.21.2.10.2 Approved discharge devices are made of nonferrous material 
and are corrosion-resistant to normal atmospheres. Some atmospheres require 

listed electrostatic application processes. Wet pipe systems are also generally 
used to protect exhaust plenums (eliminator or scrubber sections), exhaust 
ducts, and air recirculation filter houses. Dry pipe systems have been included 
because some exhaust duct designs include sections that are subject to freezing.
  Preaction systems have been included because some spray application 
processes and equipment can be damaged by unwanted water discharge. 
This damage can be disruptive and costly. Powder spray booths and solvent 
concentrator (air pollution abatement) systems are examples of systems where 
it is appropriate to use a preaction system. [33: A.9.4.1]
  A.21.4.2.1 Automatic sprinklers in spray areas, including the interior of spray 
booths and exhaust ducts, should be wet pipe, preaction, or deluge system so 
that water can be placed on the fire in the shortest possible time. Automatic 
sprinklers in spray booths and exhaust ducts should be of the lowest practical
temperature rating. The delay in application of water with ordinary dry pipe 
sprinklers can permit a fire to spread so rapidly that final extinguishment is 
difficult without large resulting damage.
  The location of the sprinkler heads inside spray booths should be selected 
with care in order to avoid heads being placed in the direct path of spray and 
yet afford protection for the entire booth interior. When sprinkler heads are in 
the direct path of spray, even one day’s operation can result in deposits on the 
sprinkler heads that insulate the fusible link or choke open head orifices to the 
extent that sprinklers cannot operate efficiently.
  Automatic sprinklers should also be located so that areas subject to substantial 
accumulations of overspray residue are protected. Generally, sprinklers are 
located no more than 4 ft (1.2 m) from side walls of booths and rooms and 
from dry overspray collectors (where applicable). Sprinklers in booths or 
rooms should be on extra hazard occupancy spacing of 90 ft2 (8.4 m2).
  All sprinklers in spray areas should be controlled by an accessible control 
valve, preferably an OS&Y valve. [33: A.9.4]
  Water supply requirements for most industrial paint spray operations 
should be adequate to supply all automatic sprinklers in the spray area. Loss 
experience has shown that fires starting in the exhaust duct have spread to the 
spray booth and that fires starting in the booth have spread to the exhaust
duct. Sprinklers or sprinkler systems protecting stacks or ducts should be of 
a type not subject to freezing. Automatic systems are preferred, but manual 
systems are also acceptable. Dry pendent sprinklers are often used inside 
buildings near exhaust duct penetrations to the outside. Nonfreeze or dry-type
sprinkler systems are often used in ducts outside buildings.
  For some industries, such as the automotive industry, manually operated 
open-head systems have proven effective protection for ducts and stacks. [33: 
A.9.4.6]
  A.21.5.1 Water spray or deluge systems that are used to protect solvent 
extraction process equipment or structures should be designed to provide a 
density of not less than 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.3 mm/min) of protected surface area. 
(See NFPA 13 and NFPA 15, Standard forWater Spray Fixed Systems for Fire 
Protection, for additional information.) Foam-water sprinkler or deluge
systems that are used for the same purposes should be designed to provide a 
density of not less than 0.16 gpm/ft2 (6.5 mm/min) of protected surface area. 
(See NFPA 13 and NFPA 16, Standard for the Installation of Foam-Water 
Sprinkler and Foam-Water Spray Systems, for additional information.)
Preparation buildings should be protected with automatic sprinkler systems 
designed for ordinary hazard (Group 2), in accordance with NFPA 13. [36: 
A.4.8]
  A.21.6.1 Automatic sprinkler systems are considered to be effective in 
controlling lubricating oil fires. Sprinkler densities provided in this standard are 
based on extra hazard, Group 1 occupancy as defined in NFPA 13. Automatic 
sprinkler protection designed as local protection for the engine in many cases
provides better protection than sprinkler protection installed only at the ceiling 
level.
  Consideration should be given to providing local protection when the 
protected engine equipment is located in a high bay area. Delayed activation 
time or lack of water penetration could delay fire suppression from a ceiling 
system.
  Local protection for engines can be accomplished using either a wet system 
or a single interlock pre-action system with heat detection. The system piping 
should loop the diesel at the height of the engine cylinder heads. Detectors 
should be located above the engine and around the system piping.
  Because of the tight radial clearances on combustion gas turbines and the 
potential for rubbing of rotating parts and increased damage, it is advisable 
to use great care if using a sprinkler or water spray suppression system.Water 
from a ceiling or spot protection system could effectively control a fire;
however, gaseous suppression agents could be just as effective without the 
potential for equipment damage when the system activates. [37: A.11.4.5.1]

  A.21.7.2.3 See Figure A.21.7.2.3. The illustration shows the location of 
sprinkler heads and the decomposition vent. [40: A.6.3]
  A.21.7.2.3.3 The arrangement of sprinklers or nozzles for providing 
distribution over the face of shelving is important and requires knowledge of 
sprinkler discharge patterns and locations. This arrangement should be done 
only by qualified personnel. [40:6.3.7.3]
  A.6.5.6.4 One acceptable nozzle spray pattern would be such that at a 2.4 m 
(8 ft) distance the cone is about 1.5 m (5 ft) in diameter. See Figure A.6.5.6.4.
  A.6.5.6.6 Figure A.6.5.6.6(a) shows an example of a nozzle layout consistent 
with the recommended arrangement for a vault design as shown in Figure 
A.6.5.6.6(b).
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  A.21.25.1.2 The exposure to the airport terminal building from the airport 
ramp is significant. The number of building sprinklers operating from the 
exposure fire can be greater than from an internal ignition source. 
[415: A.4.5.1.5]
  A.21.25.1.3 The exposure to the airport terminal building from the airport 
ramp is significant. The number of building sprinklers operating from the 
exposure fire could be greater than the number of building sprinklers operating 
from an internal ignition source.
  A.21.26.1.1 Because of the nature of the test cell fire potential, deluge 
systems are considered more appropriate than automatic sprinklers due to 
their speed of operation and simultaneous discharge of all nozzles; however, 
automatic sprinklers can be used under the following conditions:
  (1) In small cells [600 ft2 (56m2) or less] where it is likely that all sprinklers 
would fuse at the same time
  (2) As a backup to a manual water spray or other manual system
[423: A.7.6.3]
  A.21.27.1.1 The water supply for the permanent fire protection water system 
should be based on providing a 2-hour water
supply for both items (1) and (2) as follows:
  (1) Either item (a) or (b), whichever is larger:
  (a) The largest fixed fire suppression system demand
  (b) Any fixed fire suppression system demand that could be reasonably 
expected to operate simultaneously during a single event (e.g., turbine 
underfloor protection in conjunction with other fire protection systems
in the turbine area)
  (2) The hose stream demand of not less than 500 gpm (1892.5 L/min)
[804: A.9.2.1]
  A.21.27.1.5 To avoid water application to hot parts or other water-sensitive 
areas and to provide adequate coverage, designs that incorporate items such as 
fusible element operated spray nozzles might be necessary. [804: A.10.8.2.1]
  A.21.27.1.6 Additional information concerning turbine generator fire 
protection can be found in EPRI Research Report 1843-2,“Turbine Generator 
Fire Protection by Sprinkler System.” [804: A.10.8.3]
  A.21.27.2.1.2 A common yard fire main loop can serve multiunit nuclear 
power plant sites if it is cross-connected between units. [804: A.9.4.4]
  A.21.29.1 Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria for Electric Generating 
Plants and High-Voltage Direct Current Converter Stations. See NFPA 
850, Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for Electric Generating Plants 
and High Voltage Direct Current Converter Stations, for applicable terms not 
defined in Chapter 3.
  (1) Sprinkler SystemWater Supply. The water supply for the permanent
fire protection installation should be based on
providing a 2-hour supply for both A.21.29.1(a) and A.21.29.1(b) as follows:
  (a) Either of the following, whichever is larger:
  i. The largest fixed fire suppression system demand   ii. Any fixed fire 
suppression system demands that could reasonably be expected to operate 
simultaneously during a single event [e.g., turbine underfloor protection 
in conjunction with other fire protection system(s) in the turbine area, coal 
conveyor protection in conjunction with protection for related coal-handling 
structures during a conveyor fire, adjacent transformers not adequately 
separated according to 5.2.4 of NFPA 850].
  (b) The hose stream demand of not less than 500 gpm (1840 L/min). 
[850:6.2.1]
  (2) Yard Mains. The supply mains should be looped around the main 
power block and should be of sufficient size to supply the flow requirements 
determined by 6.2.1 of NFPA 850 to any point in the yard loop considering the
most direct path to be out of service. Pipe sizes should be designed to 
encompass any anticipated expansion and future water demands. [850:6.4.1.3]
  (3) Coal Handling Structures. Sprinkler systems should be designed for a 
minimum of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) density over a 2500 ft2 (232 m2) 
area. [850:7.4.6.1]
  (4) Coal Conveyors. Sprinklers should be designed for a minimum of 0.25 
gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) density over 2000 ft2 (186 m2) of enclosed area or the 
most remote 100 linear ft (30 m) of conveyor structure up to 2000 ft2
(186 m2). [850:7.4.6.2]
  (5) [In areas over conveyor belts and striker plates within the stacker 
reclaimer,] the water supply [should] be from a 3000 gal to 5000 gal (11,355 L 
to 18,925 L) capacity pressure tank located on-board. [850:7.4.6.4]
  (6) Sprinklers for bag-type dust collectors should be designed for ordinary 
hazard systems. Sprinkler and water spray systems should be designed for 
a density of 0.2 gpm (8.1 mm/min) over the projected plan area of the dust 
collector. [850:7.4.6.5.1]
  (7) Steam Generator. Boiler front fire protection systems should be designed 
to cover the fuel oil burners and ignitors and adjacent fuel oil piping and cable 
a 20 ft   (6.1 m) distance from the burner and ignitor, including structural 
members and walkways at these levels. Additional coverage should include 
areas where oil can collect. Sprinkler and water spray systems should be 
designed for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the protected area. 
[850:7.5.1.2]
  (8) Flue Gas Bag-Type Dust Collectors. The design density should be 0.2 
gpm/ft2 (8.1 mm/min) over the plan area of the dust collector. [850:7.6.3.3]
  (9) Electrostatic Precipitators. If mineral oil insulating fluids are used, 
hydrants or standpipes should be located so that each transformer-rectifier set 
can be reached by at least one hose stream. In addition the following should
be provided: 

special coatings on the discharge devices. [214: A.5.3.2]
  A.21.21.2.10.3 Corrosion attacks the exposed metal and, in time, creeps under 
the wax coating. [214: A.5.3.3]
  A.21.22.1.1 Group A plastics represent the most challenging commodities 
that can be protected by a sprinkler system designed in accordance with 
this standard. Due to the widely varying nature of commodities that pass 
through transit sheds, container freight stations, transload facilities, and 
similar buildings used for handling and temporary storage of general cargo, 
a minimum automatic sprinkler design based upon the protection of Group A 
plastic commodity provides an appropriate level of fire protection. 
[307: A.5.4.2.1]
  A.21.22.2.1.2.1 Examples of sprinklers that project water upward are pendent 
sprinklers installed in an upright position or old-style sprinklers. 
[307: A.4.3.3.1.3.1]
  A.21.22.2.1.2.1(B)(3) An example of crisscross construction (ties on stringers) 
is illustrated in Figure B.1(a) of NFPA 307, Standard for the Construction and 
Fire Protection of Marine Terminals, Piers, and Wharves. [307: .4.3.3.1.3.1(B)
(3)]
  A.21.22.2.1.2.1(B)(5) The use of firestops for draft control (e.g., to bank heat, 
facilitate the opening of sprinkler heads, and prevent the overtaxing of the 
sprinkler system) is particularly important in the design of sprinkler protection 
for combustible substructures. The fire walls and firestops of 4.3.3.4 and 
4.3.3.5 of NFPA 307 should be incorporated into the sprinkler system design 
for draft control to the maximum extent practical; however, due to limitations 
in the size of the design area for the sprinkler system, additional firestops 
normally are needed. These additional or supplemental firestops need only 
have limited fire resistance, but they should be as deep as possible and be 
of substantial construction, such as double 3 in. (76.2 mm) planking, where 
exposed to the elements. Where not exposed to the possibility of physical 
damage, 3⁄4 in. (19.05 mm) treated plywood extending 48 in. (1219.2 mm) 
below stringers with solid blocking between stringers should provide adequate 
durability and reasonable effectiveness. [307: A.4.3.3.1.3.1(B)(5)]
  A.21.23.1.1 Typical configurations of cleanrooms and their chases and 
plenums create numerous areas that might be sheltered from sprinkler 
protection. These areas can include airmixing boxes, catwalks, hoods, 
protruding lighting, open waffle slabs, equipment, piping, ducting, and cable 
trays. Care should be taken to relocate or supplement sprinkler protection
to ensure that sprinkler discharge covers all parts of the occupancy. Care 
should also be taken to ensure that sprinklers are located where heat will be 
satisfactorily collected for reliable operation of the sprinkler.
  Gaseous fire suppression systems are not substitutes for automatic sprinkler 
protection. The large number of air changes in cleanrooms can cause dilution 
or stratification of the gaseous agent.
  It is recommended that sprinkler systems be inspected at least semiannually 
by a qualified inspection service. (See NFPA 25, Standard for the Inspection, 
Testing, and Maintenance of Water-Based Fire Protection Systems.) The length 
of time between such inspections can be decreased due to ambient atmosphere,
water supply, or local requirements of the authority having jurisdiction.
  Prior to taking a sprinkler system out of service, one should be certain to 
receive permission from all authorities having jurisdiction and to notify all 
personnel who might be affected during system shutdown. A fire watch during 
maintenance periods is a recommended precaution. Any sprinkler system
taken out of service for any reason should be returned to service as promptly as 
possible.
  A sprinkler system that has been activated should be thoroughly inspected for 
damage and its components replaced or repaired promptly. Sprinklers that did 
not operate but were subjected to corrosive elements of combustion or elevated
temperatures should be inspected and replaced if necessary, in accordance with 
the minimum replacement requirements of the authority having jurisdiction. 
Such sprinklers should be destroyed to prevent their reuse. [318: A.4.1.2.1]
  A.21.23.1.2.1 Examples of combustible materials that might
be found in these spaces are as follows:
  (1) Roof, floor, wall construction materials
  (2) Unapproved HEPA or ULPA filter modules
  (3) Supply air or exhaust ducts
  (4) Air handler unit enclosures or air plenum boxes
  (5) Exposed electrical cable or pipe insulation
  (6) Plastic piping
  (7) Flammable or combustible liquid piping [318: A.4.1.2.5.1]
  A.21.23.1.3 Small-orifice sprinklers, 3⁄8 in. (9.5 mm) or larger, can be used. 
[318: A.4.1.2.6.2.1]
  A.21.23.1.3.1 Small-orifice sprinklers, 3⁄8 in. (9.5 mm) or larger, can be used.
  A.21.23.2.1 Automatic sprinkler systems and their water supplies should 
be designed for maximum reliability. In the event of any impairments of 
the yard main system, sprinkler system lead-in(s) connections should be 
capable of being isolated and protection promptly restored through valving or 
interconnection of automatic sprinkler systems, or both, inside the building.
  A.21.23.2.2 The use of quick-response sprinklers, while still delayed in 
opening by the downward airflow, would respond to a smaller-size fire more 
quickly than would conventional sprinklers. (Glass bulb–type quick-response 
sprinklers might be preferable to other types of quick-response sprinklers.)
[318: A.4.1.2.2]
  A.21.23.2.3 Small-orifice sprinklers, 3⁄8 in. (9.5 mm) or larger, can be used. 
[318: A.4.1.2.6.2.1]
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of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the most remote 3000 ft2 (279 m2) 
(increase by 30 percent for dry pipe systems) of floor area with the protection 
area per sprinkler not to exceed 130 ft2 (12.0 m2). NOTE: Biomass fuels 
exhibit a wide range of burning characteristics and upon evaluation can require 
increased levels of protection. [850:7.5.4.4]
  (b) Hydraulic Equipment, Reservoirs, Coolers, and Associated Oil-Filled 
Equipment. Sprinklers or spray nozzles should be over oil-containing 
equipment and for 20 ft (6.1 m) beyond in all directions. A density of 0.25 
gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) should be provided. [850:7.5.4.6]
 (20) Rubber Tire Fuel—Hydraulic Equipment, Reservoirs, Coolers, and 
Associated Oil-Filled Equipment. Sprinklers should be over oil-containing 
equipment and for 20 ft (6.1 m) beyond in all directions. A density of 0.25 
gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) should be provided. [850:7.6, 7.6.4.10]
  A.21.29.2 Where an adequate and reliable water supply, such as a lake, 
cooling pond, river, or municipal water system, is unavailable, at least two 
separate water supplies should be provided for fire protection purposes, with 
each supply capable of meeting the fire waterflow requirements determined by 
4.2.1 of NFPA 850, Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for Electric
Generating Plants and High Voltage Direct Current Converter Stations.
[850:4.2.2]
  Each water supply should be connected to the yard main by separate 
connections arranged and valve controlled to minimize the possibility of 
multiple supplies being impaired simultaneously. [850:4.2.3]
  Indicator control valves should be installed to provide adequate sectional 
control of the fire main loop to minimize plant protection impairments. 
[850:4.4.1.4)]
  Each hydrant should be equipped with a separate shutoff valve located on the 
branch connection to the supply main. [850:4.4.1.5]
  Interior fire protection loops are considered an extension of the yard main and 
should be provided with at least two valved connections to the yard main with 
appropriate sectional control valves on the interior loop. [850:4.4.1.6]
  If a sprinkler system is used to protect the coal conveyor, particular care 
should be exercised in locating closed sprinkler so that they will be in the 
path of the heat produced by the fire and still be in a position to provide good 
coverage of all belt surfaces along the conveyor. [850:5.4.6.2.1]
  Protection inside dust collectors should include the clean air plenum and the 
bag section. If the hopper is shielded from water discharge, sprinklers also 
should be provided in the hopper section.
  All areas beneath the turbine-generator operating floor that are subject to 
oil flow, oil spray, or oil accumulation should be protected by an automatic 
sprinkler of foam-water sprinkler system. This coverage normally includes all 
areas beneath the operating floor in the turbine building. [850:5.7.4.1.1]
  Lubricating oil lines above the turbine operating floor should be 
protected with an automatic sprinkler system covering those areas subject 
to oil accumulation including the area within the turbine lagging (skirt). 
[850:5.7.4.1.2]
  Turbine-generator bearings should be protected with a manually or 
automatically operated closed-head sprinkler system utilizing directional 
nozzles. [850:5.7.4.2.1]
  Due to the large quantity of platforms, equipment, and walkways, care should 
be taken to include coverage under all obstructions greater than 4 ft (1.2 m) 
wide. [850:7.4.4.8]
 A.21.30.1 Sprinkler System Discharge Criteria for Hydroelectric Generating 
Plants. See NFPA 851, Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for 
Hydroelectric Generating Plants, for applicable terms not defined in Chapter 3.
  (1) Sprinkler SystemsWater Supply. The water supply for the permanent
fire protection installation should be based on the largest fixed fire suppression 
system demand plus the maximum hose stream demand of not less than 500 
gpm (31.5 L/sec) for a 2-hour duration. [851:4.2.2]
  (2) If a single water supply is utilized, two independent connections should 
be provided. If a situation can arise in which the primary water supply can 
become unavailable (e.g., dewatering of penstocks), an auxiliary supply should 
be provided. Each supply should be capable of meeting the requirements in 
4.2.2 of NFPA 851. [851:4.2.3]
  (3) Fixed fire protection for this equipment, where provided, should be 
automatic wet pipe sprinkler systems utilizing a design density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 
(10.2 mm/min) for the entire hazard area (see 3.5.3 of NFPA 803). [851:5.2.4]
  (4) Sprinkler or water spray systems should be designed for a density of 
0.3 gpm/ft2 (12.2 mm/min) over 2500 ft2 (232 m2). This coverage is for area 
protection. Individual cable tray tier coverage could be required based on the
fire risk evaluation. [851:5.5.3]
  (5) Cable Tunnels. Automatic sprinkler systems should be designed for a 
density of 0.3 gpm/ft2 (12.2 mm/min) over 2500 ft2 (232 m2) or the most 
remote 100 linear ft (30 m) of cable tunnel up to 2500 ft2 (232 m2). [851:5.6.1]
  (6) Emergency Generators. Sprinkler and water spray protection systems 
should be designed for a 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/ min) density over the fire 
area. [851:5.11.2]
  (7) Air Compressors. Automatic sprinkler protection, with a density of 0.25 
gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the postulated oil spill, should be considered for 
air compressors containing a large quantity of oil. (See 4.8.2 of NFPA 851,
Recommended Practice for Fire Protection for Hydroelectric Generating
Plants.) [851:5.12]
  (8) Hydraulic Systems for Gate and Valve Operators. Automatic sprinkler
protection designed for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the fire 
area should be considered for hydraulic systems not using a listed fire-resistant 

  Automatic sprinkler protection. Automatic sprinkler systems should be 
designed for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over 3500 ft2 (325 m2). 
The drain system should be capable of handling oil spillage plus the largest 
design waterflow from the fire protection system. [850:7.6.4.3]
  (10) Scrubber Buildings. Where scrubbers have plastic or rubber linings, one 
of the following methods of protection for the building should be provided:
Automatic sprinkler protection at ceiling level sized to provide 0.2 gpm/ft2 (8.1 
mm/min). The area of operation should be the area of the building or 10,000 
ft2 (930 m2). Where draft curtains are provided, the area of operation can be 
reduced to the largest area subdivided by draft curtains. [850:7.6.5.2.2]
  (11) Turbine-Generator Area. The sprinkler system beneath the turbine-
generator should take into consideration obstructions from structural members 
and piping and should be designed to a density of 0.3 gpm/ft2 (12.2 mm/min) 
over a minimum application of 5000 ft2 (464 m2). [850:7.7.4.1, 7.7.4.1.1]
  The automatic sprinkler system [protecting the lubricating oil lines above the 
turbine operating floor] should be designed to a density of 0.3 gpm/ft2 (12.2 
mm/min). [850:7.7.4.1.2]
  (12) Turbine-Generator Bearings. Fire protection systems for turbine-
generator bearings should be designed for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/
min) over the protected area of all bearings. [850:7.7.4.2.1]
  (13) Cable Spreading Room and Cable Tunnels. Automatic sprinkler systems 
should be designed for a density of 0.3 gpm/ft2 (12.2 mm/min) over 2500 ft2 
(232m2) or the most remote 100 linear ft (30 m) of cable tunnels up to 2500 ft2

(232 m2). [850:7.8.2.1]
  (14) Emergency Generators. Sprinkler systems should be designed for a 0.25 
gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) density over the fire area. [850:5.9.1.2.1]
  (15) Fire Pumps. If sprinkler systems are provided for fire pump houses, they 
should be designed for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the fire 
area. [850:7.9.4]
  (16) Oil- or Coal-Fueled Auxiliary Boilers. If a sprinkler system is provided, 
it should be designed for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the 
entire room.
  (17) Alternative Fuels.
  (a) Hydraulic Equipment, Reservoirs, Coolers, and Associated Oil-Filled 
Equipment. Sprinklers should be over oilcontaining equipment and for 20 ft 
(6.1 m) beyond in all directions. A density of 0.25 gpm/ft22 (10.2 mm/
min) should be provided. [850:9.1.5.3]
  (b) Tipping/Receiving Building. Systems should be designed for a minimum 
of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the most remote 3000 ft2 (279m2) 
(increase by 30 percent for dry pipe systems) of floor area with the protection
area per sprinkler not to exceed 130 ft2 (12 m2). High-temperature sprinklers 
[250°F to 300°F (121°C to 149°C)] should be used.[850:9.3.3.1]
  (c) The MSW Storage Pit, Charging Floor, and Grapple Laydown Areas. 
Systems should be designed for a minimum of 0.2 gpm/ft2 (8.1 mm/min) over 
the most remote 3000 ft2 (279 m2) (increase by 30 percent for dry pipe systems) 
of pit/floor area with the protection area per sprinkler not to exceed
100 ft2 (9.3 m2). High-temperature sprinklers 250°F to 300°F (121°C to 
149°C)] should be used. [850:9.3.3.2.1]
  (18) Refuse-Derived Fuels.
  (a) Hydraulic Equipment, Reservoirs, Coolers, and Associated Oil-Filled 
Equipment. Sprinklers should be over oilcontaining equipment and for 20 ft 
(6.1 m) beyond in all directions. A density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) 
should be provided. [850:7.4.4.6]
  (b) Tipping/Receiving Building. Systems should be designed for a minimum 
of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the most remote 3000 ft2 (279m2) 
(increase by 30 percent for dry pipe systems) of floor area with the protection
area per sprinkler not to exceed 130 ft2 (12.0m2). High temperature sprinklers 
[250°F to 300°F (121°C to 149°C)] should be used.
  NOTE: The preceding requirements are based on storage heights not 
exceeding 20 ft (6.1 m). [850:7.4.4.7]
  (c) Processing Building. Systems should be designed for a minimum of 0.25 
gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the most remote 3000 ft2 (279 m2) (increase 
by 30 percent for dry pipe systems) of floor area with the protection area per 
sprinkler not to exceed 130 ft2 (12.0 m2). [850:7.4.4.8)]
  (d) RDF Storage Building. Systems should be designed for a minimum of 
0.35 gpm/ft2 (14.3 mm/min) over the most remote 3000 ft2 (279 m2) (increase 
by 30 percent for dry pipe systems) of floor area with the protection area per 
sprinkler not to exceed 100 ft2 (9.3 m2). High-temperature sprinklers [250°F to 
300°F (121°C to 149°C)] should be used.
  Storage heights in excess of 20 ft (6.1 m) will require igher design densities. 
[850:7.4.4.9]
  (e) RDF Boiler Feed System Area, Including Bins, Hoppers, Chutes, 
Conveyors, and So Forth. Where provided, the systems should be designed 
for a minimum of 0.2 gpm/ft2 (8.2 mm/min) over the most remote 2000 ft2 
(186 m2) (increase by 30 percent for dry pipe systems) of floor area with the 
protection area per sprinkler not to exceed 130 ft2 (12.0 m2). Internal, as well 
as external, protection also should be considered depending upon specific 
equipment design, ceiling heights, and accessibility for manual fire fighting. 
[850:7.4.4.10]
  (f) Shredder Enclosures. Systems should be designed for a minimum of 0.25 
gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the most remote 3000 ft2 (279 m2) (increase by 
30 percent for dry pipe systems) of floor area with the protection area per 
sprinkler not to exceed 100 ft2 (9.3 m2). [850:7.4.4.11]
  (19) Biomass Fuels.
  ;(a) Biomass Storage Buildings. Systems should be designed for a minimum 
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  A.21.31.2.3  The wording is based on NFPA 13, paragraph 23.1.5.2. The 
special sensitivity of cultural resource properties to water damage that could 
result from piping corrosion warrants the assumption of water supplies and 
environmental conditions that contribute to unusual corrosive properties. 
[909:A.9.12.12.3.3]
  A.21.32.2.3 The intent of the NFPA70, National Electrical Code, is to allow 
sprinkler piping in the room protecting the space covering the floor area that 
includes the electrical equipment as long as the sprinklers and piping are not 
located in the zone described by 21.32.2.1. The sprinkler and the piping can be
above the zone described by 21.32.2.1, but a shield needs to be installed in this 
case to protect the electrical equipment from potential leakage.
  A.21.35.1.11 The quantities and pressure of water for fire extinguishing 
indicated in 21.35.1.11 are based on limited testing and should be considered 
subject to change as additional data become available. It is recommended that 
spray coverage tests be carried out at maximum altitude for manned operations.
  A.21.36.1.1.1 See 4.3.3 of NFPA 120 for unique requirements for protecting 
this unusual type of occupancy.
  A.31.37.1.2 Underground shaft mines that use diesel-powered equipment 
generally employ underground diesel fuel storage areas to facilitate equipment 
refueling. Adit-type mines in the western United States can initially locate 
diesel fuel storage and refueling facilities on the surface; however, as the active
mine workings progress further from the adit portal(s), these facilities usually 
are moved underground. A common means of fire protection currently found in
many underground diesel fuel storage areas is a fixed water sprinkler system. 
The federal Mine Safety and Health Administration (MSHA) currently 
approves such systems for this application. The consensus of the committee is 
that this situation represents a significant safety hazard. According to the NFPA
Fire Protection Handbook, water sprinklers can be used on diesel
fuel for control but not for extinguishment. “The Health and Safety 
Implications of the Use of Diesel-Powered Equipment in Underground Mines,” 
a report by an interagency task group prepared for MSHA in 1985, concludes
that “water spray or fog usually will not extinguish diesel fuel fires.”
  In an underground mine, fire control is not sufficient; fire extinguishment is 
essential for the following reasons:
  (1) As long as a fire burns, even if it does not grow in intensity or area 
and appears to be responsive to fire control, toxic smoke and fire gases are 
produced that can endanger persons in the mine.
  (2) According to the NFPA Fire Protection Handbook, overpressure failure of 
containers when exposed to fire is considered the principal hazard of closed-
container flammable and combustible liquid storage.
  (3) Even a “controlled” fire can cause container failure, producing a fire so 
intense that the sprinkler system is unable to control it, much less extinguish it.
  (4) Water sprays are not effective in extinguishing pressure fires, running fuel 
fires, and obstructed spill fires, all of which can occur in a diesel refueling area.
  (5) Water supplies are limited in many underground mines. 
  Fire control, therefore, should be considered temporary, because the fire will 
grow immediately to maximum intensity when the water supply is depleted.
  (6) The vapor pressure of diesel fuel increases with elevation due to reduced 
barometric pressure. As a result, even fuels without flash point–reducing 
additives can become flammable, depending on the altitude at which they are
used. This reduction in flash point could result in reclassification of the 
diesel fuel to a Class IC flammable liquid. There is no clear consensus in 
the literature and industry practice as to the effectiveness of fixed water 
sprays in controlling and extinguishing fires involving Class IC flammable 
liquids. Although industry practice strongly favors fixed water sprays for such 
applications, the literature and available research results clearly indicate the 
ineffectiveness of fixed sprays on Class IC liquids, especially on pressure fires, 
running fuel fires, and obstructed spill fires.
  Water sprinkler systems installed for the protection of diesel fuel storage areas 
might not be effective in suppression even though they do provide good control 
through cooling; foam-water systems can provide suppression. [122:A.11.3.1]
  A.21.37.1.3.2 Although water-only deluge, foam-water, and dry chemical 
systems might be effective in controlling or suppressing SX facility fires, there 
might be use for more than one application in a given facility. Manual response 
has been ineffective in recent losses and automatic suppression is advised
for both existing and new facilities.
  While water spray can be effective, due to potentially high flow requirements 
a mixer-settler cell might overflow during the suppression process. This might 
create additional concerns with drainage and fire spread.
  Foam has been shown to be an effective suppressant medium for SX fires. 
However, environmental aspects, potential contamination of process liquids 
(particularly associated with accidental system initiation), and the difficulty or 
inability to conduct system flow tests on a periodic basis are negative 
points in the selection of foam.
  High pressure water mist or fog might prove to be a potentially effective 
suppressant medium and might not create the contamination, environmental, 
and testing obstacles that accompany foam or the large volumes that 
accompany conventional high density water deluge systems. Currently, there 
are no public domain tests conducted on mist systems for pool fires of the size
involved in a large SX settler; thus, actual suppressability under
all fire conditions has not been demonstrated. [120:A.13.19.1.1]
  21.37.1.3.3  The following best practices design guidance for
automatic fire suppression systems is advised:
  For settler tanks or cells, use either Type 1 foam chambers or open head 
deluge sprinklers with foam discharge. When using foam chambers, provide a 3 

fluid. (See 4.8.2 of NFPA 851.) [851:5.13]
  (9) Fire Pumps. If sprinkler systems are provided, they should be designed 
for a density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 mm/min) over the fire area. For automatic 
foam-water sprinkler systems, a density of 0.16 gpm/ft2 (6.5 mm/min) should 
be provided. [851:5.14]
  A.21.30.2 Upstream water is frequently the fire protection water supply. Water 
for fire suppression should not be taken downstream from any closure device in 
a penstock, flume, or forebay. [851:4.2.6]
  Fire extinguishing systems, where installed for lube oil systems employing 
combustible-type oil, should include protection for the reservoirs, pumps, and 
all oil lines, especially where unions exist on piping and beneath any shielded 
area where flowing oil can collect. Facilities not provided with curbs or drains 
should extend coverage for a distance of 20 ft (6.1 m) from the oil lines, when 
measured from the outermost oil line. [851:5.2.7]
  A.21.31.1 Sprinkler systems for specific areas associated with
religious facilities should be designed as follows:
  (1) All assembly areas, except state — light hazard
  (2) Stages — ordinary hazard (Group 2)
  (3) Kitchens — ordinary hazard (Group 1)
  (4) Storage rooms — ordinary hazard (Group 2)
  (5) Unused attics/lofts/steeples/concealed spaces — light hazard
  (6) Schools/day-care centers — light hazard
  (7) Gift shops — ordinary hazard (Group 1)
  (8) Special exhibit area — ordinary hazard (Group 2)
  (9) Libraries — ordinary hazard (Group 2)
  (10) Offices — light hazard [909: A.10.4.2]

  A.21.31.1.1 Standard-response sprinklers employ more robust operating 
elements than quick-response sprinklers and can be more appropriate for use in 
areas where concern for inadvertent water discharge outweighs the advantages 
of thermal sensitivity. [909: A. 9.12.12.2 12.4.4.2]
  A.21.31.1.2 Preaction and dry pipe sprinkler systems are more subject to 
corrosion than standard wet pipe systems, due to the presence of both air and 
moisture within the pipes. In addition to causing problems which could impair 
the operation of the sprinkler system and possibly result in system failures, 
such as preventing valves from opening, restricting water flow and pressure to
the sprinklers, and clogging drops and branch lines. The higher rates of 
corrosion can also result in sprinkler system malfunctions such as leaks that 
can have a significant adverse impact on sensitive collections and cultural 
properties. The products of corrosion (black and orange residue made up 
primarily of ferric and ferrous oxides and hydroxides) that collect in the piping 
can cause considerable damage to artwork, historic fabric, and collections
upon discharge. The corrosion in the systems can also lead to leaks and piping 
failures, especially at joints, along the bottom of pipes between roll grooves, 
and other places where moisture accumulates. Based on this, additional 
precautions are warranted in areas with susceptible collections or historic 
fabric, or where sprinkler system repairs or replacement of piping would put 
the building or contents at an unacceptable risk. [909:A.9.12.12.3]
  A.21.31.1.2.1 The automatic fire suppression system, the compact storage 
system, and the storage compartmentation features should be designed to limit 
fire damage in accordance with the facility’s fire safety objectives (e.g., confine 
fire growth to the compact storage module of origin). Significant factors to 
consider include the number and size of the storage modules, the separation 
provided between the modules (endto-end and back-to-back), and the type of 
materials being stored. In general, double-interlock pre-action systems and
dry pipe systems are inappropriate for compact storage, because of the 
additional delay they introduce, coupled with the delays in activation resulting 
from the compact storage units themselves.
  Other protection features, which should be considered to limit the extent of 
potential fire damage, include the following: 
  (1) Very high density sprinkler systems
  (2) Quick-response sprinklers
  (3) Early-warning smoke detection
  (4) Spacers between carriages or, for automated systems, automatic
park mode to increase flue spaces between carriages
upon activation of a fire alarm or during idle periods
  (5) Metal vertical barriers in the middle of the shelf
  (6) Open-top shelving [909: A.16.4.8.1.3 9.12.23.4.1.3]

  A.21.31.1.2.2 The system should be designed to confine fire growth to the 
compact storage module of origin or the shelving range of origin. [909: A. 
9.12.23.4.1.4 (A)]
  A.21.31.2.2 Although prior to the 2007 edition NFPA 13 permitted the pipe 
for systems not subject to freezing to be installed without a back pitch, similar 
to the design of wet pipe systems, this arrangement allows water to accumulate 
in low points, increasing the rate of corrosion. Proper pitching is an important
element in reducing the risk of corrosion. The pitch requirements included 
in NFPA 13 should be considered the minimum acceptable pitch. Where 
adequate clearance is provided to permit the system to be installed without 
causing interferences with structural elements or causing low points, pitches 
exceeding this minimum requirement such as 4mm/m(1⁄2 in. per 10 ft) should 
be considered. [909:A.9.12.12.3.1]
  A. 21.31.2.2 Additional auxiliary drainage should be provided, in accordance 
with NFPA 13, regardless of whether the
protected area is subject to freezing. [909:A.9.12.12.3.2.1]
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percent aqueous filmforming foam (AFFF) foam discharge, in accordance with
NFPA 11, Standard for Low-, Medium-, and High-Expansion Foam, with a 
density of 4.1 L/min/m2 (0.10 gpm/ft2) over the entire settler area. When 
using open head deluge sprinklers, provide a 3 percent AFFF foam discharge, 
in accordance with NFPA 16, Standard for the Installation of Foam-Water 
Sprinkler and Foam-Water Spray Systems, with a density of 6.5 L/min/m2 
(0.16 gpm/ft2). Design for a 20-minute discharge period. For mixers, launders, 
drainage sumps, and piping trenches, use open head deluge sprinklers and 
provide a 3 percent AFFF foam discharge, in accordance with NFPA 16,
with a density of 6.5 L/min/m2 (0.16 gpm/ft2) and a 20-minute
foam discharge period.
  For the interior of tank farm vessels containing combustible or flammable 
liquids such as loaded organic tanks, coalescers, crud treatment tanks, and 
diluent tanks use a Type 1 foam chamber and provide a 3 percent automatic 
AFFF foam discharge, in accordance with NFPA 11, into each of the tanks
with a density of 4.1 L/min/m2 (0.10 gpm/ft2) and a 20- minute foam 
discharge period.
  For the exterior surfaces of tank farm equipment containing combustible or 
flammable liquids such as loaded organic tanks, coalescers, crud treatment 
tanks, diluent tanks, crud treatment filters, centrifuges, pumps, and pipe racks, 
provide automatic open head (water only) deluge sprinklers based on
a discharge density of 10.2 L/min/m2 (0.25 gpm/ft2). [122:A.13.19.1.2]
  21.37.1.3.4 Actuation of automatic fire suppression systems can be done 
using ultraviolet/infrared (UV/IR) dual spectrum detectors, heat detection 
cable, rate of rise heat detectors, or standard air pilot heads. High speed 
detection is considered advisable to suppress a solvent fire in its incipient 
stages. [122:A.13.19.1.3]
Substantiation:   This action updates Ch 22 and Annex D to include the 
information provided in the most current editions of the documents extracted 
into NFPA 13. These documents were reviewed by the SSD TC and were 
editorially cleaned up by the TCC. 
Committee Meeting Action: Accept
______________________________________________________________ 
13-380 Log #238 AUT-SSI  Final Action: Reject
(D.2)
______________________________________________________________ 
Submitter: Joshua Elvove, U.S. General Services Administration
Comment on Proposal No: 13-599
Recommendation: Accept original proposal to relocate Section D.2 of Annex 
D back into the body of the standard as a new section in Chapter 21 (e.g., 
21.38). Then, delete everything else in Annex D (e.g., Section D.1). 
Substantiation: If extracts are permitted, why not include the language in 
Annex D, or more importantly, key sections of the latest edition of NFPA 101 
such as protection of atrum glass, into Chapter 21. Contrary to the committee 
statement, extracts are meant to eliminate conflicts between standards. In 
fact, additional extracts to NFPA 99 are now needed, given the new language 
pertaining to sprinklers contained in NFPA 99. It is necessary to house the 
extracted material from the 2012 edition(s) of NFPA 101 (and 99) within the 
body of the standard to ensure uses can discern the difference between the 
requirements of NFPA 101 (and 99) and NFPA 13. By locating this in Annex 
D, users of NFPA 13 will not have ready access to (or knowledge of) the 
unique requirements of NFPA 101 like they currently have for all the other 
standards listed in Chapter 21. Regardless of whether this comment is accepted, 
per the committee statement, Annex D needs to be corrected before publishing 
the next edition of NFPA 13 as no explanation is provided on how to use 
Section D.2 or to distinguish it from Section D.1. Note: Sections D.1 and D.2 
are almost identical and appear to be redundant (suggest deleted Section D.1). 
Should Section D.1 remain, ensure references are made to the 2012 edition of 
NFPA 101. 
Committee Meeting Action: Reject
Committee Statement: This information was moved to the annex due to 
inherent conflicts between NFPA 101 and NFPA 13 (i.e closets). 
Number Eligible to Vote: 29 
Ballot Results: Affirmative: 29 
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